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ABSTRACT

LIFE STYLES, DEATH STYLES, AND POSTHUMOUS PORTRAITURE:
ELITE FEMALE BURIALS IN IRONAGE EUROPE

by

Emily R. Stanton

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2023
Under the Supervision of Professor Bettina Arnold

This dissertation analyzes the grave good assemblages in 222 burial contexts from Hallstatt

D (c. 600-400 BCE) tumulus cemeteries in west-central Europe to test the hypothesis that certain

combinations of grave goods were associated with particular categories of persons based on an

intersectional marking of gender, status, age and social role. The primary data set consists of

high-status graves – male, female, ungendered/pre-gendered subadults, and those of

indeterminate gender – in the Heuneburg interaction sphere in southwest Germany. The results of

this analysis are compared to a secondary data set of comparable burials from other west-central

European locations, to determine whether discernible patterns are due to regional traditions or

may reflect deeper conceptions of gender ideology. The posthumous portraiture provided by

these mortuary contexts is discussed in relation to identity and role, including gender, age, kin

relations, and childbearing status. The distinction between lifestyles and deathstyles in identity

marking and the relevance of these costume elements for accessing gender ideology in this pre-

literate society are presented using a visual body mapping approach that reveals the complexity

of archaeologically accessing intersectional identities in the past.
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Chapter One
Introduction

1.1. Archaeology, Death, and Gender

Archaeologists do not excavate funerals. We study burials, the end results of funerals, though

some funerary practices can leave archaeologically recoverable traces. An accurate, and often-

repeated adage in mortuary archaeology is “the dead do not bury themselves” (Parker Pearson

1999: 3). Mortuary rites represent a transformation rather than a reflection of living societies.

Similarly, artifacts deposited in the grave have passed through a series of social filters and have

become imbued with memory and meaning by successive generations as the spaces and places of

death are transformed by reuse and re-inscription (Arnold 1991a, 1991b; Carver 2000; Henry

2017; Williams 2003).

Hawkes’ famous “hierarchy of inference” (1954) posits that the strongest archaeological

interpretations are focused on technology and subsistence. In this model, interpretations of

archaeological data become increasingly less reliable as one moves away from items such as

tools to cultural constructs such as social organization and ideology. However, Hawkes’ model

“created divisions which did not in fact exist within the cultural processes being studied,” as

material culture is inseparable from the cultural processes which produced it (Arnold 1991a: 4).

Burials - the body of the deceased, together with the materials deliberately placed with them - are

bundles of meaning (Cooper et al. 2022; Henry 2017). Artifacts, especially personal ornaments,

are allusions to the accumulated social personae of the deceased, referencing aspects of their

intersectional identities such as status, social role, and gender.

Gender, like mortuary ritual, is a multifaceted social phenomenon. Spector and Whelan list

four cross-culturally applicable categories of gender designation: gender role, gender identity,

gender attribution and gender ideology (1991:69-70 in Arnold 1995:b 153-154). To paraphrase

Spector and Whelan, gender role describes the activities performed by a certain gender, gender

identity refers to how one views oneself, which may or may not align with gender attribution, the
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societal designation of an individual’s gender, and gender ideology is how gender is constructed

in a particular society through language, art, and belief systems. Much depends on how a certain

society employs gender constructions (e.g., gender identity) and either allows them to be

expressed or obfuscated in the mortuary record. As Arnold notes, “gender role and attribution

have material correlates in virtually all societies…[which] should be recoverable

archaeologically in cultures which express gender differences in burial” (1995: 154).

During the European Iron Age, the populations in the area of southwest Germany that

includes the Heuneburg hillfort’s interaction sphere clearly expressed social differences in

burials. In this cultural context, gender was one facet of the constellation of meanings embodied

by grave goods. Thus, in this dissertation, I explore the identifiable patterns and possible

meanings of the grave good assemblages found in elite graves dating from the late Hallstatt

period through the early La Tène period (c. 600 to 400 BCE), considering the possibility that

some of these associations may have had pan-European significance in terms of gender ideology,

including, but not limited to, pre- and proscriptive deportment based on age, marital status and

reproductive status at death.

The task of decoding expressions of gender ideology is made quite difficult when the society

in question is aliterate and has bequeathed to us very few surviving artistic depictions, as is the

case for the late Hallstatt populations in the Heuneburg region. Mortuary contexts, however,

provide the one source of evidence that allows archaeologists to say something about gender

ideology in the early Iron Age of southwest Germany, including the Heuneburg area. Gendered

divisions of labor, if any, are effectively invisible in the Heuneburg interaction sphere as

represented in settlement data; in fact, the organization of production is generally poorly

understood for this time period in most of Iron Age Europe. Hence firm evidence for gender roles

- the tasks typically performed by a certain gender (Spector and Whelan 1991: 69-70) - is also

lacking. Thus, Arnold argues that “ultimately, it is gender ideology…that is expressed in
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prehistoric European burial contexts more frequently than gender roles” (2006: 151).

1.2. The Research Problem

In 1995 Paul Treherne proposed that the “warrior burials” of Bronze Age Europe represent a

standardized and specifically male “death-style, a socio-culturally prescribed way of expiring”

(1995: 106). Temporally, the “warrior ideology” phenomenon is represented as emerging in the

later 4th millennium BCE and is “considered by many authors as a true social and ideological

revolution” (Jeunesse 2014: 171; Risch 2020). In the mortuary sphere, the communally focused

mortuary rituals of the Neolithic gave way to an emphasis on individual, personal death rites; the

associated “warrior graves” display a standard set of burial goods. Treherne suggests that the

grave goods associated with the burials of the emerging warrior elite of the Bronze Age revolved

around four main themes: “warfare seen in weaponry, alcohol seen in drinking vessels, riding/

driving seen in horse harness/wheeled vehicles…and to a lesser degree bodily ornamentation”

(1995: 108).

Two key themes in Treherne’s study are the importance of displaying status via material

culture and the centrality of the body. Framed by metal objects and textiles, the interred

individual body highlighted the importance of display and its semiotic potential (see also Sofaer

2006). This practice, and the mortuary rituals accompanying it, “were singular events in which a

particular identity for the deceased had to be produced and fixed within the minds of the

onlookers” (Treherne 1995: 113). For Treherne’s elite warrior-class males, toilet articles such as

metal tweezers and razors were integral materials in the warrior’s lifestyle, a trend Treherne

argues stretches from the Middle Bronze Age to at least the Iron Age (1995: 111). In Treherne’s

model, some grave goods reference the warrior’s lifestyle, or practices in which that individual

was involved during their lifetime, while the warrior’s deathstyle is reflected in grave goods that

were used to create a type of constructed image, or portrait, of the deceased individual.

While these ideas of lifestyles and deathstyles are compelling, Treherne omits a crucial
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aspect: age. Gilchrist strongly questions this omission – “[to] what extent was the warrior status

linked with a specific age or ethnicity, and was it exclusive to biological males?” (1999: 66).

Other archaeologists have also critiqued the “warrior burial” model, noting that a mere fraction

of male burials in the past are actually equipped as warriors. For example, Sievers (1980, 1982)

has argued that the ornate daggers found in some male burials of Iron Age Europe likely

functioned as insignia or indicators of rank rather than as weapons. Recently, Ramsl (2020) has

offered the idea of multiple male identities – beyond the “male warrior” – in later Iron Age

central Europe based on mortuary data.

Furthermore, the literature on male deathstyles seldom acknowledges that there might be a

corresponding deathstyle for women. As several scholars have noted, female graves dominate the

archaeological record in terms of relative visibility and quantity of inorganic grave goods within

the North-Alpine zone of Europe from the Bronze Age through the Iron Age (Trémeaud 2019;

Burmeister 2000). However, “women who are so clearly visible in the archaeological record

[are] neglected by scholars in historical generalizations” (Stalsberg 2001: 65). To what extent

then are multiple female identities reflected in European prehistory and can mortuary data be

used to make women more accessible to interpretation than they have been up to now?

The female and male graves of Early Iron Age tumuli (earthen burial mounds) in Europe

display patterned sets of inorganic, generally metal, artifacts. In select cases where skeletal

preservation allows for age and sex estimates, the individuals buried with staple-decorated belts,

and sets of hair/bonnet/veil (HBV) pin and ring ornaments are adults and morphologically

female, while individuals buried with daggers and other weapons as well as razors are adult

males (Oelze et al. 2012). This project will test the hypothesis that these Iron Age burials of adult

females with staple-decorated belts/head ornaments and adult male burials with daggers/other

weapons/razors represent types of posthumous portraits indicated by combinations of particular

mortuary signature items. More than just a “deathstyle” (cf., Treherne 1995), this approach
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investigates the relationship between dress in death and dress in life and at the same time reveals

the intersectional nature of age, gender and social identity in this society. The operating

assumption has been that life- and deathstyles of identity marking are equivalent, but the

association has not been critically assessed in a systematic way. One of the open questions is to

what extent the assemblages may represent self-portraits versus representations of social

identities fixed in death by the surviving community members, given that the dead do not bury

themselves (Arnold 2012b; Olivier 1999; Parker Pearson 1999: 3).

Consequently, the oft-cited analogy of burial as text or as a “black box” of a deceased

person’s fixed identity (e.g. Binford 1971) begins to fall apart. Carver (2000) suggests a different

analogy: burial as poetry – “[a] grave is not simply a text, but a text with attitude, a text inflated

with emotion…a palimpsest of allusions…[and] it is the allusions themselves which must first be

studied” (2000: 37). According to Carver, these allusions can encompass references to other

places, peoples, and time periods (2000: 37-38). Ironically, the time element, especially as it

applies to the lifecourse of the individual and processes of creating the burial, are often ignored

components in archaeological interpretation. In his analysis of the Iron Age Hochdorf “princely”

burial, Olivier states that this burial is not an “unequivocal piece of evidence [but] comprises

different layers of information, amalgamating materials of different origins incorporated at

different moments in time into the grave” (1999: 112). Specifically, Olivier proposes that there

are three chronological periods represented by the grave goods of the Hochdorf central chamber:

objects which were likely personal possessions and acquired over the individual’s lifecourse,

objects modified between the death of the individual and the events of the funeral, and objects

which were introduced or manipulated when the grave goods were actually placed in the burial

chamber (1999: 120-122, 127; Cooper et al. 2022). This theoretical framework forms the basis of

the lifestyles and deathstyle objects idea proposed in this dissertation.

Lifestyle objects are those items acquired during the lifetime of the individual. Such artifacts
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may be obtained at certain points in an individual’s life and worn until death. These items can

represent the accumulated identities of the deceased, such as their social status or role at the time

of death. Small artifacts like the HBV pins and rings found in settlement contexts are examples

of lifestyle objects (Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Cooper et al. 2022; Müller-Scheeßel 2013;

Sievers 1984; Schmidt 2013). The large number of such finds, almost all of them broken,

indicates that HBV ornaments were likely part of everyday dress and were not just included in

burials as a form of mortuary-specific ornament.

Deathstyle objects, by contrast, were made for funerary use, such as the textile wall hangings

or the famed sheet gold gilding for the bronze dagger, bronze belt plate, and shoes from the

Hochdorf central chamber (Banck-Burgess 1999, 2018; Biel 1981; Olivier 1999). In fact,

metallurgical analyses suggest that these sheet gold decorations were produced on-location,

specifically for use in the funeral (Kimmig 1991, in Olivier 1999: 120). Deathstyle objects can

also be used to enhance the perceived status of the deceased, like the “gussying up” of the

Hochdorf burial in death by gilding the bronze dagger and bronze belt plate with sheet gold; the

bronze dagger and sheath had their own pre-existing decorations and the sheet gold was placed

only on one side (Arnold 2011: 165; Olivier 1999: 120). In select cases, deathsyle objects may be

connected to the stylized anthropomorphic stone stelae from the Iron Age tumulus sites of

Hirschlanden (Germany), the Glauberg (Germany), and Mont Lassois/Vix (France; Armit and

Grant 2008; Chaume and Reinhard 2011). At each of these sites, the ornaments depicted on the

statues have analogous ornaments recovered from the grave contexts in the vicinity. Perhaps

these statues acted as monumentalized versions of the deathstyle, or served as the inspirations for

the ornament sets recovered from these graves; these interpretive possibilities with be revisited in

the Discussion and Conclusion chapters.

There are some objects which encompass both the lifestyle and deathstyle categories - artifact

types which have been found both broken in settlement contexts, and placed in the grave (see
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Cooper et al. 2022: 75-110). For example, there are multiple cases of burials with staple-

decorated belts which have adjustable ring settings (like the holes or “notches” on modern day

belts), or display evidence of repair and resizing (Arnold 2016; Arnold and Hagmann 2014;

Wiessner 1983; Wels-Weyrauch 1988; Tomedi in Gruber et al 2002; Tori 2015). Additionally,

according to Sievers (1984), there are at least 15 fragments of belt assemblages recovered from

the Heuneburg hillfort plateau (1984:36-37 and Plates 87, 92, 95, 96 and 97). There are some

examples where these objects may indicate “aspirational” identities. Pertlwieser proposed that

Iron Age populations “believed not only in a continuation of life in the hereafter [but] also

apparently in a ‘growing up’ of those who died in childhood” (1987: 30). For example, the

staple-decorated belt from Dürrnberg Grave 353 in Austria was laid to the side of the young

female individual (Wendling 2019; see also Banck-Burgess 1999). Wendling interprets this

placement as awaiting the moment in the afterlife when the young female individual had reached

the age range or achieved the social role associated with a staple-decorated belt (Wending 2019:

183).

The focus is regional in scope and

includes tumulus cemeteries associated with

the Heuneburg mortuary landscape (Kurz

and Schiek 2002), as well as the

Magdalenenberg mega-mound on the

eastern edge of the Black Forest, and

numerous additional burials within the

region (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). Mortuary

evidence is particularly important when

investigating social structure and differentiation,

especially given that there are no written texts in the Heuneburg area until the Roman period

Figure 1.1. Map of the Heuneburg
interaction sphere showing

approximate distances between sites.

~ 1.5 miles

0.33 miles

1.36 miles

Germany
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Hallstatt Period Phase Date Range
Hallstatt C1 800-710 BCE
Hallstatt C2 710-625 BCE
Hallstatt D1 625-550 BCE
Hallstatt D2 550-500 BCE
Hallstatt D3 500-450 BCE

hundreds of years later.

Temporally, I focus on the

Hallstatt D1-D3 periods

(Table 1.1), because the

mortuary signatures of

adult female graves with

staple-decorated belts and

HBV ornaments and adult

male graves with decorated

daggers, other weapons, and/or

razors are well-represented during

the Hallstatt D period in the Heuneburg region.

The surviving archaeological evidence suggests that elements of this pattern, especially belt

assemblages and head ornamentation for adult women, may extend back to the Middle to Late

Bronze Age (Sørensen 2010: 55). However, there is evidence to suggest that a shift in identity-

marking in burials occurred at the Hallstatt/La Tène interface in this region (Arnold 1991, 1996,

2001; Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Burmeister 2000; Pope and Ralston 2011: 408; Schmidt 2013;

Trémeaud 2018, 2019, 2021).

Site reports and grave good inventories were used to create a series of databases and

Table 1.1.
Early Iron Age chronological
phases (after Rebay-Salisbury

2016b: 46).

Figure 1.2. Map showing the locations of the
Heuneburg and the Magdalenenberg.

~ 45 miles
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schematic diagrams to illustrate and compare the mortuary signatures of 222 burial contexts in

the Heuneburg interaction sphere and the resulting patterns are compared to 185 contemporary

mortuary and deposit contexts from other regions, such as the Vix burial in Burgundy, France, to

determine to what extent some patterns might be regionally specific, while others may be pan-

European. I will explore several hypotheses regarding the possible meanings of this posthumous

portraiture - the after-death image of the individuality of the deceased - and its connections to

aspects of the deceased’s identity and role, including gender, age, kin relations, and childbearing

status.

The methodology relies on a subsample of aged and sexed burials from southwest Germany

(Biel 1981, 1985; Charles 1954; Erhardt and Simon 1971; Grupe et al. 2015; Hummel et al.

2005; Kurz and Wahl 2005; Langlois 1987; Oelze et al 2012; Wahl in Arnold et al. in press). The

studies cited here utilized osteological morphology, ancient DNA (aDNA) and isotopic analyses,

and CT scans of skeletal material to provide age and/or sex estimates. Osteological studies,

aDNA, and CT scans are independent lines of evidence which provide the biologically-based

foundation for the costume-based gender assessments that will be discussed in later chapters.

Together with their attendant grave goods, these aged and sexed burials form the basis of the

mortuary signature concept. Schematic diagrams of these graves depict the recorded placement

of the grave goods, providing a visually oriented approach to compare the posthumous portraits

of these burials, making the data more accessible to a wider audience. Past studies have tended to

apply comparative statistical analyses to large but inconsistently reliable data sets in ways that

make it difficult for researchers not already familiar with this archaeological context to assess the

results (Burmeister 2000; Müller 1994; see also Cooper et al. 2022: 263). For example, although

Burmeister (2000) had recognized that age is an important social determinant in tumulus burials,

his statistical analysis of Late Hallstatt Württemberg had conflated age and gender (see also

Arnold 2016; 2021: 303), obscuring the patterns of intersectional identity marking which this
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dissertation wishes to explore. The schematic diagrams were combined with co-occurrence tables

of the data to numerically depict the number of times a particular type of grave good is found

together with another. For example, co-occurrence tables can determine the number of times a

staple-decorated belt co-occurs with HBV ornaments in burials in the study region, testing the

idea that this combination had some special importance. Finally, possible interpretations of these

patterned sets of artifacts are offered based on ethnographic analogy to broaden the scope of

options for the identities marked in the posthumous portraits that are the focus of this study.

1.3. Theoretical Background: Feminism and Intersectionality

According to Nelson, feminist archaeology is a critique of androcentric “archaeology as

usual,” allowing us to explore a variety of different pasts, while feminism generally is concerned

with the stories of women and other culturally constructed categories of persons (2004: 9, 151).

Additionally, feminist archaeology dismantles the notion of the supposedly essential qualities of

one gender or another. As Wright discussed in her analysis of gender and textiles in Ur III period

Mesopotamia (ca. 2112-2004 BCE), gender in the past did not carry a unitary status (1996: 103).

Citing Claassen, Nelson lays out a critically important point: gender may not be the most

important social variable in analyses (Classssen 1992: 3 in Nelson: 2004: 4). Previously,

however, approaches to the mortuary record of early Iron Age Europe often assumed that gender,

as defined by biological sex, was the primary social variable in analyses of social organization, as

pointed out by Arnold (2016: 836, 2021: 299) and served as a purely binary system of social

categorization for either male or female in Iron Age society (see Clarke 1972 in Pope 2021: 6).

This interpretative legacy owes its genesis to 19th century social mores, at a time when

archaeology as a discipline was in its infancy. As Belard states, in the 19th century,

It appeared obvious that the identity of the deceased, particularly his/her sexual identity,
could be determined by the funerary assemblage, especially by inspection of the grave
furniture. Graves containing weapons were interpreted as belonging to warriors, allowing no
room for either debate or question….Women’s graves were simply determined by
exclusion. They were the ones without weapons, but with pieces of jewelry, which
corresponds with our present-day notions of ‘femininity.’ The social roles attributed to men
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and women are derived from our own ideological patterns which have evolved very
little since the 19th century (2011: 93).

However, as several scholars have recently noted, identity marking in Iron Age Europe was

not a simple male/female binary system, nor was it uniform across time and space (Arnold 2016:

836; Nelson 2004: 4; Trémeaud 2018, 2019, 2021; Rebay-Salisbury 2016a). In fact, as Arnold

notes, based on the mortuary data, gender seems to be a variable of secondary or even tertiary

rather than primary importance in the social structures of the Iron Age Heuneburg interaction

sphere (2021: 303), while age appears to have been more important in determining who was

buried in tumuli and with what types of grave goods, likely also reflecting age-based access to

certain social roles. In other words, while sex and gender clearly did influence burial goods, other

social identities were also determinant. Gender and age have been demonstrated to have

intersected at certain points in an individual’s life, intertwining in a complex dance that social

scientists have dubbed intercategorical complexity or intersectionality (Arnold 2016, 2021).

Developed in contemporary gender studies, intersectional complexity is defined as “the

complexity that arises when the subject of analysis expands to include multiple dimensions of

social life and categories of analysis” (McCall 2005: 1772). The term intersectionality owes its

genesis to African American feminist legal scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw’s article of 1989. In this

piece, Crenshaw noted that when scholars discuss “women” they tend to refer to only white

women, or when they talk about people of African descent, they usually mean only Black men;

Black women are invisible unless we consider the intersections of ethnicity and gender together

(Crenshaw 1989; see also McCall 2005; Shields 2008; “Indiana Jones and the Cowboys of

Science: Who Does Archaeology?” from https://bu.digication.com/archaeologicalheritage/Anti-

Oppression_Publications). Offering insights from psychology, Shields adds that intersectionality

has changed how gender is discussed in the social sciences: “…it is impossible to talk about

gender without considering other dimensions of social structure/social identity that play a

formative role in gender’s operation and meaning…[such as] age” (2008: 305). The approach
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applied in this thesis attempts to broaden the scope of analysis to include these additional

variables (Figure 1.3).

Past or present, various types of persons are defined by combinations of gender, age, kinship,

and status. For archaeologists, intersectional aspects of a past individual’s identity are most

visible in the mortuary sphere. The artifacts placed in burials and the staging of burials (whether

in a shroud, a coffin, a chamber, a pyre or a collective burial context) indicate the selective

remembering, forgetting, and eliding of certain aspects of a person’s lifecourse, including age,

status, and gender (Willams 2003). This thesis tests the idea that in the Hallstatt D Heuneburg

area the confluence of age-gender-status may be represented by mortuary signature items,

namely the staple-decorated belt and HBV ornaments for adult women, and daggers/weapons/

razors for adult men. To avoid the trap of circular reasoning, this thesis presents a way to ground-

truth the idea that the age-gender-status confluence was one of the most salient determinants of

identity in the late Hallstatt period in the Heuneburg region. By combining an engendered and

explicitly feminist approach that foregrounds intersectionality, this project deepens the scholarly

conversation on social dynamics in the Iron Age of central Europe.

Figure 1.3. Gender and intercategorical
complexity in Early Iron Age mortuary contexts

(modified from Arnold 2016: 849, Fig. 7).
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1.3.1. Research Questions

This dissertation explores three main research questions:

1. Can mortuary data, including items of personal ornamentation, be used to identify and
differentiate between female and male identities in the Hallstatt D Heuneburg interaction
sphere?

2. What social roles might be indicated by the mortuary signatures of adult females with
staple-decorated belts and HBV ornaments, and adult males with weapons and/or razors?

3. Of the grave goods found in the high-status tumulus burials of the Hallstatt D Heuneburg
region, which grave goods may be indicative of lifestyles, and which artifacts may
reference deathstyles?

The lifestyle/deathstyle object framework provides a way to classify grave goods, while the

mortuary signature idea represents the assignment of age and gender to burial assemblages, e.g.,

a staple-decorated belt is an example of a life/deathstyle object as well as the main indicator of

an adult-female mortuary signature. Both male and female associated objects were used to create

a sliding scale of mortuary signature items with exclusively adult male items on one end (e.g.,

razors) and exclusively adult female items on the other end (e.g., staple-decorated belts) because

these contrasts highlight differences of social categorization and intersectional identity (Arnold

2002, 2016, 2020). Thus, while male burials, male-associated life/deathstyle objects and multiple

male identities are discussed, the emphasis is on “female” mortuary contexts, as reflected in the

dissertation title.

1.4. Setting the Stage - Iron Age Central Europe

The European Iron Age covers the period between roughly 800 and 15 BCE, ending when the

Romans cross the Alps. This date range covers two periods: the end of the Hallstatt, or early Iron

Age, and the beginning of the La Tène, or later Iron Age. Both periods owe their names to type

sites, generally the first site, though not necessarily the earliest in date, where artifact

assemblages characteristic of a particular cultural group have been found in situ. The Iron Age

cemetery at Hallstatt, Austria, became the type-site for the early Iron Age (Weiss 1999: 9 in

Rebay-Salisbury 2016b: 119), while the La Tène complex near Lake Neuchâtel (Neuenburgersee
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in German) in Switzerland is the type site for the later Iron Age.

The term Hallstatt describes a period of time as well as a cultural phase. Additionally,

Hallstatt describes a

geographic area. The Hallstatt

area of Europe covers a broad

swath of land encompassing

parts of several modern

nations – France, Germany,

Switzerland, Austria, the

Czech Republic, Slovakia,

Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia

and Italy (Figure 1.4; see also

Metzner-Nebelsick 2018; Garcia

2018). The Hallstatt zone includes a diverse set of landscapes from fertile rolling lowlands to the

high mountains of the Alps. In terms of climate, west-central Europe is characterized by

temperate seasonal cycles. Flowing through Germany all the way to the Black Sea, the Danube

River is a critical transportation and communication route. The Rhine and Rhône rivers also have

served as arteries of travel, trade, and cultural connectivity throughout European prehistory. This

dissertation focuses on sites in the West Hallstatt Zone, which shares some features with East

Hallstatt burials (wagons in central chambers, feasting vessels etc.) but differs in others; axes

and defensive armor such as helmets are found in the East but not typically in West Hallstatt

zone burials, for example (see Frie 2017). Thus, my primary dataset includes neither the burials

from Hallstatt, nor the burials from the Dürrnberg, as both of these Austrian sites are in the

Eastern Hallstatt Zone. However, select burials from Hallstatt and the Dürrnberg will be utilized

as comparanda in the Discussion and Conclusion chapters.

Figure 1.4. Approximate boundaries of the Hallstatt zone
of Europe. Base map from: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Hallstattzeit#/media/Datei:Hallstatt_culture-de.svg
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In general, the hallmarks of the early Hallstatt period include the adoption and elaboration of

iron technology, an increase in population and aggregation at large hillfort complexes (Davis

2019; Fernández-Götz 2018, 2020; Fernández-Götz and Ralston 2017), a rise in complex social

hierarchies, and a shift from cremation burials to inhumations under large earthen burial mounds,

or tumuli (Arnold 1991; Cunliffe 2008; Härke 1982; Metzner-Nebelsick 2019; Moore 2019;

Rebay-Salisbury 2016b; Wells 1980).

At this point, it is worth noting that the Hallstatt period, the primary temporal focus of this

study, “is chronologically set before one can truly speak of the ‘Celts’ in the region,

although…the Hallstatt culture is one of the foundations of Celtic culture and encompasses the

region in which it most likely emerged” (Rebay-Salisbury 2016b: 185, italics added). The highly-

debated topic of the origins of the Celts has been expertly covered elsewhere (see Allen 2021 for

an overview; Collis 1984, 1996, 2003; James 1993, 1999; Pope 2021 and Rebay-Salisbury

2016b), so I will provide only a summary here. Traditionally, scholars place the origin of the

“Celts” in the 5th century BCE, contemporaneous with the emergence of the curvilinear La Tène

art style (Collis 1984, 1996, 2003; James 1993, 1999; Jacobsthal 1944; Megaw and Megaw

2001; Rebay-Salisbury 2016b: 185; Sims-Williams 2020: 13 in Pope 2021: 23). In this thesis,

therefore, I generally refrain from calling the peoples of the Hallstatt D Heuneburg interaction

sphere “Celtic,” and instead use the designations early Iron Age, or late Hallstatt. Other scholars,

however, still use the appellation “Celtic” when describing the Iron Age populations of the West

Hallstatt Zone. An example is the BEFIM (Bedeutungen und Funktionen mediterraner Importe

im früheisenzeitlichen Mitteleuropa) collaborative project headed by Philipp Stockhammer,

which explores the meanings and functions of Mediterranean imports in Early Iron Age central

Europe. The central question of the 2019 BEFIM volume was Was tranken die frühen Kelten?

(“What did the early Celts drink?”). Another example is Bernhard Maier’s book The Celts: A

History from Earliest Times to the Present (2018). As a heuristic device, German-speaking
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archaeologists are still comfortable using the term Celts in both popular and academic

publications, but this thesis will not be using the term in this way.

Chapter 2, the Literature Review, covers scholarly approaches to gender studies, mortuary

archaeology, and Iron Age research. The genealogy of Iron Age research involves several

interconnected branches of study: hypotheses on Iron Age social organization, the spatial

organization of settlements, and, more recently, the inclusion of gender and the lifecourse as

variables in analyses. However, for the Heuneburg region especially, much of this literature is in

German, and it has been noted that non-English European publications tend to not register with

most American scholars (Arnold 2002: 240). Furthermore, since the 1960s, discussions and

interpretations of mortuary archaeology among German archaeologists have generally remained

independent of other countries (Arnold 1991; Hoffmann 2013). Thus a principal aim of the

Literature Review chapter is to provide a representative review of various publications of this

information for an English-speaking audience. The Literature Review chapter focuses on what

various European scholars have had to say since the 1950s about early Iron Age social

organization in west-central Europe, especially southwest Germany.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the basic types of metal personal ornaments and other

artifacts from the late Hallstatt and early La Tène burials covered in this dissertation.

Additionally, this chapter includes images of these artifact types, and schematic diagrams

showing their general placement in the grave.

Chapter 4 presents the methods used in the analysis of the data presented in this dissertation.

The chapter also touches on the challenges posed by statistical, quantitatively focused

approaches and outlines the qualitative, comparative methodology utilized instead.

Chapter 5 presents the results of the analyses, while Chapter 6, Discussion, explores some of

the possible meanings of the patterned grave good assemblages that may have marked identities

or types of persons in the Hallstatt D Heuneburg region. For example, what types of social roles
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might be indicated by the presence of a razor in the grave of an adult male? Ethnographic

analogies drawn from the eHRAF World Cultures database were utilized to explore the

interpretive possibilities of these artifacts in relation to the “lifestyles” and “deathstyles” of the

Iron Age Heuneburg populations.

Finally, Chapter 7, Conclusions, weaves together the disparate threads of investigation to

generate a model for interpreting intersectional identities in the mortuary context. Suggestions

for future research directions are offered and perspectives on the connections between artifacts,

dress in death, and dress in life are discussed.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review

This Literature Review chapter revolves around a central theme: the intersection of gender

and mortuary practices within a central European Iron Age context.

2.1. Gender Archaeology

2.1.1. Background: Feminism and Gender Archaeology

The feminist movement spans more than a century, and its history has been extensively

covered elsewhere (see Gilchrist 1991, 1999). What follows is an overview of feminist and

gender scholarship and its relevance for mortuary archaeology, which is the focus of this thesis.

As Gilchrist has noted, the evolution of feminist thought can be divided into three waves.

The first wave of feminism corresponded with the women’s suffrage movement between roughly

1880 and 1920. The outcome was, of course, that women gained the right to vote, in addition to

acquiring more rights in politics, education, and employment. Four decades later, the theory of

the “patriarchy” – thought to be the root cause of women’s continuing oppression – spurred the

second wave of feminism into action. More recently in the early 1990s, the third postmodern

wave of feminism focused on the themes of the creation of subjectivity, pluralism, and cultural

relativism. Gender archaeology owes its genesis to these feminist movements.

According to Rachel Pope,

Gender archaeology as a field grew out of the notable absence of women in
twentieth-century narratives of the past. As more young women entered a male-
dominated field in the United States in the 1970s, they became concerned at the tendency to
write histories only about men, with women’s roles confined to domesticity. Thus, the origins
of gender archaeology were very much tied to feminist thinking, meaning that, at this point,
most practitioners were indeed women. The aim of early gender archaeology was
predominantly to ‘find the women’ excluded from earlier work….However, all men and
women in archaeology deal with gender, although not always explicitly (2021: 44).

Sørensen adds that “irrespective of our ability to see it clearly, gender was part of [past]

societies” (2021: 2). As of the 1990s, Gilchrist (1991, 1999) argued that gender was no longer a

methodological problem in archaeological research but rather a theoretical one. This reflects the
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conceptualization of gender as a critical aspect of interpreting the past rather than an “optional

issue” in research. However, if this were still true, this thesis project would be redundant. In fact,

as Gaydarska noted at a recent AGE (Archaeology and Gender in Europe) virtual meeting,

“gender archaeology is still not mainstream enough in our field generally, otherwise everyone

would be doing it” (AGE 2020; see also Coltofean-Arizancu et al. 2020).

In 1949, American archaeologist Alfred Kidder quipped “[i]n popular belief, and

unfortunately to some extent in fact, there are two sorts of archaeologists, the hairy-chested and

the hairy-chinned” (1949: xi). Such sentiments implied that only men can be “real

archaeologists,” and casts the field of archaeology as a classic (and problematic) Indiana Jones

type of male-centered adventure story (see also Gero and Root 1990; Jones and Pay 1990;

Rakestraw and Reynolds 2001; Reyman 1994). According to Reyman, intellectual equity - regard

and respect for women’s contributions in the discipline - was still notably lacking in American

archaeology in the mid-1990s, even while equity in other areas had improved (Reyman 1994:

84). The term “chilly climate” was used to describe male scholars’ attitudes towards women in

the academy; Reyman cites Wissler’s “belief that women were particularly well-suited to

laboratory work because it resembled housework” (1994: 85) reflecting the idea that men “hunt”

the data and women “cook” it (see also Arnold 2020: 10 in Coltofean-Arizancu et al. 2020).

Additionally, as of the mid-1990s, Reyman noted that “[f]or other equity issues, my own

observations and experience suggest that women may be losing ground, not gaining” (1994: 87).

According to Reyman, the “chilly climate” has since turned into a hard freeze. Despite a 100+

year history, the first true feminist critique of the marked male bias in archaeology was not

published until 1984 by Conkey and Spector.

Hailed as the article which ushered in a paradigm shift in the field, Conkey and Spector’s

1984 piece paved the way for feminist and engendered archaeologies. Convincingly, the authors

argue that the archaeology of the 1980s supported an androcentric gender mythology and
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“presentist gender paradigm.” In sum, because of these intellectual traditions, “researchers bring

to their work preconceived notions about what each sex ought to do, and these notions serve to

structure the way artifacts are interpreted” (1984: 20). For example, Belard (2011) discusses the

interpretative legacies of 19th century thought on funerary remains in her analysis of gender and

mortuary contexts in the Champagne region of France in the 6th - 3rd centuries BCE. In 19th

century interpretations, only men were buried with weapons, and only women were buried with

jewelry; women’s graves were typically determined by exclusion - any graves without weapons

were automatically designated as female (Belard 2011: 93). This example serves to demonstrate

how the history of discussing gender in archaeology has often been clouded by presentist biases.

As Kästner (1997) notes, the stereotypical gendering of sword graves as masculine is an example

of the “asymmetrical perceptions” of objects - “in the archaeological construction of gender,

male (i.e., here is the male object) is the primary construction” (1997: 18, 25). Archaeologists

would do well to keep Liam de Paor’s caveat on presentism in mind - “no one lived, loved, or

died in prehistory to prove a point about the present” (Arnold 2006: 126 paraphrasing de Paor

1982: 12).

2.1.2. Engendering Archaeological Theory and Practice

As Nelson and others have argued, an engendered archaeology is an improved archaeology

(2004; 1-2). The key to understanding gender is understanding power and prestige (Nelson 2004:

1-2), concepts which Wylie argues have been misunderstood and incorrectly reified (cited in

Nelson 2004: 7). Power, like prestige, is a process, rather than a tangible entity to be owned. This

focus on understanding power and prestige as dynamic and ephemeral processes pushes back

against the tacit, implicit assumption of the default definitions of both these concepts as

exclusively male-authored (Nelson 2004: 8). Power, prestige, and even culture, were not created

by men for men’s eyes only. In describing the advantages of an engendered archaeology, Nelson

cites the analogies of feminist archaeology as lens, as mirror, and as prism, preferring the prism
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analogy over the other two options. Just as a prism transforms light into its constituent colors,

“gender studies similarly have the power to transform the study of the past, allowing us to

perceive characteristics that were not visible before” (Nelson 2004: 14; see also Axelsson 1999:

93).

As an antidote to the circular reasoning of androcentric archaeology, Conkey and Spector

(1984) offered Spector’s “task-differentiation” framework as an analytical structure for a new

archaeology of gender. Focusing on “activities,” this framework explicitly assumes that “what

people do…is achieved by and hence directly related to the types and structure of sites and their

‘contents’ that are the archaeological record” (1984: 34). In particular, the “task differentiation”

framework examines four aspects of task performance - a task’s social (by whom), temporal

(when and how long), spatial (where), and material (with what objects) dimensions. According to

the authors, this approach has several advantages. One, it is cross-culturally applicable; and two,

it allows archaeologists to ask a number of interrelated questions about gender as a fundamental

element of human life and its material expressions. Finally, and critically, this framework

contributed to the construction of a theory of gender.

Several years later, Spector and Whelan authored “Incorporating Gender into Archaeology

Courses” (1991). Arguably, prior to this piece, gender was a subject so nebulously defined that

many researchers were unsure of not only how to explore gender archaeologically, but also how

to teach about gender in the classroom. This article provided a helpful framework for

excavations and classroom discussions alike: a cross-culturally applicable set of four categories

of gender designation. In order, these are gender role, gender identity, gender attribution, and

gender ideology (1991: 69-70). Gender role describes the activities typically performed by a

certain gendered group. Gender identity is how a person views themselves, whereas gender

attribution is what society deems an individual to be; crucially, these two categories need not

align. Lastly, gender ideology refers to how language, art, and religious systems influence
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gendered categories (see also Nelson and Rosen-Ayalon 2002).

Marketed as a “textbook” for archaeology classes, Sørensen (2000, see also Sørensen [2006])

highlights how material culture (especially clothing and costume) is used in the construction of

gender - “appearance is a significant element of social communication” (2000: 128). Dress

elements can combine in a myriad of ways and thus communicate a number of messages about

status, wealth, and identity. Costume is crucial in the formation and maintenance of social

personae. According to Sørensen “changes in dress map many of the changes in the life of an

individual as she or he progresses through different life stages” (2000: 126). In addition to

indicating life-stages, dress elements may signal gender or have the potential to engender a

particular costume context (Sørensen 2000: 134), though this does not automatically mean that

an object will unequivocally designate the gender of a person. For example, Sørensen argues

that

if within a particular society swords are a masculine and masculating item, then the
contexts in which swords were deposited can be interpreted as related to or commenting
upon masculinity independently of the sex (and sexuality) of the person with whom the
object was associated and also irrespective of whether the remains of a person are in fact
present (2000: 132).

More recently, Ghisleni et al. (2016) have emphasized the need to destabilize the legacies of

the “binary binds” – the two-sex-two-gender model (cf. Joyce 2008), and the sex/gender

dichotomy through “queering” the past. Interpreting social identity in the past (or present) is not

a simple binary opposition of male vs. female - “[the] categories of ‘man’ and ‘woman’ cannot

account for all potential personhoods and lived experiences” (Ghisleni et al. 2016: 771).

Contrary to popular belief, “queering” the past does not mean that we suddenly start seeing the

stereotypical notion of “gay people” everywhere; rather, these approaches highlight the fact that

the past is not something we can easily squash into one interpretive box or another. Instead, we

should embrace ambiguity, variability, and difference in our data. Interpretive complexity is not

necessarily a problem, but rather an opportunity for “archaeologists to rethink their paradigms
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and explore new research questions” (Allen 2021: 102).

The legacy of the “binary binds” in mortuary and bioarchaeology can be summed up as

follows: if researchers expect to find only two sexes, and thus, two genders, they will (cf. Belard

2011). This results in massively reductionist correlations being identified as existing between

people, bodies, objects, and social identities; any data that do not fit into one neat category or the

other are “explained away” (Ghisleni et al. 2016: 768). The sex/gender dichotomy at least

acknowledges that if gender is culturally constructed, it can change. Yet, biological sex is still

viewed as an immutable singular fact in this conceptualization of gender. Ghisleni et al. (2016)

cite Judith Butler’s theory of gender as a performance, listing her work as an example that

emphasizes the cultural construction of both sex and gender. In the 1990s, Butler penned two

thought-provoking books on the intertwined issues of sex, gender, feminism, and identity:

Gender Trouble (1990) and Bodies that Matter (1993). A central theme of both books is that

gender is performative - “Gender ought not to be construed as a stable identity or locus of

agency…gender is an identity tenuously constituted in time, instituted in an exterior space

through a stylized repetition of acts” (1990: 140). Additionally, Butler highlights the importance

of clothing in the marking and making of one’s gender-as-performance (1993: x-xi; cf. Sørensen

2000). This interpretive lens foregrounds the idea that gender is a process, an ongoing

construction of identity supported by material culture. As RuPaul famously quipped “you’re born

naked, and the rest is drag” (quoted in Arnold 2002: 247).

Ghisleni et al. (2016) then guide the reader through several “ongoing tensions” with

particular relevance in the mortuary and bioarchaeological arenas -

[w]hat is at issue, then, is not only the constitution of sex and gender, nor the number of sex,
gender, or sexuality categories…[but also] the circumscription of the ontologies of
personhood and our means to recognize what kinds of bodies and identities come into
existence, in the past and the present” (Ghisleni et al. 2016: 776).

They restate that their aim was not to provide a remedy to cure all ills, i.e., a certain way of

seeing sex and gender in archaeology. Exploding the boundaries of the binary bind, does not,
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however, mean that we should necessarily “universalize the non-binary” (Ghisleni et al.

2016:780). Rather, the authors sought to gain new insights by asking new questions.

2.1.3. It’s Complicated: Gender, Intersectionality, and Mortuary Archaeology

Arnold (2006) cites Sørensen in her article on gender and archaeological mortuary analysis,

noting that gender is a verb, “a process, a set of behavioral expectations or an effect, but it is not

a thing” (2000: 71, cited in Arnold 2006). This process of performing gender becomes

significantly more complicated when the individual in question is deceased. Fowler notes how

this creates a paradox – “the deceased whose identity we may wish to interpret underwent a

transformation in identity during the very mortuary process that provides archaeologists with

their evidence” (2013: 511). Rather than focusing on only one aspect of social identity, such as

gender or sex in isolation from other variables, Arnold argues that the idea of social identity as a

palimpsest (see also Carver 2000) should be the focus of mortuary analyses (2006: 143; see also

Gräslund 2001; Stalsberg 2001; Weglian 2001). Just as social identity involves nested and

interconnected elements, mortuary studies should involve several scales of analysis. Listing six

scales of analysis - 1. the cemetery landscape; 2. the cemetery; 3. the form of disposal; 4. the

position/orientation of the remains; 5. the spatial distribution of objects in the grave, and 6. the

type/number/material of grave goods - Arnold notes that “at any one of these levels, gender

distinctions may or may not be expressed, and if present, may be expressed to varying degrees”

(2006: 143, 2002: 243; see also Sørensen 2000: 92).

In Iron Age Europe, gender roles have been interpreted as less visible in mortuary contexts

than gender identity and attribution (Arnold 2006: 151). Additionally, Arnold argues that sex and

gender cannot be construed as entirely separate categories (cf. Butler 1990, 1993; Göransson

1999); instead, they should be thought of as an interconnected continuum which may intersect at

certain points over an individual’s lifecourse (2002: 239). It is worth noting here that American

contributions to an engendered mortuary archaeology have focused more on theory, while
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European publications focus on applying these theoretical approaches to specific mortuary

contexts (Arnold and Wicker 2001: viii). This research project applies an engendered

archaeological theory to the mortuary contexts of the Iron Age Heuneburg interaction sphere in

an attempt to bridge that divide. Specifically, this dissertation explores the question of what

aspects of intersectional identities might be referenced in burials by the inclusion of certain grave

goods, such as staple-decorated belt assemblages.

2.2. Costume and Mortuary Archaeology

2.2.1. Memories and Material Culture

Whether past or present, the practice of placing selected items with the deceased is intimately

connected to memory. According to Williams, “material culture [operates] to encourage the

transformation of the deceased’s identity and the selective remembering and forgetting of certain

attributes of the individual during life. In this sense, objects…operated as memory” (2003: 93).

By using objects as catalysts for memories, the mourners enacted a performance of remembrance

during the events of a burial (see Williams 2013). Just as sex and gender may not have been the

most important messages communicated by grave goods, “the final composition of the grave, as

seen by archaeologists, may not have been as important as the process of making it” (Williams

2010: 76; see also Morris 1992; Pader 1982).

Death rituals are often multi-phase. As a consequence of this quality, the idea of a burial as

the “black box” of a deceased person’s fixed identity (e.g., Binford 1971) is not supported by the

evidence. Olivier argues that burials are composed of multiple and different layers of

information, including different timescales (1999: 112). Likewise, Carver (2000) proposed the

eloquent analog of burial as poetry, where grave goods are allusions to other peoples, places, and

time periods (2000: 37). In this dissertation, I explore the notion that grave goods are allusions to

the intersectional identity of the deceased as performed by the mourners, including age, gender,

and status. One of the goals of this research project was to test the ideas that this posthumous
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portraiture was a composite alluding to aspects of the intersectional identity of the deceased and

reflects both ascribed and achieved status, possibly including some self-designated roles and

identities. Such portraits are a semiotic code, composed of objects imbued with meaning that

would have been comprehended by individuals within particular cultural contexts, in this case,

the Hallstatt D Heuneburg interaction sphere. The hypothesis to be tested was that these

ornament sets represented a visual code that was understood in the Iron Age, although we have

effectively lost the cipher that would allow us to decode their exact meanings (Arnold 1991,

2001, 2021). However, the repetition of specific ornament types appearing with certain

categories of persons provides a possible way to differentiate the general from the particular

elements of some aspects of this code.

Additionally, this dissertation explores the relationship between dress in death versus death in

life. The operating assumption has been that life- and deathstyles of identity marking are

equivalent, and that burials are a “black box” of the deceased’s identity (Binford 1971).

However, as Carver (2000) and Olivier (1999) suggest, burials are not univocal pieces of

evidence, but rather are composed of layers of allusions to other places, times, and peoples

(Carver 2000: 37-38; Olivier 1999: 120-122; see also Cooper et al. 2022). In analyzing the burial

of the Hochdorf “Prince,” Olivier proposes that there are three time periods represented by the

grave goods in this context: personal possessions acquired during the individual’s lifetime,

objects modified between the death of the individual and the funerary rites, and items introduced

or altered when the grave goods were actually deposited in the burial chamber (1999: 120-122,

127; Cooper et al. 2022). This threefold framework forms the basis of the lifestyle, deathstyle,

and life/deathstyle objects idea proposed in this project.

Lifestyle objects are acquired during the lifetime of the individual; they may be obtained at

certain points in the lifecourse, and worn until death. Small items found in both burials and

settlement contexts, such as hairpins, are examples of lifestyle objects (Arnold and Hagmann
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2014; Cooper et al. 2022; Müller-Scheeßel 2013; Schmidt 2013; Sievers 1984). By contrast,

deathstyle items were specifically made for funerary use, such as the textile wall hangings from

Hochdorf (Banck-Burgess 1999, 2018; Biel 1981; Olivier 1999), and can be used to enhance the

perceived status of the deceased (Arnold 2011: 165; Olivier 1999: 120). Finally, the life/

deathstyle items category includes objects used in life, placed in the grave, and apparently

needed in the afterlife, demonstrating their inalienable connection to certain individuals, such as

staple-decorated belt assemblages, or ring ornaments (Arnold 2011: 164, 2016; Arnold and

Hagmann 2014; Copper et al. 2022: 75-110; Müller-Scheeßel 2013; Pertlwieser 1987; Tomedi in

Gruber et al 2002; Tori 2015; Wels-Weyrauch 1988; Wendling 2019; Wiessner 1983).

2.2.2. Dressing the Dead: Mortuary Evidence, Textiles, and Personal Ornament

Throughout our lives, we accumulate things. As Joyce notes, “the evidence with which

archaeologists work…are not simply traces of how people lived their lives in the past, but

actually things that transformed how people lived their lives” (2008: 115). Once people began to

decorate their bodies and wear clothes, they began to experience and engage with the world

differently, by signaling belonging to a certain group and displaying aspects of age, status,

gender, and wealth, for example. Whether in connection to the living or to the dead, the act of

dressing connects to negotiating social relationships past and present. Yet, archaeologists have

not always foregrounded the communicative qualities of clothing and personal ornament in their

interpretations. Jewelry, for example, presents archaeologists with an interpretive conundrum

since many such finds lack even basic contextual data, and thus these items have been easy to

marginalize in archaeological research (Castor 2017: 84). Arnold notes that the “field of Early

Iron Age studies is marked by an emphasis on artifact typologies generally without reference to

the social processes that produced them” (1991: front matter). Furthermore, most scholars focus

on reconstructing practical, feasible costumes, while ignoring the archaeological evidence which

suggest that our modern notions of “practical” dress items need not apply to past peoples
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(Bergerbrant 2007: 57). For example, Dizdar and Tonc suggest that the complex belt

assemblages of the Late Iron Age Carpathian Basin were likely too heavy to wear as part of

everyday dress (2018: 57-58), though they do not elaborate on how much these belt assemblages

actually weigh. Experimental archaeology and ethnographic studies provide avenues to test these

assumptions. To give a brief example, an artist’s rendering of the iron belt hook from Speckhau

Tumulus 17 Grave 1 depicted the end of the hook facing inwards (Arnold et al. in press).

However, after re-creating this belt assemblage during the “DeathMetal” experimental

archaeology project, the team decided to “flip the hook so that the curve faced outwards as this

would be much more comfortable to wear” (Stanton and Allen 2019).

According to Sørensen, “the dressed people of the past were generally made to look as

particular kinds of persons” (2000: 142). In the early 1990’s, Roach-Higgins and Eicher ushered

in a sea-change in the study of clothes with their far-reaching definition of dress as “an

assemblage of modifications of the body and/or supplements to the body,” (1992, cited in

Cifarelli and Gawlinski 2017: x). Cifarelli and Gawlinski remind us that “[t]he act of dressing…

is an act of becoming” (2017: xii). As archaeologists, we would do well to keep this in mind; for

example, the act of dressing a deceased body clearly connects to negotiating relationships

between the living and the dead. Tarlow (1999) argues that the dress of the dead and the dress of

the living are from two different contexts; when archaeologists view the material remains of

dress items in the grave, we are viewing the elements appropriate to a dead person in contrast to

a living individual (1999: 178 in Arnold 2006: 137; see also Fowler 2013; Williams 2003).

Since not all materials survive in the archaeological record, time, taphonomy, and

preservation bias skew our perceptions of the full range of Iron Age grave goods. Perishable,

organic materials, such plant-based textiles, basketry, and human hair, rarely survive (see Banck-

Burgess 2018 for an overview). Banck-Burgess (2018) discusses the surviving textile examples

of the pre-Roman Iron Age, noting that preservation bias has impacted our knowledge of the full
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suite of possible Iron Age garments (though see Heigl’s 2020 film “Hallstatt und das weiße

Gold” for costume reconstructions). According to Banck-Burgess,

The [surviving] documented garments of the pre-Roman Iron Age…are largely confined to
trousers, sheet-like cloaks and shirt-like ‘smocks’ for men, and blouse, skirt, and ‘peplos-like’
garments for women (Hald 1980; Gleba and Mannering 2012). These, and other generic
elements such as tunics, are usually cited when describing Iron Age clothing, in an attempt to
better define the appearance of such clothing on the basis of fibulae or iconographic
indications (Birkhan 1999; Rast-Eicher 2008: 180–185; Grömer 2010: 392, fig. 196). This
implies a large degree of uniformity in the clothes worn during the European Iron Age, which
is highly unlikely, if only for the functional and status-bound importance of clothing (2018:
15).

Grömer also notes that “textile patterns fit in the ‘visual world’ they belong to – carrying

codes and information which should be understood” (2017: 233). Additionally, Grömer argues

that textiles functioned as prestige goods in their own right. The colors and patterns of Iron Age

textiles together with metal ornaments such as hair/bonnet/veil pins, brooches, or bracelets would

have enhanced the visual qualities of these garments and their capacity as a communicative

medium for drawing attention and signaling status (Grömer 2017, see also Wobst 1977). An

often-ignored component of dress and style is

the question of to whom one is signaling.

According to Wobst, “stylistic behavior” is

actually about information exchange, social

distance, and reinforcing social differentiation

(1977). Essentially, the dress of the emitter

(wearer) communicates stylistic messages at a

number of levels. Those who receive these

messages are positioned at various degrees of

social relations relative to the emitter (Wobst

1977: 325) (Figure 2.1). Figure 2.1. Signaling and social relations
(after Arnold 2008, 2021, Figure 7,

based on Wobst 1977: 325;
also cited in Reeves 2015: 66).
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In his study of Moravian folk-costume, Bogatyrev notes that the function or meaning of a

particular item of apparel will change when it is combined with some other item or items (1937,

trans. Crum 1971: 41; see also Pader 1982). For example, Bogatyrev discussed the vonica, a

small but elaborate bouquet of flowers worn by both Moravian bridegrooms and recent army

recruits (1937, trans. Crum 1971: 41-42). The contextual meaning of the vonica changes

depending on what type of trousers that person is wearing. As Bogatyrev notes,

[T]his is an interesting case of a single costume part having several different functions,
depending on which other items are combined with it…. It is not enough to know that a
particular item ‘A’ fulfills a certain function; one must also know whether some other item
‘B’ or ‘C’ is present, in conjunction with which item ‘A’may assume a different, perhaps
contradictory, function (1937, trans. Crum 1971: 41; see also Pader 1982).

Hence it is not merely the presence or absence of a particular artifact type in the grave that

may be significant, but rather the combinations of certain items, such as a staple-decorated belt,

and both hair/bonnet/veil pins and rings. For these reasons, in this thesis I have chosen a bottom-

up (from individual grave context to community) rather than top-down (from large scale

statistical sample to interpretation of social organization) qualitative and visually-oriented

approach that foregrounds the relational intersections among groups of archaeologically-visible

grave goods in the Iron Age Heuneburg interaction sphere.

In the preceding Introduction chapter, I briefly noted that some of the patterns in grave goods,

particularly belts and head ornamentation associated with the graves of adult women, may trace

back to the Bronze Age. The next section will discuss Sørensen’s Bronze Age “body maps”

theoretical model and several Bronze Age sites in Europe which display evidence for this

pattern.

2.3. Bronze Age Body Maps: Personal Ornament in Bronze Age Europe

The practice of wearing metal ornaments has a long history in Europe. In fact, purpose-made

metal ornamentation for different parts of the body appears in central and northern Europe during

the Middle Bronze Age, c. 1600-1200 BCE (Sørensen 2010: 55); an arm band could not be used
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as a necklace and so on. A number of Bronze Age cemeteries, including Winklarn, Austria,

contain highly visually striking objects such as spiked pendants, wheel-headed pins, and intricate

spiral ornaments. In burials, some combinations of these ornaments appear almost “theatrical,”

such as the jewelry and dress fittings of the “Lady of Winklarn” burial (Grömer et al. 2013).

Dated between 1600 and 1250 BCE, the Winklarn grave contained four bronze spirals, two

enormously long garment pins, a necklace assemblage of 14 spiked bronze disc pendants, several

bronze finger rings and bracelets, and a 46-inch (117 cm) long 3.5-inch-wide bronze girdle with

decorated spiral ends (Figures 2.2 and 2.3) (Grömer et al. 2013: 223). Grömer et al. (2013:

238-239) created five costume variant reconstructions, concluding that the “Lady” knew how to

compose an impressive outfit, which non-verbally communicated aspects of her identity, status,

and degrees of both social and visual privilege - “whereby some members of the community

were permitted to see figures from a distance and others were allowed to view objects up close”

(Wells 2008: 60; see also Grömer et al. 2013: 238-239; Wobst 1977).

Figures 2.2. and 2.3.
Left: Winklarn Grave 12 belt and jewelry assemblage.

Reproduced from Grömer et al. (2013: 222).
Right: Costume variant 4 reconstruction.

Reproduced from Grömer et al. (2013: 236).
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The splendid belt from the “Lady of Winklarn” grave clearly represents an investment in

time, and artisanal skill and reflects the social significance of the wearer. Grömer and Jørgensen

(2018) refer to such items as “visually complex” dress elements that “require more viewing time

and attention than simple unadorned objects” (2018: 213). Complex Bronze Age belt

assemblages also appear in southern Germany. In a study of the striking patterns of Middle

Bronze Age female costume from burials in southern Germany, Wels-Weyrauch “shows that

certain appearance codes are present in almost rule-bound combinations of ornaments and dress

fittings” (1989, in Sørensen 1997: 99). Wels-Weyrauch (1989, cited in Sørensen 1997) divided

these costume combinations into two broad groupings with regional variations: a chest-costume

and a waist-costume (Figure 2.4).

Drawing on Wells’ (2008) work on visuality and perception, Grömer et al. note that the eyes

are drawn to certain areas of the body, starting with the face and moving to the overall silhouette

of the person (2013: 221, see also Rebay-Salisbury [2016]). Items of personal adornment

Figure 2.4. Wels-Weyrauch’s chest- and waist-costume diagrams.
Reproduced from Sørensen (1997:100).
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effectively frame the body, drawing attention to certain areas. Sørensen (2010) has dubbed this

Bronze Age phenomenon “body maps” or “body schemas,” noting how this concept can offer

insights into how people in the past perceived the body and its constituent parts. Sørensen (1997)

provides an extremely useful analytical framework of four object categories to help to interpret

such patterns. She notes that many studies assume that the relationship between the body and

ornamentation is invariably transient (1997: 102). However, the archaeological record does not

support this assumption; not all types of personal ornament were easily removable. Sørensen

dubs these types of objects attached objects:

These objects may have been conceived of as part of the person, as integral to their social
identity in the same way as wedding rings are in many societies now. Such objects were
presumably ‘added’ to people when they reached a specified stage in the life cycle, and they
are likely to have followed their ‘owner’ (including into death) (2010: 56; see also Tori
2015 and 2019).

Sørensen’s second group comprises associated objects; these are items used to decorate the

body, but crucially, these could be removed as time, social prescriptions, and events (e.g.,

feasting) dictated (2010: 57). The third object category covers additive objects, items attached or

sewn onto garments (Sørensen 2010: 57). Finally, there are objects acting as extensions of the

body, affecting the perceptions of the “boundaries” of a person (Sørensen 2010: 57). These object

categories are incorporated into the lifestyles and deathstyles idea explored in this dissertation.

The “body map” of a person – living or dead – can change dramatically with the addition of

ornaments designed to draw attention to specific regions of the body, like the head, or waist

(Sørensen 2010: 56). Interestingly, Sørensen notes that her idea of “body schema…applies much

more strongly to the adult female than to children or to the male Bronze Age body” (2010: 59,

italics added). This interpretative model is not temporally limited to the Bronze Age; Sørensen’s

“body maps” idea is readily transferrable to the Iron Age, especially to the high-status female

burials with staple-decorated belts and metal hair ornamentation, items highlighting the head and

the waist areas of some high-status Iron Age women’s “body maps” in the grave. In fact it seems
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likely that some aspects of the costume “idiom” found in early Iron Age burial contexts are an

extension of statements initially defined in the preceding Bronze Age.

There are further examples of particular categories of persons being marked in the mortuary

sphere elsewhere in Bronze Age Europe, including the cemeteries of Mokrin and Pitten. At the

Early Bronze Age cemetery of Mokrin in the former Yugoslavia, there is an intriguing

association between head-ornaments and adult women, indicating that some adult women were

effectively singled out in the mortuary sphere (O’Shea 1996: 264). O’Shea argues

while the social position marked by head ornaments among females is skewed towards adult
and mature-aged individuals, with only one found among subadults, they are also
disproportionately rare among old women. This again may point to an associative character
of the social distinction, rather than to an achieved or ascriptive character, since it
apparently is relinquished by older individuals” (1996: 264).

Furthermore, O’Shea hypothesizes that there seems to have been an idea that hair ornament

sets should match, based on material availability and aesthetics. For example, the inhabitants of

the Mokrin area favored gold for hair rings instead of copper (O’Shea 1996: 204).

A similar pattern appears at the Middle Bronze Age cemetery of Pitten in Austria. For

example, Sørensen and Rebay-Salisbury (2008) note that

[A] pair of pins seems to have acted as a common female ‘marker’ used for women on the
threshold of adulthood (from around 14 years of age) and older, while single pins are less
gender and age specific and are found in graves of younger female individuals as well as in
male graves…[Nönnig’s] analysis…suggested that the social index increases with the age of
the individual until adulthood, whereafter it begins to decrease (2008: 732-74, italics added;
see also Nönnig 2002).

The social signaling capabilities of head ornamentation also finds expression in other cultural

contexts during the Bronze Age. Linduff (2010) provides an example from Shang period, or

Bronze Age China. At the Royal Cemetery of Anyang, elaborate bone hair pins designated social

rank among women; some 130 pins adorned the cranial area of the deceased in Tomb 1550:49,

while an impressive 499 bone hair pins were recorded in the tomb of “Lady Hao,” one of the

royal spouses of King Wu Ding (c. 1250-1200 BCE) (Linduff 2010: 22; Wang 1999: 60-61). As

Linduff notes, while Shang society ranked men above women generally, it also ranked women
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among women, where gradations of social status were indicated by the quantity of bone hair pins

worn by an individual and/or placed in their grave (2010: 23). These examples demonstrate that,

during the Bronze Age some female individuals in various cultural contexts were more highly

decorated in the mortuary sphere than others, apparently based on a combination of factors

related to both age and gender. The next several sections in this chapter will review the Iron Age

research related to identity marking in mortuary contexts in the study area.

2.4. Iron Age Studies: Sources of Evidence

2.4.1. Classical Texts, Iron Age Art and Iconography

In discussing Classical texts as a source of evidence for “Celtic” societies, Thurston notes

“[d]espite their usefulness as windows on the ancient world, we are in some ways unlucky that

such texts exist. They shed light on [the] evidence, but stem from sources outside the cultures

they describe” (2010: 214-15). It is worth re-stating that the Hallstatt D period populations of the

Heuneburg area and the Celts and Gauls described in the Classical writings are not exactly

equivalent. As King notes, “[a]ll these [Classical] authors were describing peoples whom they

were, in varying degree, keen to characterize as barbaric, alien, uncivilized, or threatening.”

(2000: 12). Hence, the Classical texts are unreliable mirrors, reflecting distorted opinions and

observations.

The Classical descriptions provide an etic, or outsider’s view on the costume, appearance,

and some social customs of the Iron Age populations north of the Alps. What of emic, or

“indigenous” depictions? Unfortunately, iconographic evidence in late Hallstatt Baden-

Württemberg is rare. Our surviving Iron Age artistic representations are limited to a handful of

stone monuments within the study area, a few statues from Spain, and the situla art/iconography

of the Eastern Hallstatt zone (see Allen 2021). These regions act as geographic bookends for the

study area but extrapolating from iconographic representations in the Iberian Peninsula or

Slovenia to mortuary contexts in southwest Germany must be handled with care. One
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justification for this approach is the likelihood that the main elements of the head/waist “idiom”

already used in the Bronze Age as a way of signaling an intersectional age/gender/status identity

were geographically as well as temporally “legible” across cultural and linguistic boundaries in

prehistoric Europe.

At the Iron Age tumulus cemetery sites of Mount Lassois (France), Hirschlanden (Germany),

and the Glauberg (Germany), we find evidence of stone anthropomorphic stelae that stood on

top, or near the burial mounds whose central burials contained ornament and weaponry

duplicated in the iconographic representations. Apart from Hirschlanden, which remains

anomalous in the region, most of the stelae in Baden-Württemberg are extremely schematic and

barely recognizable as human figures (Armit 2018; Armit and Grant 2008; Frey 2005; Reim

1998). In Europe, the phenomenon of anthropomorphic stone stelae stretches back to the late

Neolithic. During the Hallstatt period, instances of this sculptural tradition are most concentrated

in Baden-Württemberg (Chaume and Reinhard 2011: 304) but examples from the Hallstatt/La

Tène transition in France support the idea of considerable continuity through time of the most

basic elements of high-status dress in particular.

For example, at the site of Mount Lassois, France, a pair of seated stone anthropomorphic

statues – one male, one female – were discovered in the remains of a structure apparently built to

shelter them (Chaume and Reinhard 2011: 295). It has been hypothesized that these sculptures

represent members of the local aristocracy, with the seated female statue likely representing the

“Lady of Vix” herself (Figure 2.5). This supposition is supported by the style of the carved torc

on the now-headless female statue which is strikingly similar to the one found in the Vix burial

(Chaume and Reinhard 2011: 297). The second seated figure holds a shield with a distinctive La

Tène boss and has been interpreted as that of a high status male individual (Figure 2.6). The

stone sculptures from Hirschlanden and the early La Tène Glauberg provide us with stylized

depictions of “warriors” wearing distinctive headgear, a conical hat and ceremonial headdress
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analogous to “Mickey Mouse” ears respectively (Figures 2.7-2.8) (Allen 2021; Armit and Grant

2008; Reeves 2015).

Figures 2.7. and 2.8.
Left: The Glauberg warrior statue. Photo credit: U. Seitz-Gray in

Chaume and Reinhard (2011: 303).
Right: The Hirschlanden warrior statue.

Photo credit: Emily R. Stanton.

Figures 2.5. and 2.6.
Left: Seated female statue from Mont Lassois.

Reproduced from Chaume and Reinhard (2011: 298).
Right: Seated male “warrior holding shield” statue from Mont Lassois.

Reproduced from Chaume and Reinhard (2011: 299).
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The practice of emphasizing and adorning the head finds similar expression in the Eastern

Alpine Regions, including Northern Italy. As Reeves suggests, archaeological finds, iconographic

representations, and artistic designs “indicate that the fascination with the head was not only pan-

Celtic, but also a significant part of Etruscan and Mediterranean culture as well” (2015: 95).

Headdresses, veils, and hats are commonly depicted on situlae (sheet-metal vessels), making this

art style an important source of information for studies of pre-Roman Iron Age head-ornament

(Kern and Grömer 2014). According to Perego, “‘situla art’ refers to a metalworking tradition,

with realistic images embossed and engraved on a range of bronze items, especially the bucket-

shaped vessels known as ‘situlae’, which have come to designate the entire situla art

phenomenon” (2013: 254). Between the 7th and 3rd centuries BCE, this art style spread out from

the North Adriatic basin; roughly 150 examples of such items have been found in the area

between the Po and Danube River valleys (Perego 2013: 254). Motif networks, or interconnected

webs of stylistically similar iconographic representations, provide evidence of trans-Alpine

connections between northern Italy, Iron Age Slovenia in the East Hallstatt zone and the late

Hallstatt peoples of Germany in the West Hallstatt zone (Kern and Grömer 2014: 69; Rebay-

Salisbury 2016: 411; see also Tori 2015 and 2019). In her article, Perego applies the notion of

iconic literacy – skill in producing and interpreting images – to situlae from the Veneto region of

Italy. Generally, situlae seemed to have been used as specialized equipment for ritual food

preparation and consumption among the elites. Consequently, the situlae themselves may have

“acted as metaphorical [extensions] of the elite person him/herself while [also] signaling group

belonging” (2013: 263).

Both men and women are depicted on situla art. Typically, men wear broad-brimmed or

conical hats, or helmets. On the other hand, women are depicted wearing veils of varying lengths

(Figure 2.9). While it is easy to make out the veil in these scenes, it is difficult to see if these

veiled women used hair/bonnet/veil pin or rings to accentuate or support their headgear and
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hairstyles. On the other hand, the woman with the ladle (third from the right) seems to have a set

of rings that is just visible under her veil.

According to Reeves, some head coverings, such as the birch bark hat from Hochdorf,

probably signified their wearer’s elite status: “[headcoverings] were most likely used to

accentuate the head and mark some level of status or specific role to an audience” (2015: 91).

Rebay-Salisbury adds that “in Situla Art, all women - or persons recognizable as such - wear

headscarves, but it cannot be excluded that only married women were depicted” (2016: 183).

However, as Frie notes, women in situla art are usually depicted “serving” men in several

capacities, thus their social position is less clear (2017: 45; 365). Additionally, as Frie points out

“women are rarely depicted in situla art” (2017: 318), and situlae generally appear in only a very

small number of high-status female graves from Iron Age Slovenia and are more common in

male graves (2017: 219; 364).

Iconographic representations of veiled women also find expression in Iron Age statuary from

Spain (Figures 2.10 and 2.11). There are three surviving veiled and/or enthroned “Dama” statues

from Iberia, all dating to between the 4th and 2nd centuries BCE: La Dama de Baza, La Dama de

Elche (Dama d’Elx in Valencian), and Dama de Guardamar/La Dama de Cabezo Lucero (Galán

2007; Luxán et al. 2011; Peraile and Brunet 2007; Presedo Velo 1973; Quesada Sanz 2010; Wells

2008; see also Allen 2021). The “Ladies” of Baza and Elche are elaborate funerary monuments,

Figure 2.9. Veiled women in scenes from situla art.
Reproduced from Rebay-Salisbury (2016: 184).
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with cremated human remains stored in a niche in the back of the statues themselves. There is

one further surviving example of a Dama-type statue from the 2nd century BCE - Dama del Cerro

de los Santos/Gran Dama Oferente - though this statue is positioned as standing (Carr 2000;

Gómez 1982).

It is tempting to use the scenes of situla art, or the veiled Damas of Spain, to interpret the

head ornamentation of all of Iron Age Europe. However, Bogatyrev’s 1937 ethnography of folk

costume in Moravian Slovakia provides an early and very salient caveat: “the same costume

detail may have a different significance in different communities” (in Pader 1982: 20; see

Bogatyrev 1937, trans. Crum 1971). In other words, we cannot automatically draw direct

parallels between the veils and headdresses on East Alpine situla art, or the veils of the Iberian

Damas, and the metal hair/bonnet/veil pins and rings of high-status female graves in Hallstatt D

Germany (see also Grömer and Kaina 2005; Kern and Grömer 2014). As Jordan eloquently puts

it, “gendered [costume components] should not be automatically translated as primary, or

translated at all, to another region” (2016: 895). However, these head-coverings may hint at a

Figures 2.10. and 2.11.
Left: La Dama de Baza. Right: Dama de Elche

Image credits: Santiago Lopez-Pastor; https://www.flickr.com/photos/100759833@N05/
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pan-European koinē (common pattern) of costume components for particular categories of adult

female persons.

Neither literary descriptions nor art objects necessarily depict the social realities of the past,

especially since the Classical texts and statuary described above are not from the area of study.

For the Hallstatt D Heuneburg region the archaeological record, rather than texts or artistic

depictions, therefore, remains the main body of evidence.

2.5. Iron Age Studies

2.5.1. Background

Bergerbrant points out that “writing the history of one’s research topic is seen by many as

unproblematic” (2007: 6) before saliently citing Sørensen on discussing the heritage of a

discipline:

From a historiographic point of view the result is that the disciplinary past often becomes a
travesty. Information is presented that is not used in the arguments, and at its best the past,
reduced to a stage-setting, is reproduced as it is now agreed upon rather than through a
critical engagement with it. At its worst, through thoughtless selections and the lack of
critical awareness, such references become partner to a transformation of that past which
results in various misrepresentations and misunderstanding of the production and
construction of archaeological knowledge (1999:134 in Bergerbrant 2007: 6-7).

The following sections are divided into hypotheses on social organization pre- and

post-1990. This temporal divide was inspired by Arnold’s 1991 PhD dissertation as well as her

article, “The deposed Princess of Vix: the need for an engendered European prehistory” from the

same year. Crucially, both of these pieces provided early overviews in English of scholarly

approaches to Iron Age social organization based on mortuary evidence. Additionally, Arnold’s

1991 publications and Pope’s recent 2021 article are some of the few widely available critical

histories of approaches to Iron Age society and its organization.

2.6. Iron Age Studies: Pre-1990

2.6.1. Background

This section covers Iron Age studies in west-central Europe before 1990 with a particular
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emphasis on models of social and spatial organization. In the past, many interpretations of Iron

Age social organization focused on very literal readings of the mortuary evidence, i.e., graves

with items of precious metals clearly belonged to the “kings” of the Iron Age (Schweizer 2006;

Thurston 2010), while those with items of perceived lesser quality, such as iron or bronze,

designated persons of lower social rank. Furthermore, many of these early models often assumed

that male warrior-elites and male rulers dominated Iron Age society (see e.g., Frieman 2017;

Spindler 1978). Since textual evidence is not universally applicable across all of Iron Age Europe

and, before the Roman conquest is Mediterranean in origin, this period straddles prehistory and

history. Early antiquarians and archaeologists perceived prehistory as a vast and unknowable gulf

in human knowledge (Arnold 2019). Consequently, these studies often employed ethnographic or

historical analogies from later periods of history or different regions of the world to explain their

findings (see e.g., Frankenstein and Rowlands 1978). European archaeologists tend to apply the

direct historical approach to this period, which views prehistory as linked to the historically

documented past minus textual evidence. This perspective tends to obscure the fact that before

the Roman conquest and the introduction of Christianity, European Iron Age societies were very

different from those of medieval Europe, in spite of the presumed genetic continuity of their

populations.

2.6.2. Interpretations of Iron Age Social Organization: Pre-1990

Kahrstedt’s model of Iron Age society is an example of the direct historical approach (1938),

drawing analogies between early modern European societies and Iron Age social organization.

Basing his assumptions on early studies of burial data, Kahrstedt proposed that Iron Age society

was divided into two main groups, the “overlords” and the “wretched laborers.” While the

burials of “overlords” contained gold objects, a wagon, metal drinking vessels, and

Mediterranean imports, the graves of the “wretched laborer” class exhibited only average grave

wealth.
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Based on the extensive early Iron Age cemetery excavated at the site, Kromer (1958, 1959)

suggested that the mining community of Hallstatt was inhabited exclusively by male miners.

Subsequent analysis of the burials proved that this model was incorrect. Using cemetery data

from the Hallstatt necropolis, Häusler (1968) argued that the mining community was in fact

demographically normal, composed of family units of men, women, and children (in Wells 1981:

12). More recently, Werner (2019) has discussed the compelling osteological and archaeological

evidence for child labor in the mines of Hallstatt alongside the adult workers (see also Heigl’s

2020 film Hallstatt und das Weiße Gold).

Sangmeister (1969) proposed a model of Iron Age social organization based on the stratified,

feudal societies of medieval Europe. In this model, Iron Age people belonged to one of four

social classes: knights, free peasants, smallholders, and, finally, the poor and unfree people. Like

Kahrstedt, Sangmeister incorporated early burial data into his hypothesis. The graves of knights,

the highest social class in Sangmeister’s model, were buried with gold items, wagons, metal

drinking vessels, and imported items from the Mediterranean. The presence of a wagon and the

remains of cuts of pork marked the graves of free peasants, while smallholders’ graves contained

average grave wealth, and the graves of the lowest social class, the poor and unfree, had no grave

goods at all. There are several issues with this model, apart from the dependence on medieval

European social configurations. An “absence of grave goods” actually means “no

archaeologically visible grave goods,” highlighting the impact of preservation bias on our

understanding of past social structures. Food offerings are poorly documented in most recorded

mortuary contexts for the same reason.

In Zürn’s (1970) “stratified society model” for Iron Age Europe, elites dominated society.

However, Zürn distinguished between two ranks of elite persons: the “First Order” elites and

those of the “Second Rank” (1970: 125). The graves of “top tier” elites contained gold items,

wagons, metal feasting and drinking wares, and Mediterranean imports while elites of the
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“second rank” were marked by the presence of bronze neck rings, a wagon, and metal drinking

vessels. Far lower down the social ladder, the graves of “domestics or farmhands,” contained

objects of merely average grave wealth.

An oft-cited interpretation of the paramount elite status category invokes a prestige-goods

economy for early Iron Age Europe. As proposed by Frankenstein and Rowlands (1978), the

prestige goods model centers on controlling objects, especially those objects acquired through

trade outside the region. Consequently, Frankenstein and Rowlands identified four social tiers of

elites in Hallstatt D Baden-Württemberg based on the construction of the grave and the presence

of exotic artifacts in burials: paramount, vassal, sub-chief, and minor chief (Frankenstein and

Rowlands 1978; Gosden 1985: 478). According to this model, the boundaries of territories in

Hallstatt D society corresponded to the distribution of elite burials, with a paramount elite

chieftain associated with the Heuneburg (Frankenstein and Rowlands 1978: Figure 1, Table 1;

Kimmig 1969). While this model sounds quite plausible, and exotic items likely had many layers

of social significance, Frankenstein and Rowlands implicitly drew upon ethnographic analogies

from the Kongo of west-central Africa, rather than past European societies (Gosden 1985).

Ethnographic analogies may demonstrate a range of possibilities, but they do not necessarily

provide examples of every potential form of social organization in the past. In addition, the

subsistence strategy and environmental parameters constraining societies tend to play a

determining role in social organization, making geographically and temporally distant analogies

even more problematic. This model also focused exclusively on the top of the presumed social

pyramid and there was no attempt to model the rest of the population, which was presumably

lumped together under a non-elite label. The material indicators of apparent social stratification

and a complete absence of any references to gender or other markers of social identity unite the

aforementioned models.

Shortly after the discovery and excavation of the burial of the “Hochdorf Prince” in 1978
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(Biel 1985), Spindler (1983) presented an updated model of Iron Age society. In Spindler’s view,

Iron Age society was a male-dominated hierarchy consisting of six classes. Like Zürn, Spindler

postulated that two classes of elites - a “First Rank” and a “Second Rank” were followed by four

social classes: free peasants, privileged individuals, subordinate persons, and, the lowest social

class of all, thralls. More recently, several scholars have weighed in on this topic and their

opinions will be further discussed later in this chapter.

Using both literary and archaeological evidence, Crumley (1974) explored the social

structures of the populations of 1st century BCE Gaul. On the one hand, the Classical sources list

just two divisions of Celtic society - the aristocracy (druids and knights) and the commoners. On

the other hand, Crumley’s interpretation of the archaeological evidence suggested there were

regional differences and at least three classes - the aristocracy, an emergent middle class

(merchants, artisans, bureaucrats) and a lower class of agriculturalists and urban migrants

(Crumley 1974: 257). Crucially, Crumley notes that a more holistic and comprehensive definition

accounting for ascribed and achieved social positions would not apply to 1st century BCE Gaul as

boundaries between classes dramatically changed due to the Roman Conquest (1974: 255).

Nonetheless, Crumley hypothesized that each social class was further subdivided based on both

ascribed (kinship, sex) and achieved status (occupation, wealth, personal exploits) (1974: 257).

Perhaps the single most important take-away from Crumley’s 1974 piece is her college town

analogy: the importance of community is not based on size or location alone but also who lives

there and how they fit into the larger social group (1974: 259).

The 19th century favored hierarchical structures that “were widely assumed to be the epitome

of social evolution and the very definition of progress…The architecture of power has been

routinely described as hierarchical: that is, tiered and ranked” (Crumley 2021: xiii in Fernández-

Götz and Thurston 2021). Furthermore, 19th century hierarchical social structures were generally

assumed to be “naturally” male dominated. Along with several other scholars, Crumley (1995)
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critiqued the idea of social hierarchy as the default baseline for interpreting Iron Age society,

advocating instead for researchers to move beyond analogy to contextual archaeology, and

interpretation of social models grounded in the material evidence (Cripps 2007; Crumley 1987,

1995, 2021; Hill 2006; Pope 2007). This interpretive shift from hierarchy to heterarchy is still

ongoing (Crumley 2021: xiii cited in Fernández-Götz and Thurston 2021). However, before 1990

most interpretations of Iron Age contexts like the Heuneburg interaction sphere continued to

foreground hierarchical, male elite-focused social structures.

2.6.3. Iron Age Spatial Organization and Settlement Archaeology: Pre-1990

Kimmig’s (1969) “classic” model of Late Hallstatt society posits that Fürstensitze (“princely

seats”) served as the political and administrative seats of the elites in the region; these elites were

then buried in the associated Fürstengräber (“princely burials”) that appear to reflect a form of

social hierarchy. This enduring model has long influenced the interpretation of Iron Age sites,

including the Heuneburg and other hillforts with tumuli in their vicinities in Baden-Württemberg

and other areas in the West Hallstatt zone. The Heuneburg has become the type site for these

hilltop complexes, called Fürstensitze (“princely seats”) by German archaeologists like Kimmig

(1969), and have been designated “the first cities north of the Alps” (Fernández-Götz 2014c;

Krausse et al. 2016; Moore 2017). These Fürstensitze featured strategically located elevated sites

surrounded by large walls that were further subdivided into outer settlement zones.

However, Kimmig himself eventually changed the term Fürstensitz to Adelssitz (“seat of

nobility”), arguing that Fürstensitz was too evocative of the romanticism of the 19th century

(1955; in Schweizer 2006: 89). In a revised model, Kimmig interpreted the oldest and largest

burial mounds as the final resting places of the founders of these early Iron Age “cities” (Kimmig

[1983] cited in Schweizer [2006: 90]). In this interpretation, the Hohmichele mega-mound,

located roughly two kilometers west of the Heuneburg, was thought to be the burial place of the

founders of the hillfort’s ruling families. With a diameter of 85m (279 ft) and a height of over
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13m (43 ft), the Hohmichele is one of the largest Late Hallstatt burial mounds in Europe; the

mound can be seen clearly from satellite imagery (Figures 2.12 and 2.13).

Prior to the 1990s, Iron Age settlement archaeology focused heavily on chronologies,

classification, and typologies (Arnold 1991a: front matter). Yet, as early as 1982, Härke had

argued for a change in approach in this subject area on the grounds that “that Hallstatt settlement

archaeology has yet to go beyond its present, purely descriptive and classificatory approach and

adopt a more analytical outlook” (1982: 189). Pauli provided a cautionary note on chronology,

arguing that “[a]ll too often, Hallstatt chronology is insufficiently refined for the identification of

time-lags, and for their interpretation in terms of social processes and settlement developments”

(Pauli pers. comm. cited in Härke 1982: 207). Additionally, previous Iron Age studies tended to

treat this period as having identical archaeological expression across time and space. However,

based on typologies of ceramics from settlements, Cunliffe (1984) argued that Iron Age social

Figures 2.12. and 2.13. The Hohmichele mega-mound in the summer of 2018.
Photo credit: Emily R. Stanton. Aerial view of the Heuneburg and

Hohmichele-Speckhau mound group. Made in GoogleEarth v. 9.159.0.0.
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structure was clearly regionally varied (see also Davis 2019). Furthermore, some scholars

questioned the notion that Iron Age social structures and settlements alike were male dominated.

These early critiques began to call some assumptions about Iron Age social structure into

question while also igniting a heated and ongoing scholarly debate on the social positions of

women in late Hallstatt central Europe.

2.6.4. Engendered Inklings? Gender and Iron Age Studies Pre-1990

As early as 1971, Chadwick critiqued the assumption that hierarchical social structures are

universally male-centered or created by men. Similarly, Pauli (1972) argued that wealth in high-

status female burials might be evidence for matrilineal inheritance in Iron Age societies. Pauli

also posited that the “First Order” (paramount) elite inhumation graves represented a unique

phenomenon among Iron Age burials in which normal rules for grave goods did not apply. In

Pauli’s interpretation, the Vix burial from Burgundy, France, suggested that a gender category

beyond male or female might have existed. Even in the 1920s, when the “sex” of a grave was

largely determined by grave equipment, Déchelette (1927: 538) noted the possible existence of a

“third sex” category in burials - people buried with neither weapons nor jewelry sets. Such

burials accounted for 68% of the dead in Déchelette’s study of Celtic and Gallo-Roman

archaeology (see also Belard 2011: 95).

The famous Vix high-status female burial (Joffroy 1962) did not fit into Spindler’s (1983)

male-dominated model of Iron Age society. While multiple skeletal analyses (Charles 1954;

Langlois 1987: 212-217) had confirmed the interpretations of the Vix burial as a person of female

sex, Spindler argued that this individual was a transvestite male priest (Figure 2.14) (Spindler

1983: 330). Although Spindler (and Pauli 1972) acknowledged the possible existence of a

gendered category beyond the binary of male/female, Spindler’s motivations at least were clearly

androcentric - a reluctance to accord Iron Age women any significant social status in their own

right (Arnold 1991b: 372).
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In this model, high-status graves of women are simply

explained away as transvestites or ritual specialists, implying

that all Iron Age women in positions of power had to be

priestesses, as if this was the sole option for a socially important

role available to women in the past (see also Connelly 2007;

Jung 2017; Knüsel 2002).

2.7. Iron Age Studies: Post-1990

Recent excavations in the Speckhau mound group (Arnold

et al. various) and the Bettelbühl tumuli in the Danube plain

below the Heuneburg hillfort (Krausse et al. various) have

added to the data available for Iron Age burials in the vicinity of

the Heuneburg. Additionally, Iron Age

studies since the 1990s have included re-

analyses of older data sets and

collections (see e.g., Arnold 2012c; Koch and Schmidt 2015). However, some older

interpretations, such as Kimmig’s Fürstensitze and Fürstengräber idea (1969 and 1983), remain

influential and have proven to be obstacles to new approaches to this area of study. Nonetheless,

more recently, some scholars have added feminist theories and intersectional approaches to their

analyses, providing increasingly nuanced interpretations of the Iron Age.

2.7.1. Iron Age Social Organization: Post-1990

According to Chaume et al. (2021), recent excavations at Mont Lassois, the Heuneburg, Ipf,

and Bourges favor the model of complex chiefdoms, rather than those of simple chiefdoms, Big

Men societies, or archaic states (2021: 19). Fernández-Götz (2020) argues that social power in

the Iron Age was likely expressed through ties of clientage that existed between persons and

communities, architecture, and the internal organization of settlements. Schier (2010) provides a

critical examination of the socio-political classifications of early Iron Age society, noting that

Figure 2.14. The Vix “Princess” as a transvestite
male priest. Reproduced from Arnold (1991: 370,

Figure 3 based on Spindler 1983: 330).
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“Big Men” systems, and simple or complex chiefdom models from social archaeology are ideal

types rather than stages in an archaeologically verifiable series of developments (2010: 379-380).

However, for the Hallstatt and early La Tène periods, many indicators do point to both

“chiefdom-like” social hierarchies and unstable status-based societies (Schier 2010: 400). Schier

lists five evidentiary strands from settlement and economic archaeology to support this

interpretation: 1. economic diversification and surplus; 2. separation of elites based on their

“consumer” behavior; 3. redistribution areas and catchment area expansion; 4. density of

settlements and hierarchies, and 5. occasionally unusual buildings in the early stages of urban

planning, like the apsidal buildings at Mont Lassois or the Heuneburg Herrenhaus (2010: 398).

As Schier proposes, there is some suggestive evidence for an ideology of inherited power in the

Hallstatt period coupled with aspects of “Big Man” (or “Big Woman”?) social system norms and

rules of conduct (2010: 400). Social differentiation in the Hallstatt D period was apparently

weakly marked in settlements, yet it was strongly marked in burials (Arnold 1995, 2021). This

pattern makes mortuary evidence particularly important when investigating social structure and

differentiation, especially given that there are no written texts in the Heuneburg area until the

much later Roman period. I will now discuss two attempts to generate a critical history of

approaches to Iron Age social organization that bookend the period between 1990 and 2023:

Pope (2021) and Arnold (1991).

While immensely helpful as a source of citations, Pope’s article is quite broad in scope and

aim; she focuses on reassessing interpretations of the origins of the people we now call “Celts” in

Europe from 700-300 BCE. Crucially, she proposes a new evidence-based methodology for

researching past Celtic populations: the integration of regional burial archaeology with

contemporary Classical texts, rather than privileging one evidentiary strand above the other

(Pope 2021: 1) as was often done in older interpretive models.

In her 1991 PhD thesis, Arnold proposed a model of four social classes for Iron Age society

based on the material correlates of social rank in burials: governing and non-governing elites,
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non-elites, and non-persons. Arnold employs neutral terminology in her categorization of Iron

Age social ranking. In the glossary section of her dissertation, Arnold defines “class” as “an

aggregation of persons in a society who stand in a similar position with regard to some form of

power, privilege, or prestige (cf. Lenski 1966: 75; Arnold 1991a: 20). Similarly, Arnold’s

definition of “elites” reads as “[l]ess or more than a class. Elites can be the most powerful,

privileged or prestigious members of a class, or two or more classes can constitute the socio-

political elite of a society.” She divides this category into two groups, governing and non-

governing elites (cf. Bottomore 1964: 8; Arnold 1991a: 20). According to this scheme, the graves

of the governing elites are marked by the presence of gold items, a wheeled vehicle, metal

drinking vessels, and imports. Bronze neck rings, wagons and metal drinking vessels indicate the

grave of a non-governing elite individual, while non-elites are accorded average grave wealth.

Finally, non-persons lacked grave goods, and usually a formal grave, altogether. The first three

classes of Arnold’s categorization - governing elites, non-governing elites, and non-elites - refer

to individuals buried in tumuli. Although tumulus burial crosscuts some social classes, it does not

represent the entire population (Arnold 1995a: 49). However, tumulus burials are an example of

formalized burial practices that often leave archaeologically recoverable traces. Conversely,

“non-persons” received archaeologically invisible rites and/or informal disposal, including what

is known as excarnation or exposure. Hence, discussions of Iron Age social structure are slanted

towards the archaeologically visible mortuary contexts such as tumuli and the individuals buried

within them have become de facto proxies for the society as a whole even though they only

represent an unknown percentage of the full population.

A still persistent interpretation is the notion that the elites of the Hallstatt period inhabited

“princely seats” like the Heuneburg. Although undoubtedly an iconic site, the Heuneburg as a

“type-site” for the Fürstensitz phenomenon has created certain interpretive blinders in Iron Age

research. Fischer (1995) suggested that all Fürstensitze will invariably have accompanying
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Fürstengräber and, like the lords of the feudal period, the elites of early Iron Age Europe must

have lived in the “princely seats” like the Heuneburg (1995: 35) although neither assumption is

supported by the archaeological record (see also Brun 1995; Cunliffe 1983; Cunliffe and Rowley

1976; Krausse 1999; Kristiansen 1998; and Veit 2000 on the question of Hallstatt “royalty”).

Schier argues against using the Fürstengrab (Schier 2010: 400 citing Fischer 1995 and

Kimmig 1969) model to reconstruct social norms and systems. He argues that social structures in

the past should not be viewed as only vertically stratified. In fact, some groups effectively

formed a society unto themselves, including the Jungmännerbünde (“gangs of young men”) of

the later Iron Age. According to Wendling (2013), young men ages 15 to 24 are demographically

over-represented - archaeologically, ethnographically, and in ancient and even medieval literary

sources. Composed of second- or third-born sons deprived of their inheritance in systems of

primogeniture, these disenfranchised Jungmännerbünde (“gangs of young men”) posed a threat

to social stability, thus their frustration and aggression had to be channeled into socially-

acceptable outlets, such as initiation into certain cultic groups, or utilized as communal guards

and military protectors (Wendling 2013: 9-13). Etymology may provide further clues. Wendling

cites the Celtic term Gaesaten, “‘spear-bearers,’ apparently also hired out as mercenaries”

(Schmeja [1998] cited in Wendling 2013: 11). Wendling’s study of “gangs of young men” and

other recent publications (Arnold 1995, 2016; Augstein 2009, 2015; Müller-Scheeßel 2007,

2011; Ramsl 2020b; Rebay-Salisbury 2016b, 2017a) showcase the fact that age, or age ranges,

was an important intersectional variable in Iron Age social organization and should be taken into

consideration in mortuary analyses.

A group’s over- or under- representation in the archaeological record, however, can

dramatically skew interpretations and reconstructions of Iron Age society. Burmeister and

Gebühr (2019) provide an overview of the demographic aspects of Iron Age society, noting that

the problem of “the lack of representativeness of the skeletal data [means that] serious distortions
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can thus arise in demographic calculations” (2019: 3). Differential preservation further clouds the

picture. For example, Müller (1994) divided the 139 Magdalenenberg burials into four data

integrity levels. The first level are those graves where the location of the grave goods and the

anthropological/skeletal determinations are both known. Graves are assigned to the second level

when the locations of the grave goods are known, but the anthropological determinations are not.

The third level comprises those graves where the position of the grave goods is unknown, but the

anthropological designations are known. Graves are assigned to the fourth level if neither the

position of the grave goods nor the anthropological designations are known.

Brun notes the amount of both standardization and variation in these mortuary contexts

cannot be read as automatically equating to economic or political organization alone (2019: 2),

but rather ideological messages about how these communities wished to appear. Mortuary

monuments, like tumuli, can communicate ideological messages. However, as noted above,

tumulus burials do not represent the whole of Iron Age society. As Brun correctly points out,

only a fraction of the population was formally buried but this fraction is mainly composed of

“members of the political, economic, and religious elite” (2019: 1-2).

2.7.2. The Elites Problem

Not all individuals were buried in an archaeologically visible manner, nor were the mortuary

practices of the Iron Age limited to only one mode of disposal (Arnold 1991; see Brun 2019 for

an overview of the funerary practices of the European Iron Age). However, the large earthen

tumuli of the Hallstatt D period - and the individuals buried within them - dominate both the

landscape and the literature. Hence mortuary analyses of Iron Age European material is skewed

towards those individuals of “elite” status buried in large tumuli. Elites are over-represented in

the mortuary record, and as such tend to be assigned greater weight in reconstructions of Iron

Age social organization (Arnold 2020: 302; de Boer 1983).

Elite burials have often been described or designated as elite because of their wealth of grave
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furniture (Fischer 1995; Kimmig 1969). As Müller-Scheeßel (2018) notes, problematically,

interpretations of social distinctions are still largely focused on differences in burial wealth.

However, Arnold argues that wealth alone was not the primary qualification for burial in a

tumulus, instead arguing that the category of elite represents a “stratum which cuts across kin-

groups and territorial boundaries” (1995: 49). Nonetheless, paramount elite burials, like

Hochdorf and Vix, are strikingly coherent in both their strategies of display and their grave

equipment. As Arnold notes,

The main point here is this: paramount elite burials, in spite of their less than satisfactory
history of recovery and curation, present a level of standardization in context and contents
that is not seen in other, subordinate social groups of the Early Iron Age. Breaks in this
pattern are more noticeable, and, I would argue, significant, when they do occur in burials in
this segment of society (2001: 215).

Additionally, the “elite” designation is itself problematic. Schweizer (2006) helpfully

discusses the terms Fürstengrab and Fürstensitz through the lens of a “concept history” approach

- consistency in using terms does not mean that the terms themselves have not changed (2006:

82). Eduard Paulus the Younger, state curator of Württemberg in the 1870s, was the first scholar

to use the term Fürstengrab during his excavations of the Gießübel-Talhau tumulus group near

the Heuneburg in 1876/77 (Schweizer 2006: 82). Critically, Heinrich Schliemann’s discovery of

the “princely” shaft graves at Mycenae occurred at roughly the same time, influencing

antiquarian notions of how elite burials should appear and be interpreted.

Even the term Fürstengrab, translated as “princely grave,” owes its origins to Classical

models. As Schweizer notes, the high-status graves of the Heuneburg area were interpreted with

reference to the Iliad, the Odyssey, the works of Herodotus, and the use of the term principes

(Latin: leader) in the writings of Caesar and Tacitus (2006: 83). Using these interpretative

models, the several generations of archaeologists working in Württemberg passed down the idea

of the supposed linkage between the Fürstengraber and Fürstensitze - that elites invariably lived

at large sites like the Heuneburg and buried their dead near these supposedly higher status
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settlements (Schweizer 2006: 84).

In the early 20th century, the terms Fürstengrab

and Fürstensitz gained new connotations. For

German archaeologist Ernst Wahle they evoked the

image of the “prince” as charismatic leader who

was integral to the education and society of his

people and was honored as such in death (1924,

1932 cited in Schweizer 2006: 85). Tellingly,

Wahle joined the National Socialist party in 1937,

and his model of a princely figure as Führer gained

traction in National Socialist propaganda

(Schweizer 2006: 85). The Führer figure

dominated both prehistory and historic periods in

the German-language literature, appearing in

interpretations of Iron Age Europe, Classical

antiquity, and the Middle Ages (Schweizer 2006:

89). Consequently, interpretations of the “princely”

graves were consistently referred to in the singular

- focused exclusively on the one individual buried

at the center of the tumulus. For example, Krausse

(1996) hypothesized that the male individual in the

Hochdorf central chamber (Figures 2.16 and 2.17)

was a “priest-king” (Sakralkönig). However, the

three other male individuals (Biel 1985) interred

at the foot of the Hochdorf mound are glossed

Figures 2.15. and 2.16. The personal
ornament of the Hochdorf chieftain at the
Landesmuseum Stuttgart. The Hochdorf
cauldron and drinking horn assemblage.

Photo credits: Emily R. Stanton.
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over in Krausse’s model.

Similar categorization issues have confounded the interpretation of the grave of the so-called

Bettelbühl “Princess” (Krausse and Ebinger-Rist 2011; Krausse et al. 2021). Just as the concept

of the “princely” grave is problematic, so too is the idea of a “princess” burial (see also Arnold

1991). Schweizer correctly notes that the terms “prince” and “princess” showcase the limitations

of this analogy in interpretations, citing Fischer’s (2000) “Greek tyrants,” Zürn’s (1970)

“medieval feudal lords,” and Schier’s (1998) “chieftains” (Schweizer 2006: 92). Thurston

provides a salient critique of typical interpretations of power: “[w]hen archaeologists think of

power, they usually think of leaders or rulers, yet in no society is power held exclusively by

elites” (2010: 193). More recent scholarship has been tending toward the recognition that

studying power in Iron Age Europe demands a multi-scalar approach. Although all Iron Age

societies display evidence of stratified internal hierarchies,

the problem lies in the expectations imposed on this group and their relationships to other
groups within society…There are no archaeologists who question whether an Iron Age
warrior elite existed. They did. Nor does anyone dispute that they had power. What must be
questioned is the type of authority they held…and who else held power” (Thurston 2010:
219, 227).

2.7.3. Settlement Archaeology and Mortuary Contexts: Post-1990

The notion that all Fürstensitze will have Fürstengräber in the immediate vicinity does not

hold for all phases of the early Iron Age (e.g., Arnold 1995a:46-47). Furthermore, excavations

and intensive research into the Heuneburg began only after World War II (Krausse and

Fernández-Götz 2016); the walled plateau is merely the tip of a much larger iceberg (Fernández-

Götz and Ralston 2017: 262; Krausse and Fernández-Götz 2016: 219; Kurz 2010). Recent

investigations have focused on the settlement plan and organization of the Heuneburg’s outer

settlement (Außensiedlung) and its relationship to the rest of the site (Figure 2.18). These studies

have resulted in the recognition that the Heuneburg plateau is only the most visible part of the

site; the far-more extensive outer settlement zone of enclosed farmsteads together with the
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plateau may have housed as many as 5000 people during the peak period of occupation in Period

IV (Kurz 2010b; see also Fernández-Götz and Ralston 2017). Additionally, the 2000-2008

excavations at the Heuneburg and lower town, by Reim (2000-03) and Bofinger (2004-05)

overturned the idea that the outer fortification remnant was medieval in date (Fernández-Götz

2020b: 123, 125; Reim 2000, 2002, 2003); a number of archaeological features dating to the late

Hallstatt period were uncovered by these investigations, including the foundations of a

monumental stone gateway.

Many of the structures on the Heuneburg plateau seem to have been workshops, rather than

houses. Gosden employs ceramic analyses from Iron Age Bohemia to discuss the existence of

pottery production centers (1985: 486; see also Gosden 1983). More recently, Nakoinz (2021)

argues that the Heuneburg is more analogous to an Iron Age Amazon distribution center than the

residence of local rulers -

…the prince or princes of the Heuneburg were not territorial rulers accumulating wealth
by redistributing regional commodities or demanding tribute from subordinates in their
territory; rather, they were entrepreneurs organizing cross-border exchange, acting in a
European network and maintaining a kind of principal office advertised by prestigious
goods. They resemble entrepreneurs such as the founder of Amazon, Jeff Bezos, rather than
regional administrators. They are economic global players rather than regional kings (2021:
362).

This “production center” model is further supported by evidence for various workshops at the

Heuneburg (Kurz 2010a; Krausse et al. 2016, 2021). For example, geophysical surveys

conducted in 2008 at the northern tip of the Heuneburg plateau revealed a Hallstatt D1/

Heuneburg Period IV structure with deposits of animal bones, metal items, fragments of amber

and jet/jet-like materials, and significantly, gold wire similar to that found in the grave of the

Bettelbühl “princess” (Krausse et al 2021: 139) discovered in the Danube plain below the

hillfort.

Dubreucq (2017) discusses the place of artisans in Iron Age society, proposing that while

they did not belong to the same group as the elite, they nonetheless had a fairly privileged social
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rank. Furthermore, the elite class was likely the main source of commissions for luxury goods

and probably controlled access to the raw materials (Dubreucq 2017: 184). Filippini considers

the social position of Iron Age blacksmiths, arguing that their advanced technical skills of

smithing provided a social channel for them to achieve special status (2017: 205; see also the

UWM DeathMetal blog: https://experiarchaeuwm.wixsite.com/deathmetal/blog). Additionally,

the spatial separation of the Heuneburg workshops - multi-functional buildings that doubled as

houses - suggests that the elites were not the people producing items in these workshops

(Dubreucq 2017: 184). As Thurston notes, this pattern is not exclusive to the Heuneburg alone -

all over the urban centers of the Iron Age “within these town-like walled structures are the

remains of [buildings] and productive activities but not much resembling palaces or elite

residences” (2012: 225).

Archaeologically, the status and identity of craftspersons is difficult to assess since artisans

are rarely represented as such in the early Iron Age mortuary record (Dubreucq 2017: 183;

though see Ramsl 2020b for possible later Iron Age examples of craftspersons). Rebay-Salisbury

posits that “the first and most fundamental way in which daily activities were structured was

along the lines of gender and age, although we do not know the extent to which labour was

distributed and how permeable the boundaries of gendered activities were” (2016: 50; see also

Pope 2019). Nelson highlights the fact that gender roles “emphasize the material side of

gendered lives” (2002: 119 in Nelson and Rosen-Ayalon 2002), while intangibles such as

behavior and language are as or more important in gender marking in more recent times. A

perhaps stereotypical assumption of gender roles in the past is a connection between women and

weaving (see also Tuck 2006; Wright 1996). Yet, “none of the graves recorded in the Hohmichele

[a large tumulus near the Heuneburg] contained a spindle whorl, and [Kurz] has cast doubt on the

integrity of the only burial in the four large mounds near the [Heuneburg] to have yielded a

spindle whorl” (Kurz and Schiek 2002: 101, cited in Arnold 2016: 848-49). Hence, the social
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dimensions of production in regard to gender are all but invisible in the Heuneburg area, in both

mortuary and settlement contexts, assuming that gender was an important organizational

determinant of the division of labor in the first place in this social context. If the elites of the

Heuneburg region were not living exclusively on the plateau, where then did they have their

dwelling places? Challenging this traditional image of the Heuneburg, the work of S. Kurz

focused on the Heuneburg’s extensive outer-settlement zone of enclosed farmsteads (1997/98,

2000, 2005, 2010). The elites of the Hallstatt-period Heuneburg likely lived at these “country

estates” dispersed throughout the landscape (Arnold 1995; Fernández-Götz and Ralston 2019;

Kurz 2010) (Figure 2.17).

Excavations at the Heuneburg have yet to find conclusive evidence for an elite dwelling place

(Eggert 1989; Parzinger 1991; Schweizer 2006) apart from the so-called Herrenhaus of Period III

(Figure 2.18).

Figure 2.17. 3D rendering of the Heuneburg plateau and outer settlement.
Reproduced from Krausse et al. (2020: 135).
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Thus, in contrast to Reinecke, Gersbach, and Fischer’s medieval models, the elites of the late

Hallstatt period Heuneburg were apparently not living only on the fortified plateau but may have

been dispersed throughout the landscape in the surrounding Danube plain (Arnold 1991,1995;

Fernández-Götz and Ralston 2017 and 2019; Kurz 2010b; Verger 2006). For example, Verger

hypothesized that the Hohenasperg hillfort in Germany was not necessarily solely the residence

of the elite but rather served as a tribal seat where assemblies and ceremonies took place; these

events were to be held at a neutral location, external to the estates of the leading aristocratic

families who controlled the plains below the hillfort (Verger 2006: 38; see also Arnold 1999: 85).

2.7.4. Settlement Archaeology: Rural vs. Urban?

Recent excavations at the French sites of Mont Lassois and Bourges demonstrate other

variants of Iron Age settlement and presumably social organization. A series of recently

discovered apsidal buildings (structures organized around a centrally placed recess or “apse”) on

the heights of Mont Lassois may represent a cluster of important gathering places (Chaume and

Mordant 2011; Chaume et al. 2011). Measuring an impressive 33x20 m, the largest of these

Figure 2.18. Reconstruction of the Herrenhaus on the Heuneburg plateau.
Photo credit: Emily R. Stanton.
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apsidal structures was decorated with geometric wall paintings and may have served as an

assembly place, feasting hall, and focal point for community decisions and ritual activities

(Figure 2.19). The only comparable building on the Heuneburg plateau, the Period III

Herrenhaus (see Figure 2.19), may have functioned in the same way (Brun et al. 2020; Chaume

and Mordant 2011; Chaume et al 2011/2012/2013; Fernández-Götz and Krausse 2016: 268).

Such striking structures speak to a significant amount of city planning and social hierarchy (Brun

et al. 2020; Chaume and Mordant 2011; Chaume et al 2011/2012/2013).

“Rurality” and urbanization are not binary opposites. As Cowley et al. argue “rural settlement

cannot exclusively be defined in contrast to urban nor implicitly equated with lower status”

(2019: 11). In fact, a hallmark of the Iron Age generally was its “fundamentally rural

character…with the majority of the population living in small hamlets and farmsteads” (Cowley

et al. 2019: 9-10). Rynne (1988) estimated that more than 90% of the population of Gaul

(modern-day France) lived in the countryside during the early days of the Roman Empire (cited

in Cowley et al. 2019: 10). Iron Age populations singled out particular geographic features, such

as hilltops, arguably as focal points for some settlement sites like the Heuneburg in Baden-

Figure 2.19. Apsidal buildings at Mont Lassois.
Reproduced from Brun et al. (2021:22).
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Württemberg, Germany, and Mont Lassois in Burgundy, France (see Metzner-Nebelsick 2019).

These central places supported impressively large communities for the time period; the

Heuneburg area boasted a population of around 5000 people in its heyday (Fernández-Götz and

Krausse 2012 and 2013; Fernández-Götz and Ralston 2017; see Kurz 2005 and 2010 for

calculations). Yet, as Cowley et al. (2019) note, both temporally and geographically these larger

“urban” settlements of the 1st millennium BCE are the exception rather than the rule.

The Heuneburg is often hailed as the “first city north of the Alps” (Fernández-Götz 2014c;

Krausse et al. 2016; Moore 2017). Typically, definitions of urbanism or towns involve a checklist

classification system. For example, Weber’s definition of a town requires that fortifications, a

market, and a legal structure and their associated architecture, be present (1958: 80-81 cited in

Armit et al. 2012: 201). However, several scholars have criticized this “shopping list” approach,

asking what other types of social structures could lead to the development of urban centers in the

past (Armit et al 2012: 201, see also Osborne 2005).

In recent years, archaeology has witnessed a flourishing of settlement studies. The built

environment is an integral part of cultural landscapes. Architecture is constructed and

reconstructed space (Fernández-Götz and Krausse 2016: 268). For example, Fernández-Götz and

Krausse (2016) discuss the Iron Age fortifications at the sites of Závist, Bourges, and the

Heuneburg, arguing that these architectural elements played both real, defensive and ideological

roles - symbolizing group identities as the results of collective building projects in the early Iron

Age (2016: 286). Jerry Moore notes that “[o]ver the last 10,000 years, the built environment has

become coterminous with the human environment, as people have raised artificial boundaries

defining private and public, secular and sacred spaces” (1996: 1). Furthermore, as Moore argues,

the built environment is not merely a backdrop against and within which things happen; it both

reflects and shapes social interactions. In sum, prehistoric settlement can take many forms, some

of which may reflect social organization.
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A persistent idea, however, has been that the spatial layout of most, if not all, settlement sites

in prehistoric Iron Age Europe were derived in some way from Classical Greek town planning.

For example, Armit et al. (2012) discuss the recent remote mapping project of the un-excavated

areas of Entremont, an iconic cultic site in France dating to the late Iron Age. The oppidum, or

settlement of Entremont, had been previously partially excavated, with clear spatial divisions

into an “Upper” and “Lower Town.” It is worth noting here that oppidum is not a “Celtic” term,

but one first used by Julius Caesar to describe the “urban” settlements of Gaul; Suetonius records

the fact that Caesar sacked oppidum after oppidum for the sake of plunder (De vita Caesarum in

Roymans and Fernández-Götz 2015: 77; for an overview of the oppida of Iron Age southern

France, see Garcia 2019). Using geophysical survey methods, Armit et al. (2012: 200)

discovered a number of features suggesting that Entremont’s “planned divisions of space”

extended throughout the Lower Town area and may indicate the presence of craft-working

quarters . Planned living does not automatically a Mediterranean-style town make, however. As

Armit et al. (2012: 201) note,

Indeed, the rather static view of urbanism which has long prevailed, privileges a particular
mode of recognisable classical urban living, and has not encouraged the exploration of
alternative social and spatial processes by which urban centers might come into being.
These ‘alternative urbanisms’ need not of course have been successful or lasting, but they
are nonetheless important if we hope to understand the range of social forms present in pre-
and protohistoric Europe, many (if not most) of which were not locked into a process of
conscious emulation of [some] Greek town planning.”

More recently, several scholars, notably Fernández-Götz, have begun to employ more critical

analytical approaches in their discussions of Iron Age settlements. Fernández-Götz (2017)

explores the changing cycles of centralization and de-centralization in the first millennium BCE.

Between the 7th and 5th centuries BCE, a number of prominent Fürstensitze emerged north of the

Alps: the Heuneburg, Mont Lassois, Bourges, the Hohenasperg, Ipf, the Glauberg, and Závist.

Demonstrating the non-linear character of history, waves of de-centralization, site abandonment,

or restructuring followed the initial centralization process at these sites (Fernández-Götz 2017:
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274-5). Fernández-Götz notes that both the Heuneburg and Mont Lassois were abandoned

mid-5th century BCE and the urban centers shifted to the north (e.g., the Glauberg) but then these

sites too were abandoned by the early 4th century (Fernández-Götz 2017: 275). The histories of

these sites showcase two important points: 1. settlement hierarchization and centralization

processes can be reversed by external and internal factors; and 2. development of forms of state-

level organization are not necessarily desirable or the obvious endpoint of social and spatial

development (Fernández-Götz 2017: 285). However, this “messy” timeline need not imply a lack

of social and “urban” complexity. Fernández-Götz and Krausse (2016) correctly point out that

“the political and demographic dimensions of Central European societies in the 6th and 5th

centuries BC have to date been under- rather than overestimated” (2016: 267). The biographies

of sites like the Heuneburg showcase the complexities of “urban” development in European

prehistory. Arnold (2010, 2012) and Fernández-Götz (2014) emphasize an “eventful

archaeology” approach in discussing Iron Age temporalities, sequencing of events, and site

biographies. In order to be effective, eventful archaeology must be multi-scalar in its analyses

and categories of evidence. The “eventful archaeology” of the Heuneburg and its mortuary

landscape is a good example.

2.7.4.1. Eventful archaeology and the Heuneburg

After a hiatus in the Late Bronze Age, the Heuneburg was resettled in the Iron Age between

roughly 640-400 BCE; overall the site’s stratigraphy reveals 23 construction phases. Arnold

notes that “significantly, the Iron Age occupation of the hillfort begins not with the mudbrick

wall…but with the [earlier] indigenous [stamped-earth and wood] fortification system” (Arnold

2010a: 103). The transition from pre-mudbrick wall to mudbrick fortification system, seems to

have been peaceful, in contrast to the fiery end of the mudbrick wall period around 540 BCE,

when this fortification system was (deliberately?) burned to the ground.

The Heuneburg’s mudbrick wall represents a radical departure from the indigenous stamped-
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earth and wood fortification system. Despite the apparent inappropriateness of this building style

in a temperate climate, sun-dried mudbrick walls have several advantages. If properly protected,

mudbrick can have a longer use-life than earth and wood. Wood is only necessary for the

superstructure, and pollen analyses suggest wood was scarce in the Heuneburg area at the time

(Arnold 2010a), so mudbrick and stone might have appeared attractive for this reason as well.

On the other hand, the return to an indigenous wood-framed fortification system in the last

occupation phases of the Heuneburg makes the scarcity of wood seem less compelling as an

explanation. The wall construction project symbolizes the cooperative alliance of several groups

in the area. Finally, and most importantly, “mudbrick…could be whitewashed once a

weatherproof coating had been applied to the brick surface” (Arnold 2010a: 106). The wall is

thus an example of competitive display among the elites in the region (Figures 2.20-2.21).

In sum, the mudbrick wall transformed both the built environment physically and

ideologically, and by extension, both impacted and reflected the social systems of the Heuneburg

Figures 2.20. and 2.21. Reconstructed mudbrick walls at the Heuneburg.
Photo credits: Emily R. Stanton.
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at the time.

Additionally, eventful archaeology provides a useful approach to investigating mortuary

landscapes. According to Balzer, Hallstatt period urbanism and its expression in burials provide

an evidentiary paradox: “while increased urbanism is generally interpreted as increased social

stratification, [in this case] it is accompanied by apparently more equal and simple graves”

(2017: 83). Yet, tumulus cemeteries seldom display unbroken continuity. Significantly, at the

same time as the mudbrick wall’s destruction, another rupture is seen in the mortuary

architecture as four new monumental burial mounds, the Gießübel-Talhau mound group, are built

close to the Heuneburg settlement. In contrast to the Hohmichele mega-mound

embedded in its community of…smaller mounds, [these seem] to reflect a changed
attitude toward power and its expression in mortuary ritual…the distance of [these] mounds
from the other tumuli and their proximity to the hillfort apparently reflect exclusivity and
disassociation from the remaining population, communicating a dynastic sensibility in
material form” (Arnold 2010a: 109).

These new mounds represent the creation of a new burial community. Richard Bradley’s

caveat concerning “continuity” is pertinent – instead of an actual continuity, a perceived

continuity is evident through the presence of later monuments (Gießübel-Talhau) near earlier

sites (Heuneburg) (in Petts 2003). In this regard, the Speckhau mound group presents a

particularly intriguing case study.

During the excavation of Tumulus 17, a number of ceramic sherds from at least six different

vessels were uncovered from the central cremation burial (Arnold et al. 2000, 2001; Wiktorowicz

et al. 2017: 31). Protein residue analyses revealed that traces of human blood, organ tissues, and

surprisingly, cow’s milk had once filled these containers. This “bloody mystery” is the “first

example of a viral cause of death of at least one high-status individual from the Iron Age in west-

central Europe and provides the first archaeological evidence for the interment of human organs

in mortuary vessels in the region” (Wiktorowicz et al. 2017: 29). According to peptide analyses,

the individual buried in the central cremation chamber of Tumulus 17 died from Crimean-Congo
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hemorrhagic fever virus, effectively comparable in its virulence to the Ebola virus (Wiktorowicz

et al. 2017: 29, 38). The cause of death for this individual seems to have been so traumatic an

event that Tumulus 17 was “quarantined” for some 150 years (Arnold 2019: 227). However, the

nearby Tumulus 18 displays no evidence of rupture or social discontinuity; the same community

likely buried their dead in this mound during its more than 200 years of use, between 700 and

450 BCE (Arnold 2010a: 111, 2019: 227).

2.7.4.2. Elites before the Fürstensitze

The notion of the elites living at Fürstensitze like the Heuneburg owes its genesis to the

dominance of Classical archaeology in interpreting the social structures of the past; in the

Classical world, many elites did live on or near the acropolis of a city-state. In fact, some

scholars have argued that the Greek historian Herodotus refers to the Heuneburg as “Pyrene” in

the following passage: “The Istros [Danube] river arises among the Celts and the polis of Pyrene,

cutting Europe across the middle” (Histories, II, 33 cited in Fernández-Götz and Krausse 2012:

29).

Furthermore, it has long been thought that the emergence of the Fürstensitze occurred in

response to the foundation of the Greek colony of Massalia (modern-day Marseille) c. 600-540

BCE (Fernández-Götz and Arnold 2017: 183; Kimmig 1983a). Massalia became the principal

point of trade, especially for wine, between the Mediterranean and the populations of Early Iron

Age Europe (Arnold 2001: 16). However, many interpretations of this trading connection have

focused solely on the Mediterranean side of things and grossly oversimplified the archaeological

evidence (Arnold 1991; Dietler 1999). As Walsh notes, most discussions of Greek pottery

imports tend to occur in a vacuum (2019: 287). It has long been assumed that local, i.e., “Celtic,”

ceramic wares were exclusively used for local items of food and drink, whereas imported Greek

vessels were used for foreign beverages, especially wine. In turn, this has led to the untested

assumption that the “Greek symposium was adopted by the early Celtic cultures north of the
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Alps without any change in function or meaning” (Schorer et al. 2019: 47; but see Driscoll

2023). Arnold adds that prior studies focused on Mediterranean imports and top-down models,

foregrounding the idea that imports needed to be explained while the local ceramic wares did not

(2019: 222).

In recent years, analyses of Hallstatt ceramics and feasting ware have been instrumental in

pushing back against these Mediterranean-centric models. The BEFIM (Bedeutungen und

Funktionen mediterraner Importe im früheisenzeitlichen Mitteleuropa) collaborative project

headed by Philipp Stockhammer explores the meanings and functions of Mediterranean imports

in Early Iron Age central Europe. The 2019 BEFIM volume “[discussed] to what extent contact

with foreign drinking customs and connected vessels unfolded transformative potential also

outside the group of people we simplistically call ‘elite’ today” (Stockhammer 2019: 14). As

Stockhammer points out, these imported objects from the Mediterranean were likely

accompanied by stories instead of instruction manuals (2019: 13).

Likewise, organic residue analysis (ORA) demonstrates that many local ceramic wares

contained traces of both animal fats (soups) and tartaric acid (grape wine); at least some local

wares were thus multi-purpose (Schorer et al. 2019: 56-7). Furthermore, detailed ORA results

from pottery vessels from the Heuneburg’s lower town suggest that the hillfort’s inhabitants were

importing grape wine possibly from a non-Attic (non-Greek) source when the mud-brick wall

still surrounded the plateau in the early phases of the Hallstatt period (Mötsch et al. 2019: 61; see

also Krausse et al. 2016: 41). It is worth noting that to date no imported Mediterranean ceramics

have been found in mortuary contexts in the Heuneburg tumuli and the imported pottery from the

hillfort is highly fragmentary and associated mainly with the post-mudbrick wall occupation

(Arnold 2010a: 104).

Additionally, the focus on high-status burials of the Hallstatt D period, such as those of Vix

and Hochdorf, largely ignores the preceding Hallstatt C era, hence the “processes that led to the
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genesis of [the] Hallstatt D centres is poorly understood” (Fernández-Götz and Arnold 2017:

185). Whereas cremations were the dominant mode of burial in Hallstatt C, inhumations are

much more prevalent in Hallstatt D. Nonetheless, “a key common element linking Hallstatt C

and Hallstatt D elite central burials is one primary object category, the four-wheeled wagon”

(Pare 1991, 1992; Fernández-Götz and Arnold 2017: 186). In fact, as Meztner-Nebelsick notes,

the site of Mitterkirchen in Austria may contain the oldest-known wheeled-vehicle female burial

north of the Alps, dating to Hallstatt C1, or the 7th century BCE (2009; see also Leskovar 1998).

Fernández-Götz and Arnold (2017) discuss a number of high-status Hallstatt C burials

between the Main and Danube rivers, including Frankfurt-Stadtwald and Gomadingen (2017:

188-189; Fischer 1979; Hofmann 2010; Willms 2002; Zürn 1987). Within the Heuneburg area,

the Speckhau mounds provide further evidence of elites in the region before the establishment of

the Iron Age Heuneburg Fürstensitz. The central cremation burials of Speckhau Tumulus 17 and

Tumulus 18 contained distinctively Hallstatt C ceramics that speak eloquently of local elites in

the Heuneburg area before the development of the plateau settlement, c. 640 BCE (Fernández-

Götz and Arnold 2017: 190).

Furthermore, both Tumulus 17 and 18 of the Speckhau tumulus group predate the much

larger nearby Hohmichele “megamound,” once presumed to be the tomb of the Heuneburg’s

founders (Fernández-Götz and Arnold 2017: 190; see Schweizer 2006). In sum, this evidence

from the Heuneburg mortuary landscape, and other regions of early Iron Age Europe,

demonstrates that the increase in social hierarchization and the development of powerful
local elites predates the arrival of Greek colonies by more than a century…implying that the
social processes concerned were primarily of an indigenous nature (Fernández-Götz and
Arnold 2017: 183).

These approaches showcase how scholars have begun to incorporate different interpretive

lenses in their interpretations of Iron Age settlement and mortuary landscapes, exploring the

shifting temporalities evidenced by the archaeological record. Additionally, scholars are

beginning to reconsider gender ideology and the place of women in Iron Age societies, as will be
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discussed in the next sub-section.

2.7.5. Engendering the Iron Age: Gender and Iron Age Studies Post-1990

Responding to the work of Peter Wells on central European Iron Age settlements (1980,

1983), Arnold’s thesis (1991) provided an early English-language overview of approaches to Iron

Age social organization based on mortuary evidence. Although many of the scholars she cites

integrated early burial data into their models, they did so based on often uncritical assumptions,

such as the notion that grave goods directly reflect an individual’s personal wealth, or the “tired

repetition of female wealth as only ever linked to marital status” (Pope 2021: 11; see also Hinton

1986; James 1993). In an article focused on the Vix burial, Arnold discussed the need for an

engendered European prehistory. She noted, among other points, that archaeologists cannot

directly compare male or female burials solely in terms of relative grave wealth because although

female graves typically contain more items, male graves include more object categories (Table

2.1) (1991: 368-70; Pader 1982 53,59).

Critically, notes Arnold, even weapons - long presumed to be exclusively male markers -

have more ambiguous gendered associations. For example, a decorated Bronze Age spear head

appears in association with an apparently female individual interred in Tumulus 1 of the

Gießübel-Talhau cemetery near the Heuneburg (Arnold 1991: 370; Bittle, Kimmig and Schiek

1981: 338-39; Kurz and Schiek 2002: 96). As Arnold noted, this example need not imply the

existence of Celtic Amazons (1991: 369, 373), though it does showcase the fact that the mere

presence of a “weapon” does not a warrior grave make. In fact, if researchers employ a long

enough temporal perspective, there are very few categories of grave equipment that are uniquely

attributable to one or another gendered class of person (Pope and Ralston 2011: 400).

Additionally, notes Arnold, the role of women in prehistoric Central European Iron Age

societies has been the

poor relation in the study of Iron Age social organization since the mid 19th century [and]
this attitude has ranged from benign neglect to active sabotage, particularly with regard to
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Female Grave Goods Male Grave Goods
Wagon Wagon
Horse Trappings Horse Trappings
Ceramic Vessels Ceramic Vessels
Metal drinking vessel(s) Metal drinking vessel(s)
Neck ring Neck ring
Bracelet(s) Bracelet(s)
Finger ring(s) Finger ring(s)
>2 Earrings Earring(s)
Belt Plate Belt Plate
Belt Hook Belt Hook
Belt Ring Belt Ring
Fibula(e) Fibula(e)
Pin(s) Pin(s)
Amulet(s) Amulet(s)
Knife Knife
* Razor
* Sword
* Dagger
* Spear(s)
* Arrow(s)/Quiver/Bow
* Axe
* Shield
* Helmet
* Whetstone
Hair-, bonnet-, veil ornament(s) *
Ankle rings *
Belt Chain *
Mirror *
>10 beads *
Spindlewhorl *

Table 2.1.
Gendered categories in late Hallstatt burials in southwest Germany after Arnold

(2004:148-158).

the interpretation of the wealthy inhumation burials, called Fürstengräber or princely
graves, which dominate the landscape and the literature (1991: 366).

The famous Lady of Vix burial in France clearly demonstrates the major role played by some

women in late Hallstatt society and indicated that there were certain conditions in Iron Age

society in which women were able to occupy positions of high status in their own right (Arnold

1991b: 373; Arnold 2012a). Trémeaud has highlighted how the wealth indices of male and

female graves fluctuate from the Late Bronze Age to La Tène periods in the North-Alpine zone –

archaeologically, female graves dominate from the Late Bronze Age until Hallstatt D (Figure
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2.22 based on Trémeaud 2019: 289; 2021).

Drawn from her doctoral thesis work, Trémeaud’s case study highlights the visibility of some

elite female graves with “funerary ostentation” in the archaeological record of the North-Alpine

zone. However, as Trémeaud notes, her data are not a representative sample - “[s]ome of the

elites may not be recognisable in the archaeological record, and a lack of funerary wealth doesn’t

mean a lack of elites. This work may therefore only relate to the archaeologically visible portion

of the elite” (2019: 284). At one level, Trémeaud has hit the proverbial nail on the head in

recognizing that neither the elites nor the other surviving mortuary evidence are representative of

the whole of Iron Age society. However, at least in this article, she does not further elaborate on

another interpretive possibility for the fluctuations in elite grave wealth: perishable materials as

markers of elite identity. For example, in Hallstatt B2/3, perhaps high-status women relied on

textiles, instead of metal or inorganic materials, to mark their privileged social position, whereas

by Hallstatt C1, metal ornaments were back in vogue as gender markers for high-status women.

This could be an example of Morris’ (1987: 18) “displacement of styles” phenomenon, whereby

some “elite objects become outmoded. Such object categories do not disappear but may seem to

move down the social ladder by a process of [competitive] emulation” (Arnold 1991a: 176;

Pader 1982: 27; Wobst 1977).

Figure 2.22. Average wealth of elite graves by gender from the Late Bronze Age to the La
Tène period in the North-Alpine zone. Reproduced from Trémeaud (2019:289).
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Like Trémeaud, Pope and Ralston note that in continental Europe, high-status and likely

powerful women are the most archaeologically visible in the late Hallstatt to early La Tène

periods, and the “eclipse of female status in the more masculine La Tène is never total” (2011:

408). The quantities of inorganic personal ornament and other objects buried with them means

that late Hallstatt elite women are far from archaeologically invisible (see also Sofaer 2000;

Sørensen 2010). In fact, as Stefan Burmeister (2000) has pointed out in his analysis of late

Hallstatt Württemberg, they tend to be more readily identified than men who appear to have

relied on perishable forms of identity marking such as hairstyles, clothing and possibly body

modification to a greater degree than women. Given the greater visibility of women

archaeologically, the focus on men in interpretations of early Iron Age central Europe is even

more difficult to justify.

More recently, other scholars have continued to argue for the elevated status of women and

the potential for matrilineal Early Iron Age societies (Brun 2018; Chaume 2007; Fernández-Götz

and Ralston 2017; Milcent 2003; Pope and Ralston 2011; Pope 2018; Roualet 1997; Trémeaud

2019). For example, Milcent (2003) hypothesized the existence of a female dynasty at the end of

the Early Iron Age based on the three female ‘princely’ graves near Mont Lassois in France: Vix

and the two high-status female burials at Sainte-Colombe-sur-Seine. Pope points out that

semantics can be a battleground in such interpretations, noting that

The terms matrifocal/patrifocal are preferred here rather than matrilineal/patrilineal.
Matrifocal suggests female-authored social forms without alluding to the social mechanism
(i.e., inheritance patterns, prescribed mobility) through which this might be achieved,
although lineages are suggested by the Early Iron Age archaeology (2021:11).

In an essay on the evolution of Hallstatt social structure, Chaume (2007) discussed the

emergence of the late Hallstatt “princely” grave phenomenon, suggesting that it is likely a

continuation of the increasing social hierarchy processes from the Middle and Late Bronze Ages.

Chaume suggests that Pauli’s (1972) model of Hallstatt period society and the role of women

needs to be re-thought, especially since Pauli used the terms matrilineality and matriarchy
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interchangeably (2007: 45) even though matrilineality does not imply matriarchy. Instead

Chaume proposes a more contextual interpretation of the high-status female burials of the late

Hallstatt period, suggesting that changes in religious ideology and matrilineal social organization

may have earned some women a prominent position in society c. 650-450 BCE (2007: 43-45).

This change is mainly evident in funerary contexts, such as the famous Vix burial, and in the

general “over-representation” of female graves in Hallstatt D1. Two important points can be

gleaned from this mortuary pattern: the increase in female burials in the funerary population and

the fact that funerary treatments for some women appear to have placed them on equal footing

with their male counterparts (Chaume 2007: 45). This latter point is derived from the inclusion of

metal drinking equipment in some female graves in Iron Age Europe. Chaume points to potential

parallels in the Germanic queens of the High Middle Ages, who wielded considerable power in

the ritualized aspects of feasting events (2007: 55; see also Enright 1988; Gräslund 2001: 99).

Röder (1999, 2014a, 2014b) has also argued for the existence of “Celtic queens,” whose

interconnected political and religious functions may be indicated by feasting and drinking wares

in the high-status female graves of 6th to 4th century BCE France, Switzerland, and southern

Germany. According to Röder, these elite women demonstrated their social power by hosting

banquets. For example, a Gallo-Roman spindle whorl fromAutun bears the inscription nata

wimpi, curmi da (Fries-Knoblach 2019: 158; Figure 2.23). Two interpretations have been

proposed for this piece: “beautiful girl, give me beer” (Latin-influenced) or “beautiful girl, good

beer” (Gaulish). Fries-Knoblach prefers the latter interpretation, noting that one can then easily

envision a scenario in which “a Celtic beauty with excellent brewing skills [was] rewarded by

the gift of this inscribed [spindle] whorl” (2019: 158). Evidently, feasting events were a venue in

which some Iron Age women were likely able to exert a considerable amount of agency and

influence in their own right.
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The following table summarizes select publications covered in this project which deal with

gender and/or social organization with particular reference to the Heuneburg area and the

Magdalenenberg, as well as the roles of the elites in Iron Age society (Table 2.2). The sources

included in Table 2.2 are not comprehensive, but represent the sources most relevant to this

project.

Table 2.2. Models of Iron Age social organization 1876-2021

Figure 2.23. Gallo-Roman spindle whorl with inscription.
Photo credits:

https://www.asnc.cam.ac.uk/spokenword/g_autun_sens.php.

Source Model(s) of Iron Age Society
Paulus 1876/77 First scholar to use the term Fürstengrab during excavation of

Gießübel-Talhau mounds; cf. Schliemann’s discovery of Mycenaean
“princely” shaft graves

Wahle 1924, 1932 Füher figure = “prince” as charismatic leader of community and
buried in central chamber of tumulus

Kahrstedt 1938 Two main social groups: overlords and laborers
Kromer 1958/1959 All-male mining community at Hallstatt
Sangmeister 1964 Feudal social structure analogy

Häusler 1968 Hallstatt mining community demographically normal
Kimmig 1969,
1983a, 1983b

“Classic” model of Fürstensitze and Fürstengräber; social
complexity as response to foundation of Massalia; largest burial
mounds resting place of city founders; archaic state

Zürn 1966, 1970 Elite-dominated society; “First” and “Second” Order elites in archaic
state; elites analogous to “medieval feudal lords” (mittelalterliche
Lehensherren; cited in Schweizer 2006: 92)

Pauli 1972 Wealth in high-status female burials may indicate matrilineal
inheritance; possible gendered category beyond male/female binary
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Table 2.2. Models of Iron Age social organization 1876-2021, cont.
Source Model(s) of Iron Age Society

Kilian-Dirlmeier
1974 “Privileged” and “subordinate” classes

Crumley 1974 Social classes stratified through combinations of ascribed and
achieved status; critique of hierarchical social models

Frankenstein and
Rowlands 1978

Prestige goods model; four social tiers of elites in Hallstatt D based
on grave wealth (paramount, vassal, sub-chief, and minor chief);
territories correspond to distribution of elite burials

Spindler 1983 Male dominated hierarchy; Vix as “travestite male priest;” complex
chiefdom

Biel 1985a,1985b Complex chiefdom

Eggert 1988-1999 Unstable, segmented, “Big Man” Society; search for elite dwelling
place at the Heuneburg

Lenerz-de Wilde
1989

Female graves divided into “married” and “unmarried” women;
HBV ornaments imply a veil and bracelets as indicators of personal
wealth

Arnold 1991a,
1991b

Four social classes for Iron Age society based on the material
correlates of social rank in burials: governing and non-governing
elites, non-elites, and non-persons; High-status female graves =
certain condition in Iron Age society where women could occupy
high-status positions through ability/birth/marriage or combination

Pare 1991-1992 Unstable, complex chiefdom
Parzinger 1991,

1992
Static, simple chiefdom; search for elite dwelling place at the
Heuneburg

Müller 1994 Four levels of data integrity for the secondary burials at the
Magdalenenberg; grave good groupings by age and gender

Teržan 1994 Hallstatt D elites practiced polygamy

Arnold 1995a,
1995b

Early La Tène period high-status female graves (Reinheim) as
“honorary males”; Most elites not living at hillfort, but in “country
estates” in plans below hillfort; Social differences weakly marked in
settlements, but strongly marked in burials; Social stratum of “elite”
cuts across kin-groups and territories

Crumley 1995 Critique of 19th century hierarchical social models; evidence for
heterarchy

Fischer 1995 All Fürstensitze have Fürstengräber; elites of early Iron Age
Europe living at “princely seats”

Egg 1996 Stratified society in between complex chiefdom and archaic state

Krausse 1996, 1999 Complex chiefdom; Hochdorf as Sakralkönig

Balzer 1997
Potential age-related differences in the grave good ornament sets of
an older woman (Grave 13) and younger woman (Grave 9) from the
Magdalenenberg

Schier 1998 Unstable, simple chiefdom led by “chieftains” (Häuptlinge; cited in
Schweizer 2006: 92)

Röder 1999, 2014a,
2014b

“Celtic queens” and social power evidenced by the feasting and
drinking wares in the high-status female graves of 6th to 4th century
BCE France, Switzerland, and southern Germany.

Burmeister 2000 Adult women ages 20-40 have richest grave goods
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Table 2.2. Models of Iron Age social organization 1876-2021, cont.

Source Model(s) of Iron Age Society
Fischer 2000 Elites analogous to “Greek tyrants” (griechische Tyrannen; cited in

Schweizer 2006: 92)
Reim 2000-2003
and Bofinger
2004-2005

Overturned the idea that Heuneburg’s outer fortification remnant
was medieval in date; Late Hallstatt period foundation of monumental

stone gateway uncovered
Veit 2000 “Big Man” society

Arnold 2001 Paramount elite burials (Vix, Hochdorf) present standardized contexts
and content; barometers of strategies of display

Milcent 2003 Female dynasty at end of Late Iron Age based on high-status female
graves at Vix, Sainte-Colobme

Arnold 2004, 2005 Differential gendered mobility: small numbers of men traveling far
abroad, vs larger numbers of women traveling shorter distances for

potential marriage alliances
Schweizer 2006 Discussion of terms Fürstengrab and Fürstensitz; high-status graves

of the Heuneburg area interpreted with reference to the Iliad, the
Odyssey, the works of Herodotus, and the use of the term principes

(Latin: leader) in the writings of Caesar and Tacitus
Verger 2006 Hohenasperg hillfort as tribal seat vs residence of elite; elites lived in

country estates
Chaume 2007 Evolution of Hallstatt social structure; changes in ideology plus

matrilineal social organization allowed some women prominent social
positions

Kurz 2010 (and
1997/98, 2000,

2005)

Heuneburg outer settlement zones and enclosed farmsteads;
calculated Heuneburg population of 5000 people in its heyday;

evidence for workshops on plateau
Schier 2010 Late Hallstatt/Early La Tène social organization mix of “chiefdom-

like” social hierarchies and unstable status-based societies - ideology
of inherited power with “Big Man” social systems/rules of conduct

Thurston 2010 Power in Iron Age societies multi-scalar
Krausse and

Ebinger-Rist 2011;
Krausse et al. 2021

High-status female central chamber burial in Bettelbühl as “Princess”

Pope and Ralston
2011

High-status female graves dominate archaeological record in Late
Hallstatt and Early La Tène

Armit et al. 2012 Geophysical surveys at Entremont; Iron Age settlements as
“alternative urbanisms” vs Classical Greek town planning

Fernández-Götz
and Krausse 2012,

2013
Heuneburg as town, population of 5000 people in its heyday

Oelze et al. 2012 Analysis of isotopic signatures for 90 individuals from the
Magdalenenberg; implications for mobility and diet

Arnold and
Hagmann 2014

Discussion of HBV pin and ring assemblages, staple-decorated belts;
West Hallstatt dress, ornaments and social organization; practice of

veiling women
Fernández-Götz

2014c Heuneburg as “first city north of the Alps”
Schumann 2015 Identification and distinction between status symbols and prestige

goods; vertical status representation by rare goods, horizontal status
representation/negotiation of prestige more important in burials

Arnold 2016, 2021 Intersectional approaches to the mortuary record; age as primary
social categorization vs. gender
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Table 2.2. Hypotheses on Iron Age social organization 1876-2021 , cont.

Source Model(s) of Iron Age Society
Fernández-Götz
and Krausse

2016
Discussion of Iron Age fortified hilltop settlements

Dubreucq 2017
and Filippini

2017
Privileged social rank of artisans; elites as main source of commissions
and controlled trade networks/access to raw exotic materials

Fernández-Götz
2017

Settlement hierarchization and centralization processes; development of
forms of state-level organization not necessarily endpoint of social and
spatial development

Fernández-Götz
and Arnold 2017

Elites in Heuneburg area before the development of the Heuneburg
plateau

Fernández-Götz
and Ralston 2017 Discussion of Heuneburg as town and outer settlement

Koch 2017a,
2017b

Discussion of isotopic analyses and artifact typologies at the
Magdalenenberg; contact zones and supra-regional connections;
biographies of female burials

Keller 2018
Variation in high-status burials evidence for hierchisation of elite

power, temporal establishment and concentration of power at specific
sites; status objects (affiliation to group) and prestige goods (mediate

intra-social approval)
Pope 2018, 2021 Overview of gender and Iron Age society; integration of regional burial

archaeology with contemporary Classical texts
Cowley et al.

2019
Large “urban” settlements not norm for 1st millennium BCE; hallmark
of the Iron Age was its rural character

Trémeaud 2019 Wealthy female graves dominate archaeological record from Late
Bronze Age till Hallstatt D

Werner 2019 Children involved in work of Hallstatt mining community
Fernández-Götz
2020a, 2020b

Social power accrued through clientage ties between people and
communities

Ramsl 2020b Multiple age-based male identities in later Iron Age Central Europe
Chaume et al.

2021
Excavations at Mont Lassois, Heuneburg, Ipf, and Bourges indicate
complex chiefdoms

Nakoinz 2021 Elites as entrepreneurs involved in trading networks; Heuneburg as
“Amazon distribution center” analogy

2.7.6. Alternatives to the “Woman Problem” in Archaeology

Unfortunately, androcentric interpretations still abound. While some scholars (Arnold 1991,

2021; Ehrenberg 1989; Gilchrist 1999; Hill 2011; Pope 2007, 2011; Pope and Ralston 2011) have

offered critiques of these problematic models of the social roles of women in prehistory, most

reconstructions of Iron Age social organization still foreground the supposed primacy of Iron

Age men, an assertion not supported by the archaeological evidence (Pope 2021: 9). For

example, writing 27 years after Arnold’s 1991 thesis, J. Collis and R. Karl (2018, 2008; see also
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Collis 2011: 233), still argue

uncritically that because Caesar saw women in a derogatory way, women across the Iron
Age held no social power. They became keen to state that burial wealth need not imply
power in these cases, preferring instead medieval, Roman, and modern ethnographic
analogy over the Iron Age burial archaeology with its difficult-to-explain high-status
women (Pope 2021: 9-11).

Pope and Stanton (2020) co-organized a discussion of this issue in a virtual session -

“Derivatives of Their Men? Alternatives to the ‘Woman Problem’ in Archaeology” - at the 2021

European Association of Archaeologists virtual conference. The session aimed to explore

alternative theoretical models - and archaeological methodologies - that might disrupt persistent

notions that the women of the past were mere derivatives of men, with little or no agency of their

own. Judith Butler (1990; 1993) referred to this idea as the Woman Problem, while Fraser

dubbed it the Appendage Syndrome, which views women “as an extension or prolongation of the

rule of a particular great man” (1988:107). A repeated theme among the presentations was

questioning whether gender was the only, or even primary, structuring principle of past societies

(for a discussion of the “woman problem” in modern speculative fiction, see Annis 2020). The

presentations that explored how various societies in the past expressed social differences,

including gender categories, in burials are summarized below with the presentation titles acting

as sub-headings in order to illustrate the new directions taken by such research.

Women in the Macedonian Kingdom during the 6th century BCE

The session began with Saripanidi’s discussion of the rich female burials of 6th century BCE

Macedon; this presentation summarized the findings presented in her 2020 article, Genre, statut

social et pouvoir dans la Macédoine archaïque. Critically, Saripanidi noted that “all analyses that

have gender as the sole starting point are dangerous” (2021). Exploring the patterns in grave

equipment, Saripanidi found that many categories of grave goods seem to be included in burials

irrespective of the age of the deceased, barring infants. As in many ancient societies, infants of a

certain age were not considered fully human; graves of infants were typically left unfurnished in
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archaic Macedon.

Small-scale models of chariots and wagons appear in some graves of the adult male and

female elites, respectively. According to Saripanidi, these items may reference gendered

traveling norms that moved between regions, and potentially the involvement of some women in

trading networks. Beginning around 570 BCE, at the time of the first expansion of the

Macedonian Temenid kingdom, the archaeological record shows a marked increase in the

number of rich female graves; all categories of grave goods except for weapons are present in

these burials. Saripanidi notes that crucially, warrior status is not automatically indicative of high

social status for the burials of this period and region (2020: 101; 2020 n.p.). Additionally,

Saripanidi argues that the social categories and connections referenced in burials likely have less

to do with gender-based social divisions, and far more to do with kinship - “it is hard to believe

that the social practices - feasting, subsistence/hunting/food acquisition, crafts, supra-local

contacts, and personal ornament - depicted in the funerary sphere reflect areas of life from which

that deceased person was barred based only on their gender” (2021).

Women of the House? Funerary dress and feminine power in Iron Age central Italy

Prew explored the role of dress in funerary performance and community identities in Iron

Age central Italy, c. 1000-600 BCE. Summarizing part of his ongoing dissertation research, Prew

listed four main points gleaned from his analyses:

1. Communities are made up of groups of people; 2. cemeteries are stages for performance;
3. funerals prompt heightened emotions, and 4. funerary display draws on conceptions of
community (2020).

Interestingly, Prew finds that in general, female bodies are more conspicuous both

osteologically and in terms of ornaments deposited as grave goods. A strikingly coherent group

of burials are the GOSF (graves osteologically sexed as female) of individuals ages 12-18 who

are buried with exotic, i.e., imported, objects of amber and faience. Previous interpretations of

these burials have included the importance of these young women for establishing kinship
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relations, representing a specific priesthood, cultic power or even acting as witches! This last

point recalls the annoyingly enduring interpretative trend to explain away any females in power

by invoking their function as ritual specialists (see Knüsel 2002). Prew finds these interpretations

less convincing and suggests that the exotic materials and “spectacle” of the corpses indicate that

“these young women certainly held a complex social significance over and above what has

previously been recognized.”

Additionally, borrowing from Bell’s (2002) concepts of “condensed totality” and

“constructed identity,” Prew argues that we must instead think of dressing the entire grave

context, as methodologically this is one important step away from the model of grave goods

merely equating to status (see also Sofaer 2006). Nor is Prew alone in this suggestion. O’Shea

(1981) and Olivier (1999) note that funerary rituals create a series of “filters” which select and

distort information in mortuary contexts, thus providing an incomplete picture of the deceased’s

identity (see also Fowler 2013; Morris 1992; Morris 1992; Pader 1982; Williams 2001, 2003).

As early as 1982, Meyer-Orlac argued that grave goods can play many roles, from personal

possessions to gifts to the dead from the mourning community:

1. Objects associated with the body of the deceased (clothing, shrouds, adornments); 2.
‘Grave gifts:’ possessions of deceased OR seen as polluted through contact with the
deceased or the event of their death OR intended for use by the deceased OR objects
represent the mourning community OR deposited in the grave to gain prestige/express
grief/ token from a visitor to the grave OR meant as a gift to the deceased/members of the
community that had died earlier OR apotropaic objects/dangerous dead notion; and 3.
Features of the grave/tomb including furnishings and decorations (1982: 60-62).

Brazen women? Reconsidering interpretation of male and female elite burials (Late Bronze

Age-La Tène B, in North Alpine complex)

Expanding on her dissertation work (2018), Trémeaud explored the high-status female graves

north of the Alps. She began by emphasizing that “great women” dominate the archaeological

record in most areas beginning in the Middle Bronze Age except in Hallstatt A2-B1. After

analyzing the mortuary records of the North-Alpine zone, Trémeaud finds that there does not
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appear to be an explicit link between gender, status, and wealth. Like Chaume, Trémeaud

explores the trend of high-status female graves in the 6th century, focusing on France. Trémeaud

asks intriguing questions of her data, such as

What is happening in the 6th century that enables these ‘big women” to move into power
in parts of France? Might the urbanization process be linked to the rise of these great ‘brazen’
women - could these women be the producers of this moment in time? Did they have
importance for social relations and control of networks? (2020, cf. 2019: 290; 2018).

Trémeaud highlighted the idea that archaeologists cannot sex grave goods - “sex is not

gender and gender is not sex” - before emphasizing the need to be aware of our own intellectual

biases - “we want to see gender divisions, so we do; plus the same objects in some areas could be

related to sex - or not - which may also intersect with gender, status, and age.” To give an

example from the Heuneburg interaction sphere, Balzer (1997) discusses how the likely age-

related differences in costume are readily apparent in the burials of an adult woman (Grave 13)

and a young girl (Grave 9) from the Magdalenenberg. While both graves contain ring ornaments

for the head and arms, and miniature ceramic vessels placed by the feet, the grave equipment of

the older woman includes a torc, jet barrel bracelets, and a belt assemblage with a sheet-bronze

plate (Balzer 1997: 109-113; Spindler 1971). These Magdalenenberg burials illustrate the fact

that it is the overlap between particular combinations of body-bound ornament that

communicates the intersectional identity of the deceased individual. The complexity of the

relationship between ornament categories is the reason attempts to approach the topic of social

organization from a purely quantitative perspective have tended to produce inconclusive results,

as I hope to demonstrate in the chapters that follow.

Diversity of Male Identities in Early and Middle La Tène Cemeteries

Ramsl arrived at a similar conclusion in his 2020 monograph, “Diversity of Male Identities in

Early and Middle La Tène Period Cemeteries in Central Europe.” His central aim was to explore

alternative male identities in prehistory beyond those of warrior. Critically, Ramsl notes that a

mere fraction of bodies from the past are actually equipped as warriors (2020b: 8), something
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noted by other scholars in various temporal and cultural contexts (Härke 1972, 1982, 1989; Risch

2020; Sievers 1980, 1982). The archaeological record seems to push back against Treherne’s

(1995) universalizing assumptions about “warrior burials” at least in this case. This observation

prompted Ramsl to ask the question “What roles did men without weapons play in ‘warrior

societies’?” (2020b: 8).

Using a corpus of several hundred La Tène period graves from central Europe, Ramsl

explores the diversity of male identities from this period and region, finding evidence for several

age-related classes of identities, such as those of boys, adults, and old men. Additionally, Ramsl

discusses the evidence for special identities, including the intriguing case of a “poor man’s

identity,” “Druid identity,” “craftsman identity,” and several fascinating instances of “armed

women” (2020b: 159, 167).

The Role of Women in the Avar Empire (circa 568-800 AD): A Review

Bühler presented on “Women in the Avar Empire, c. 568-800 CE.” In the written records of

their rivals, the Byzantines, the Avar men appear as fearsome mounted warriors, yet Avar women

are all but invisible. Bühler notes the ethnographic parallel of the Mongol Empire; in this society

of equestrian nomads, the participation of all social groups was required to move and manage

their vast herds of horses (cf. Bühler and Kirchengast 2022). While Avar women are absent from

the historical sources, they do appear in the archaeological record. However, as Bühler points

out, there is no one category of artifact found exclusively in female graves; she cites the typical

and problematic “binary bind” interpretation of arrowheads equal male and spindle whorl equals

female. While spindle whorls do predominantly appear in female graves, there are a handful of

instances where arrowheads and spindle whorls appear in the same burial, and at least one

instance of a spindle whorl in the grave of a mature osteologically male individual. Additionally,

most of the burials in Bühler’s study are gender ambiguous - “osteologically, teenagers are very

hard to sex” (2020). These examples highlight how burials reference interconnected elements of
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social categories and stresses the need for intercategorical approaches to the archaeological

record (see Arnold 2016).

Like the Chacmool conference of 1989, this EAA session highlighted the fact that

archaeology has not yet moved very far beyond the androcentric interpretative paradigm, though

the field is making strides in the right direction (Arnold 2012a; Pope and Stanton 2020).

Critically, “feminist and gender archaeology…was and still is necessary not only to make women

consciously visible in research, but also to understand why women who are so clearly visible in

the archaeological record could be so neglected by scholars in historical generalizations”

(Stalsberg 2001: 65). As Bergerbrant noted in the introductory chapter to her dissertation, “it is

not my aim to claim that we have powerful women in every prehistoric society, but we cannot

rule out the possibility of authoritative female elites before we even start our analysis” (2007:

17).

2.8. Motherhood, Marriage, and Mortuary Archaeology

An oft-cited interpretation of “authoritative female elites” invokes the “Big Mama,” which

argues that women gained positions of power because they bore many children. However, as

Rebay-Salisbury notes, this idea is an assumption rather than a fact (2017: 69). Rebay-Salisbury

has powerfully stated that we cannot assume that all women in the past had to become mothers -

“due to differences in the reproductive potential of Iron Age women, a significant variability of

female life-ways is to be expected, which so far has received little attention in research” (2017a:

57). In fact, only some social groups in Iron Age Europe may have been allowed or encouraged

to have children, notably those who could afford to maintain a household (Rebay-Salisbury

2016a: 60). Referencing her earlier work on reproduction and legitimacy, Rebay-Salisbury

(2017a) posits that in the Eastern Hallstatt zone sex might have been a public or witnessed act, as

indicated by particular scenes in situla art. As the Latin phrase says: Mater semper certa est, pater

numquam - the mother of the child is always certain, the father never is.
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Rebay-Salisbury cites World Health Organization estimates of dying in or from pregnancy

complications – in the absence of medical intervention, roughly 1500 mothers would die in

childbirth out of 10,000 births (2017: 643). Using these figures, Rebay-Salisbury estimates a

10-15% mortality rate in childbirth for the Iron Age (2017c: 643). To maintain a stable

population with an estimated 50% child mortality, Iron Age mothers would have to bear 4-5

children each (2017c: 644). Thus, Rebay-Salisbury hypothesizes that with a birth spacing of 36

months, roughly 9% of women in the 20-40 year age group would have been pregnant

“constantly” (2017c: 644). But where are they archaeologically? There is a virtual absence of

pregnant women in the archaeological record. This “problem” is typically attributed to poor

preservation, insufficient recovery methods, or lack of documentation. Rebay-Salisbury notes an

alternative: perhaps some foetuses were removed from the mother’s womb and buried elsewhere,

thus skewing the archaeological record and subsequent interpretations (2017c: 639). Some

mothers who died in childbirth might also have been buried elsewhere or received less formal/

archaeologically visible forms of burial; such a pattern might explain the Schwangerendefizit or

“pregnant [mother] deficit” in the archaeological record (2017c: 644-45).

Drawing on Rebay-Salisbury’s earlier work on conceptions of motherhood in Bronze Age

Europe (2017), Rebay-Salisbury et al. (2018) explored the evidence for mothers, motherhood,

and childbirth at the Early Bronze Age cemetery of Unterhautzenthal in Austria. The research

team generated demographic simulations for this site based on skeletal data, finding that

“motherhood was not restricted to young women, but extended over the entire reproductive life

of Bronze Age women” (Rebay-Salisbury et al. 2018: 108). For the Unterhautzenthal population,

“the total fertility rate gives the number of children born to a woman if she survived to the age of

50, which only applied to about 25% of women at Unterhautzenthal; the majority died before

they could have given birth to their eighth child” (2018: 99). Child mortality rate estimations at

Unterhautzenthal were soberingly high: over 30% of infants likely died before their first birthday
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and 50% of children died before the age of 15 (Rebay-Salisbury et al. 2018: 99). By comparison,

in the Classical Greek world, child mortality before the age of 15 has been estimated at roughly

43% (Shepherd 2013: 544). Yet, in any given past or present population, there will be a subset of

women who are unable to bear children, either because of their own or their husband’s

physiological issues. According to a 2010 study analyzing infertility trends in 190 countries,

1.9% of women aged 20–44 years who wanted to have children were unable to have their
first live birth (primary infertility), and 10.5% of women with a previous live birth were
unable to have an additional live birth (secondary infertility) (Mascarenhas et al. 2012).

By comparison, mortuary analysis of La Tène period graves in Slovenia demonstrates that

the highest mortality rate for women was between ages 20-30 (Hincak and Guštin 2011: 245).

Thus, if women lived past this “critical decade,” it was likely a significant achievement,

especially if they had survived pregnancy or childbirth. These figures have led Rebay-Salisbury

to posit that women who gave birth were socially different from those who did not (2016, 2017)

and may have been singled out in graves. In fact, Rebay-Salisbury points out that “women who

died during the age of reproductive potential were also most recognised in the funerary sphere”

in the Iron Age (2016: 250).

Similarly, Müller (1994) offered several hypotheses on the forms of social organization

represented by the 139 burials of the Magdalenenberg, drawing special attention to those of adult

women:

the proportion of burials with hairpins apparently increases with age in women, the same
applies to the ring jewelry by the temples….Accordingly, the assemblages with belt
accessories increase with increasing age in women” (1994: 189).

Additionally, Müller disagrees with Teržan’s (1994: 213) suggestion that the Hallstatt D

populations practiced polygamy. Like Teržan, Lenerz-de Wilde (1989) suggested that female

graves could be divided into “married” and “unmarried” women, based on the presence or

absence of head ornamentation which may imply a veil, and that bracelets might be indicators of

personal wealth (1989: 261-264). In his statistical study of late Hallstatt Württemberg,
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Burmeister (2000) dismisses Lenerz de Wilde’s hypothesis that the presence of hair pins

suggested a veil, which then indicated a married woman (1989: 252-253). According to

Burmeister, were this true, the number of married women would be far too low to support a

demographically normal population (2000: 90; this study assumes that organic fasteners were not

used for head coverings, which seems unlikely). Using cemetery demographics, Burmeister

calculated mortality rates for infants ages 0-5, finding a percentage of 43.4 ± 4.1 % (2000:

84-85). Furthermore, Burmeister discusses interesting patterns in the graves of women ages

20-40 - women in this age bracket tended to have the richest grave goods (2000: 77), showing

that some women were singled out in the mortuary sphere.

The discourse on motherhood and reproduction still dominates Iron Age studies. Hypotheses

like Teržan and Lenerz-de Wilde’s suggest that the number of hair/bonnet/veil pins or head-rings

in the grave represented the number of children borne by that particular woman. Convincingly,

using Bronze and Iron Age demographic models, Rebay-Salisbury argues that the maximum

number of children a single woman in the Bronze Age could bear was roughly 4-8 (Rebay-

Salisbury et al. 2018; Rebay-Salisbury 2017a, 2017c, 2017d).

However, anecdotal historical evidence suggests that some women would have been able to

bear more than 20 children. Allegedly, as a couple, Valentina Vassilyev and her husband Feodor

Vassilyev of St. Petersburg, Russia, had a total of 69 children, 67 of which supposedly survived

infancy (Urban “The Gentleman’s Magazine” 1783: 753; this source notes that between 1725

and 1765, Valentina had 27 births - 16 pairs of twins, seven sets of triplets and four sets of

quadruplets). More reliably, historical evidence documents the case of Mary and John Jonas of

Chester, England. The couple’s joint headstone at Overleigh Cemetery records that Mary died in

1899 at age 85 and had given birth to 33 children (Howe, n.d.: https://chesterwalls.info/

overleigh12.html). Apparently, Mary’s brood consisted of at least 15 sets of twins. While all

survived to their christening ceremony, most died before reaching adult age. When John died in
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1892, 10 children still survived. Local Chester, England, historian Steve Howe records an

amusing anecdote “When a popular magazine of the day, Tit-Bits, offered a free copy for life to

the lady ‘judged to have contributed most to the population of the Empire,’Mrs. Jonas was the

easy winner” (Howe, n.d.: https://chesterwalls.info/overleigh12.html).

Returning to our Iron Age hair/bonnet/veil (hereafter HBV) pins and rings, if these ornaments

represented several intertwined aspects of the deceased’s identity and life achievements, then

reducing their meanings to childbearing alone is overly simplistic. It is worth noting, however,

that there are historical and ethnographic parallels where women were awarded ornaments based

on their bearing large numbers of children. For example, in the ideological system of National

Socialist Germany, women were represented as valuable for their childbearing capabilities. Seen

as “die Quelle der nation” (the well-spring of the [Aryan] nation), women were encouraged to

have as many children as possible (Bendel 2007: 2). Additionally, the National Socialist regime

implemented a number of policies to encourage families to have children, such as the “marriage

loan;” repayment on this loan decreased by 25% for each child the family had whereas taxes

increased for childless couples (Bendel 2007: 3). Critically, the Mutterkreuzkult (Cult of the

Mother’s Cross) awarded badges to “worthy” mothers based

on the number of children they had. Bearing 4 or 5 children

merited a bronze cross, 6 or 7 a silver cross, and 8 or more,

the highest honor, a gold cross (Bendel 2007: 5; see Figure

2.26). Women who were not worthy or did not have children

were publicly ridiculed, whereas worthy mothers were

saluted by the Hitler youth (Hitlerjugend) and received

preferential treatment in shops (Bendel 2007: 5-6). By 1945,

roughly 5 million women had received a Mutterkreuz

(mother’s cross; Bendel 2007: 5).
Figure 2.24. A gold Mutterkreuz from December 1938.

Photo credit: https://tompress.shop/de/
produkt/mutterkreuz-in-gold-hst-deumer-inetui/
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2.8.1. Women on the Move? Marriage and Gendered Mobility Patterns

In Iron Age Europe, social practices such as intermarriage created connections between sites.

Rebay-Salisbury’s “networks perspective” posits that “connections between elements of material

culture reveal relationships that must have existed [between sites or regions]” (Rebay-Salisbury

2016b: 172). For example, in a study from 2009, Palavestra explored two Iron Age cemeteries in

the central Balkans, Novi Pazar and Atencia. In particular, Palavestra focused on the Baltic

amber beads from both sites. Based on the similarities in type and manufacturing techniques,

Palavestra argued that the amber artifacts from Novi Pazar and Atencia are from the same sets of

necklaces, thus entangling the sites, and the people buried in them, in sets of social relations.

Such practices create connections between individuals or groups within and across regions. In

short, linkages between people may be based on linkages in material.

Typologically similar sets of arm rings, hair/bonnet/veil pins and rings, and elaborate belt

assemblages have been identified in both the Magdalenenberg and the Heuneburg mortuary

landscapes. Consequently, it has been suggested that social ties, such as intermarriage, linked

these two communities (Arnold 2005: 22; Koch 2017a, 2017b), with women moving between

these regions. Oelze et al. (2012) conducted a multi-isotopic analysis on the Magdalenenberg

burials, finding that only a small portion of the burial population was local, likely from the

nearby Kapf hilltop settlement. A larger portion of the burial population showed an isotopic

signature consistent with the wider region of southwest Germany, especially the Black Forest,

the Lake Constance (Konstanz/Bodensee) area, and the Heuneburg region (Oelze et al. 2012:

417). According to Julia Koch, artifact typologies reveal eight contact regions for the

Magdalenenberg burials both within and outside the West Hallstatt zone (Figure 2.27 based on

Koch 2017a: 41-42).

Based on this evidence, Koch argues for the existence of two groups of women buried at the

Magdalenenberg: a fairly uniform group with the standard ring jewelry sets, and a second,
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smaller group with imported objects (2017a: 41-42; 2017b: 220). Additionally, she discusses the

possible connections between these imported items and the lifecourse/life stories of several

women, ages 20-60, among the Magdalenenberg female burials. Isotopic analyses of Graves 5,

65, 68, 96, and 101 show that early on, these particular women lived in the eastern areas of the

Black Forest. The elaborate imported belt assemblages from these graves suggest intriguing

possibilities regarding mobility: are these items meant to showcase the mobility of the deceased

or that of another person? (Koch 2017b: 99-100).

Arnold has also discussed differential gendered mobility patterns in the Iron Age. Basing her

argument on patterns revealed by both mortuary ritual and genetic evidence, Arnold posits that a

small number of men travelled long distances, while larger numbers of women moved shorter

distances to marry outside their natal communities (Arnold 2004: 17). Frieman cites a typically

androcentric interpretation of such evidence: “positions of social, political, and economic power

were held solely by men, and that women were (like fine weaponry) the objects of elite exchange

rather than social agents in their own right” (2017: 37, italics added). Parallels from ancient

Figure 2.25. Contact regions represented by
artifact typologies at the Magdalenenberg.

Reproduced from Koch (2017a: 42).
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Greece indicate that both interpretations may be simultaneously possible, as there is extensive

evidence for high-status women moving between communities much more readily than men (see

Connelly 2007; Lee 2015 and 2017). However, both possibilities of voluntary vs. involuntary

movement of (some) women must be tested against the available data to avoid imposing a

chronocentric bias on the interpretation of the surviving archaeological evidence.

Recent isotopic studies suggest a long history of various iterations of the social practice of

gendered mobility in Europe. For example, multi-isotopic analyses provide intriguing insights

into Bronze Age social organization and inequality. In a study from 2019, Mittnik et al. explored

isotopic data from 104 individuals from “farmstead-related” cemeteries, dating from the Late

Neolithic to the Middle Bronze Age in southern Germany. According to this study, a patrilocal

residence pattern dominated the region, with sons staying at home, or at least being buried within

their natal communities, while daughters typically married outside the region. Within this area,

the pattern of female exogamy and patrilocality was prevalent for at least 700 years (Mittnik et al

2019: 1). Combining grave good analyses with the isotopic data, Mittnik et al. argue for the

existence of a different kind of social inequality: households with a local higher-status core

family passing on both wealth and status to their descendants; a group of unrelated, high-status,

wealthy and non-local women, and local individuals of low status (Mittnik et al. 2019: 1-2).

2.8.2. Variations on a Theme: Metal Ornaments and Women in the Mortuary Sphere

As discussed in the sections above, both past and present, certain types of metal artifacts may

indicate particular types of persons. For example, Glørstad and Røstad (2021) discuss the

gendered associations of disk-on-bow brooches in Vendel and Viking period Scandinavian

female costume. According to them, these disk-on-bow brooches may be heirlooms, passed

down among women of the same lineage, and showcasing a social role for women as custodians

of the past and family genealogies (2021: 100; see also Gilchrist 2013 and Lillios 1999).

Tori (2015, 2019) explores the potentially gendered meanings of costume assemblages in
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mortuary contexts in the central Alpine zone during the 7th to 5th centuries BCE. Like Sørensen

(2000), Tori notes that clothing and gender are both generative and context-dependent and that

gender ranks among the most universal messages communicated via dress and costume (2015:

1-2). Additionally, Tori discusses how patterned codes of appearance are both indicative of

compliance with the general semiotic system by individuals and socially significant for the

community as a whole (2015: 3). For example, Tori discusses the repeated association of sheet

bronze belts and the graves of adult women in the central Alpine zone, hypothesizing that

perhaps these items simultaneously signify their owner’s gender (female), age (adult) and social

role as the head of the domestic unit (2015: 3). Much like some of the staple-decorated belts of

the Heuneburg region, these central Alpine examples display signs of wear and repair. Yet, as

Tori notes, these repairs appear to have been hastily carried out and with relatively crude

craftsmanship. This in turn may indicate the “impossibility of the wearer to part with their

property, which not only reflected their social status, but also an important event in their life”

(2015: 4). Critically, in one of the few sources to point to this fact, Tori notes that the presence or

absence of certain types of accessories, as well as their numbers and materials allow

archaeologists to potentially identify several types of persons in prehistory (2015: 5, 8).

The emphasis on belt assemblages is not limited to the Heuneburg or the central Alpine

regions. Dizdar and Tonc (2018) discuss the “astragal” belts and female costume in the Late Iron

Age Carpathian Basin. Previously, scholars (e.g., Brunšmid 1902) had interpreted these items as

part of male dress based on finds from inhumation graves at Vučedol near Vukovarm, Croatia.

Dizdar and Tonc note that the astragal belts seem to be a regional phenomenon, as generally belts

of this type do not appear east of the Danube. Additionally, discoveries of such belts in graves

and settlements hint at local production. As to the significance of these pieces, Dizdar and Tonc

point out that

Considering that, so far, they have been found in adult female graves, astragal belts could be
a marker of the marital status of women within a particular community, i.e., they could be
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associated with married women….However, since they appear both in graves and settlements
there is no certain proof that this type of belt was exclusively worn by more prominent
society members, i.e. the elite. In fact, it seems that astragal belts were worn by adult females
of the autochthonous Pannonian origin, as suggested by the appearance of the type during the
6th-4th cent. BC (2018: 57-58).

However, given that these belts have been found in both settlement and burial contexts, it is

unlikely that they were made exclusively for burials. In the terminology used in this project, such

belts would be life/deathstyle items. Additionally, both Dizdar (2016, 2018) and Tori (2015: 9;

2019) suggest that such elaborate belt assemblages may signify female mobility, perhaps of

women marrying into a certain community, and bringing elements of their local costume with

them. These examples demonstrate that certain artifact types were imbued with social and

individual significance on several levels. However, belts are not the only such objects to have

accrued social meanings.

Dizdar and Kapuran (2021) explore the distinctive “temple rings” (head ornamentation) of

the Carpathian Basin and suggest that these gender- and possibly age-specific items signal more

than just social status (2021: 151). In an intriguing study of early Iron Age settlement burials in

southern Germany, Müller-Scheeßel (2013) discusses a number of female burials with ring

jewelry that lack other items such as belt hooks, belt plates, or fibulae brooches. An example of

this type of burial is the so-called “maid” from the Bettelbühl Tumulus 4 central chamber; her

graves good inventory includes two simple bronze arm-rings and a bronze spiral ornament near

the head (Krausse et al. 2017: 117). Furthermore, ring jewelry is absent from contemporary

votive and offering sites (Müller-Scheeßel 2013: 78). Thus, Müller-Scheeßel argues that ring

jewelry could not be removed due to various social sanctions, and that crucially, men seem to

have been socially “stripped” of these items when they reached a certain developmental stage,

while women apparently kept theirs (2013: 78). Both the belts and ring jewelry alike seem to be

examples of Sørsensen’s (2010) categories of attached and associated objects, and of Sofaer’s

(2000) idea that at key points during a person’s life course, they may lose or acquire certain
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objects that signify a transition from one stage to another (see also Arnold 2011; Lehnert et al

2014; Olivier 1999).

Sofaer’s (2000) case study is drawn from the Chalcolithic in the Carpathian Basin. As Sofaer

notes, Chalcolithic graves of children under age five exhibit few grave goods; females c. 5-12

years old received finger rings, copper beads, and girdles. While girdles were a constant grave

good for females from age five to death, at age c. 12 women received pebbles instead of copper

beads, and c. 40 years old, they received mussel shells instead of pebbles (Sofaer, 2000: 393).

Critically, Sofaer posits that “metal artifacts associated with the person help divide the life course

into a series of stages…[and] the accumulation of metal artefacts represents the accumulation of

time by the individual” (2000: 400).

However, Sofaer adds that aging is simultaneously a universal and individual process, and

the materials by which it is expressed are culturally specific (2000: 390). For example,

Pertlwieser (1987) discusses the “child” burials at the Bronze through Iron Age site of

Mitterkirchen, noting that the proportion of “child burials” – particularly those of small children

– in comparison to adult burials is surprisingly high (1987: 30). Several of these burials seem to

be of high-ranking individuals and are furnished with the grave goods of adult persons. From this

observation, Pertlwieser deduces “that [they] believed not only in a continuation of life in the

hereafter – as indicated by the abundant finds of food and drink items…but also apparently in a

‘growing up’ of those who died in childhood” (1987: 30). For example, Rissanen et al. (2011)

discuss the example of a young girl buried with the costume items of an adult woman at the La

Tène period site of Basel-Gasfabrik, Switzerland (2011: 132). In general, at this site, sub-adult

individuals were more frequently furnished with grave goods than adults (Rissanen et al. 2011:

140). However, Leskovar and Schumann (2015) critique this interpretation of “child” burials

with “adult” grave goods. According to Leskovar et al., for Mitterkirchen specifically, none of

these particular individuals can be definitively identified as a child and sub-adult age can be ruled
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out in most cases (2015: 35-36; see also Rebay-Salisbury et al. 2022).

Jud (2006) explores the question of potentially gender-specific ritual deposits at the middle

and late La Tène settlement site of Basel-Gasfabrik in Switzerland. At this site, ritual deposits

repeatedly appear in domestic contexts. It is generally accepted that the La Tène period house

and its environs were the spheres of women (Jud 2006: 89). Jud asks if these deposits then

represent actions specifically carried out by women, noting that ancient written sources hardly

touch on the topic of women in public cults, or if they do, it is only anecdotally (2006: 89). The

spectrum of ritual offerings at Basel-Gasfabrik is identical to those found in the graves at this site

and includes fibulae and costume jewelry (Haffner 1995: 28; Jud 2006; 96). Other sites provide

examples of women participating in cultic activities at various scales; “female” finds from the

site of Duchov (Czechia) suggest collective, female-specific deposits and by extension, perhaps

an exclusively women-only ritual rite (Jud 2006: 107). Similarly, Tomedi (2009) discusses the

feminine-associated objects at the Demlfeld site in the Northern Tyrol, such as the potnia theron

(“mistress of animals”) figure on a sheet-bronze belt decoration (2009: 273). Such finds suggest

an autonomous function of Raetian women in cultic activities at this site (Tomedi 2009: 271). As

Jud notes, some archaeological evidence suggests that women participated in differentiated

public (and private) cults at various scales - they obviously had access to important places of

worship and deposited their gifts there (2006: 107).

Similarly, García-Luque and Rísquez (2008) discuss the cemeteries of the Iberian Iron Age

(6th c. BCE to 1st c. CE) specifically focusing on high-status female tombs from the middle of the

period (5th to 3rd c. BCE). The authors note that analyses of women’s graves have traditionally

been overlooked, despite the apparently prominent roles of elite women in Iberian systems of

power and ritual - “the archaeological evidence of some of these tombs [seems to indicate] not

only that these women enjoyed a high level of ‘wealth,’ but that they played fundamental social

roles in their communities” as the keepers of mortuary rituals (2008: 53; see also Gimatzidis
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2017 for northern Greek and Macedonian parallels).

Such discussions are not meant to reduce women in prehistory to merely the shadowy

“druidesses” of modern esoteric imaginings (Jud 2006: 89). Jung (2017) asks “what is a

‘Keltenfürstin?’ (Celtic “princess,” an adjective often used to describe the high-status female

grave at Bettelbühl). According to Jung, existing archaeological research and literature give three

answers:

1. The exceptional case of a “princess” derived from a male in power as the actual “prince,”
or formal complementarity but asymmetry in practice; 2. Women in “princely” graves then
have “princely” positions and, in theory, the same access to opportunities as men; and 3. A
position of “princely” status within a different social setting than those of the male
“princes,” e.g. “princess” as “priestess” (Jung 2017: 25).

Jung argues that all three interpretations are inadequate, “caused mainly by a confusion

among statistical distribution and normative orders” (2017: 25). The first interpretation has often

been applied to the Lady of Vix. Jung notes that this is a case of overdetermination

(Überdeterminiertheit), where both the personal (female) and institutional identity (male) of the

deceased is presumed from their grave equipment (2017: 28-29). As Arnold notes, Vix provides

an example not of a sex/gender disjunction, but a perceived gender/status one (2002: 253; see

also Spindler 1983 for the “transvestite male priest” theory).

While Jung’s article is helpful, there still seem to be other interpretative options that are

perhaps less derivative of men. Baur (2020) explores the “weapon graves” of early Iron Age

central Italy. While traditionally read as “male-items” axes are also well-represented in female

graves in this region, suggesting a symbolic social role in ritual practices open to both men and

women (2020: 97), assuming that axes served as part of the ritual practitioner tool kit. In a

similar vein, temple-keys readily identify the female kleidoûchoi (key-bearers) of Greek

sanctuaries in art, while daggers iconographically signal their male counterparts (Karatas 2019;

Kosmopoulou 2001). Thus, at least in the ancient Greek context, metal artifacts (keys and

daggers) showcase a role open to both women and men, though the associated religious duties
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were different. Crucially, Jud (2006) points out two oft-overlooked facets of interpretation: (1)

when artifacts are transferred from one context to another (from grave to ritual deposit), they are

separated from the person(s) they reference, and, (2) anthropological estimations of gender do

not apply to ritual deposits (2006: 91-92). In other words, objects have no fixed gender and their

meanings can shift contextually (Jud 2006: 92, see also Kästner 1997: 24). Coins provide a

useful analogy: coins are often found in Iron Age women’s graves, but one would hesitate to then

attribute all coin offerings solely to women, as men certainly used coinage in everyday life (Jud

2006: 92).

Despite Jud’s assertion, one could argue that when a specific variety of artifact, such as HBV

pins and rings, are frequently associated with a particular type of person, these items reference

some aspect of that social category, regardless of the contexts in which they are found (cf.

Sørensen 2000: 132). Within the late Hallstatt Heuneburg interaction sphere, for example, HBV

pins and rings are typically found in the graves of adult women. Thus, the intellectual context of

the HBV pins and rings in burials or

deposits could be interpreted as

commenting upon aspects of “femininity”

(cf. Sørensen 2000: 132). Finally, part of the

interpretative confusion that characterizes

the literature summarized above derives

from conflating the lifestyle/deathstyle

distinction of identity marking in Iron Age

contexts. This will become clear in the course

of the analysis presented in the following chapters

This Literature Review chapter has discussed the intertwined threads of gender archaeology,

mortuary analysis, and Iron Age social organization. The next chapter will further discuss the

Figure 2.26. Amber-headed HBV pins from
Gießübel-Talhau at the Landesmuseum

Stuttgart. Photo credits: Emily R. Stanton.
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personal ornament types found in the Hallstatt D/Early La Tène graves of Iron Age central

Europe covered in this dissertation.
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Chapter Three
Personal Ornaments and Other Artifacts

3.1. Introduction

The following chapter presents the personal ornament types and other artifacts in Hallstatt D/

Early La Tène burials that are the basis for the analysis presented in this thesis. Since some terms

are specific to the mortuary context in the study area, a brief discussion of each type as well as

images of these grave goods is provided.

Sørensen’s (2010) interpretative model of “body maps” or “body schemas” provides a useful

framework to organize the following discussion of the different ornament types. As mentioned in

previous chapters, the premise of this model is that certain types of ornaments and dress were

designed to draw attention to specific areas of the body, such as the head or the waist (Arnold

2020: Figure 1; Sørensen 2010: 55-56; see also Wels-Weyrauch 1989). In turn, using the body

maps model allows researchers insights into how past peoples perceived the human body and its

constituent parts. Crucially, Sørensen’s body maps idea applies to the bodies of both the living

and of the dead. One aim of this dissertation is to discuss the relationship between “lifestyles”

and deathstyles,” and how these manifest themselves in grave good assemblages. Is it possible to

distinguish between them and if so, how can we do so systematically? Warren de Boer’s (1983)

model of “life versus death assemblages” for archaeological ceramics applies to this issue.

Arnold summarizes this concept as follows:

…it means that the relative frequency with which certain categories of ceramic wares are
found in the archaeological record (the death assemblage) is not proportionally comparable to
their actual prevalence in the life assemblage. In other words, vessels that are both portable
and frequently used, such as cups, dishes and plates, will break more often and will be over-
represented in the death assemblage (i.e. the archaeological record), whereas large storage
vessels will be under-represented because they tend not to be replaced as frequently (Arnold
2021: 302).

Extending the analogy to the grave good categories discussed here, de Boer’s model predicts

that small items with moveable and breakable parts, such as fibulae or hair pins, would have been

replaced more often and are more likely to appear in settlement as well as burial contexts,
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whereas larger items, like daggers or belt assemblages, should be less commonly encountered in

settlements and are more likely to have been heirlooms, making their way into the burial record

at a different tempo than fibulae or hair pins (Arnold 2012b: 90-91). Table 3.1 summarizes the

main ornament groupings and subtypes, while Figure 3.1 offers a schematic representation of

where these items typically appear on the body in the context of the grave. These schematic

representations were created using the Affinity Designer program, which was also used to

generate the images in the Methods, Analysis, and Discussion chapters that follow.

Based on the presumed function(s) of these items, they can be grouped into four categories:

body-bound items worn directly on the body (e.g., necklaces, bracelets, ankle rings), dress-bound

items which served as clothing fasteners (fibulae) or clothing enhancers (e.g., belt assemblages),

head covering attachments (e.g. HBV pins and rings; see also Sørensen 1997, 2010), and objects

that may have been suspended from belts or otherwise carried, e.g., daggers, personal hygiene

Ornament Type or Subtype
Hair/Bonnet/Veil (HBV) Pins
Ring Ornaments

HBV Rings/Pendants
Neck Rings
Arm Ornaments

Arm Bands
Arm Rings
Arm Spirals
Barrel Bracelets

Ankle Rings
Belt Assemblages

Belt Hooks, Plates, and Chain Belts
Staple-decorated belts (SDBs)

Fibulae
Suspended or Carried Items
Dagger, Sword
Hygiene Implements (razor, tweezers)
Spears

Table 3.1. Summary of ornament and artifact type groupings.
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implements (razors/tweezer sets etc.). I have color-coded these groupings in Figure 3.1 - red

(body-bound), blue (dress bound), green (head covering attachments) and purple (suspended/

carried items).

Note that there are far more variations in the spectrum of female lifestyle and deathstyle items as

marked by inorganic objects than in the spectrum of items available to male individuals.

As Arnold notes, there are a number of object categories which appear in both male and

female graves, while others appear in only male or only female graves (Arnold 1991b: 368-370,

2004: 148-158; Table 3.2). These may still be used to differentiate individuals based on gender or

age depending on how they are worn or in what numbers/materials they appear. As indicated in

Table 3.2, while male and female burials generally share the same basic categories of grave

goods, the quantity of grave goods, the material of which they are made, and their placement on

the body may differ between genders. Typically, women are buried with symmetrically

distributed ring jewelry on the wrists and ankles while men display an asymmetrical distribution

Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of personal ornament types.

Ankle Rings

Razor

Spear

Dagger

HBV Pins/Rings/Pendants

Neck Ring

Barrel Bracelet

Belt Assemblage

Fibulae
Arm Bands
Arm Spirals
Arm Rings

Color Coding Key
Red = Body-bound items
Blue = Dress-bound items

Green = head covering attachments
Purple = suspended/carrier items
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Female Grave Goods Male Grave Goods
Wagon Wagon
Horse Trappings Horse Trappings
Ceramic Vessels Ceramic Vessels
Metal drinking vessel(s) Metal drinking vessel(s)
Neck ring Neck ring
Bracelet(s) Bracelet(s)
Finger ring(s) Finger ring(s)
>2 Earrings Earring(s)
Belt Plate Belt Plate
Belt Hook Belt Hook
Belt Ring Belt Ring
Fibula(e) Fibula(e)
Pin(s) Pin(s)
Amulet(s) Amulet(s)
Knife Knife
* Razor
* Sword
* Dagger
* Spear(s)
* Arrow(s)/Quiver/Bow
* Axe
* Shield
* Helmet
* Whetstone
Hair-, bonnet-, veil ornament(s) *
Ankle rings *
Belt Chain *
Mirror *
>10 beads *
Spindlewhorl *

of ring ornament on wrists and above the bicep, for example.

Table 3.2.
Gendered categories in late Hallstatt burials in southwest

Germany after Arnold (2004:148-158). Absence indicated by
asterisks.
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Figures 3.2. and 3.3 provide schematic representations of four graves from the Speckhau

mound group, Tumulus 17 Grave 3 (male), Tumulus 18 Grave 6 (female), Tumulus 18 Grave 4

(male) and Tumulus 18 Grave 17 (female) to demonstrate these general gendered patterns of

ornament placement. Note the position of the fibulae for each of the graves, as well as the

absence of HBV pins, but the presence of a neck ring in Tumulus 18 Grave 17. These four

burials illustrate the variability represented by late Hallstatt grave good assemblages in this

burial population.

Fibulae FibulaeNeck ring

HBV Rings w/
amber pendants (10)

Arm Rings (4)

Rose quartz
cobble

Dagger
Bronze belt plate SDB w/ 2 adjustment

rings

Speckhau T18 G4 Speckhau T18 G17

Figure 3.3. Schematic representation of Speckhau
T18 G4 and G17 after Arnold et al. in press.

Figure 3.2. Schematic representation of Speckhau
T17 G13 and T18 G6 after Arnold et al. in press.

Arm Rings
(2)

HBV Pins (15)
Ceramic Vessel

Speckhau T17 G3 Speckhau T18 G6

Dagger

Spears
Fibulae Arm Band

HBV Rings (7)

Staple-decorated
belt (SDB)
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3.2. Personal Ornament Types

3.2.1. Hair/Bonnet/Veil Pins

Hair pins are deceptively simple objects with

two main elements, the head and the shaft, which

can be further subdivided into discrete parts to

differentiate between different types (Schmidt

2013: 18). Some pins have solid metal heads,

while the Zweischalennadeln, or hollow ball-

headed pins (Figure 3.4), feature two

hemispherical metal pieces with a core of organic

material joined together by the shaft (Arnold and

Hagmann 2014: 3).

Previously, it had been suggested that the Heuneburg area may have been the origin point for

the Zweischalennadel pin type (Dämmer 1974: 286) but in the meantime the sample of such

objects has been considerably expanded and this idea has been abandoned. Other HBV pin types

have straight metal shafts and decorative heads made from materials such as gold, amber, jet/jet-

like material (JLM) or coral beads, although in the study area, these pins were primarily made of

bronze. In closed contexts, the number of HBV pins ranges from one to up to 16 in a single

burial. Fragments of such pins have been recorded in settlement contexts (Sievers 1984: 32),

indicating that they were a personal ornament type that was part of daily dress.

3.2.2. Ring Ornaments

This category of personal ornament covers several types of artifacts. While all of these items

involve similar construction techniques, they are specifically made to adorn different parts of the

body (cf. Sørensen 2010). Some are annular (i.e., closed rings) while others are penannular (i.e.,

open at one end or with overlapping ends). They may be worn singly or in sets, apart from the

Figure 3.4. Zweischalennadel type
HBV pin, Landesmuseum Stuttgart.

Photo credit: Emily. R. Stanton.
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neck ring, which is most often found singly.

Neck Rings

In its most basic form, the neck ring, also called a torc or torque, is a metal circle that is worn

around the neck. Two basic forms exist: the annular torc, and the penannular torc. An annular

torc is a complete, closed circle, such as the large sheet gold neck ring found in the Hochdorf

burial; this splendid piece has a diameter of 25.3 cm or 9.96 inches (Olivier 1999; Biel 1985a;

Figure 3.5). On the other hand, a penannular torc is an incomplete circle, usually with

ornamented ends (“terminals”) typically worn around the neck with the decorative terminals

facing forward (Figure 3.6). A particularly stunning example of this type is the famous torc from

the Vix burial.

Within the study region, the most common metal used for torcs was bronze, although gold

neck rings were found in secondary burials in the Gießübel-Talhau tumuli. The gold neck ring in

Hallstatt D1/D2 appears to be mainly associated with males but by Hallstatt D3/La Tène Amore

female burials with gold neck rings appear (Burmeister 2000; Westhausen 2018). Torcs are found

in the graves of male and female individuals alike; according to Burmeister, torcs were generally

Figures 3.5. and 3.6.
Left: The Hochdorf display, Landesmuseum Stuttgart.

Right: A modern replica penannular torc from the St. Germain district, Paris.
Photo credits: Emily R. Stanton
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not gender-specific in the southern part of Baden-Württemberg in Hallstatt D (2000: 71). In “One

Ring to bind them in eternity,” Westhausen (2018) explores the gold torcs of Late Hallstatt and

early La Tène Baden-Württemberg, Alsace, and the Swiss Plateau, finding that torcs, in general,

are an element more commonly found in female costume sets. There are, however, two

exceptions; the gold torcs of the “Lords of the Rings” in Hallstatt D1-D2 (Burmeister 2003:

276-77), and the simple closed bronze torcs with diameters under 20cm in Hallstatt D1

(Westhausen 2018). Based on wear patterns the latter category might have been worn since

childhood and these neck rings have been interpreted as evidence of inherited status (Westhausen

2018: 164). Not all elite burials include neck rings; one anomaly among the central chamber

graves is the so-called Bettelbühl “princess,” which is also lacking other markers of paramount

status, such as a wheeled vehicle or metal drinking vessels. However, the fact that the head of the

wealthy female in this central burial had been redeposited at the far end of the chamber some

distance from the body and that other elements expected of a Fürstengrab are also missing

(Arnold 2020: 302-303) suggests that this grave may have contained a neck ring at the time of

burial that was removed during post-burial activities. Consequently, torcs seem to have been

used to designate a particular type of person, specifically – and traditionally – a marker of an

elite burial. However, because neck rings are found in subadult burials, this identity appears not

to have been tied to biological/chronological age or achieved status but appears to have been

linked to an ascribed or kin-based social category.

Hair/Bonnet/Veil Rings

These items are often (but not always) found in association with hair/bonnet/veil pins, hence

the suggestion that these two ornament types were semiotically connected (Arnold 2016). Like

the neck rings, rings worn in the area of the head are generally penannular and are made of sheet

metal or wire, though much smaller in diameter than torcs. Like the hair/bonnet/veil pins, the

tubular versions of these ring ornaments may have a core of material such as iron, jet, or wood
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for stabilization. There are three main types of HBV rings documented in graves in the

Heuneburg interaction sphere: strap rings of flattened sheet bronze with ribbed decorations,

hollow tube-shaped sheet bronze rings, and simple metallic wire rings (Arnold and Hagmann

2014: 1).

Although a typical German term for these ornaments is Ohrringe (literally “earrings”),

calling these items “earrings” predetermines their function. For the purposes of this thesis the

descriptor “head/veil/bonnet (HBV) rings” will be used, to be consistent with previous studies

(Arnold and Hagmann 2014 and Arnold et al. forthcoming). This term makes no assumptions

about how these objects were worn based on modern perceptions of morphologically similar

ornaments. “HBV rings” may be vague but the function of these items is not completely clear

from burial contexts; it is not possible to say if the individuals buried with these items had

pierced ears. However, these items are typically found in the vicinity of the head, especially at

the sides of the skull (Figures 3.7 and 3.8), suggesting that

they may have been worn threaded through the hair, or

suspended from a headband or other head covering,

such as a veil, of organic material which no longer

survives. Based on representations in situla art, a veil of

some kind is likely (Grömer 2016; Kern and Grömer 2017).

Figures 3.7. and 3.8.
Top: HBV rings (“Ohrringe”) from

Magdalenenberg 127. Reproduced from
Spindler (1976: Plate 80).

Bottom: Artist’s rendering of HBV rings
from Speckhau Tumulus 18.

Reproduced from Arnold (2020: 302).
Artwork: A.C. Frie.
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When sexable remains are present, symmetrically distributed ring ornaments are found in the

graves of biologically female individuals. However, this does not mean that all female graves

will invariably have even numbers of HBV rings on either side of the head. Generally, female

graves have pin and ring ornaments positioned bilaterally, even if the actual numbers per side

may not be equal; although cases where a single ring or pin are present are also known. Hence

the distribution of HBV pins and rings may vary. For example, Magdalenenberg Grave 97

contained three HBV pins and eight HBV rings. One HBV pin appears on the left and right sides

of the skull, and one at the crown of the head. Of the eight HBV rings, seven were found on the

right side of the skull and one to the

left (Spindler 1976: 46-47) (Figure

3.9). Additionally, some graves may

have a single HBV pin or HBV ring.

These differences could relate to

hairstyles (see Grömer 2004/2005),

or represent the ways these objects

were acquired, or possibly a feature

of the individual’s life course. The combination of different types of rings, such as strap rings

and wire rings in the same burial on both sides of the head, as in Speckhau Tumulus 18 Grave 6,

and of different styles of rings of the same type, as in Speckhau Tumulus 18 Grave 17, suggest

that these ornaments were acquired at different times in the course of a person’s life. Fragments

of such head ornament have been found in settlement contexts, indicating that they were worn in

life (Sievers 1984:11).

There are a few other types of head ornament within the burials discussed in this project, but

these do not appear with the same frequency as the strap, tube or wire rings described above. The

child’s grave recovered in the Bettelbühl group contained two pendants with gold filigree, for

Figure 3.9. Annotated planar view of Magdalenenberg
Grave 97. After Spindler (1976: 46-47; Plates 24-29).
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example (Kurz 2006; Krausse et al. 2016, 2017), but we would not expect to see strap, tube or

wire rings in the burial of a subadult, so this is consistent with the existing evidence. In addition

to the HBV rings, several graves in the Speckhau and Bettelbühl mound groups include pendants

of bronze and amber suspended from HBV rings or neck rings or found in the general vicinity of

the chest. At the Magdalenenberg, pendants of bronze, amber, and bone also appear in a number

of likely female graves. Head ornament consisting of pins and/or rings are found across both the

West and East Hallstatt zones and even further east, making this more likely to be a gender

marker than some other ornament categories that vary by region. For example, Dürrnberg Grave

353 in Austria features seven gold spherical ornaments arrayed in an arc across the top of the

skull of the deceased (Wendling 2019), while a female grave from the Bilsk/Skorobir “kurgan”

group in the Ukraine includes a gold diadem and another contained the remains of what might be

a leather headdress decorated with metal ornaments (Shramko and Zadnikov 2021; Shramko

2021).

3.2.3. Arm Ornaments

Arm Rings, Bands, and Spirals

Several varieties of arm ornament have been documented in the Hallstatt D Heuneburg

interaction sphere: arm rings, arm bands, and arm spirals. There is one further type of arm

ornament, the Tonnenarmbänder, or barrel bracelets, which can be made of bronze or jet/jet-like

material. However, such bracelets are regionally less common than the arm bands, rings, and

spirals and are discussed in a separate section. Whether formed as rings, bands, or spirals, arm

ornaments are usually made of sheet bronze, gold or metallic wire; however, there are also

examples of arm rings made of jet/jet-like materials (JLM). While all of these ornament types are

worn on the arm, they usually adorn different areas of the limb. Arm rings are typically worn on

the wrist or forearm, whereas arm bands and spirals are worn on the upper arm above the elbow

(Figures 3.10 and 3.11). Single arm rings on either wrist typically are found in biologically male
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burials, with Hochdorf being a good example. The single arm band worn above the elbow is also

usually associated with biologically male individuals when the remains can be sexed but arm

bands made of jet/JLM are typically found in biologically female graves, which is why the jet/

JLM arm band on the left arm of the Lavau burial (France) is so unusual (Arnold 2020: 306).

When it comes to this ornament category, number, position and material appear to have acted in

tandem as identity markers. Within the study area, arm rings appear most often in pairs or singly;

the greatest number of arm rings in a single grave in the database is 31 from Magdalenenberg

Grave 97; 19 were worn on the right wrist, and 12 on the left (Figure 3.9 above).

Like the neck rings discussed above, arm rings can be either annular or penannular, though

their diameters are significantly smaller than a neck ring. For example, the grave good inventory

of Gießübel-Talhau Tumulus 4 Grave 9 contained a bronze neck ring with a diameter of 14 cm,

while the diameter of the single bronze arm ring was just 5.42 cm. Occasionally, tubular arm

bands or rings have cores of organic material, such as wood; Mühlacker Tumulus 9 Grave 1

contained two such bronze arm rings with hazelwood cores. Within the study area arm bands,

rings, or spirals were overwhelmingly made of bronze. Arm ornament fragments of bronze and

JLM are found in settlement contexts in the Heuneburg region, indicating that they were part of

Figures 3.10. and 3.11.
Left: Replica of the gold arm band from the Hochdorf burial.

Right: Replica bronze arm rings by German smith F. Trommer. Photo
credits: https://www.trommer-archaeotechnik.de/Repliken_Schmuck.html
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the personal ornament worn on a daily basis (Sievers 1984: 9,12)

Barrel Bracelets

As noted above, the Tonnenarmbänder (barrel bracelets) constitute a special category of arm

ornament. Made of either decorated sheet bronze or jet/JLM (jet-like materials), these large and

impressive bracelets are worn on the forearms, essentially covering the area between the wrist

and elbow joint (Figures 3.12 and 3.13). Almost invariably, barrel bracelets are found in pairs;

there are just two instances of single barrel bracelets in the database, both from burials in the

Untere Lehr mound group in the comparative database (Schmidt 2013: 136-137; Plates 11.3, 12).

3.2.4. Ankle Rings

As the name suggests, ankle rings are another category of ring ornament worn on the ankles.

Similar in construction to torcs and head rings, ankle rings usually have a diameter between that

of a neck ring and arm ring. For example, the likely female individual in Tumulus 1 Grave 1 of

Figures 3.12. and 3.13.
Bronze and jet/JLM barrel bracelets from the Magdalenenberg.

Reproduced from Spindler (1971: 38-40).
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the Mühlacker cemetery wore a bronze torc that was 14.7 cm in

diameter, a pair of identical arm-rings with a diameter of 6.7

cm, a bronze belt plate, and two ankle rings with a diameter of

10.7 cm, one on each leg (Figure 3.14).

3.2.5. Belt Assemblages

Belt Hooks, Belt Plates, and Chain Belts

Ranging from curved hooks to interlocking chain links and

decorated sheet bronze plates, metal belt elements rank among

the most striking grave goods from the Heuneburg interaction

sphere. It is worth re-stating that both male and female burials

contain belt plates, but only a subset of high-status

adult female burials have staple-decorated belts, which

may or may not include belt plates; these are discussed

in the subsection below. Sheet bronze belt plates in male burials are far less common than in

female burials; they exhibit less variability in form and to date at least no biologically male

individual has been found with a staple decorated belt element in combination with a belt plate.

Belt hooks can be quite simple, as in the male burial from Tumulus 17 Grave 1 of the

Speckhau tumulus cemetery, or complex, as seen in the elaborately decorated sheet bronze belt

assemblage from Magdalenenberg Grave 78. Belt hooks were attached to leather strips with

metal tabs, rivets and/or backing plates, as in the re-created belt hook from Tumulus 17 Grave 1

of the Speckhau tumulus cemetery (Figures 3.15 and 3.16).

Not all belt plates are also belt hooks; the one in Speckhau Tumulus 18 Grave 4 was attached

to a leather belt by means of a double row of rivets and was fastened at the back with an iron ring

arrangement. The range of types of sheet bronze belt hooks is impressively varied in terms of

their dimensions, decoration, if any, and attachment system. This suggests that this ornament

Figure 3.14. Planar view of Tumulus 1
Grave 1 from the Mühlacker cemetery.

Reproduced from Zürn (1970: 79).
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category was likely personalized by the wearer rather than the producer and could have been

commissioned by the wearer.

Chain belts are composed of interlocking metal pieces that encircle the waist and are a late

Hallstatt D3/La Tène A type exclusively found in women’s graves (Kurz and Schiek 2002). In

contrast, Hallstatt D belt plates are composed of sheet metal pieces - usually bronze - that may be

attached to one or both sides of the leather band with rivets, tabs/clamps or sewn onto an organic

belt by means of a system of punched holes. One end of the sheet metal piece in some of these

belts terminates in a curved hook connected to a small metal ring at the opposite end of the belt

which closes the belt ensemble. While often rectangular, such belt plates can also be “tongue-

shaped,” or “lance-head shaped” and may be plain or decorated with tremolo, incised or punched

decorations (Arnold various; Spindler 1971-1980; Kurz and Schiek 2002). Another sheet bronze

type of belt plate more often found in male graves was attached to the organic material of the belt

by means of a double row of rivets and would have been closed at the back using a metal or

organic fastener. Examples at the Heuneburg include Speckhau Tumulus 18 Grave 4 (Arnold et

al. in press). In rare cases, including Speckhau Tumulus 18 Graves 5 and 7, staple decorated belts

Figures 3.15. and 3.16.
Recreated belt-hook from Tumulus 17 Grave 1

of the Speckhau tumulus cemetery. Photo credits: Emily R. Stanton.
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or belt attachments are known without accompanying belt plates. For the purposes of this study

these were considered in the same category as the staple-decorated + belt plate group.

There is one additional type of “belt” recorded in just a handful of burials in the study area,

the Leibring, or “waist ring,” so named because the rings are usually found in the waist area of

the skeleton. Only four graves contain examples of this variety of large ring ornament – one from

Hohmichele Grave VI (the male-gendered individual, with a ring of iron, diameter of ring

between 17.3-17.8 cm; Riek and Hundt 1962: 92), two in Hirschlanden Grave 11, one in

Tumulus 11 Grave 1 at Mühlacker, and one in the Vix burial in France. Constructed like an out-

sized annular torc, the diameters of the girdle rings from Hirschlanden, Mühlacker, and Vix are

30, 34.5, and 27 cm, respectively.

Staple-decorated Belts and Belt Staples

Staple-decorated belts (SDBs) constitute a special category of dress ornament usually

consisting of an embossed or plain sheet bronze metal piece (but see above discussion), a leather

or fabric belt, and, critically, multiple rows of decorative bronze belt staples attached to a band of

organic material, some organized in patterns, others producing an all-over effect of flexible

metal. These staples are categorically different from rivets, which are essentially stubby-shafted

nails with domed or flattened ends. Rivets are

structural elements of the belt assemblage which

hold the layers together (Figure 3.17).

On the other hand, staples seem to have been

mainly decorative in function. Staples are made

from flat metal strips that are bent into an arc

and then slotted into slits in the leather band.

The ends of the staples are then pressed down into

place to prevent them from sliding out of the belt

Figure 3.17. Belt hook and rivets
from the UWM DeathMetal project.

Photo credits: Emily R. Stanton.
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(Figures 3.17-3.18). Some staple-decorated belts

are masterworks of craftsmanship – hundreds of

staples were estimated adorned the belt from the

Heuneburg intramural burial (Kurz and Schiek

2002: 132), while Spindler estimated that between

6500 to 7000 staples would have decorated the

beautiful belt assemblage from Magdalenenberg

Grave 78 (1973: 51; Figure 3.19).

Early excavators tended to record the presence of

these fragile belts without being able to recover

them or study them in detail, but more recently a system of en bloc recovery of the waist area has

revealed the complexity of these decorative dress elements. For example the numerous staple

decorated belts in Speckhau Tumulus 17 and 18 were subjected to CT-scan analysis by Tübingen

conservator Tanja Kreß and indicate the complexity and richness of this category of personal

Figure 3.18. Artist’s rendering of the
processes involved in making a staple-
decorated belt. Image credit: Kreß in

Arnold et al. in press.

Figure 3.19. Replica of Magdalenenberg Grave 78 staple-
decorated belt. Photo credits: Teuta Opie.
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ornament (Kreß in press).

Estimates of staple numbers on older excavated pieces are unreliable and clearly under-report

the actual number of staples used to decorate these pieces based on more recent CT-scan imagery

that has allowed the number of rows and staples per row to be more accurately measured (Kreß

in Arnold et al. in press).

3.2.6. Fibulae

In its most basic form, a fibula is akin to a large safety pin composed of metallic wire that

may have additional cast components or attachments of some other material such as amber,

coral, jet or gold. Typically, fibulae were used

as functional as well as decorative clothing

fasteners, to pin outer layers of attire, such as a

cloak, in place (Figure 3.20). They are among

the most time-sensitive dress elements and

together with ceramic seriations are the basis for

the chronological sequence developed for the central European early Iron Age. They appear in

burials as well as in settlement contexts but there is an ongoing debate over whether their

position in the grave reflects the dress of daily life or not (Banck-Burgess 1998, 1999, 2012,

2018).

In Iron Age Central Europe, a plethora of fibula types are known that have distinct regional

and temporal distributions. For example, the iron fibula found in Mühlacker Tumulus 4 Grave 7

has been dated to the Early La Tène, while the bronze Navicella type fibula in Gießübel-Talhau

Tumulus 1 Grave 18 likely had its origins in northern Italy. Within the Heuneburg interaction

sphere, fibulae are usually made of bronze - more rarely of iron - and some are adorned with

amber or coral inlays, coral beads, gold plating (see Mansfeld 1973) or evidence of Verzinnung

(bronze with silver plating, Arnold et al. in press). Within the primary and comparative datasets,

Figure 3.20. Replica of Schlangenfibeln.
Photo credits: Teuta Opie.
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there is another type of clothing fastener - the garment pin. These items are typically longer than

HBV pins, and do not occur with the same frequency; they are a Late Bronze Age ornament

category and after Hallstatt C they are rarely found in burials in the study area.

3.3. Weapons and Hygiene Implements

This section will briefly cover the weapons and hygiene implements in the Hallstatt D/Early

La Tène burials that are the basis for the analysis presented in this dissertation. As noted in Table

3.2 above, these items are strongly, though not always, associated with male individuals.

3.3.1. Armor

In general, examples of Iron Age defensive armor (shields, helmets) appear more frequently

in the East Hallstatt Zone than in the West Hallstatt regions (see Frie 2017). There are just two

burials with definitive examples of armor pieces in the mortuary contexts covered in this project:

the iron helmet attachment from Speckhau Tumulus 17 Grave 1 and the 3-4 armor sets from the

Baza cremation burial in Spain (Arnold and Murray 2016: 122 in Krauße et al. 2016; Quesada

Sanz 2010). Shaped like a clam shell, the

Speckhau helmet attachment would have

featured feathers and sat on top of a leather

helmet (Figure 3.21; Arnold and Murray 2016:

122-23 in Krauße et al. 2016). According to

Quesada Sanz, the Baza panoplies included

fragments of shield bosses, but no

evidence for a helmet (2010: 152).

3.3.2. Axes

Although axes are usually deemed “exclusively” male items, there are two “female” contexts

from the comparative database featuring axes - the “La Butte” tumulus from Sainte-Colombe in

Burgundy, France, and the Bánov Hoard in Czechia (Figure 3.22). Golec et al. propose a date

Figure 3.21. Helmet crest clamp from Speckhau Tumulus
17 Grave 1. Reproduced from Arnold and Murray (2016:

122-23 in Krausse et al. 2016).
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range of 575-550 BCE for the Bánov hoard and note that the “sacrificial axe” motif does

occasionally appear in association with women on situla art (2021: 43). Dating to Hallstatt D2-

D3, the Sainte-Colombe elite female burial features the remains of a four-wheeled wagon,

ceramic vessels, two sheet gold forearm bands, two gold Ohrringe, and two axes (Figure 3.22;

Bräuning 2009: 136; Metzner-Nebelsick 2009: 252, 260; see also Duval 1987; Joffroy 1958,

1979; Pare 1992; van Endert 1987). According to Metzner-Nebelsick, the anthropological

estimation of the skeletal remains indicated a woman, between 30-40 years of age, and around

1.80m (5 ft 9in) tall (Metzner-Nebelsick: 2009: 260).

As Sørensen reminds us, if certain items are typically associated with “masculinity,” then the

contexts in which those items appear offer commentary on “masculinity” “independently of the

sex (and sexuality) of the person with whom the object was associated” (2000: 132). In an

analysis of the weapon graves of early Iron Age central Italy, Baur notes that axes are well-

represented in the female graves of this region (2020: 97, 99-103). The main aims of Baur’s

article are to move beyond the “weapons equal warrior-hood” model and to explore the functions

of weapons beyond only their martial use (2020: 97). Thus, Baur posits that the presence of axes

Figure 3.22.
Drawing of the two iron axes from the

Sainte-Colombe tumulus.
Reproduced from Metzner-Nebelsick (2009: 252).
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in female graves may suggest a more symbolic function - perhaps a social role in sacrificial

rituals open to both men and women (2020: 97, 99-103). The axe in the Hochdorf burial was

interpreted by Krausse in much the same way as having served not as a weapon but as an

implement for sacrificial slaughtering of animals in a leadership role that combined the functions

of priest and king (Krausse 1999: 353, 2007). In general, axes in the West Hallstatt context are

not found on or even near the body, whereas in the East Hallstatt zone they were weapons and

are depicted as such in situla art (Frie 2017).

3.3.3. Daggers and Swords

Within the study area, decorated daggers appear far more often than do swords (Figure 3.23).

In fact, there is only one context - Speckhau Tumulus 17 Grave 1 - in the primary database which

contains a sword. The short sword from SpeckT17G1 features a blade of iron and a curving horn

handle terminating in the shape of a bird’s head (Arnold and Murray 2016: 122 in Krausse et al.

2016). Although this sword displays some parallels to the falcata of the Iberian Peninsula, its

exact origin remains unknown (Figure 3.24; Arnold and Murray 2016: 122 in Krausse et al.

2016). Although called “Grave

1,” SpeckT17G1 may be one of

the latest in date for the

Speckhau tumuli. Based on the

style of the belt hook, cauldron,

and sword-helmet combination,

this grave may date to the Early

La Tène period; “sword-graves”

are uncommon in Hallstatt D

southwest Germany (Arnold and

Murray 2016: 122 in Krausse et

Figure 3.23. Replica of dagger and decorated sheath from
Magdalenenberg Grave 118 by Frank Trommer.

https://www.trommer-archaeotechnik.de/
Repliken_Messer_Dolche.html#lg=1&slide=0
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al. 2016; Sievers 1984).

According to Quesada Sanz (2010), the La Dama de Baza burial is also “exceptional” in the

Iberian world (2010: 154). In fact, out of over 700 Iron Age Iberian “weapon” graves, this

mortuary context contains the largest number: four panoplies of falcatas, spears, shields, and

javelins (Quesada Sanz 2010: 152-154). The presence of so many weapons and armor elements

sparked intense debate among Iron Age scholars. Since one person cannot wield multiple sets of

swords and spears simultaneously, a purely functional interpretation of the burial as that of an

Iberian warrior woman is unlikely - Quesada Sanz notes that scholars have abandoned the

hypothesis of the Baza burial as that of an “Amazon warrior,” (Quesada Sanz 2010: 162; see also

Blech 1986: 208; Cuadrado 1987: 3558; Quesada 1989a 30-31). Instead, the weapons could

symbolize the Lady’s connections to a certain lineage, or mark the prestige of her own social

position or that of her family (Quesada Sanz 2010: 162-163; see also Blech 1986: 207).

Alternatively, the weapons and armor could be indicative of a “gladiatorial” duel enacted during

the funeral rites (Bendala 2000, 2007a, 2007b cited in Quesada Sanz 2010: 162-163). Another

possibility is that the weapons reflect the role of a leader, irrespective of gender, as the protector

of the group, however constituted. A similar suggestion has been made for the bow and quiver

full of arrows in the Hochdorf burial (Arnold 2010b).

3.3.4. Razors and Hygiene Implements

Citing Arnold, Allen notes that “razors…can be used as a proxy for sex because they appear

Figure 3.24.
An Iberian falcata from the British Museum.

Reproduced from Lang (2014: 51).
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exclusively in male burials” in Hallstatt D (Allen 2021: 83; Arnold 2016: 840). Kincade (2014)

explores constructions of male identity in Bronze and Iron Age Europe, noting that razors appear

to be strictly “male” items. Her study did not find any contexts in which a biologically female

individual was found unequivocally associated with a razor; the only potential exception is a

Bronze Age cremation burial from Reardnogy More, Co. Tipperary, Ireland, which contains a

small bronze “razor-like” object (Kincade 2014: 47; 76, 158; Waddell 1990:134). In the burials

of the Hallstatt D Heuneburg region, razors are typically made of iron, and shaped like a crescent

moon (Figure 3.25).

While razors appear to be exclusively male

markers, toilet implement sets are not gender

specific (Arnold 2004: 148-158; Arnold et al. in

press). The two toilet implement sets referred to here

are from SpeckT18G12 and Magberg 105.

According to Arnold et al., SpeckT18G12 contains a

set of scoop-like iron implements connected by a

ring; there are two other recorded instances of such

toilet implement kits in graves from

Speckhau Tumulus 18 (SpeckT18CC and

SpeckT18G3). Spindler described the toilet

implement from Magberg Grave 105 as a “nail trimming tool” (Nagelschneider, 1976: 56, Plate

41). This item features a tapering iron rod slotted in a decorated bone handle. Rather than a point,

the iron rod has a scoop-shaped end, while the end of the bone handle has a small attachment

loop, perhaps for suspending this item from a belt (Figure 3.26; Spindler 1976: 56, Plate 46).

3.3.5. Spears

In contrast to daggers and swords which can be “worn” on a belt, spears must of course be

Figure 3.25. Iron razor from Magdalenenberg
Grave 119. Reproduced from Spindler (1976:

Plate 130).
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carried. Several variants of spear head shapes have been

recorded in Iron Age Europe: from short, broad, and

teardrop-shaped, to roughly 2 feet-long and narrow-bladed

(Figure 3.27;Quesada Sanz 2010; Spindler 1971-1977).

During the “DeathMetal” experimental archaeology project,

the team (myself included) forged replicas of the distinctive

long, narrow spearheads from Speckhau T17G1. Although

we do not know how long the haft of the original weapons

would have been, our re-created version stands at 6.5 feet

tall (1.98m) from end of the haft to spear-tip. Owing to the

poor preservation of burial boundaries, and organic matter

in these graves, the length of spears is often unknown (but see Quesada Sanz 2010: 158).

However, in burials, spears are typically placed by the shoulder of the deceased. At the

Speckhau tumuli and the Magdalenenberg, for example, there are several cases of two spear

heads placed by the left shoulder (Arnold et al. in press; Spindler 1971-1977). Nearly all spears

from the study region are made of iron. However, there is one example of a decorated bronze

spear in the grave of an apparently female individual of around 30 years old (“H1, Individual 1”)

from the Gießübel-Talhau mound group (Kurz and Schiek 2002: 96 ). A curated piece from the

Figure 3.27.
Replica of one of the spears from Speckhau Tumulus 17 Grave 1 by the UWM
“DeathMetal” experimental archaeology team. Photo credit: Emily R. Stanton.

Figure 3.26.
Iron nail-paring tool from

Magdalenenberg Grave 105.
Reproduced from Spindler

(1976: 56, Plate 41).
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Bronze Age, this decorated bronze spear head features incised line-

ornament and measures roughly 31.4 cm in length (Figure 3.28; Kurz

and Schiek 2002: 96).

Following this overview of the personal ornaments and other

potential markers of identity, we will move on to the Methods

chapter, where the analytical approaches to these objects are

outlined.

Figure 3.28.
Decorated bronze spear
from Gießübel-Talhau.

Reproduced from Kurz and
Schiek (2002: Plate 9).
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Chapter Four
Methods

“Data! Data! Data!” he cried impatiently. “I can’t make bricks without clay!”
- Sherlock Holmes, in A. Conan Doyle, The Adventure of the Copper Beeches, 1892

4.1. Introduction

This chapter presents the methods of sample selection and the key analytic approaches

utilized in this thesis: co-occurrence analysis and body mapping in the form of schematic visuals

that illustrate the nature and placement of personal artifacts. Database variables and the approach

to coding artifact type and placement are defined and outlined. The geographic and temporal

parameters of the study as well as the determination of the primary sample of 222 burials from

the Heuneburg interaction sphere and the secondary comparative sample of 185 burials from

additional regions of Iron Age Europe are outlined. The integration of previously published

skeletal evidence based on isotopic and bioarchaeological analysis as an independent line of

evidence for biological age and sex of a small sample of burials makes comparison of the

biological evidence and the artifactual models possible. This research design is especially well-

matched to questions related to the intersectionality of identity as represented in mortuary

remains.

According to Forte (1994), archaeology is data-rich, but information-poor (in Bradbury et al.

2015: 565), especially where “legacy data” and “grey literature” are involved. This project had to

contend with the uneven nature of the available information on Iron Age mortuary practices from

the outset. There was no shortage of data. According to Müller-Scheeßel, “[a]round 1900

cemeteries dating to the Hallstatt period comprising approximately 20,000 large and small burial

mounds are known in Southern Germany…although it is thought this number of burials may

represent as little as 10% of the original number” (Müller-Scheeßel 2007, 2018: 15). A

comprehensive analysis of these sites is thus beyond the scope of this dissertation and, given the

inconsistent quality of the recorded mortuary data, beyond the scope of any single study.
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4.2. Choosing the Region of Study

4.2.1. Site Selection: History of Research

The primary focus of this study is regional in scope: late Hallstatt Baden-Württemberg, in

particular the interaction sphere of the early Iron Age Heuneburg hillfort on the Danube River.

There are several qualities which make Baden-Württemberg suitable for an in investigation of

identity marking in mortuary contexts during the early Iron Age, including a high concentration

of late Hallstatt period sites (Müller-Scheeßel 2018; Pope 2021), and a long history of intensive

and extensive antiquarian and archaeological investigations. Explorations of these sites date back

to the 1580 “excavation” of the Grafenbühl near Stuttgart, which is the earliest documented

exploration of a Hallstatt period burial mound in southern Germany (Müller-Scheeßel 2018: 17),

followed by the 1608 discovery of three bronze rings dating to the La Tène period recovered

from the same burial mound (Kurz and Schiek 2002; Müller-Scheeßel 2018; Zürn 1970: 7-8).

However, such more-or-less organized investigations were not the norm; Schiek (1974: 321-326)

notes that unsystematic excavations were common in this early antiquarian period, and locals

were well aware of where to find ancient burials containing metal objects, some of which were

made of gold (cited in Müller-Scheeßel 2018: 17). Inspired by Schliemann’s discoveries of the

royal tombs at Mycenae, unsystematic excavations continued in the 19th century, such as Eduard

Paulus the Younger’s 1876/77 exploration of the Gießübel-Talhau mound group near the

Heuneburg (Arnold 2010a; Schweizer 2006: 82; Kurz and Schiek 2002). Additionally, a number

of antiquarian “looters” targeted burial mounds in this period, including A. Witscher, an

antiquarian and local dignitary who explored Tumulus 4 of the Roßhau mound group as well as

several mounds in the Speckhau group about 3 kilometers west of the hillfort in 1893 (Kurz and

Schiek 2002: 133–134; Arnold 2014: 159). Müller-Scheeßel bemoans the havoc these

antiquarians inflicted upon Iron Age sites - “these excavations…left very little archaeologically

viable material for future archaeologists” (2018: 15).
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The period between World Wars I and II witnessed the beginnings of systematic exploration

of burial mounds throughout Baden-Württemberg while intensive research at the Heuneburg

itself began only after World War II (Krausse and Fernández-Götz 2016). The professionalization

of archaeology as a discipline occurred in tandem with these broader developments. By the

1970s, archaeology had become a recognized scientifically focused field of study. Concurrently,

heritage management practices, at least in Europe, became further consolidated; as Müller-

Scheeßel notes “it is this period which we have to thank for the greatest increase in our

knowledge about Hallstatt burial practices” (2018: 17). Currently, archaeological approaches to

the European Iron Age are characterized by more holistic, qualitative, and contextual research,

including the incorporation of intersectional and feminist theory discussed at length in the

Literature Review chapter (see for example Arnold 1995, 2016, 2021; Koch 2017; Pope 2021;

Rebay-Salisbury 2016b). The most recent and ongoing archaeological studies in Baden-

Württemberg are being conducted in the Bettelbühl mound group and in the area around the

Heuneburg as well as on the plateau itself (Krausse et al. 2020).

Since this mortuary analysis includes data from over a century of archaeological and

antiquarian investigations of Iron Age tumulus cemeteries in Baden-Württemberg, a fairly

flexible baseline of criteria for inclusion had to be established. As Christine Hamlin indicated in

her study of Iron Age to Roman period burials in Dorset, England, which served as a model for

some aspects of this study, “it was not expected that every burial from every site would provide

data for all the variables considered” (Hamlin 2007: 104).

4.2.2. Site Selection: Geographic Boundaries

This research project was focused on a particularly well-documented region, in this case the

Heuneburg and its environs, with the Magdalenenberg tumulus on the eastern edge of the Black

Forest serving as the primary data set. The better skeletal preservation at the Magdalenenberg,

with its demonstrated connections to the Heuneburg region (Arnold 2016; Koch 2017; Oelze et
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al. 2012; Spindler 1977), to some extent mitigates the generally poor sex and age data available

for the “Heuneburg interaction sphere” (Kurz and Schiek 2002; 2002:15) and the fact that this

mega-mound contained over 100 burials significantly increases the size of the population

available for comparison.

Following Kurz and Schiek, “the Heuneburg interaction sphere” refers to sites within less

than a 5km/3.11 miles radius of the Heuneburg (2002: 15); this was the criterion used to identify

the following sites for inclusion in the primary dataset: the Heuneburg Intramural Burial

(“A70”), the Gießübel-Talhau necropolis, the Hohmichele mega-mound, Speckhau Tumulus 17

and Tumulus 18, and Tumulus 4 of the Bettelbühl mound group. Additionally, the primary

dataset includes the Magdalenenberg mega-mound, located a little over 70km/43.5mi from the

Heuneburg; based on material culture similarities as well as evidence from the faunal record,

social networks such as intermarriage likely linked the Heuneburg and the Magdalenenberg

communities (Table 4.1; Arnold 2005: 22; Davis 2019; Koch 2017; Pope 2021; Stephan 2016).

Furthermore, Oelze et al. (2012) conducted a multi-isotopic analysis of the Magdalenenberg

that provided updated sex and/or age estimates for many of the burials; this information was used

to inform the interpretations of grave good assemblages from the Heuneburg that appear in the

Table 4.1. Sites in the primary database.

Site Name Number of Mortuary Contexts Analyzed

Bettelbühl Tumulus 4 2

Gießübel-Talhau Mound
Group

53

Heuneburg plateau Intramural
Burial “A70”

1

Hohmichele 13

Magdalenenberg 132

Speckhau T17 and T18 21

Total number of mortuary
contexts

222
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following chapters.

While the Satzet North and South tumulus groups are within the 5km/3.11mi radius of the

Heuneburg, as of the writing of this dissertation, the final report for the 2004-2005 excavations

of Tumulus 14 has not yet been published. Hence, this site is not included in the primary dataset.

However, Klein (the excavator) has authored a few short articles summarizing the initial findings

from the Satzet South mound group (2005, 2012 and 2012, 2016). For example, Klein notes that

Tumulus 14 contained a central chamber and several secondary burials. The spectrum of grave

goods includes hairpins and HBV (hair/bonnet/veil) rings, neck-rings, and belts with belt plates.

There was at least one male burial with an iron dagger, bronze fibulae, a cremation burial with a

ceramic assemblage (high-necked vessel, bowl, knife), and three serpentine fibulae (2012:

130-131). Klein hypothesizes that the Satzet mounds represent the burial monuments of the

Außensiedlung (outer settlement) of the Heuneburg or of a community in the outlying area

(2012: 130-131). Based solely on grave goods that have yet to be subjected to conservation and

are mainly known from X-rays and CT-scans of the en bloc burial contexts, Klein’s preliminary

reports for Tumulus 14 of Satzet South indicate a female-to-male burial ratio of 9:1 with 11

individuals of indeterminate gender (Arnold et al. 2023). Once the finds from this excavation

have been restored, they will provide additional valuable information about the age-gender-

status-role nexus in the Heuneburg region but based on the incomplete nature of the information

available Satzet Tumulus 14 was not included in this thesis project.

The Rauher Lehen, a large mound about 4.5km northeast of the Heuneburg, likewise yielded

a poorly documented burial when it was cursorily investigated in 1934; the grave contained the

remains of a sheet-bronze cauldron, a basket, a bronze bowl, a jet arm ring and an elaborate set

of bronze, glass and amber bead ornament. Although it has traditionally been interpreted as an

elite female grave, no skeletal remains were recovered, and the mound has not been

systematically explored (Bittel et al. 1981: 384). Like the burials in Satzet Tumulus 14, this grave
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was not included in the primary dataset. However, the Rauher Lehen does feature in the

comparative dataset.

A selected number of sites and deposit contexts from elsewhere in Baden-Württemberg and

other regions are included in a qualitative comparative analysis that attempts to contextualize the

burials in the Heuneburg interaction sphere within a larger discussion of identity marking in pre-

Roman Iron Age European mortuary practices with a particular emphasis on elite female dress.

These include Mitterkirchen in Upper Austria, Mont Lassois/Vix in Burgundy, France, and the

La Dama de Baza burial in Granada, Spain (Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2).

Items of personal ornament, such as HBV pins and rings, have been found in both mortuary

and deposit contexts (Müller-Scheeßel 2013). In fact, the recently discovered Bánov Hoard in

Czechia includes head and arm ornaments, as well as a belt assemblage, and thus is considered to

be a “feminine” assemblage (Golec et al. 2021; see also Cooper et al. 2022: 264). Sørensen

argues that contexts containing personal ornament can reference aspects of social categories of

Niedererlbach

Mont Lassois & Vix
Paris

Lavau &
Sainte Colombe

Mitterkirchen

Madrid

La Dama de Baza

Heuneburg

Glauberg

Berlin

Adiswil, Grauholz, & Ins

Bánov Hoard

Austria =

Czechia =

Germany =

France =

Spain =

Switzerland =

Figure 4.1. Location of select sites in the comparative database.
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persons regardless of whether the remains of a person are present (2000: 132; cf. Jud 2006).

Hence, the Bánov Hoard was included in the comparative database, which is summarized in the

table below (Table 4.2).
Table 4.2. Sites in the comparative database.

Site Name Location Number of Burial/Deposit
Contexts Analyzed

Adiswil-Gunzwil Luzern, Switzerland 1
Baumburg Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1

Bánov Hoard Czechia 1
Bräuningen-
Niederwiesen Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1

Bilsk-Skorobir Ukraine 2
“Bogenacker”

Tauberbischofsheim
-Dittigheim

Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1

Böblingen,
"Stadtwald Brand” Baden-Württemberg, Germany 4
Dürrnberg Grave

353 Upper Austria 1

Erbach-Ringingen Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1
Esslingen-Sirnau

Grave 2 Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1
“Fohrenstock”

Ostrach-Habsthal Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1

Glauberg Hessen, Germany 28
Grafenbühl bei

Asperg Baden-Württemberg, Germany 28
“Grauholz”

Urtenen-Schönbühl Bern, Switzerland 1
Heuneburg

Settlement Deposits
(HBV ornaments,
belt fragments)

Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1

Hirschlanden Baden-Württemberg, Germany 17
Hochdorf Baden-Württemberg, Germany 4
Ins VIII Bern, Switzerland 1

“La Dama de
Baza”/ Tomb 155

Bastetania Necropolis,
Granada, Spain 1

Lavau Aube, Grande-Est,
Champagne, France 1

Lehenbühl Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1
Mitterkirchen Perg, Oberösterreich 1
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Table 4.2. Sites in the comparative database, cont.

Site Name Location Number of Burial/Deposit
Contexts Analyzed

Mühlacker Baden-Württemberg, Germany 44
“Niedererlbach”
Buch am Erlbach

Bavaria, Germany 1

“Pfannenstiel”
Malterdingen

Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1

Rauher Lehen Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1
Römerhügel Baden-Württemberg, Germany 2

“Saint Colombe-sur-
Seine,” Tumulus de

la Butte

Côte d'Or, Burgundy, France 1

“Schloßstrasse 4”
Ditzingen-

Schöckingen

Baden-Württemberg, Germany 1

Tannheim bei
Illertal

Baden-Württemberg, Germany 25

“Untere Lehr”
Tumulus Group

Baden-Württemberg, Germany 9

Vix Tumulus Côte d'Or, Burgundy, France 1
Total Burial/Deposit Contexts 185

4.2.3. Site Selection: Time Period and Types of Sites

The temporal parameters of the study also required careful consideration. While tumulus

cemeteries dating primarily to the Hallstatt D1-D3 period are the main focus, some sites span a

wider range of dates. For example, the Speckhau mound group begins in Hallstatt C and

Speckhau Tumulus 17 and 18 as well as the Gießübel-Talhau mounds continued in use into the

early La Tène period. A shift in gender-marking in burials occurred during the Hallstatt/La Tène

transition in southwest Germany and perhaps indicated social and likely ideological changes

(Arnold 1991b: 368, 1995; Burmeister 2000). Hence this study includes sites spanning the period

from late Hallstatt C through La Tène A to explore the evidence for this shift in gender marking

in burials, especially those of adult women.

A primary aim of this research project was to explore the evidence for multiple female and

male identities in Iron Age Europe through their potential marking in mortuary and other
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depositional contexts. Mortuary sites and deposits both contain personal ornament that may have

been used to mark social categories. In general terms, a “mortuary context” is an archaeological

site connected with “death-related behaviors” (Bartel [1982] cited in David and Kramer [2001:

379]), such as burial grounds, tumulus cemeteries and flat grave cemeteries. Each of these

represents a specific place for the repeated, formal disposal of the dead (cf. Cooper et al. 2022;

Stutz 2014). A “deposit context,” such as the Bánov Hoard, contains artifacts but lacks human

remains. A range of mortuary and depositional contexts (tumulus cemeteries associated with

settlements, tumulus cemeteries not associated with settlements, solitary tumuli, inhumations,

cremations, and one instance of a hoard deposit) were chosen for analysis to ensure the inclusion

of a variety of places in which the ornament signatures of multiple female and male identities

have been recorded. Another selection factor under consideration was the size of the mortuary

population. Nearly all of the burial contexts from the Heuneburg region are tumulus cemeteries

or individual tumuli containing multiple burials. One exception is the single intramural burial

from the Heuneburg.

There is one context featuring human remains that deserves special mention: the 485

fragments of human bone recovered from the eastern side of the Heuneburg plateau that have

been radiocarbon dated to between the 6th and 5th centuries BCE (Krausse et al. 2021: 136).

Osteological analyses determined that there were at least eight individuals represented in this

context: one male, several females, and multiple adolescent and immature individuals (Krausse

et al. 2021: 136). These skeletal fragments bore traces of burning, trauma, exposure and re-

deposition and were associated with a number of animal bones, amber fragments, bronze ring

ornament pieces, and several iron arrowheads. These skeletal remains and artifacts are so co-

mingled that secure attribution of artifacts to specific individuals is difficult. Thus, this context is

referred to as NQ, shorthand for “non-quantifiable” (see e.g., Sempowski and Spence [1994:

276-77] for the use of this abbreviation in mortuary analyses carried out at Teotihuacan in the
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Valley of Mexico), and it is included neither in the primary nor the comparative datasets. It is

however an important reminder that formal burial in mounds or flat graves was only one of

several disposal methods employed during this period.

4.3. Data Collection and Database Design

To record the mortuary data from the sites listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 above, a series of

databases were produced in Microsoft Excel (v. 16.73 2023 for Mac) at three scales of analysis:

the Data Universe, the Primary Database, and the Comparative Database (see Figure 4.2). The

Data Universe for this research project includes selected mortuary contexts, deposit contexts, and

figural representations, such as the Dama statues from the Iberian Peninsula and depictions of

veiled women on situla art in the East Alpine region. West-central Europe is bounded by

iconographic bookends: imagery is found in western and eastern European contexts but not in the

west-central region where the mortuary record is particularly well-documented. Hence, the main

focus of this chapter will be on the mortuary and deposit contexts in the primary and comparative

Data Universe:
Mortuary Contexts
Deposit Contexts

Art Objects (Dama statues, situla art)

Data Universe
Contexts yielding
personal ornament potentially
marking a social category

Comparative Database
Inhumations
- Single, double
Cremations
Deposits/Hoards
*Used in qualitative comparisons
Primary Database:
Main source of data
*Used in qualitative/comparative analysis

Comparative Mortuary and
Deposit Contexts

Primary Database
Bettelbühl

Gießübel-Talhau
Heuneburg Intramural
Hohmichele-Speckhau

Magdalenenberg

Figure 4.2. Nested databases.
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databases. The iconographic evidence will be included in the Discussion and Conclusion

chapters of this thesis where possible pan-European identity markers related to gender ideology

will be discussed from a comparative anthropological perspective.

The primary database includes 222 mortuary contexts, while the comparative database

features 156 additional deposit and mortuary contexts. The comparative dataset was recorded in

one MS Excel sheet but the main sites documented in the primary database each have their own

Excel file: one for Bettelbühl Tumulus 4, one for the Magdalenenberg, and so on. When

recording the data, I divided the information from each entry into two main parts, Site Context

Data, which includes general site descriptions, and Mortuary Context Data; the mortuary

variables that are summarized in the table below (Table 4.3).

Both published and unpublished/in press German excavation catalogs and final reports were

accessed for the data analyzed in this research project. Published accounts include monographs

like Spindler’s six volumes on the Magdalenenberg (1971-1980) and Kurz and Schiek's

inventory of the Heuneburg mortuary landscape (2002) as well as preliminary reports and brief

descriptions in journals and exhibition catalogs. Items in press refer to works awaiting

publication, such as the final excavation report on the Speckhau mound group (Arnold et al. in

press); primary data that have not yet been published elsewhere were provided by the excavators

for Speckhau Tumulus 17 and 18. The data from these sources were compared across all sites to

ensure accurate attribution of material culture and other mortuary features.

4.3.1. Prior Skeletal Assessments

Prior assessments of skeletal data, such as the estimated age and/or sex of the individual,

were not undertaken by the author, but are based on previously published and recorded

excavation reports and catalogs (cf. Hamlin 2007: 108). Burial chamber size, assumed “male”

and “female” grave good inventories, isotopic studies, and tooth enamel analyses have informed

other researchers’ prior age/sex estimations (see Ehrhardt and Simon 1971; Oelze et al. 2012;
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Table 4.3. List of column headings and variable descriptions.

Site Context Data Brief Description
Site Name Name of the site, e.g., Hohmichele
Region Abbreviated location, e.g., Baden-Württemberg (B-W)
Site Type Type of site, e.g., tumulus cemetery, settlement, hoard

Cited Source Main source(s) cited for description, e.g., Kurz and Schiek 2002
Mortuary Context

Data
Burial Number Burial number/code drawn from main cited source(s), e.g., CC

HDF = central chamber burial from Hochdorf
Burial Type Abbreviated burial type, e.g., inhumation, cremation, biritual

inhumation, double burial
Skeletal Material

Analyzed
Noted if skeletal material was previously subjected to analyses and

brief description of state of skeletal remains, e.g., fragmentary
Data Used for Prior
Sex/Age Assessment

Description of prior analyses undertaken

MNI Minimum number of individuals recorded in mortuary context
Body Position Body position of individual(s) in the grave, e.g., supine or extended
Grave Good
Inclusions

Noted if grave goods present or absent from mortuary context

Hair/Vei/Bonnet
Pins

Number, material, type and placement of HBV pin(s) noted if
present in grave

Ring Ornaments Noted inclusion of ring ornaments from grave
Neck Rings Number, material, type, placement, dimensions of neck ring(s) if

present in grave
HBV Rings Number, material, type, placement, dimensions of HBV ring(s) if

present in grave
Arm Bands/Rings/

Spirals
Number, material, type, placement, dimensions of arm ornament(s)

if present in grave
Barrel Bracelets Number, material, type, placement, dimensions of barrel

bracelets(s) if present in grave
Ankle Rings Number, material, type, placement, dimensions of ankle ring(s) if

present in grave
Belt Assemblages Noted if belt assemblage elements (hook, plate, staples) present or

absent in grave
Belt Hook Material, type, placement, and dimensions of belt hook if present in

grave
Belt Plate Material, type, placement, and dimensions of belt plate if present in

grave
Bronze Belt Staples Material, type, and numbers of bronze belt staples if present in

grave
Fibulae Number, material, size, type and placement of fibulae noted if

present in grave
Other Grave Goods Presence/Absence of other grave goods in the burial beyond metal

ornament types, e.g., ceramic vessels
List of Other Grave

Goods
List of other grave goods, including number, material, type, and

placement of items if previously recorded
Other Comments Any other comments on the mortuary context or grave goods
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Spindler 1971-1980). However, given that the skeletal preservation in many cases is too poor to

allow aging and sexing, the primary focus was on identifying possible patterns in the grave

goods that could be cross-checked with the few sexed and aged contexts, such as the burials of

Hochdorf (Arnold 2014; Hummel et al. 2005), Vix (Charles 1954; Langlois 1987: 212-217),

Glauberg Grave 1 (Hermann 2002, 2008) and Lavau (Dubuis 2018). Osteological morphology,

ancient DNA (aDNA) and isotopic analyses are independent lines of evidence which provide the

biologically-based foundation for the costume-based gender assessments that will be discussed in

later chapters.

The Heuneburg Intramural burial is one of the few reliably aged and sexed contexts from the

primary database which contains a staple-decorated belt, HBV pins and rings in combination,

and symmetrically distributed armrings (Arnold 2016: 843; Dämmer 1974; Kurz and Schiek

2002). According to Erhhardt and Simon’s osteological study (1971), the morphology of the

skull and the teeth indicated that this burial is of an adult female individual between the ages of

30 to 40 years (1971: 15, Nr. 30).

Using CT scans of skeletal material, Wahl assigned an adult age range to Grave 6 from

Tumulus 18 of the Speckhau mound group (in Arnold et al. in press). This particular grave

contains a staple-decorated belt, HBV ornaments, and arm rings, thus gendering the burial as

female.

The famous “Princess” from the central chamber of Bettelbühl Tumulus 4 is another firmly

identified adult female individual from the Heuneburg area. Krausse et al. (2017) note that Grupe

et al.’s (2015) morphological study sexed the “Princess” as female, and provided an age range of

30 to 40 years old (2017: 113). This high-status female individual wore a staple-decorated belt in

addition to an HBV pin and rings, and several armrings. The central chamber also contained the

burial of a second, adult, possibly female individual, who was buried with a very simple set of

ornaments (Krausse et al. 2017: 117). Krausse et al. note that no firmer age or sex estimates
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could be established for this second adult individual owing to very poor skeletal preservation

(2017: 117). Bettelbühl Tumulus 4 also contained the secondary burial of a 2-4 year old child

(Kurz and Wahl 2005: 78-82). While no sex estimate could be generated for this individual,

Krausse et al. hypothesize that the child was a girl, based on the size and style of the gold fibulae

recovered from the grave (2017: 120).

Perhaps the most famous high-status adult female tumulus burial in Iron Age Europe is the

grave of the “Lady of Vix” from Mont Lassois, Burgundy, France. Charles’ (1954) skeletal

morphology study suggested an adult female individual between 30-35 years of age, an

assessment later confirmed by Langlois’ skeletal analysis (1987: 212-217, see also Arnold 1991,

2012). While a staple-decorated belt is absent from this grave, there is a bronze “waist ring”

measuring 27cm in diameter (Joffroy 1954: 43).

The recently discovered Lavau burial is also located in the Burgundy region of France. In

addition to a two-wheeled chariot and metal drinking vessels, the Lavau grave contained a gold

torc, iron and coral fibulae, an upper arm band made of jet/jet-like material (JLM) and

symmetrically distributed gold arm rings; significantly, the grave did not contain weapons

(Arnold 2020; Dubuis et al. 2015: 372-374; Dubuis 2018). Dubuis et al.’s skeletal analysis

provisionally sexed the Lavau burial as male, though the skeletal morphology is ambiguous, and

no DNA analysis has been undertaken to confirm the skeletal analysis (Arnold 2016: 835; Dubuis

et al. 2015: 372-373; Villenave 2018). As mentioned in the last chapter, symmetrically

distributed ring jewelry on the wrists reads as “female,” while an asymmetrical distribution of

ring ornament on one wrist or above the bicep codes as “male” (Arnold 2004: 148-158; Arnold

2020). Additionally, jet or jet-like materials tend to be more associated with female individuals

than male individuals; the position of the JLM bicep band is the only gender ambiguous element

of the Lavau burial (Arnold 2016: 835, 2020: 305). Consequently, in the absence of DNA/

isotopic analyses, the archaeological evidence suggests that the Lavau burial may be that of “a
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high status woman and not that of a gender-transformer or a warrior prince” (Arnold 2020:

305-306; Dubuis 2018; Villenave 2018). Perhaps, like Vix, Lavau points to cases where

biologically female individuals could step into particular leadership roles, or where biologically

male individuals were able to take on leadership roles not grounded in a martial identity (Arnold

2020: 304-306; Earle 1997). Earle’s (1997) “four F’s” summarize the bases of leadership

systems in traditional societies: force, fascination, faith, and favors (cited in Arnold 2020: 300).

While most interpretations have focused solely on “force” (i.e. the threat of violence), martial

prowess alone was not the only leadership quality; fascination (charismatic leadership), faith

(involvement in ritual/cultic activities), and favors (feasting and gift-giving) provided other

pathways to power in the Iron Age (Arnold 1999, 2020: 300; Dietler 1999; Hermann 2002;

Thurston 2010; Verger 2003).

By contrast, the central chamber burial from the Hochdorf tumulus near Stuttgart, Germany,

provides an example of a definitively adult male burial (Biel 1981, 1985; Hummel et al. 2005).

Skeletal and aDNA analyses indicated a male individual of 40-50 years old; at around 6 feet/187

cm; the Hochdorf “Prince” was taller than the average Hallstatt period man (Biel 1981: 17;

Hummel et al. 2005; Rebay-Salisbury 2016b: 155). The grave good inventory included an axe,

iron arrowheads, a decorated dagger, and a razor, as well as a metal belt plate, a torc, and a gold

sheet metal arm band (Biel 1985a; Olivier 1999). The arm band was placed on the right forearm,

in contrast to the typical placement of arm bands worn on the left forearm in high-status male

inhumations in the West Hallstatt Zone (Olivier 1999: 121).

This pattern of weapons plus asymmetrical distributed arm ornaments also finds expression

in the Early La Tène burial of the Glauberg “Prince” (Grave 1) from Hessen, Germany. Knipper

et al.’s skeletal/aDNA analyses indicated an adult male individual between 21-28 years old

(2014: 821). In addition to the iconic “leaf-crown,” the grave inventory also included gold finger

rings, a belt assemblage with a bronze hook, metal drinking vessels, iron spear and arrow heads,
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and an iron sword and scabbard (Hermann 2002; Knipper et al. 2014: 821). The weapons in the

Hochdorf and Glauberg burials may indicate that actual (Earle’s “force”) or symbolic martial

prowess was an element of these individuals’ elevated social roles in their respective

communities (Arnold 2020: 306; Earle 1997).

In contrast to the above sites, the Magdalenenberg contains over 100 burials. This burial

mound was in use for approximately 2-3 generations, or roughly 60-70 years, providing a

snapshot of mortuary practices during Hallstatt D1 (Arnold 2011: 156; Koch 2017a: 40; Spindler

2004). Additionally, the skeletal preservation at this large tumulus is generally better than the

burials in the immediate Heuneburg area (Arnold 2016; Koch 2017; Kurz and Schiek 2002;

Oelze et al. 2012; Spindler 1977).

Müller (1994) ranked the 139 Magdalenenberg burials by data quality into four levels to

assess their “close-findedness” (1994: 178). The first level are those graves where the location of

the grave goods and the anthropological/skeletal determinations are both known. Graves are

assigned to the second level when the location of the grave goods are known, but the

anthropological determinations are not. The third level comprises those graves where the position

of the grave goods are unknown, but the anthropological designations are known. Graves are

assigned to the fourth level if neither the position of the grave goods nor the anthropological

designations are known. According to Müller, only those graves of the first and second levels are

considered as “closed finds” (1994: 178). Müller summarizes the difference between

“archaeological estimations” (grave goods) and “anthropological estimations” of Geschlehcht

(sex/gender) as follows:

Koch (2017) explored how imported grave goods and isotopic analyses reveal gender-

differentiated patterns related to mobility. As a case study, Koch explores the life-stories of five

women, ages 20-60, from five selected female graves from the Magdalenenberg: Graves 5, 65,

68, 96, and 101 (2017: 98-99; Table 4.5). Isotopic analyses indicate that these five women lived
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Table 4.4. Archaeological vs. anthropological estimations of Geschlecht
(gender) from the Magdalenenberg burials. After Müller (1994: 197).

Sex/Gender Archaeological
Estimation

Anthropological
Estimation

Total

Male 59 28 65
Female 62 20 61

in the Eastern fringes of the Black Forest early in life. Their imported belt assemblages, however,

point to four contact regions, including Iberia and the Alps (2017: 98-99). Critically, notes Koch,

belts occupy a prominent place on the body when worn – perhaps these elaborate objects allowed

their wearers to show off their far-flung social connections (2017: 98-99).

In 2012, Oelze et al. conducted an isotopic study of the Magdalenenberg which provided

updated age and/or sex estimates for many of the burials (Table 4.6). Differential preservation

meant that there were several levels of data integrity for this study (see also Müller 1994). Oelze

et al. divided the results of sexing individuals into three main groupings: those with firm sex

data, probable sex, and unsecure sex. For age categories, Oelze et al. list adolescent-adult, adult,

Infants I = 0-5 years, Infants II = 6-12 years, and mature = > 50 years (2012: 410). Twenty-eight

individuals - 14 adult females and 14 adult males - were assigned firm sex and age estimates,

while 61 individuals received less definitive age and/or sex estimates (Oelze et al. 2012: 410-11).

Owing to its size, and the subset of firmly aged and sexed burials, the Magdalenenberg cemetery

population, especially Oelze et al.’s 2012 data serves as the main building block for the

Table 4.5. Summary of Graves 5, 65, 68, 96, and 101. After Koch (2017: 99).

Grave Number Age Estimate Sex Estimate
5 Young Adult Female
65 N/A Female
68 N/A Female
96 Mature Female
101 Adult Female
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biologically based costume-based gender assessments presented in the analysis section.

In total, then, from the Heuneburg interaction sphere and surrounding areas, there are 31

reliably aged and sexed burials: the 28 total from the Magdalenenberg, the Heuneburg Intramural

burial, the Bettelbühl “Princess,” and the Hochdorf central chamber burial (Table 4.7). This

biologically based sample of aged and sexed burials is quite small owing to a number of both

environmental and anthropogenic factors. Müller (1977) noted that the clay soils of the

Magdalenenberg presented relatively acidic pH levels between 4.4 and 5.5 (cited in Oelze et al.

2012: 409). Soils with high clay content also retain significantly more water than non-clay soils.

Grave Number Grave Number
A70 Magberg 86
BG Magberg 89

HDF CC Magberg 91
Magberg 1 Magberg 93
Magberg 29 Magberg 95
Magberg 32 Magberg 100/I
Magberg 45 Magberg 100/II
Magberg 51 Magberg 114/I
Magberg 53 Magberg 116
Magberg 54 Magberg 117
Magberg 56 Magberg 119
Magberg 78/I Magberg 121
Magberg 80 Magberg 122
Magberg 82 Magberg 124
Magberg 84a Magberg 127
Magberg 85 Total: 31

Table 4.7. Summary of burials with firm age/sex estimates.

Male Female Sex Unsecure/Indeterminate
Adult 14 14 38

Subadult 0 0 20
Age

Indeterminate
0 1? 0

Table 4.6. Summary of aged and/or sexed Magdalenenberg
burials based on Oelze et al. (2012).
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As Grupe (2007) noted, high humidity and low, acidic pH levels contribute to the

demineralization of bones and the hydrolysis of organic materials, a pattern which characterizes

the Heuneburg region in general (cited in Oelze et al. 2012: 409). This pattern of poor organic

preservation means that there are very few cases where there is enough surviving osteological

material to age and/or sex the individual. For example, Wahl (in press) was able to tentatively

age Speckhau Tumulus 18 Grave 6 as a mature adult on the basis of tooth enamel wear and

lumbar vertebral disc compression, both of which were visible in the CT-scan data from this

grave due to bronze objects in direct contact with the head and waist areas of the interred

individual. Speckhau Tumulus 18 Grave 5 exhibited similar tooth wear based on the CT-scan

data and can also be considered a mature adult (Wahl in press).

In many cases, poor skeletal preservation has been exacerbated by looting. The central

chamber of the Magdalenenberg was looted in antiquity (Spindler various; see also Reeves

2015), while Hochdorf and Vix are among the small number of unlooted paramount elite graves

from Iron Age Europe that have been systematically excavated; the other two are Lavau (France)

and the Glauberg (Germany; Arnold 2011; Gliksman 2015; Reeves 2015). The Lavau burial has

not been subjected to isotopic analyses, though the skeleton has been provisionally sexed as male

based on skeletal morphology (Arnold 2016: 835; Dubuis et al. 2015: 372-373). On the other

hand, both of these apparently biologically Early La Tène male burials will be included in the

discussion of gender-based ornament distribution patterns, which appear to follow the normative

late Hallstatt “idiom” in the Glauberg but not in the Lavau burial.

Inorganic grave goods, such as staple-decorated belts and daggers, tend to preserve better

than organic materials. In the absence of skeletal remains, the dimensions of grave goods,

including belt plates and arm rings, can provide archaeologists with some information of the size,

stature, and, potentially, age of the individual. For example, Lehnert et al. (2014) measured the

wrist diameters of German children in kindergarten classrooms to determine at what age jet
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barrel bracelets from the Hallstatt period Wyhl tumulus near Emmendingen, Germany might

have been worn for the first time. Based on the results of their study, Lehnert et al. (2014:195)

determined that such barrel bracelets might have been put on - or sized to - their wearers between

the ages of two and ten (see discussion in Arnold 2016: 845-846). Thus this research project

focuses on the inorganic, especially metal, grave goods recovered from the sites listed in the

primary and comparative databases (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2. above, Cooper et al. 2022). These

categories of grave goods were also discussed in the Personal Ornaments chapter.

4.4. Designing the Methodology

Previous attempts to analyze this data set from a quantitative, statistical perspective

(Burmeister 2000 among others), revealed the problems associated with such an approach

sufficiently for a different methodological strategy to seem desirable (Arnold 2016). An analogy

helped to crystallize the aim of the methodology used in this project: to try and see past the

bewildering diversity of grave good types (the “words”) to reveal potential underlying pan-

regional identity markers (the “grammar”) embedded within the mortuary assemblages. The

assumption to be tested is that while the words might vary temporally and geographically, the

basic grammar of gender, status, role, and age should remain consistent. A good example is the

persistence of the neck ring in graves that are otherwise unusually well-appointed irrespective of

time or place. The question to be addressed by this thesis was whether other patterns – such as

the symmetrical vs. asymmetrical distribution of ring ornament and the association between head

ornament and staple-decorated belts – likewise transcended spatial and temporal boundaries.

In conjunction with this grammatical analogy, it is important to note that in German there is

no word for socially constructed gender as distinct from biologically determined sex, Geschlecht,

which is traditionally used for both. While seemingly a semantic quirk, this does matter when

archaeologists discuss gendered or sexed patterns, as seen in Přichystalová and Boberová’s

discussion of differentiating between sex and gender in which they argue that
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if skeletal remains were identified as male or female using genetic methods, but the
grave’s furnishing does not correspond with the common male and female inventories, then
biological sex (male, female) must be differentiated from socio-cultural categorisation of
individuals (‘gender’), which may not adhere to set boundaries (2020: 117).

Faced with this linguistic limitation, archaeologists publishing in German have tended to

adopt the English word “gender” to distinguish between biological sex/Geschlecht and its

cultural manifestations (Beilke-Voigt 2020 in Bistáková et al. 2020; Burmeister 2000; Burmeister

and Müller-Scheeßel 2005; Müller-Scheeßel 2013; Rebay-Salisbury 2013).

The 31 aged and sexed burials discussed in the last section serve as the non-costume-based

foundation for a test of the mortuary signature idea. Importantly, for the purposes of this thesis,

5/14 (35.71%) of the definitively aged and sexed adult male burials from the Magdalenenberg

included daggers, razors, or spears, while 10/14 (71.42%) of the definitive adult female burials

included staple-decorated belts, head ornamentation, and armrings (see also Arnold 2016: 843).

Additionally, the Heuneburg Intramural burial, the grave of the Bettelbühl “Princess,” and the

burials of the “Lady of Vix,” and the Hochdorf “Prince” provided further examples of definitive

adult female burials with belt-assemblages, head ornamentation, and arm rings, as well as an

adult male burial with a decorated dagger and razor. The repeated association of artifacts in

combination with adult female (belt-assemblages, head ornamentation, and/or arm rings) and

adult male individuals (daggers, razors) suggests the foundation of a mortuary signature that may

have constituted an intersectional age/sex/role identity in life. To track which artifacts occur

together in patterned ways, I utilized schematic diagrams, MS Excel’s COUNTIFS formula, and

co-occurrence tables. Using schematic diagrams to depict the visuality of these burials represents

another way to compare their posthumous portraits. A visually oriented approach aids in making

this data more accessible to a wider audience, while co-occurrence tables add another layer of

transparency to the connections between particular type of artifacts. Ethnographic analogies,

which be utilized in the Discussion chapter, can suggest possible interpretations for these

patterned sets of artifacts. Each of these methodological building blocks will be discussed in
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greater detail in the following subsections.

4.4.1. Sex, Gender, and Schematic Diagrams

It is worth re-iterating that this research project is primarily concerned with the gendered

patterns of mortuary signatures. The 31 aged and sexed burials - and their attendant grave goods

- discussed in the section above provide the biologically-based starting point for analyzing these

mortuary signatures. After establishing whether there are consistent associations between

costume-based grave good elements in the 28 aged and sexed burials from the Magdalenenberg,

the full spectrum of gendered costume associations are used to evaluate the multiple identities

that were expressed in Iron Age burial regalia. To assess these patterns, schematic diagrams of

the Magdalenenberg secondary inhumation burials were created in the Affinity Designer

program. These schematics reflect the updated age/sex estimates from Oelze et al.’s (2012) study;

opacity gradations of the “person outline” icon serve as a shorthand for the firm sex data,

probable sex/unsecure sex data, and no age/sex data (Figure 4.3). In addition, these diagrams

depict the placement of grave goods on or near the body as recorded in Spindler’s six

Magdalenenberg volumes. Grave goods are shown as shapes. For example, a gold rectangle

represents a staple-decorated belt, a black crescent moon depicts a razor, and brown trapezoids

indicate ceramic vessels. As part of the analysis, I divided these schematics into several

groupings, based on particular categories of grave goods: neckrings, weapons, ceramic vessels,

no head or belt ornaments, staple-decorated belts on their own and in combination with head

ornamentation, and graves with no surviving grave goods, or only 1-2 grave good inclusions.

These groupings allow us to explore which grave goods appear in association with the age and/or

skeletal sex determinations from Oelze et al.’s (2012) study, as well as which burial contexts

have better preservation (Figure 4.4.). For example, in Figure 4.4 the position of razors in the

grave does not appear to have been consistent whereas ceramic vessels are never found above the

waist area.
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In discussing sex vs. gender designations in mortuary archaeology, Eisner (1991: 354) notes,

“there may be other criteria for the classification of grave goods which have little or nothing to

do with sex.” In short, osteological studies alone cannot gender a skeleton (see also Cohen and

Bennet 1993; Sofaer 2006; Weglian 2001) any more than grave goods can sex a burial in the

absence of skeletal remains. I follow Spector and Whelan (1991) and Arnold (2002) in my

approach to sex and gender. Rather than relying on the traditionally applied concept of binary

opposites, Arnold argues that sex and gender are both elements of an interconnected continuum

that may intersect at certain points over an individual’s lifetime (2002: 239). Spector and Whelan

note that

when anthropologists ‘sex’ skeletal remains they do so by observing certain universal
features on the bones associated with biological femaleness and maleness. However, when
archaeologists examine the placement or positioning of skeletons or materials intentionally
buried with them, they are observing culturally determined and variable aspects of gender
systems expressed in mortuary contexts (1991: 61).

Figure 4.3. Key for age and sex data for the Magdalenenberg burials
based on Oelze et al. (2012).

Key: Age/sex data
Reliably aged/sexed

contexts
Unsecure age/sex data No age/sex data

Figure 4.4. Example of schematic grave diagrams for burials with weapons from the
Magdalenenberg. Age/Sex estimations based on Oelze et al. (2012).

Magberg 19
Adol. Adult. Unsec. F.

Magberg 38 (double)
Adult. Sex Indet. Magberg 39

Adult. Sex Indet.
Magberg 51
Mature M

Magberg 62
No age/sex est.

Magberg 67
No age/sex est.

Magberg 73
No age/sex est.

Magberg 81
Mature. Unsec. M

Magberg 93 (double)
Adult. M

Magberg 90
Adult. Insec. M

Magberg 54
Mature M

Magberg 118
No age/sex est.
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Spector and Whelan list four cross-culturally applicable categories of gender designation: gender

role, gender identity, gender attribution, and gender ideology (1991: 69-70; in Arnold 1995b:

153-154). To paraphrase Spector and Whelan – gender role describes the activities performed by

a certain gender. Gender identity refers to how one views oneself; this may or may not align with

gender attribution, which is the societal designation of an individual’s gender. Finally, gender

ideology is how gender is constructed in a particular society through language, iconography, and

belief systems (Table 4.8). These four categories hold considerable meaning for mortuary

archaeologists – much depends on whether and to what extent societies allow gender identity to

be expressed in the mortuary record. Gender identity may be accurately represented, or it may be

entirely negated by the gender attribution assigned to the individual by the survivors in death. As

Arnold notes, “gender role and attribution have material correlates in virtually all

societies…[which] should be recoverable archaeologically in cultures which express gender

differences in burial” (1995: 154). Clearly the Hallstatt D populations of the Heuneburg region

did make use of dress and other grave goods to express social differences, including some

aspects of gender in burials (Arnold 1995a: 43). This thesis will attempt to determine the extent

to which agency and the life course as well as other variables might also have impacted these

mortuary assemblages.

Gender
Designation Archaeological Visibility

Gender
Attribution

High; material correlates like personal ornament, costume and dress
elements

Gender Role High; material correlates to gendered tasks, e.g weaving, spindle whorls,
looms, loom weights

Gender Ideology Medium; can be expressed in activities, objects, iconography, and
divisions of space

Gender Identity Low; “the dead don’t bury themselves” precept

Table 4.8. Relative archaeological visibility of gender
attribution, role, ideology, and identity

after Spector and Whelan (1991).
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4.4.2. Artifact Variables

Archaeologists studying the Hallstatt D period have long assumed that several social

categories existed despite changes in the definition of these categories over the years as more

evidence has become available. Initially these were defined primarily in terms of status, but more

recent studies have suggested that the situation was more complex. Age, gender, status, and

social role all appear to have influenced the number, type and position of grave goods found in

burials during this time. These variables, when known, were recorded for all database entries.

Determining the relative importance of any one of these variables in any particular context and

attempting to develop a systematic way of approaching the interpretation of patterns that appear

to be regionally specific vs. pan-regionally expressed over long periods of time is the challenge

here.

At the most basic level, the number, material, type, placement, and dimensions of grave

goods recovered from tumulus burials serve to further differentiate burials from one another

(Arnold 2016, 2020: 299). In other words, not all burials have identical inventories but there are

correspondences in some categories of objects that suggest a coded system of communication

existed. The presence/absence, number, and materiality of certain types of grave goods may

allow archaeologists to identify several types of persons in the past (Tori 2015: 5, 8; Bogatyrev

1937, trans. Crum 1971; see also Pader 1982). The following subsections briefly elaborate on

these variables.

Number

This heading indicates the number of personal ornaments made of metal, such as hair/

bonnet/veil pins and rings (hereafter HBV pins and rings) or fibulae, recovered in association

with the deceased from a particular grave context. For example, fibulae are included in both

male- and female-coded grave good inventories (Arnold 2004:148-158) but the number of
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fibulae as well as their position on the body may signal personal choice, or a combination of

gender, age, status, and social role (Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Arnold 2020; Burmeister 2000:

71, 91).

Number of Belt Staples

This heading denotes the number of rows of bronze belt staples recovered (or estimated)

from a burial with a staple-decorated belt. Estimating the actual number is difficult because prior

to the use of CT-scans of belts removed en bloc - a procedure that was not used before the late

1990s/early 2000s - very few belts were recovered or even recorded in their entirety. For

example, only 562 bronze staples were reported for the staple-decorated belt from the Heuneburg

“Intramural” burial (Kurz and Schiek 2002: 131-132), which was excavated in the 1950s. In

contrast, about 20 years later Spindler estimated that 6500-7000 staples decorated the belt

assemblage from Magdalenenberg Grave 78 (Spindler 1973: 51), but this estimate was based on

the limited section of the belt that could be recovered during the excavation. The presence of

complex patterns and recording of the total number of rows of staples is now possible (Kreß in

press) and has made it clear that assessments of the number of staples or their arrangement in

earlier excavation reports such belts cannot be relied upon. It also indicates that there is far more

variation in the width of the belt, the number of rows of staples and the patterns worked into the

belt than was previously suspected.

Material

This heading covers the material or materials of which the metal ornaments were made.

Metal categories include bronze, gold, iron, and occasionally silver. Additionally, metal

ornaments may feature decorations, such as pendants, beads or inlay, made of amber, bone, coral,

or jet/jet-like materials. Some hollow-formed sheet metal ankle rings and specific types of HBV

rings and pins have cores of wood, beeswax, or moss to prevent the sheet metal from collapsing

inwards (Arnold and Hagmann 2014: 3). Material choice may be an expression of assertive style,
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or personal choice (Wiessner 1983; see also O’Shea 1996) but it may also be emblematic and

serve to signal an intersectional combination of age, gender, status and/or social role (Arnold

2020; Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Wendling 2019: 189).

Type

This heading covers the types of metal grave goods which appear in the dataset. As discussed

in the Personal Ornaments chapter, there are four main groupings: HBV pins and rings, ring

ornaments, belt assemblages, and fibulae. These broader categories include a number of sub-

types, such as neck rings and ankle rings. Artifact typologies of these metal ornaments showcase

regional and temporal signatures, which may then inform stylistic changes in costume elements

and, perhaps, individual mobility or an individual’s wider connections (for a detailed typology of

Hallstatt period HBV pins, see Schmidt 2013). The number of pins or rings alone may not tell the

whole story, for example; if an assemblage includes a combination of different types, this could

provide clues as to how the items were acquired (i.e., over a period of time rather than all at

once).

Placement

This heading denotes the recorded placement of personal ornaments on the body or in the

grave based on excavation data, including illustrations and inventories such as those in

Spindler’s six volumes on the Magdalenenberg burials (1971-1980). In the Iron Age men and

women shared many of the basic categories of grave goods, but the quantities and placement of

these items on the body could differ in patterned ways (Arnold 1991, 2004, 2014, 2021). For

example, women typically wore one or several bracelets on each wrist, while men wore them

singly on the left or right wrist or singly above the bicep (Arnold 1991, 2004). Referencing

women’s hair ornaments (HBV pins and rings), Arnold notes that “[s]tatus and role in these

burials may be expressed more through the number and position of rings or pins or the material

of which they are made than by their presence alone” (Arnold 2020: 300). Fibulae are a more
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complicated category when it comes to placement analysis because of their role as clothing

fasteners and their responsiveness to assertive stylistic shifts. Burmeister noted in his quantitative

study of gender and age in Württemberg that the type, number, size and placement of fibulae

appears to have changed over time as a useful marker of gender in this region, for example

(2000: 71-72). Banck-Burgess has challenged the idea that the placement of fibula in the grave

reflects dress, arguing that clothing or textiles may have been simply folded and the fibulae used

to fasten the bundles before being placed on the body (1998, 1999, 2012). However, based on the

available evidence from more recent excavations the most parsimonious interpretation is that in

fact fibula placement does reflect the wearing of clothing elements in particular ways, which

could include dress in life as well as death.

Dimensions

Finally, this variable describes the measurements of the grave goods included in this analysis.

The dimensions of objects such as fibulae were recorded based on information provided in

excavation catalogs like Spindler’s Magdalenenberg volumes, or Kurz and Schiek’s

Bestattungsplätze im Umfeld der Heuneburg (2002). In the absence of skeletal remains, the

dimensions of grave goods, including belt plate size and arm ring diameter, can provide

archaeologists with some information of the size, stature, and, potentially, age of the individual.

Additionally, the dimensions of other grave goods might be indicative of personal choice or

shifts in regional stylistic preferences.

4.4.3 Mortuary Signatures

Most of the grave goods included in this analysis, such as HBV pins and rings or fibulae, are

found in settlement, mortuary and deposit contexts. Sievers’ (1984) publication on the small

finds recovered from the Heuneburg hillfort in fragmentary form was the main source of

evidence for dress elements and other gendered grave goods being worn and used in life, rather

than being manufactured to reflect a death style completely divorced from daily existence.
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However, the majority of the objects relevant for this discussion come from burials because this

is the only one of the three contexts in which associations between different categories of

personal ornament can be identified based on the position of the objects on the body in the closed

context of the grave. The following quote by Sørsensen provided the basis for the approach

applied to gendering material found in such contexts:

if within a particular society swords are a masculine and masculating item, then the contexts
in which swords were deposited can be interpreted as related to or commenting upon
masculinity independently of the sex (and sexuality) of the person with whom the object was
associated and also irrespective of whether the remains of a person are in fact present (2000:
132).

Strömberg’s (1993) “high-frequency items” (HFI) as potential indicators of the sex as well

as gender of the deceased provided a useful analytical framework for discussing the mortuary

signature idea. The logic here is that patterns in material culture that present most often as binary

categories are more likely to map onto biologically defined categories of persons, with the

proviso that this does not mean that early Iron Age society viewed gender as exclusively binary

(see also Rebay-Salisbury 2016b). Additionally, Strömberg offers a still-salient critique:

…due to many difficulties, our interpretations of so-called ‘archaeological facts’ may not
even come near the historical truth. And our way of looking at history and interpreting its
sources often mirrors our own preconceived ideas. This study will deal with one of these
fundamental problems, namely that, in the absence of osteological analyses, sex-
determinations occasionally have been made from presumed ‘male’ and ‘female’ grave gifts
(1993: 19).

Such caveats are particularly important to keep in mind for this project because this research

focuses on an area marked by an absence of iconography, literary evidence, and well-preserved

skeletal material; hence grave goods are often the only surviving evidence. Strömberg defines an

HFI as “an object that occurs in more than 1/3 of the male and female burials respectively from

[the] reference group [of burials]” (1993: 59). The question of what artifact, or combinations of

artifacts, are “high-frequency items” in the male and especially female graves of the Hallstatt D

Heuneburg region will be discussed in the analysis section of the thesis. Based on the results of

the comparative analysis presented here and noted by other researchers (Arnold et al. 2023;
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Burmeister 2000; Keller 2018; Ramsl 2020b), these HFI items constitute elements of mortuary

signatures that represent intersectional identities including but not limited to gender.

Another issue that is often glossed over is the fact that status tends to impact both the

likelihood of preservation of the skeleton (more metal = better preservation) and the likelihood

that a burial will have been looted. Paramount elite burials of “maximally decorated” adult male

or female individuals in central chamber graves are the exceptions rather than the rule (see

Arnold 2001; Fischer 1995; Kimmig 1969), but high-status secondary burials dominate the sexed

and aged sample. To some extent this has also tended to favor preservation of high status female

burials, which are more common than male graves with weapons. As Arnold has noted,

numerous grave good categories appear in both male and female graves, including arm

ornaments and fibulae (2004: 148-158). Using this as a baseline, a sliding scale of mortuary

signature items was created with the “maximally decorated” adult female grave goods at one

end, the “exclusively” adult male markers at the other, and the “indeterminate” category in the

middle (Figure 4.5). Adding in age as a social variable, four main groupings of mortuary

signatures can be defined: Adult Females, Adult Males, Subadults, and those of Indeterminate

gender. Although this still presents a binary structure at the extreme ends of the gender spectrum

there is quite a lot of ambiguity in the Indeterminate category, which accounts for the majority of

all burials and suggests that gender was not necessarily fixed or strongly determinative in this

society.

4.4.4. Analyzing Mortuary Signatures

Microsoft Excel contains a number of useful built-in tools for analyzing data. One of these is

the COUNTIFS function, a formula often used in financial analysis. Effectively, COUNTIFS is a

version of an “if X then also Y” statement since this formula counts the number of cells that meet

certain criteria across one or multiple data ranges. In fact, this formula can compute up to 127

pairs of ranges and criteria. The COUNTIFS formula aids in exploring combinations of personal
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Adult FemaleIndeterminateAdult Male

Common Grave Good Categories
Amulet(s), belt plate/hook/ring, bracelets, ceramic vessel(s)
earring(s), fibulae, finger rings, horse trappings, knife,

metal drinking vessel(s), neck ring, pins,
toilet sets (tweezers, nailparers, earspoons), wagon

Ankle rings, symmetrical bracelets,
10+ beads, belt chains,
HBV ornaments, mirror,
spindlewhorl, SDBs

Axe, dagger, helmet,
iron spear(s), razor,

shield, sword, whetstone

Mortuary Signatures

Figure 4.5. Sliding scale of mortuary signatures. After Arnold (2004: 148-158).

ornament and recording them in graphical and/or tabular form. Rather than the presence of a

single item, it is these combinations of certain items, such as a staple-decorated belt, HBV pins

and rings that are salient for gendered assessments of burials (see Arnold 2020; Bogatyrev 1937,

trans. Crum 1971; Pader 1982). The image below (Figure 4.6) provides an simple example of the

COUNTIFS formula used to analyze two criteria (the combination of SDBs and arm ornaments

on both arms) from the burials in Speckhau T17 and

T18; the results of this example analysis shows that

6/21 (28.57%) of these contexts contain a staple-

decorated belt and arm ornaments on both arms.

In addition, co-occurrence tables, also called co-

occurrence matrices, were generated to determine the

number of times a variable appears together with

another variable (Surach 2023, pers. comm). Thus,

using the COUNTIFS formula to record when Figure 4.6. Example of the COUNTIFS
formula in Microsoft Excel.
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certain artifacts appear in combination with each other, co-occurrence tables were generated that

show the number of times combinations of grave goods, such as SDBs and HBV rings, appear in

burials from a particular site. This approach was successfully applied by Hally (2008) and

Litman et al. (2013). Co-occurrence tables have not been used in analyses of the mortuary data of

Late Hallstatt Baden-Württemberg to date; for example, Burmeister (2000) used dendrograms

and cluster analyses (Hally, in his 2008 study of the Mississippian period King site in Georgia,

USA, uses the same methods).

For example, Table 4.9 depicts the combinations of grave goods in the mortuary assemblages

from Speckhau Tumulus 17 and Tumulus 18. The table is “arranged so as to show how

frequently two artifact types occur with one another in comparison to the total frequency of each

type among [the] analyzed burials (Hally 2008: 418-419). In addition to co-occurence tables,

tables presenting the minimum and maximum numbers of certain grave good types (e.g., arm

ornaments) found in a single grave were created, as these components of mortuary signatures can

potentially shed light on intersectional identity elements such as personal choice. These tables

also cover the material(s), possible types, and general distribution options for specific types of

ornaments. As an example, Table 4.10 shows the total number of arm ornaments found in graves

from the primary database. Note the inverse relationship between the number of arm ornaments

and the number of contexts with that number of arm ornaments; this pattern also showcases the

fact that the “maximally decorated” graves with high numbers of ornaments are the exceptions

rather than the rule, hence those specific mortuary signature variants would be at the extreme

ends of the gender sliding scale in Figure 4.5 (see Arnold 2001; Fischer 1995; Kimmig 1969).

4.4.5. Ethnographic Analogies

Ethnographic analogies occupy a much-debated position in archaeological methodologies.

Critics of the use of analogic inferences note that all analogies are ampliative, in that they

amplify the potential, or supposed, connections between the conclusions drawn from the
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premises of an argument (Wylie 1985: 80). For example, in his lecture series Ancient Hunters,

the 19th century geologist W. J. Sollas used analogies drawn from four ethnographically known

hunting cultures to interpret the ages of prehistory (1924: 599 in Wylie 1985: 66-67). Influenced

by the evolutionary thought of the time, Sollas literally equated the past with the present,

supposing that modern “primitive” cultures were the direct descendants of prehistoric groups,

such as the Mousterian (Middle Palaeolithic, c. 40,000 BCE) cultural complex (in Wylie 1985:

66). This “simple and direct reading of the past from the present” generated much controversy

within archaeology as well as a wariness to make use of ethnographic analogies in archaeological

methodologies (Gould 1982: 446 in Wylie 1985: 68).

Arm
Rings
both
arms

HBV
Rings SDBs Dagger/

Sword
HBV
Pins Spear(s) Ankle

Rings
Single
Arm
Ring

Razor

Burials
w/

artifact
type

7 6 6 4 4 3 1 1 1

Arm
Rings
both
arms

7 6 6 0 4 0 0 0 0

HBV
Rings 6 6 6 0 4 0 0 0 0

SDBs 6 6 6 0 4 0 0 0 0
Dagger/
Sword 0 0 0 4 0 3 0 1 0
HBV
Pins 4 4 4 0 4 0 0 0 0

Spear(s) 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 1 0
Ankle
Rings 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Single
Arm
Ring

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Razor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 4.9. Example of a co-occurrence table for Speckhau
Tumulus 17 and Tumulus 18.
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Wylie traces the history of using ethnographic analogies in archaeological thought, and

generally agrees with Ascher’s (1961) cautiously optimistic approach to analogic inference. As

she notes:

On my reconstruction of Ascher’s position then, its central tenet is that archaeologists should
give up the paralyzing need for certainty and make fuller, more systematic use of the means
available for assessing the relative strength and cogency of analogical arguments. The point
and value of such arguments is, after all, precisely that they are a means of using background
knowledge about more accessible, familiar contexts to reach beyond the archaeological
record and provide an account of how, under what conditions, and for what purposes

Number of
Arm

Ornaments

Contexts w/
X# of Arm
Ornaments

Possible
Materials Possible Types Distribution Options

1 16 Bronze,
gold

Annular/ penannular
arm band or ring

Asymmetrical: Left
bicep, Left wrist, Right

wrist

2 38 Bronze,
JLM

Annular/penannular
rings or barrel

bracelets

Asymmetrical: Left/Right
wrist. Symmetrical: one

on each wrist

3 6 Bronze
Annular/penannular
rings and/or barrel

bracelets

Symmetrical: 1 BB per
forearm, ring on L; 2 on
Right/Left, 1 on Right/

Left.

4 15 Bronze,
JLM

Annular/penannular
rings and/or barrel

bracelets

Symmetrical: 1 BB and 1
ring per forearm OR 2

per wrist

5 5 Bronze,
JLM

Annular/penannular
rings and/or barrel

bracelets

Symmetrical: 2
ornaments on Right/Left,
3 ornaments on Left/

Right
6 1 Bronze Arm rings Symmetrical: 3 per wrist

7 4 Bronze,
JLM

Annular/penannular
rings and/or barrel

bracelets

Symmetrical: 4
ornaments on Right/Left,
3 ornaments on Left/

Right

8 3 Bronze
Annular/penannular
arm ring, spiral,
barrel bracelets

Asymmetrical: Left wrist.
Symmetrical: 4 per arm.

9 1 Bronze Annular/penannular
arm rings

Symmetrical: 3 on Left
wrist, 6 on Right wrist

14 1 Bronze Annular arm rings Symmetrical: 6 on Left
wrist, 8 on Right wrist

26 1 Bronze Annular arm rings Symmetrical: 16 on Left
wrist, 10 on Right wrist

33 1 Bronze,
JLM

Annular/penannular
rings and barrel

bracelets

Symmetrical: 1 BB and
12 rings on Left wrist, 1
BB and 19 rings on Right

wrist

Table 4.10. Number of arm ornaments in the primary database.
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the surviving materials might have been generated (Wylie 1985: 80).

I follow this approach in the use of ethnographic and historical analogies in this dissertation.

Using the eHRAF World Cultures database, I searched specific keywords such as “bridal belts”,

“anklets/ankle rings”, or “razors” to generate a working list of the known uses of particular

artifact types in other cultures, times, and places. While I do not assume that any of the uses

mentioned in the eHRAF results necessarily apply to Iron Age Europe, the goal was to review

the interpretive possibilities derived from other cultures with their own distinct histories and

traditions. As Wylie notes, “a source that shares as little as a single attribute with the subject in

question may be used as the basis for a (partial) reconstructive argument” (1985: 106).

Ethnographic analogies, as well as the schematic diagrams and co-occurrence tables provide

the methodological scaffolding to organize the Discussion chapter along the themes of lifestyles,

deathstyles, and life/death styles. Originally applied to archaeological ceramics, Warren de

Boer’s (1983) model of “life versus death assemblages” provides a pertinent analogy (see also

Cooper et al. 2022). This model effectively predicts a form of preservation bias:

it means that the relative frequency with which certain categories of ceramic wares are
found in the archaeological record (the death assemblage) is not proportionally comparable
to their actual prevalence in the life assemblage. In other words, vessels that are both
portable and frequently used, such as cups, dishes and plates, will break more often and
will be over-represented in the death assemblage (i.e. the archaeological record), whereas
large storage vessels will be under-represented because they tend not to be replaced as
frequently (Arnold 2020: 302).

Life style objects include small artifacts such as the over 150 hairpins recovered from

settlement contexts at the Heuneburg (Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Sievers 1984; Schmidt 2013:

162-167 lists 175 hairpins in total). The large number of such finds, almost all of them broken,

indicates that hairpins were likely part of quotidian dress and were not just included in burials as

a form of mortuary ornament. Death style artifacts represent those objects designed specifically

for the mortuary context, such as the famed golden shoes and gold plate covering the bronze

dagger and belt plate in the Hochdorf burial (Banck-Burgess 1999, 2018; Biel 1981; Olivier
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1999). These objects appear to have been produced on site at or around the time of the funeral

and are an indication that the body was being manipulated by the living to appear more

important/wealthy than the individual may actually have been in life (Arnold 2011: 160,

162-163; Cooper et al. 2022: 250). Life/death style items include artifacts that were worn during

life and deposited in the grave at death. staple-decorated belts are examples of life/death style

items. There are multiple cases of SDBs with adjustable ring settings (like the holes or “notches”

on modern day belts), or which display evidence of repair or resizing (Arnold 2016; Arnold and

Hagmann 2014; Wiessner 1983; Wels-Weyrauch 1988; Tomedi in Gruber et al 2002; Tori 2015).

Grave 353 from the Dürrnberg in Austria presents an interesting case here. The staple-decorated

belt in this grave was folded up and laid to the side of the young female individual, rather than

positioned around the waist (Wendling 2019; see also Banck-Burgess 1999). Wendling

hypothesizes that this young female individual had died before she reached the age and/or social

role which would merit wearing a SDB in life (Wendling 2019: 183).

One question that this thesis will address is the extent to which certain aspects of identity

may have been exaggerated or amplified in death and whether these were more consistently

related to gender rather than status or role through time and space.

This chapter has laid out the methodological building blocks used in this mortuary research

project. The next chapter will present the results of the analyses carried out on the primary data

set and compare those results to the comparative data set before drawing conclusions about how

these variables may have intersected in this society.
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Chapter Five
Analysis

5.1. Introduction

In this project, a total of 407 mortuary and deposit contexts were surveyed: 405 mortuary

contexts, and two deposit/settlement contexts - the Bánov Hoard from Czechia (Golec et al.

2021), as well as the fragmentary finds from the Heuneburg plateau that correspond to the salient

gendered objects from mortuary contexts and provide insight into whether certain categories of

ornament were worn in life (Sievers 1984). As noted previously, including a range of mortuary

and depositional contexts ensures the inclusion of a variety of contexts in which the ornament

signatures of multiple female and male identities were on display and makes it possible to

address the question of the extent to which the lifestyle marking corresponds to the deathstyle

marking various identities in Iron Age Europe. The starting point for the analysis presented here

was the 31 reliably aged and sexed burials and their attendant grave goods from the Heuneburg

interaction sphere and surrounding areas: 28 contexts from the Magdalenenberg, the Heuneburg

Intramural burial, the Bettelbühl “Princess,” and the Hochdorf central chamber burial. These

burials provide the biological basis for analyzing mortuary signatures and exploring the patterns

they may reveal. To assess these patterns, schematic diagrams of the Magdalenenberg secondary

inhumation burials were created in the Affinity Designer program that reflect the updated age/sex

estimates from Oelze et al.’s (2012) study. These schematics were divided into several groupings

based on the following categories of grave goods: neck-rings, weapons, ceramic vessels, no head

or belt ornaments, staple-decorated belts on their own and in combination with head

ornamentation, and graves with no surviving grave goods/or only 1-2 grave good inclusions.

Creating these groupings allows us to compare grave good assemblages with the age and/or

skeletal sex determinations in Oelze et al. (2012) , as well as determining which burial contexts

are most affected by preservation bias.

Additionally, this chapter applies Strömberg’s “high-frequency items” approach by recording
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objects that occur in more than 1/3 of the male and female burials respectively from the reference

group of burials (1993: 59) to discuss which artifact or combinations of artifacts appear in

significant combinations in the graves of the Hallstatt D Heuneburg interaction sphere.

5.2. Magdalenenberg Schematics

The Magdalenenberg schematics are the first building block of the analysis presented here,

beginning with graves with no surviving/recorded graves goods, or only 1-2 grave good

inclusions.

5.2.1. Magdalenenberg Burials with 0-2 Grave Goods

The number of grave goods in a burial is not the only relevant factor in a comparative

analysis such as this one (Cooper et al. 2022: 135; Fontĳn 2019; Fowler 2013). For example,

burials with few surviving grave goods could simply mean that only certain imperishable objects

are very specifically connected to the deceased (Arnold 2011, 2016, 2020; Cooper et al. 2022:

135; Fontĳn 2019). Figure 5.1 depicts those burials from the Magdalenenberg without surviving

grave goods, or with only 1-2 grave good inclusions.

As Figure 5.1 shows, there are 27 burials from the Magdalenenberg which have 0-2 recorded

grave goods. In general, this grouping also displays poor skeletal preservation, with only 13/27

(48%) burials assigned an age or sex estimation (Oelze et al. 2012). By contrast, 14/27 (52%) did

not receive an age or sex estimate, and there are no examples of “definitive” age and sex

estimations. Burials with metal (bronze or iron) grave good inclusions account for 18/27 (67%)

of the total number in this grouping, while burials with ceramic vessels make up 12/27 (44%).

Both of these categories of objects meet Strömberg’s HFI threshold of appearing in over 33% of

the reference group of burials. Even in the absence of age and sexed assessments, the HFI

concept can still apply. The fact that ceramic vessels frequently appear in this group of burials

further demonstrates that these grave goods are common items, with less pronounced gender or
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age associations than other grave good categories. In fact, 84 inhumations (85/123 = 68.329%)

from the Magdalenenberg contain ceramics, as well be discussed in section 5.2.3. below.

This group includes a range of object categories: fibulae (8/27 = 29.63%), ring ornaments

(2/27 = 7.41%), razors (1/27 = 3.70%), lithic items (2/27 = 7.41%), toilet implements (2/27 =

7.41%) belt assemblages (SDB and non-SDBs, 4/27 = 14.82%) and weapons (2/27 = 7.41%).

Fibulae are found in various positions: on the shoulders, above the shoulders, and even on top of

the skull (Grave 19) or down by the ankles (Grave 58). Given their “non-functional” placement,

the fibulae in Graves 19 and 58 may represent “deathstyle” objects. One possibility in such cases

is their use as shroud fasteners (Banck-Burgess 1999; Grömer 2016; Rebay-Salisbury 2016b:

61). Ceramic vessels also display varying placement, with most below the waist, and only two

positioned above the waist. Neck-rings, necklaces/beads, HBV pins, barrel bracelets, and ankle

rings are absent from this group of burials.

5.2.2. Magdalenenberg Burials with Neck-rings

Twenty-two (17.32%) Magdalenenberg burials contain neck-rings, as shown in Figure 5.2.

Even at first glance the difference between these graves and those in the first group, with 0-2

grave good categories, is striking. Although there are two burials with a neck-ring and only one

additional imperishable object (9.09%), one is that of an Infans II and the other could not be

definitively sexed. In general the impression is of a surplus of metal objects, ranging from a

minimum of three (Graves 42, 94, and 115) to a maximum of 21 (Graves 5 and 95). According to

Oelze et al., Grave 5 was aged as adolescent-adult, and sexed as likely female, while Grave 95

was aged as adult and firmly sexed as female (2012: 410 - 411). This pattern recalls Burmeister’s

(2000) observation that late Hallstatt period women tended to be more readily identified in the

mortuary sphere than men who appear to have relied on perishable forms of identity marking

instead. In this group of burials, two (2/22 = 9.09%) received a definitive age and sex estimate

(Graves 86 and 95, both Adult Females), 15/22 (68.18%) received either an age or sex estimate,
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and 5/22 (22.72%) did not receive an age or sex estimate. Overall, perhaps owing to the

prevalence of metal ornamentation, this group has better skeletal preservation, with 17/22

(77.27%) burials assigned an age/sex estimate compared to the 48% in the group with 0-2 grave

goods discussed in section 5.2.1. above. The spectrum of grave good inclusions covers belt

assemblages, fibulae, ring ornaments (head, arms, ankles), barrel bracelets, HBV pins, necklaces/

beads, and one instance of a toilet implement (Grave 94). Weapons and razors are absent from

this group of burials. None of the burials in this subsample could be definitively sexed as male;

however, Grave 94 was aged as adult and sexed as “probable male” (Oelze et al. 2012: 410-411).

Grave 94 also contained the only iron neck-ring recorded from the Magdalenenberg burials. A

parallel example is the iron neck-ring in Hohmichele Grave VI which also included a slashing

knife and a bow and arrow set (Arnold 1991a: 303; Riek and Hunt 1962: 86-95).

Four of the 13 barrel bracelets (4/13 = 30.77%) are made of jet/JLMs, while the other nine

are made of sheet bronze. Ceramic vessels appear in 18/22 (81.82%) of the burials, and none of

these ceramic vessels were placed above the waist. Belt assemblages also appear in 18/22

(81.82%) of the burials and 13/18 (72.22%) are staple-decorated belts. Ceramic vessels, arm

ornaments, HBV ornaments, and SDBs all meet the HFI threshold of appearing in 33% of the

burials in this subsample (Strömberg 1993: 59).

5.2.3. Magdalenenberg Burials with Ceramic Vessels

As shown in Figure 5.3 there are 84 burials containing ceramic vessels in a range of sizes. In

this group, only 17/84 (20.24%) burials were assigned a definitive age and sex estimate, while

41/84 (48.81%) could be assigned an age or sex estimate, and 26/84 (30.95%) could not be

assigned an age or sex estimate (Oelze et al. 2012). While most of these burials contained metal

ornaments, a handful included ceramic vessels as their only recorded grave goods. Twenty-five

of the burials in this group have staple-decorated belts (25/84 = 29.76%), while an additional 12

have non-SDB assemblages (14.29%). Five of the 12 non-SDB assemblages contained vessels
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positioned to the side or above the individual. A wide range of grave good categories are

represented here, including weapons, which were absent from the burials in section 5.2.2. above.

Over 30 burials include HBV ornaments, while over 40 burials feature arm ornaments and belt

assemblages; these two categories meet Strömberg’s HFI criteria of appearing in over 1/3 of the

burials. Ceramic vessels are common grave goods regardless of the age/sex or gender of the

individual, as noted in section 5.2.2 above and in the Mortuary Signatures Sliding Scale graphic

(Figure 5.8 below; see also Arnold 2004, 2016, 2021). With its combination of ceramic vessels

and HBV pins, Grave 78 presents an interesting case - Spindler recorded several HBV pins as

positioned by the large ceramic vessels at the foot of the grave, and at least one pin was found

inside one of the ceramic vessels (1973: 47-53; Plate 41). Rebay-Salisbury (2016), Grömer

(2016), and Banck-Burgess (1999) note there are other examples in Iron Age European mortuary

contexts of ceramic vessels and other grave goods wrapped in textiles which were then secured

with pins or fibulae (cited in Rebay-Salisbury 2016b: 61), providing an example of how HBV

pins could serve as deathstyle objects in specific cases.

5.2.4. Magdalenenberg Burials with Weapons

A total of 12 burials contained weapons, including arrowheads, daggers, a single spear, or a

pair of spears (Figure 5.4). Skeletal preservation in this group is mixed: 3/12 (25%) received a

definitive age and sex estimate, while 5/12 (41.67%) could be aged or sexed, and 4/12 (33.33%)

could be neither aged nor sexed. Note that Grave 19 was aged as adolescent-adult and sexed as

“unsecure female” (Oelze et al. 2012: 410). However, given the mortuary signature of spears

placed by the shoulders in Graves 51 and 93, the “unsecure female” identification seems less

likely than an assessment as a young male.

All 12 of these burials contain metal grave goods; three (25%) have razors, 7/12 (58.83%)

have fibulae, and 10/12 (83.33%) also include ceramic vessels in their grave goods inventory.

For this sub-group of burials, fibulae and ceramic vessels meet Strömberg’s HFI threshold.
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Spears are typically positioned by, or near the left shoulders, with only one exception (Grave 93).

Daggers appear by the head, feet, or side of the body, and the arrowheads in Grave 90 are

positioned by the hands. While the position of razors in the grave does not appear to have been

consistent, ceramic vessels are never found above the waist area in this subsample of

Magdalenenberg graves. There are just two (2/12= 16.67%) belt assemblages in this grouping,

and neither is placed around the waist. However, there are no SDBs, necklaces/beads, neck-rings,

HBV pins or HBV rings, or ankle rings in this set of burials.

5.2.5. Magdalenenberg Burials without HBV Ornaments or Belt Assemblage

As demonstrated in Figure 5.5, there are 49 (38.58%) burials without either HBV ornaments

(pins or rings) or belt assemblages. In this group of burials, only 9/49 (18.37%) received definite

age and sex estimates. Twenty-two were able to be aged or sexed (44.89%) and 18 received

neither an age nor a sex estimate (36.73%). In addition to the diverse levels of skeletal

preservation, this group contained a wide spectrum of grave good inclusions, from amuletic

items to razors. Over 70% (36/49 = 73.47%) contained ceramic vessels, and Grave 108 included

one of the few examples of a spindle whorl from the Magdalenenberg burials, which are equally

rare in the Heuneburg sample (Kurz and Schiek 2002: 101, in Arnold 2016: 848-49). Ring

ornaments appear sparsely, with just 6/49 (12.24%) instances; there are just two (2/49 = 4.08%)

examples of neck-rings and ankle rings, from Graves 32, 42, and 99. As we saw in the above

subsections, fibulae and ceramic vessels are common grave good categories which appear in both

male- and female-gendered assemblages; these items meet Strömberg’s HFI threshold since they

appear in 20/49 (40.82%) and 36/40 (90%) of the burials in this subsample, respectively.
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5.2.6. Magdalenenberg Burials with SDBs but without HBV Ornaments

Only three burials contain staple-decorated belts without accompanying HBV ornamentation,

as shown in Figure 5.6.

None of these burials received definite age and sex estimates (Oelze et al. 2012). While two

burials included arm ornaments (2/3 = 66.67%), none featured HBV pins or rings, and only

Grave 76 includes a ceramic vessel. Note the belt assemblage placement in Grave 7 similar to the

folded-up belt assemblage in Dürrnberg Grave 353 in Austria, although the Magdalenenberg

burials are earlier in date (Koch 2017; Spindler 1971-1977; Wendling 2019; see also Banck-

Burgess 1999). However, these two burials appear to be the only examples in which the SDB

was placed in the grave rather than worn by the deceased individual.

Within this small subsample of burials from the Magdalenenberg, ankle rings, fibulae, HBV

pins and rings, neck-rings, necklaces/beads, lithic items, razors and weapons are all absent.

While this subsample is extremely small, it is worth noting that ceramic vessels, barrel bracelets,

and arm rings each appear once in the three graves represented here. These items meet the HFI

criteria of appearing in at least 1/3 of the reference group of burials (Strömberg 1993: 59).

Figure 5.6. Staple-decorated belts with no head ornamentation. Age/Sex
Estimations based on Oelze et al. (2012: 410-411). Number = 3.

Magberg 7
Adult Sex Indet.

Magberg 59
No age/sex est.

Magberg 76
Adult Prob. F
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5.2.7. Magdalenenberg Burials with Staple-decorated Belts and HBV Ornaments

Finally, there are 32 examples of Magdalenenberg burials with both staple-decorated belts

and HBV ornaments, as shown in Figure 5.7. Of all the “Magberg groupings,” this sub-set has

the greatest number of “definitively” aged and sexed burials at 10/32 or 31.25%; this higher

percentage is likely influenced by the prevalence of inorganic ornaments. Note that all of the

firmly aged and sexed burials in this subsample were determined to be adult females (see also

Arnold 2016). This pattern recalls Burmeister’s (2000) observation that late Hallstatt period

women tended to be more readily identified in the mortuary sphere than men who appear to have

relied on perishable forms of identity marking. Visually, these burials are also strikingly similar,

presenting similar “body maps” with ornaments highlighting the head, waist, and arms (see

Sørensen 2010: 56; Wels-Weyrauch 1989, cited in Sørensen 1997: 99). Furthermore, all of these

burials display symmetrically distributed arm ornaments.

Over 70% (23/32 = 71.88%) of these burials included ceramic vessels, while just over one-

third included neck-rings (11/32 = 34.37%), and all of them included least one type of arm

ornament. For this group of Magdalenenberg graves, ceramic vessels, neck-rings, and arm

ornaments meet the HFI criteria of appearing in more than 1/3 of the burials. For this group in

particular, the presence of a SDB and HBV ornaments then also increase the likelihood of the

presence of ceramic vessels, a neck-ring, and arm ornaments. Grave 47 features an assemblage

of small interlocking bronze rings in what Spindler describes as a “chain” (German: Kette) that

was recorded as positioned below the SDB in this grave (1972: 43). Weapons, toilet implements,

and razors are absent from this grouping of graves.

5.3. Co-occurrence Tables

To date, co-occurrence tables have not been used in analyzing the mortuary data of Late

Hallstatt Baden-Württemberg. As discussed in the Methods chapter, co-occurrence tables

demonstrate the number of times a variable appears together with another variable. For this
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chapter, co-occurrence tables depict the number of times combinations of grave goods, such as

SBDs and HBV rings, appear in burials from a particular site. Co-occurrence tables are

complementary to the schematic grave diagrams used in section 5.2. above, since they provide

another way of presenting the patterned groupings of artifacts in male and female associated

grave good assemblages and the likelihood that certain categories of material culture were used

to mark gender and/or age as well as other intersectional identities.

Fibulae and ceramic vessels were not included in the co-occurrence tables which follow,

since these two artifact categories are common grave good inclusions (Arnold 2004: 148-158).

The mortuary signature sliding scale graphic is repeated here to reiterate the gendered

associations of grave goods found in burials from Late Hallstatt southwest Germany (Figure 5.8).

For this analysis, co-occurrence tables were created at several scales: one for the

Magdalenenberg, one for the Heuneburg interaction sphere, one for the total number of burials in

the primary database, and one for the mortuary and deposit contexts in the comparative database.

Consequently, artifact groupings can be compared both within and outside the region of study, to

determine whether these patterns are regionally-specific, or may have applied more broadly

Figure 5.8. Sliding scale of mortuary signatures. After Arnold (2004: 148-158).

Adult FemaleIndeterminateAdult Male

Common Grave Good Categories
Amulet(s), belt plate/hook/ring, bracelets, ceramic vessel(s)
earring(s), fibulae, finger rings, horse trappings, knife,

metal drinking vessel(s), neck ring, pins,
toilet sets (tweezers, nailparers, earspoons), wagon

Ankle rings, symmetrical bracelets,
10+ beads, belt chains,
HBV ornaments, mirror,
spindlewhorl, SDBs

Axe, dagger, helmet,
iron spear(s), razor,

shield, sword, whetstone

Mortuary Signatures
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across Iron Age Europe.

5.3.1. Co-occurrence Tables for the Heuneburg Interaction Sphere and the
Magdalenenberg

Table 5.1. summarizes the artifact co-occurrences at the sites in the immediate Heuneburg

vicinity - the Heuneburg Intramural burial, Bettelbühl Tumulus 4, the Gießübel-Talhau mounds,

and the Hohmichele-Speckhau tumulus group. Within this group of burials, arm rings on both

arms and HBV Rings are the most common items, while ankle rings and razors are the least

common. The most common artifact combination is arm rings on both arms with HBV rings.

Spears appear more often than do daggers/swords; these categories of grave goods co-occur six

times. Single arm rings appear in combination with daggers/swords twice, and with spears once;

the other categories of ring ornament - HBV rings and ankle rings - listed here do not co-occur

Arm
Rings
both
arms

HBV
Rings Spear(s) HBV

Pins
Dagger/
Sword

Single
Arm
Ring

SDB Ankle
Rings Razor

Burials
w/

artifact
type

22 16 11 10 9 9 8 6 1

Arm
Rings
both
arms

22 13 0 6 0 0 8 2 0

HBV
Rings 13 16 0 7 0 0 8 1 0

Spear(s) 0 0 11 0 6 1 0 0 0
HBV
Pins 6 7 0 10 0 0 6 1 0

Dagger/
Sword 0 0 6 0 9 2 0 0 0
Single
Arm
Ring

0 0 1 0 2 9 0 0 0

SDB 8 8 0 6 0 0 8 1 0
Ankle
Rings 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 6 0
Razor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 5.1.
Co-occurrence table for the Heuneburg vicinity.
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with weapon graves in this subsample. The single instance of a razor is from SpeckT18G15; this

grave also included two bronze fibulae, and an animal tooth (Arnold et al. in press). While staple-

decorated belts frequently co-occur with arm rings on both arms as well as HBV pins and rings,

SDBs appear only once in combination with ankle rings, in the grave of the Bettelbühl

“Princess.” Ankle rings appear in combination with arm rings on both arms twice, and HBV pins

and rings only once. In this sample of burials, SDBs, HBV pins, and HBV rings, never co-occur

with spears, daggers, and/or razors.

Table 5.2. summarizes the artifact co-occurrences for the Magdalenenberg. As we saw in

Table 5.1 above, daggers, spears, and razors, seldom co-occur with the other categories of

Table 5.2.
Co-occurrence table for the Magdalenenberg.

Arm
Rings
both
arms

HBV
Rings SDB HBV

Pins
Ankle
Rings Razor Spear(s)

Single
Arm
Ring

Dagger/
Sword

Burials
w/

artifact
type

55 51 38 34 9 8 7 6 5

Arm
Rings
both
arms

55 43 34 28 5 1 1 0 0

HBV
Rings 43 51 29 28 4 0 0 0 1

SDB 34 29 38 21 1 0 0 2 0
HBV
Pins 28 28 21 34 2 0 0 1 0
Ankle
Rings 5 4 2 2 9 0 0 1 0

Razor 1 0 0 0 0 8 3 0 0
Spear(s) 1 0 0 0 0 3 7 0 0
Single
Arm
Ring

0 0 2 1 1 0 0 6 0

Dagger/
Sword 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
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artifacts, and in this subsample of burials, there are no instances of daggers and spears appearing

in the same grave. For the Magdalenenberg burials, daggers also do not co-occur with razors,

while there are three instances of razors appearing in graves with spears. At this site, the four

most common artifact types are arm rings on both arms, HBV rings, SDBs, and HBV pins.

Additionally, these four artifact categories frequently co-occur with one another, far more often

than they do with any of the other artifact categories included in the table, a pattern also clearly

demonstrated by the Magdalenenberg schematic diagrams in section 5.2.

Table 5.3 depicts the total numbers of artifacts from the sites in the primary database.

Once again, arm rings on both arms, HBV pins and rings, and SDBs are the most common

artifacts, while razors are the least common item. As in the previous co-occurrence table, spears

Arm
Rings
both
arms

HBV
Rings SDB HBV

Pins Spear(s) Ankle
Rings

Single
Arm
Ring

Dagger
/Sword Razor

Burials
w/

artifact
type

77 67 46 44 18 15 15 14 9

Arm
Rings
both
arms

77 56 42 34 1 7 0 0 0

HBV
Rings 56 67 37 35 0 5 0 1 0
SDB 42 37 46 27 0 3 2 0 0
HBV
Pins 34 35 27 44 0 3 1 0 0

Spear(s) 1 0 0 0 18 0 1 6 3
Ankle
Rings 7 5 3 3 0 15 1 0 0
Single
Arm
Ring

0 0 2 1 1 1 15 2 0

Dagger/
Sword 0 1 0 0 6 0 2 14 0
Razor 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 9

Table 5.3.
Co-occurrence table for the primary database (totals).
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and daggers, as well as spears and razors appear in combination a few times, but daggers and

razors do not co-occur at all, suggesting that the meanings of these particular grave goods - and

the intersectional identities they indicate - did not necessarily overlap, at least within the study

region. The prevalence of ring ornaments for the head and arms, as well as HBV pins and staple-

decorated belts holds true for the sites in the immediate Heuneburg vicinity and for the

Magdalenenberg. As shown in the Mortuary Signatures Sliding Scale (Figure 5.8 above), these

artifact categories are part of female-coded grave good assemblages (Arnold 2004, 2016, 2021),

and provide further support for Burmeister’s (2000) observation that late Hallstatt period women

tend to be more readily identified in the mortuary sphere than men. It also appears to suggest that

male roles may have varied both in kind and in terms of how they were reflected in the deathstyle

of a particular time and place. Changes over time in the way objects of value, such as weapons,

were inherited and curated and when they made their way into the archaeological record, could

also have played a role. The next subsection will cover the artifact co-occurrences from the sites

in the comparative database.

5.3.2. Co-occurrence Table for the Comparative Database

Table 5.4 summarizes the grave good inclusions for the sites in the comparative database.

The most common grave good categories from this selection of contexts are arm rings on both

arms, HBV pins and rings, neck-rings, ankle rings, and staple-decorated belts; single arm rings

appear in 21 contexts, but do not co-occur with other objects as often as the other ring

ornaments, HBV ornaments, or SDBs. The large numbers of ring ornaments (neck, arms, HBV

rings) and prevalence of the SDBs shows that there is considerable overlap between the common

grave good categories and combinations both within and outside of the Heuneburg interaction

sphere, suggesting that this combination of grave goods may be a “pan-European” pattern.

However, there are also regional differences. For example, single arm rings are not as common in

the primary database. In the last subsection, we saw that daggers and razors did not co-occur in
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the sites in the primary database. Here, however, there is one context containing both a dagger

and razor: the central chamber burial from Hochdorf (Biel 1981; Olivier 1999); the potential

importance of this “outlier” will be discussed in the next chapter. Hochdorf also accounts for the

single instances of “Other HBV” (a conical birch-bark hat, see Reeves 2015) appearing with a

razor, axe, dagger, single arm ring, and neck-ring listed here.

Arm
Rings
Both
Arms

HBV
Pins

HBV
Rings Torc Ankle

Rings SDB
Single
Arm
Ring

Spear(s) Dagger/
Sword Axe Other

HBV Razor

#
Burials

w/
artifact
type

50 41 34 28 27 24 21 11 8 4 4 3

Arm
Rings
Both
Arms

50 18 21 13 12 16 0 2 0 3 1 0

HBV
Pins 18 41 18 8 13 13 6 1 0 0 0 0
HBV
Rings 21 18 34 8 9 12 4 3 0 2 1 0

Torc 13 8 8 28 12 5 4 3 2 1 1 0
Ankle
Rings 12 13 9 12 27 6 9 1 0 0 1 0

SDB 16 13 12 5 6 24 3 2 0 0 1 0
Single
Arm
Ring

0 6 4 4 9 3 21 2 1 1 1 0

Spear(s) 2 1 3 3 1 2 2 11 4 0 0 0
Dagger/
Sword 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 4 8 1 1 1

Axe 3 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 1 1
Other
HBV 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 4 1

Razor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3

Table 5.4.
Co-occurrence table for the comparative database.
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Note the three co-occurrences of axes with multiple arm rings. As noted in the Introduction

chapter, axes are more common in the Eastern versus Western Hallstatt Zone. In general, axes in

the West Hallstatt regions are not found on or even close to the body, whereas in the East

Hallstatt zone they were weapons and are depicted as such in situla art (Frie 2017; Potrebica

2001). Of the four contexts with five total axes included here, four are metal (one from the

Hochdorf central chamber, two rom St. Colombe, and one from the Bánov Hoard), while the

fourth is a stone object which Zürn described as an “axe-head” in GFL14/15, a double burial

(1970: 45-47). The Hochdorf axe was not found near the body but was associated with the eating

utensils stacked on the four-wheeled wagon and has been interpreted as an implement used in the

sacrificial killing of animals (Krausse 1999 cited in Arnold 2010b: 198), the stone axe was an

anachronism, and the Bánov hoard was not a burial and is in the East Hallstatt zone in any case.

The 1893 report from the St. Colombe excavation does not note the exact position of the two

axes, other than that they were placed on the wagon near the body of the high-status female

individual (Olivier 2015: 13-15). However, the placement of the axes from St. Colombe does not

seem to mark them as “weapons,” in which case, the West vs. East Hallstatt pattern remains

unchallenged when it comes to the use of this object as a marker of maleness.

The next subsection will cover two special classes of objects: amulet-like items, and

minimally-modified stone artifacts.

5.4. Amuletic and Lithic Items

As several scholars have noted, women and children appear to have the largest numbers of

bead assemblages in Iron Age burials across Europe, both in terms of presence/absence data and

in raw numbers of beads/amulets per burial, making this one of the few patterns found in both

the Western and Eastern Hallstatt zones (Arnold 1991, 2012; Egg 2010; Frie 2010: 45-51, 2017:

19-20; Jordan 2010; Pauli 1975). These bead assemblages can number in the thousands, as in the

case of the 160+ JLM and blackstone beads from Speckhau T18G13 (Arnold and Murray 2015),
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and the 2000+ amber beads found in the Bánov Hoard (Golec at al. 2021). Beads in particular

seemed to have functioned as apotropaic items, while amber beads appear to have had

“prophylactic value in prehistoric Europe” (Piningre-Plouin 2003: 238, cited in Arnold 2012c:

48). The hypothesis is that both categories (women and children) of persons required some sort

of special protection if for potentially different reasons (Arnold 1991, 2012; Pauli 1975; see also

Whitley 1996) as will be further discussed in the next chapter.

Examples of mortuary contexts with large numbers of amber beads include the Bettelbühl

central chamber, with at least 16 amber objects (Krausse et al. 2017), Magberg 97 (over 150

amber and bone beads from a “collier” type necklace; Spindler 1976: 44-47, Plates 24-29), NLH

H3 (400+ amber beads; Schier 1998: 511), and the Bánov Hoard, which contained some 2000

amber beads (Golec et al. 2021: 42-43). The Bánov Hoard represents the largest pre-medieval

amber deposit in Czechia, and, in the trading networks of the 6th century BCE, amber was

apparently a “hot commodity” (Golec et al. 2021: 42-43; see also Palavestra 2009).

Pauli highlighted the “impossibility of identifying the specific meaning of individual amulets

in the absence of written texts or living informants” (1975: 154-180, 162 cited in Arnold 2012c:

53). Thus, rather than attempt to ascertain the meanings of these lithic and amulet-like items, we

may ask instead: what else do the contexts containing them have in common? Table 5.5

summarizes the inclusion of amulet-like artifacts and lithic items in the burials in the primary

database. Note that there are very few co-occurrences of lithic and/or amuletic items with

daggers, spears, and razors. There are no co-occurrences of toilet implements with amuletic

and/or lithic items. Instead, amuletic and lithic items frequently co-occur with arm rings on both

arms, HBV pins and rings, neck-rings, and Staple-decorated belts. Additionally, while there are

only five instances of ankle rings in this selection of mortuary contexts, amuletic items appear in

60% (3/5) of those graves and lithic items in 40% (2/5). Similarly, while there are just two

recorded instances of single arm rings, both of these contexts include amulet-like artifacts though
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Amulet
Arm
Rings
Both
Arms

HBV
Rings Lithic

HBV
Pins SDB Torc Ankle

Rings
Dagger
/Sword Razor Single

Arm Ring
Toilet
Impl. Spear(s)

Burials
w/

artifact
type

27 26 23 20 16 16 12 5 2 2 2 2 1

Amulet 27 17 15 6 12 10 9 3 1 1 2 0 1
Arm
Rings
Both
Arms

17 26 22 13 15 15 9 4 0 0 0 0 0

HBV
Rings 15 22 23 11 14 15 7 3 0 0 0 0 0

Lithic 6 13 11 20 7 7 5 2 1 2 0 0 0
HBV
Pins 12 15 14 7 16 11 6 2 0 0 1 0 0

SDB 10 15 15 7 11 16 5 2 0 0 1 0 0
Torc 9 9 7 5 6 5 12 1 1 0 2 0 0
Ankle
Rings 3 4 3 2 2 2 1 5 0 0 0 1 0
Dagger/
Sword 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0

Razor 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Single
Arm
Ring

2 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 2 0 0

Toilet
Impl. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0

Spear(s) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 5.5.
Amuletic/lithic items in the primary database.

none feature a lithic item. According to Strömberg’s HFI criteria, graves with ring ornaments

generally are likely to also have amuletic and/or lithic items.

Table 5.6 summarizes the amulet-like and lithic items found in contexts in the comparative

dataset. As we saw in Table 5.5 above, there are not many co-occurrences of lithic/amuletic items

with daggers, spears, or razors. In fact, the grave of the Hochdorf “Prince” accounts for all of

instances of amulet-like items appearing with an axe, dagger, and razor in Table 5.6. This pattern

reaffirms the hypothesis that lithic and amuletic items appear most frequently in the graves of

women and children, both within and outside of the Heuneburg region in the West Hallstatt Zone
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Arm
Rings
Both
Arms

HBV
Pins

HBV
Rings Amulet Torc Ankle

Rings SDB
Single
Arm
Ring

Lithic Spear(s) Dagger
/Sword Axe Other

HBV Razor

# Burials
w/

artifact
type

50 41 34 32 28 27 24 21 13 11 8 4 4 3

Arm
Rings
Both
Arms

50 18 21 16 13 12 16 0 4 2 0 3 1 0

HBV
Pins 18 41 18 13 8 13 13 6 1 1 0 0 0 0
HBV
Rings 21 18 34 12 8 9 12 4 0 3 0 2 1 0

Amulet 16 13 12 32 9 15 7 4 3 1 1 3 1 0

Torc 13 8 8 9 28 12 5 4 3 2 2 1 1 1
Ankle
Rings 12 13 9 15 12 27 6 9 1 1 0 0 1 0

SDB 16 13 12 7 5 6 24 3 1 2 0 0 1 0
Single
Arm
Ring

0 6 4 4 4 9 3 21 0 2 1 1 1 1

Lithic 4 1 0 3 3 1 1 0 13 1 2 1 0 0

Spear(s) 2 1 3 1 3 1 2 2 1 11 3 0 0 0
Dagger/
Sword 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 3 8 1 1 1

Axe 3 0 2 3 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 4 1 1
Other
HBV 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 1

Razor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

Table 5.6.
Amuletic/lithic items in the comparative database.

(Arnold 1991, 2012; Pauli 1975; see also Whitley 1996). The central chamber of the Hochdorf

tumulus, the grave of the “Chieftain,” is one of the few definitively adult male burials with

amulet-like items (Olivier 1999; Biel 1985a). In this case, the five amber beads recovered in this

burial represent the largest number of such artifacts associated with a biologically male burial,

and thus provide a “minimum number” threshold. Although we cannot know the exact meanings

of these items, their presence in the grave does seem to indicate a particular category of person,

as will be discussed further in the next chapter.
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As we have seen, HBV ornaments and multiple arm ornaments are present in consistently

high numbers in both the primary and comparative databases. The next subsection will further

explore the patterns in arm ornaments and HBV ornaments in terms of their numbers, materiality,

and distribution options.

5.5. Numbers of Arm and HBV Ornaments

As noted in the Methods chapter, several tables presenting the minimum and maximum

numbers of arm ornaments and HBV ornaments found in a single grave were created. These

components of the mortuary signature idea can potentially offer insight into how intersectional

identity elements (such as agency and personal choice) were referenced in mortuary contexts. In

her study of Middle Bronze Age female costume elements from southern Germany, Wels-

Weyrauch noted “that certain appearance codes are present in almost rule-bound combinations of

ornaments and dress fittings” (1989, cited in Sørensen 1997: 99). Some of these “rules” may

apply to the numbers, materials, types, and distribution options of ornaments, hence these

variables are also included in the tables below. Since the level of recorded detail was highly

variable, especially for the contexts in the comparative database, some descriptions are more

general than others, but the same terminology is used throughout these tables; for example, “BB”

always refers to “barrel bracelets.”

5.5.1. Arm Ornaments and HBV Ornaments in the Primary Database

Table 5.7 summarizes the arm ornaments in the primary database. Within the primary

database, arm ornaments most often occur in pairs, followed by single (surviving) ornaments,

and then four arm ornaments. The most common material is bronze, and the most frequently

occurring types of arm ornaments are barrel bracelets by themselves, or in combination with arm

rings. Typically, arm ornaments are found symmetrically distributed; note that “symmetrical”

does not invariably mean even numbers of arm ornaments; rather this means that arm ornaments

are found on both arms. In general, there is an inverse relationship between the number of arm
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Number of
Arm

Ornaments

Contexts w/
X# of Arm
Ornaments

Possible
Materials Possible Types Distribution Options

1 16 Bronze, gold Band, ring Asymmetrical
2 38 Bronze, JLM Barrel Bracelets

or Rings
Asymmetrical (one
side); Symmetrical

3 6 Bronze BBs and/or
Rings

Symmetrical: 1 BB per
forearm, rings by wrists

4 15 Bronze, JLM BBs and/or
Rings

Symmetrical: 1 BB and
rings by wrist

5 5 Bronze, JLM BBs and/or
Rings Symmetrical

6 1 Bronze Rings Symmetrical
7 4 Bronze, JLM BBs and/or

Rings Symmetrical

8 3 Bronze BBs and/or
Rings, Spirals

Asymmetrical (one
side); Symmetrical

9 1 Bronze Rings Symmetrical
14 1 Bronze Rings Symmetrical
26 1 Bronze Rings Symmetrical
33 1 Bronze, JLM BBs and Rings Symmetrical: 1 BB per

forearm, rings by wrists

Table 5.7.
Number of arm ornaments in the primary database.

ornaments and the number of graves with that number of arm ornaments. Next, let us look at the

HBV ornaments from the primary database.

Once again, the most common number of ornaments is two, the most common material is

bronze, and the most common distribution option is symmetrical. Additionally, pins, rings, and

pendants are the most frequently occurring types of HBV ornaments. In general, smaller and

larger numbers of ornaments have more material options, while the numbers in the middle of the

range have ornaments made of bronze. The inverse relationship between the number of

ornaments and the number of contexts containing that number of items is also present for this

type of personal ornament. The next subsection will cover the arm and HBV ornaments in the

primary database.
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Total
Number of

HBV
Ornaments

Contexts w/
X# of HBV
Ornaments

Possible
Materials

Possible
Types

Distribution
Options

1 18 Bronze Pin, ring,
spiral Asymmetrical

2 19
Bronze, Gold;
Gold & Silver

Plating
Pins, rings,
pendants

Asymmetrical or
Symmetrical

3 9 Bronze; Gold Pins, rings,
pendants

Asymmetrical or
Symmetrical

4 3 Bronze Rings Symmetrical

5 3 Amber; Bronze Pins, rings Symmetrical

6 1 Bronze Pins, rings Clustered by
skull

8 1 Bronze Pins, rings Symmetrical

9 3 Bronze Pins, rings,
pendants Symmetrical

10 2 Bronze Pins, rings,
pendants Symmetrical

11 4 Bronze Pins, rings Symmetrical

12 3 Bronze Pins, rings Symmetrical

13 3 Bronze Pins, rings,
spirals Symmetrical

14 2 Bronze Pins, rings Symmetrical

16 2 Amber; Bone;
Bronze

Pins, rings,
pendants Symmetrical

17 2 Bronze Pins, rings,
pendants Symmetrical

18 1 Bone; Bronze;
Iron

Pins, rings,
pendants Symmetrical

22 1 Bronze Pins, rings Symmetrical

Table 5.8.
Number of HBV ornaments in the primary database.

5.5.2. Arm Ornaments and HBV Ornaments in the Comparative Database

Table 5.9 summarizes the numbers of arm ornaments in the comparative database. As the

table shows, arm ornaments most commonly occur as a pair. Like the arm and HBV ornaments in

the primary database, bronze is the material used most often, and arm ornaments are typically
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Table 5.9.
Number of arm ornaments in the comparative database.

Number of
Arm

Ornaments

Contexts w/
X# of Arm
Ornaments

Possible
Materials Possible Types Distribution

Options

1 20 Bronze, gold,
iron Band, ring Asymmetrical;

R forearm

2 30 Bronze, JLM BB, rings
Asymmetrical
(one side);
Symmetrical

3 7 Bronze, gold,
JLM BB, rings Symmetrical

4 4 Bronze Rings Symmetrical

5 3 Bronze, JLM,
iron Rings Symmetrical

6 2 Bronze Rings Symmetrical

7 1 Bronze, JLM Rings Symmetrical?

8 1 Amber, JLM Rings Symmetrical

9 3 Bronze, gold,
iron Rings, spirals Symmetrical

10 1 Bronze Rings Symmetrical

found symmetrically distributed. In contrast to the primary database examples, barrel bracelets

are not as common, suggesting that they may be more regionally specific to southern Germany

than other types of arm ornaments. While metal is used consistently in the primary database,

there is one context from the comparative database with mostly non-metal ornaments: the amber

and jet arm rings from the Vix burial in France (Joffroy 1954, 1962). The next table summarizes

the HBV ornaments in the comparative database.

Interestingly, the most common number of HBV ornaments here is one rather than two.

Additionally, there are more types of HBV ornaments from the comparative database, including

the conical birch-bark hat from Hochdorf, the “leaf crown” from the Glauberg, and the leather

headdress and gold diadem from Bilsk in the Ukraine (Biel 1985a; Knipper et al. 2013; Olivier

1999; Reeves 2015; Shramko and Zadnikov 2021). Recall that the comparative dataset includes

several early La Tène sites like the Glauberg, and there is evidence to suggest a shift in the
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Table 5.10.
Number of HBV ornaments in the comparative

database.

Total
Number of

HBV
Ornaments

Contexts
w/ X# of
HBV

Ornaments

Possible
Materials

Possible
Types

Distribution
Options

1 23
Bronze, gold,
leather, birch

bark

Pin, ring,
headdress,
diadem,

conical hat
Head area

2 10 Bronze, gold,
iron

Pins, rings,
pendants

Symmetrical;
head area

3 6
Bronze, gold,

organic
material

Pins, rings,
“leaf

crown”
Head area

4 5 Bronze, gold,
amber bead

Pins, rings,
pendants

Symmetrical;
head area

5 3 Bronze Pins, rings,
pendants

Symmetrical;
head area

6 1 Bronze Pins, rings,
pendants Head area

7 3 Bronze, amber
bead

Pins, rings,
pendants Head area

8 1 Bronze Pins, rings,
pendants Head area

10 1 Bronze Pins, rings,
pendants Head area

12 1 Bronze, jet
bead

Pins, rings,
pendants

Symmetrical;
head area

19 1 Bronze, gold,
coral bead

Pins, rings,
pendants Head area

24 1 Gold Rings,
spheres Head area

31 1 Gold Pins, rings,
pendants Head area

50 1 Bronze, gold Pins, rings,
pendants

Symmetrical;
head area

175 1 Bronze, amber
and coral beads Pins Settlement

finds

number and types of HBV ornaments found in the Hallstatt D-La Tène transition. Compared to

the 17 numerical categories from the primary dataset, the comparative database has just 15

numerical categories, but the numbers of HBV ornaments found in the grave are higher. The

greatest number of HBV ornaments from a single mortuary context in the primary database is 22

from SpeckT18G6 (Arnold et al. in press), while the comparative database includes mortuary
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contexts with 24 (DBG 353), 31 (“Grauholz”) and 50 (MLR H10 G1) total HBV ornaments,

respectively (Bräuning 2009; Metzner-Nebelsick 2009; Schmidt 2013; Wendling 2019; Zürn

1970).

The 175 hairpins from the settlement contexts at the Heuneburg provide a good example of

HBV ornaments as lifestyle objects. Many of these finds were fragmentary, suggesting that they

were worn, used, broken, and discarded in life, and not exclusively made for the mortuary

context (Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Sievers 1984; Schmidt 2013: 162-167; see also Cooper et

al. 89-90).

5.6. Summary of Analysis

In this chapter, we have explored patterned combinations of personal ornaments and other

grave goods in late Hallstatt Baden-Württemberg through schematic grave diagrams and co-

occurrence tables. The Magdalenenberg grave diagrams included schematic depictions of grave

good inclusions as well as summaries of the updated age and sex estimations from Oelze et al.

(2012). This type of data representation had several advantages. Firstly, it allowed us to explore

the visuality of these burials and to make this data set more accessible to a wider audience.

Secondly, the schematic diagrams provided a way to assess which grave goods appeared in

association with the age and/or skeletal sex determinations based on Oelze et al. (2012). And

thirdly, the schematic diagrams depicted which burial contexts may have been impacted by

preservation bias. In general, we found that contexts with more inorganic/metal grave goods

tended to have better skeletal preservation, which also means that individuals with above-

average grave wealth are more likely to be aged and sexed (Oelze et al. 2012).

The sub-set of Magdalenenberg burials with both HBV ornaments and staple-decorated belts

had the highest number of aged and sexed individuals at 10/32 (31.25%). Significantly, all of the

aged and sexed burials in this subsample were determined to be adult females (Arnold 2016;

Oelze et al. 2012: 410-411), consistent with Burmeister’s (2000) observation that late Hallstatt
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period women tended to be more readily identified in the mortuary sphere than men. By contrast,

all of the firmly aged and sexed burials with daggers, spears, or razors are those of adult-mature

males (Oelze et al. 410-411). These initial observations provided the biologically-based starting

point for the mortuary signature sliding scale graphic, which depicts the aged and gendered

associations of grave goods in the Hallstatt D Heuneburg region (Figure 5.9).

As Figure 5.9 shows, daggers and razors are exclusively adult male items, while SDBs are

exclusively adult female items. This repeated association of artifacts in combination with adult

female (belt-assemblages, head ornamentation, and/or arm rings) and adult male individuals

(daggers, razors) suggests the foundation of a mortuary signature that may have constituted an

intersectional age/sex/role identity in life. These possibilities will be explored further in the

following chapter.

The co-occurrence tables allowed us to extend our analysis to sites outside the Heuneburg

interaction sphere by comparing combinations of grave good inclusions. For example, the co-

occurrence tables showed that the combination of ring ornaments (neck, arms, HBV rings), HBV

pins, and SDBs is prevalent both within and outside of the Heuneburg interaction sphere, while

Adult FemaleIndeterminateAdult Male

Common Grave Good Categories
Amulet(s), belt plate/hook/ring, bracelets, ceramic vessel(s)
earring(s), fibulae, finger rings, horse trappings, knife,

metal drinking vessel(s), neck ring, pins,
toilet sets (tweezers, nailparers, earspoons), wagon

Ankle rings, symmetrical bracelets,
10+ beads, belt chains,
HBV ornaments, mirror,
spindlewhorl, SDBs

Axe, dagger, helmet,
iron spear(s), razor,

shield, sword, whetstone

Mortuary Signatures

Figure 5.9. Sliding scale of mortuary signatures. After Arnold (2004: 148-158).
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barrel bracelets are more regionally specific to southern Germany. The widespread co-occurrence

of HBV ornaments and SDBs suggests a pan-European koine, or common pattern, in terms of

gender ideology, and its expression in the mortuary sphere for particular categories of adult

female persons.

Another element under investigation in this chapter was how intersectional identity elements

such as personal choice may be reflected in the number, type, or materials of grave goods. For

the Iron Age populations analyzed here, the most common number of arm ornaments was two,

and the most commonly used material was bronze. The most frequently found types of arm

ornament were barrel bracelets by themselves or in combination with arm rings (primary), and

arm rings (comparative). In both the primary and comparative databases, arm ornaments were

most often found symmetrically distributed.

HBV ornaments displayed several similar patterns, at least in the primary database: two

bronze HBV ornaments were the most common combination. By contrast, the most common

number of HBV ornament(s) for the comparative database was a single HBV ornament.

Additionally, the comparative database features more types of HBV ornaments than just the pins,

ring, and pendants seen in the primary database, including the conical birch-bark hat from

Hochdorf, the “leaf crown” from the Glauberg, the gold spheres from Dürrnberg Grave 353, and

the leather headdress and gold diadem from Bilsk in the Ukraine (Biel 1985a; Knipper et al.

2013; Olivier 1999; Reeves 2015; Shramko and Zadnikov 2021; Wendling 2019). Interestingly,

the Vix burial in France lacks metal HBV ornamentation. The primary and comparative

databases both contain sites spanning the Hallstatt D-La Tène transition, where the available

archaeological evidence suggests a shift in gender marking occurred (Arnold 1991, 1996, 2001;

Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Burmeister 2000; Pope and Ralston 2011: 408; Schmidt 2013;

Trémeaud 2018, 2019, 2021). The changes in the numbers and types of HBV ornaments in the

comparative database likely connect to this shift in gender marking and will be further discussed
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in the next chapter.

In general, however, the numbers, types, and materials of the arm ornaments and HBV

ornaments do showcase that there was a “lexicon” of available and socially acceptable

ornaments, with a typical combination being two bronze items. However, these “words”

(materials, numbers, and types of ornaments) could apparently be combined in various ways to

construct different “sentences” (Arnold 2020; Arnold and Hagmann 2014; O’Shea 1996; Tori

2015; Wiessner 1983; Wendling 2019). With the numbers of arm ornaments in closed contexts

ranging from one to 33, and HBV ornaments ranging from one to 50, the socially significant

messages broadcast by these items could be “shorter” or “longer.” However, those “maximally

decorated” graves with high numbers of ornaments are the exceptions rather than the rule, and

thus these specific mortuary signature variants would be at the extreme ends of the gender sliding

scale in Figure 5.9 (see Arnold 2001; Fischer 1995; Kimmig 1969).

Finally, this chapter touched on the themes of lifestyles, deathstyles, and life/deathstyles.

Since these themes will provide the scaffolding for the organization of the discussion chapter that

follows, it is worth briefly discussing a few examples here. The HBV ornaments, particularly

those found in settlements, are examples of lifestyle objects. Schmidt (2013) recorded

approximately 175 HBV pins of several types from the Heuneburg’s settlement zones. Almost all

of these finds were broken, indicating that HBV pins were a part of everyday dress for some

members of the Heuneburg population, and were not made specifically for the mortuary sphere

(Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Sievers 1984; Schmidt 2013: 162-167; see also Cooper et al.

89-90). Thus, HBV ornaments can be considered lifestyle objects: artifacts worn, used, and

discarded during the lifetimes of individuals. As de Boer’s (1983) “life-versus-death assemblage”

model reminds us: small, portable, and breakable items like HBV pins will be over-represented

in the archaeological settlement record (Arnold 2020: 302).

However, in special cases, HBV pins can also act as deathstyle objects. Grave 78 of the
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Magdalenenberg includes a number of HBV pins found around and inside one of the large

ceramic vessels at the foot of the grave (Spindler 1973: 47-53; Plate 41). Banck-Burgess (1999),

Grömer (2016), and Rebay-Salisbury (2016) note that there are several examples of ceramic

vessels being wrapped in textiles in various Iron Age mortuary contexts; these textile “shrouds”

were secured with fibulae or pins (cited in Rebay-Salisbury 2016b: 61). The HBV pins associated

with the ceramic vessels in Magdalenenberg Grave 78 are an example of deathstyle objects since

the wrapping of grave goods with textiles was specific to the mortuary context (Rebay-Salisbury

2016b: 61).

Arm ornaments and belt assemblages are examples of life/deathstyle objects - items which

were worn in life and followed the individual into the grave. For example, arm ornaments can be

“body-bound” objects - they were items worn directly on the body, and in some cases had been

“added” to their owners at an early age and could not be easily removed later in life (Arnold

2016: 845-846; Lehnert et al. 2014: 195; Sørensen 1997, 2010). On the other hand, belt

assemblages (“clothing enhancers”) could be modified or re-sized over the individual’s lifetime

(Arnold 2016; Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Wiessner 1983; Wels-Weyrauch 1988; Tomedi in

Gruber et al 2002; Tori 2015). While most of the belt assemblages (both staple-decorated and

non-staple-decorated) in the Magdalenenberg schematic diagrams are positioned around the

waist of the individual, there are a handful of cases where the belts were placed to the side of the

body, or above the skull: Graves 7, 62, 68, 90, and 115. The placement of these belts recalls the

case of Dürrnberg Grave 353, where the SDB was folded up and laid to the side of the young

female individual (Wendling 2019; see also Banck-Burgess 1999). According to Wendling, this

placement may be indicative of an “aspirational” identity - where the individual had died before

they reached the age and/or social role that would have qualified them to wear such a belt

assemblage. The assumption is that they were expected to “age into” this lifestage in the afterlife

(Wendling 2019: 183). This is also suggests that these belts were more than simply age and
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gender markers while confirming the idea that the life after death was viewed as in some respects

like this one.

The next chapter, Discussion, will explore these grave good groupings in more detail and

offer hypotheses on the possible meanings of these patterned grave good assemblages which may

have marked identities or types of persons in the Hallstatt D Heuneburg region.
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Chapter Six
Discussion

“You will give me that which you already have but do not know.”
Witcher Geralt of Rivia invoking the “Law of Surprise” in A. Sapkowski, The Last Wish:

Introducing the Witcher, 1993

6.1. Introduction

Intersectionality is both a theoretical and methodological cornerstone of this research project.

Just as feminism generally transformed the questions asked in archaeological research, adding

the intersectional lens “[allows] us to perceive characteristics that were not visible before”

(Nelson 2004: 14; see also Axelsson 1999: 93), since the focus is not on only one aspect of past

lives. This critically-minded curiosity provides both a challenge and the impetus for gender

archaeology’s theoretical lineage to change the ways we think about and discuss people’s lives in

the past. According to Sørsensen, Conkey (2013) - herself borrowing from feminist Cynthia

Enloe (2004) - refers to Enloe’s “feminist curiosity” (2004: 3; Conkey 2013:112), which she

defines as critically thinking about how and why “deeply troubling power structures” are

maintained, as well as “the importance of the questions asked rather than [just] the answers

given” (Sørensen 2022: 17). The second concept, “surprise,” potentially uproots and overturns

what we think we know about the past (Enloe 2004:13–14; Conkey 2013:113; Sørensen 2022:

17). In short, we should be wary of speaking for the archaeological record, since the tendency is

to default to presentist models when we imagine past human lives (Arnold various).

Feminist theory and interpretation aside, the archaeological record itself impacts the potential

and limitations of mortuary data for interpreting social organization. Keller states that “whilst

social reality cannot be directly inferred from a grave, its context may reproduce both the

variability of socially legitimate status representation and individual treatment of the deceased”

(2018: 35; trans. Wendling 2018b: 313). To paraphrase Morris (1992), one of the main lessons of

archaeology and paleodemography is that researchers cannot jump straight from what we find in
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the ground to reconstructing social organization or demography. Additionally, somewhat contrary

to conventional archaeological wisdom, “bones are every bit as difficult to interpret as anything

else found in graves” (Morris 1992: 100; see also Sofaer 2006). Jordan adds “the presence of

skeletal remains that contain markers of biological sex does not necessitate that any gender

identity will be marked and/or visible in a mortuary context” (2016: 880).

The main question explored in this dissertation is whether the available mortuary data reflect

multiple and distinct female and male identities in the Iron Age Heuneburg interaction sphere

that can be accessed using archaeological data. The secondary research question is how the

Heuneburg data can be informed by, and help to inform, evidence for gender categorization from

other Iron Age European contexts that have provided evidence for personal ornament and dress.

And finally, this thesis attempts to formulate an intersectional model of gender ideology for the

region and possibly beyond based on the evidence currently available. Because identity is a

relational concept (Rebay-Salisbury 2016c: 157; Shields 2008: 301) that involves a number of

interconnected and intersectional elements such as age, gender, and status, the traditional idea of

a fixed relationship between gender and artifacts in Iron Age Europe must be interrogated rather

than assumed:

The idea of gender markers assumes that all members of a particular gender group are
‘marked’ in the same way, and gender identity tends to emerge as a static construct from such
studies….Furthermore, in these approaches the understanding of ‘objects’ (i.e., the markers)
is often unclear – are the markers the active agents that bestow gender on a person, or are
they merely representative of gender, or is something else going on? (Sørensen 2022: 18).

A number of recent studies indicate that the “something else” may well be age (Arnold 2016,

2020). While gender is often a determinant of social categorization, it is not the only one.

Ethnographic accounts record societies in which other categories of social differentiation exist.

For example, among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria, seniority as defined by relative age is

the primary principle of social organization (Oyewùmí 1997: xiii, 31). Mortuary data indicate

that gender may have been subordinate to age in the societal structures of the early Iron Age
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Heuneburg region, including with the determination of who was entitled to a mound burial in this

community. Furthermore, all of the subadult burials systematically recovered thus far are

especially richly outfitted, which suggests that status intersected with age in a way that further

complicates statistical approaches to mortuary analysis (Arnold 2016; 2020: 303).

Ramsl’s (2020b) monograph on the diversity of male identities in La Tène period Central

Europe, and Rebay-Salisbury’s work (2017) exploring the variability of female lifeways in the

past both grapple with the complexity of social categorization as reflected in the archaeological

record. In her discussion of mothers and motherhood in prehistory, Rebay-Salisbury points out

that “due to differences in the reproductive potential of Iron Age women, a significant variability

of female life-ways is to be expected, which so far has received little attention in research”

(2017: 57). Additionally, she argues that “women who gave birth were socially different from

those who did not” (2017:58).

Both Ramsl and Rebay-Salisbury challenge a persistent binary model of interpretation for the

Iron Age, which states that grave goods indicate martial prowess for men and reproductive

prowess for women (see also Arnold various; Belard 2011; Kästner 1997; Trémeaud 2018, 2020).

This long-enduring interpretive model, which owes its genesis to 19th century social norms,

places the people of the past into neatly-labeled boxes - men into the warrior box, and women

into one of four boxes, the princess/queen, the priestess, the mother, or the harlot (see Belard

2011). The daggers, swords and spears in male burials have been assumed to symbolize a warrior

identity, although in reality there is little evidence for martial engagement in the Heuneburg

region and we know virtually nothing about the nature of violent interactions between

communities during this period - there is not much evidence of violence on a large scale (see

Fernández-Götz and Arnold 2019). Analogously, the belts and head ornamentation of female

graves have been interpreted as symbols of motherhood (Lenerz-de Wilde 1989), in yet another

iteration of the “active men, passive women” view of the past (Coltofean-Arizancu et al. 2021).
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However, as several scholars have argued recently, this binary model is too simplistic (see, for

example Arnold 2016, 2021; Rebay-Salisbury various; Trémeaud various). Consequently, in this

chapter, I use ethnographic examples to get counteract this intellectual straight jacket by

developing a more systematic approach to the data currently available that is based on a broader

range of options not limited to a binary model. Equally important, the correspondence between

the lifestyle and the deathstyle of dress and costume has rarely been interrogated systematically

and this chapter provides arguments for a hybrid form of identity marking based on newer

evidence for women’s dress in particular.

Artifacts act as a means of “identity-related cultural expression in mortuary archaeology”

(Keller 2018, cited in Wendling 2018b: 313). As Tarlow has cautioned, the items included in the

grave are those appropriate for a dead person, versus a living individual (1999: 178 in Arnold

2006: 137; see also Fowler 2013; Williams 2003). Sørensen adds that “rather than gender as

lived experience, burials provide stage-set performances or representations of gender; they show

us conventions and the normalisation of gender” (Sorensen 2021: 3-4). Additionally, Arnold

notes “ultimately, it is gender ideology…that is expressed in prehistoric European burial contexts

more frequently than gender roles” (2006: 151). And, finally, Pader cautions: “What the true

daily relationships were is unreconstructable although there are some hints as to what some of

the socially ‘approved’ ones might have been over the time that the cemetery was in use” (1982:

130). Thus, mortuary signatures, or posthumous portraits, of the Heuneburg interaction sphere

depict conventions of intersectional identities, especially those appropriate to the dead. On the

other hand, there is obviously some overlap between settlement and mortuary finds in the

personal ornament category that indicated a corresponding relationship between certain ornament

assemblages, including pins and ring ornament, in death as well as life.

6.1.1. In Small Things Forgotten and Sparsely Furnished Graves

Ian Hodder’s theory of entanglement - the connections between humans and things - is often
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summarized as follows: humans depend on things (HT), things depend on other things (TT),

things depend on humans (TH) and humans depend on humans (HH) (2014: 19-20). For

archaeologists, the interrelationships between people and objects are often most evident in the

mortuary sphere. As discussed in the last chapter, burials with more inorganic items tend to also

have better skeletal preservation; in turn this means that individuals with above-average grave

wealth are also more likely to be aged and sexed (Oelze et al. 2012).

In Hodder’s entanglement model, burials with more items would seem to reflect more

connections between both people and objects, and thus offer opportunities for more nuanced

interpretations. However, as Cooper et al. (2022) caution, this line of thinking glosses over

burials with few surviving grave goods, Deetz’s “in small things forgotten” (1977). In fact,

Cooper et al. suggest that since “humble” grave goods, such as a single ceramic vessel, are so

difficult to interpret, they highlight how “little we also understand about more exuberant grave

good assemblages” (2022: 144; see also Arnold 2020). Furthermore, it is has traditionally been

assumed that burials with one or two surviving grave goods must be the burials of low-status,

unimportant persons (see Kahrstedt 1938; Sangmeister 1969; Zürn 1970), another assumption to

be interrogated. The smallest number of grave goods in the study sample is one, while the largest

number of (surviving) inorganic grave goods is over 60, as represented by Hochmichle Grave VI

and MLRH10G1 (Arnold 1991a: 303; Riek and Hundt 1962: 86-95; Zürn 1970: 97-100).

As noted in the last chapter, the items in sparsely furnished graves include ceramic vessels,

fibulae, ring ornaments (head, neck, arms, ankles), razors, lithic items, toilet implements, belt

assemblages, and weapons. Note that this range of grave good inclusions covers items found at

both extremes, as well as in the middle of the Mortuary Signatures Sliding Scale (Figure 6.1).

None of the Magdalenenberg burials in that grouping received a firm sex estimate, while 13/27

(48.15%) were assigned an age estimate, ranging from Infans II to Adult (Oelze et al. 2012).

Individually and in combination, these items represent “words” in the “lexicon” of available and
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socially acceptable grave good inclusions, as well as intersectional identity elements. The

quantities of grave goods do not necessarily reflect an individual’s wealth or status; instead, they

can be relevant in other ways (Cooper et al. 2022: 135; Fowler 2013: 81-82). For example, the

only recorded grave good from Magdalenenberg Grave 105 is a decorated nail parer tool

(Spindler 1976: 56, Plate 46). Fontĳn suggests that lone grave goods represented objects which

needed to be set apart from other items (2019: 28, cited in Cooper et al 2022: 135). As mentioned

in the Analysis chapter, single objects placed in “non-functional” positions may have served as

deathstyle items, such as the fibulae placed by the ankles in Magdalenenberg Grave 58, or on top

of the skull in Magdalenenberg Grave 19. This object placement suggests their use as shroud

fasteners (Banck-Burgess 1999; Grömer 2016; Rebay-Salisbury 2016b: 61). Another example of

a deathstyle object is the SDB placed next to the individual in Magdalenenberg Grave 7, rather

than positioned around the waist.

Alternatively, as Cooper at al. hypothesize, a single item deposited with the deceased stresses

the connection between that individual and that particular object, rather than the connections

between other grave goods (2022: 135; see also Palavestra 2009); in Hodder’s entanglement

theory, this linkage between person and object would be expressed as HT (humans depend on

Adult FemaleIndeterminateAdult Male

Common Grave Good Categories
Amulet(s), belt plate/hook/ring, bracelets, ceramic vessel(s)
earring(s), fibulae, finger rings, horse trappings, knife,

metal drinking vessel(s), neck ring, pins,
toilet sets (tweezers, nailparers, earspoons), wagon

Ankle rings, symmetrical bracelets,
10+ beads, belt chains,
HBV ornaments, mirror,
spindlewhorl, SDBs

Axe, dagger, helmet,
iron spear(s), razor,

shield, sword, whetstone

Mortuary Signatures

Figure 6.1. Sliding scale of mortuary signatures. After Arnold (2004: 148-158).
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things) or TH (things depend on humans), rather than TT (things depend on things). Both Arnold

(2011) and Tori (2015) highlight the fact that certain objects may have been “considered

inalienable and may have been acquired by the individual personally” (Arnold 2011: 164; see

also Müller-Scheeßel 2013). A good example is annular ring ornament first put on at a young age

and worn into late adulthood, by which time the arm ornament could no longer be removed

without destroying it. Consequently, some single grave goods may have been life/deathstyle

items, objects acquired by the person during their lifetime that followed them into the grave

(Sørensen 2010: 56; see also Sofaer 2000).

6.2. Male Lifestyle, Deathstyle, and Life/Death Style Objects

The following discussion of male-associated grave goods as lifestyle, deathstlye, and life/

deathstyle items is organized by object category. We will begin by discussing those items on the

exclusively adult male end of the Mortuary Signatures spectrum, such as axes, decorated

daggers, and razors.

6.2.1. Axes and Arrows

As discussed in the Analysis chapter, axes are absent from the sites in the primary database

(Tables 5.3 and 5.4), while there are four contexts containing “axes” in the comparative dataset:

the Bánov Hoard, the Hochdorf central chamber, St. Colombe, and a double-burial (Grave 14/15)

from the Grafenbühl. The axes from Bánov, Hochdorf, and St. Colombe are all made of iron

(Bräuning 2009: 136; Golec et al. 2021; Olivier 1999, 2015; Metzner-Nebelsick 2009), while

Zürn described a stone object in GFL 14/15 as an “axe-head” (1970: 45-47). This stone axe-head

is an anachronism, and the skeletal material in GFL 14/15 was so co-mingled that it is very

difficult to tell which grave goods are associated with which individual (Zürn 1970: 45-47).

However, given the definitive examples of axes in the Bánov Hoard, Hochdorf, and St. Colombe,

we may still discuss the identities and social roles potentially indicated by these objects.

The Bánov Hoard dates to roughly 575-550 BCE (Golec et al. 2021: 43). Discovered on the
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border between the Czech Republic and Slovakia in April of 2017, the Bánov Hoard featured a

ceramic amphora which contained glass and amber beads, six fibulae, ring and spiral ornaments,

a belt assemblage, and an iron axe (Golec et al. 2021: 42-43). Golec et al. hypothesize that the

hoard could represent the personal belongings of a “Magnatin” (female leader), or a votive

offering to a goddess, given the inclusion of the “sacrificial axe,” a motif which does

occasionally appear in association with women on situla art (2021: 43).

Generally, axes are more common in the East Hallstatt zone than in the West Hallstatt regions

and axes in the East Hallstatt zone appear to have been weapons based on depictions in situla art

(Frie 2017; Potrebica 2001; see also Baur 2020). In West Hallstatt zone burials however, axes are

not found on or close to the body and appear to have marked a role that may not have been

specifically associated with “maleness.” Since Bánov is a hoard deposit, there is no body present;

however, given its location in the East Hallstatt zone, this context may exemplify the symbolic,

and generally “masculine” associations of axes in the East Hallstatt regions. To paraphrase

Sørensen, contexts containing artifacts associated with “masculinity” can reference aspects of

“masculine” identities, independently of sex or sexuality, and regardless of whether the remains

of a person are present (2000: 132; cf. Jud 2006). Thus, the axe in the Bánov Hoard could be

interpreted as commenting upon a “masculine” social role (see Baur 2020; Krausse 1999 cited in

Arnold 2010b: 198).

In contrast to the Bánov Hoard, St. Colombe is a burial, and does contain a body. The

anthropological estimation of the skeletal remains indicated a woman, between 30-40 years of

age, and around 1.80m (5 ft 9in) tall (Metzner-Nebelsick: 2009: 260). This burial dates to

Hallstatt D2-D3 (Bräuning 2009; Metzner-Nebelsick 2009). The grave goods inventory included

the remains of a four-wheeled wagon, ceramic vessels, two sheet gold forearm bands, two gold

rings that are interpreted as earrings (Ohrringe), and two iron axes with square-shaped sockets.

The body of the deceased lay on top of the wagon box (Bräuning 2009: 136; Olivier 2015:
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13-15; Metzner-Nebelsick 2009: 252, 260; see also Duval 1987; Joffroy 1958, 1979; Pare 1992;

van Endert 1987). Although the exact position of the axes was not noted in the original 19th

century excavation report, they appear to have been laid on the wagon, near the body of the high-

status female individual (Olivier 2015: 13-15). Since this placement pattern does not seem to

mark the St. Colombe axes as “weapons,” the West vs. East Hallstatt trend remains unchallenged

when it comes to the use of axes as a marker of maleness. In addition, two axes are unusual even

in graves with sexed male remains in the East Hallstatt zone.

As with the Bánov Hoard, the St. Colombe axes can be considered an example of material

culture as metaphor, perhaps alluding to a “masculinizing” leadership role. In fact, Milcent

(2003) hypothesized on the existence of a female dynasty at the end of the Early Iron Age based

on the three high-status female graves near Mont Lassois in France: St. Colombe “La Butte,”

Sainte-Colombe-sur-Seine, and the Vix tumulus (see also Chaume 2007; Pope and Ralston 2011;

Pope 2018; Trémeaud 2019). Perhaps the axes in the “La Butte” tumulus were emblems of this

individual’s elevated social position and involvement in specific social practices. The parallels

between St. Colombe and La Dama de Baza are striking. Both contexts include elaborate

head/hair ornaments as well as multiple weapons, where ordinarily in a “warrior” grave, there

would be a single weapon.

Finally, the Hochdorf axe was not found near the body but was associated with the feasting

equipment consisting of a knife and bronze serving vessels that were stacked on the four-

wheeled wagon in the central chamber. The body of the Hochdorf “Prince” lay on the bronze

kline against the opposite wall rather than on the wagon (Arnold 2010b, 2011; Krausse 1999:

353, 2007; Olivier 1999). Krausse interpreted the axe as an implement for sacrificial slaughtering

of animals in a leadership role that combined the functions of priest and king (Sakralkönig,

Krausse 1999 cited in Arnold 2010b: 198). Although images of animal sacrifice (and

iconography generally) are absent from temperate European Iron Age contexts, several cattle
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crania recovered from Late Iron Age sanctuary and settlement sites display evidence that the

animal was killed with an axe-blow to the center of the forehead (Arnold 2010b: 198; Birkhan

1997: 777; Jerem 2003: 554). Iconographically, this practice appears in many contexts across the

ancient world (Arnold 2010b: 198; see also Counts 2010).

The animal associations in the Hochdorf burial also extend to the 14 arrows (13 identical iron

arrowheads and one bronze arrowhead) recovered from this context. Hochdorf is one of three

high-status burials in Iron Age Europe containing large numbers of arrows; the other two are

Tumulus 1 Grave 1 at the Early La Tène Glauberg (three different arrowhead types) and Grave 6

from the Hohmichele (51 arrows, the largest number recovered from a single Iron Age burial

context; Arnold 2010b: 200-201). Smaller numbers of arrowheads occasionally appear in more

“modest” graves, like the seven iron arrowheads in Magdalenenberg Grave 90 (Spindler 1976:

29-32, Plate 10; Krausse 1990; Eckhardt 1996), but there appears to have been a gradual

reduction in the number of graves with arrows and the number of arrows in graves over time,

suggesting that the role they were used to mark may have changed as well. The faunal evidence

from Early Iron Age Europe suggests that hunting wild game, such as roe deer and wild boar, had

become an exclusively elite activity, rather than a form of subsistence, by the late Hallstatt period

(Arnold 2010b: 202). In the case of Hochdorf, the evidence of the axe, knife, feasting gear, and

arrows suggest that the Hochdorf “Prince” may have been the the Hochdorf “hunter” or “Master

of Animals” - “[his] killing of both wild game (bow and arrow) and domesticated animals (axe

and [knife]) may have been two aspects of the same function, and the tools in question should

probably be viewed as emblematic of that dual role” (Arnold 2010b: 204). Unlike the axe, the

arrows, quiver and bow were placed in close proximity to the body in the Hochdorf burial, which

suggests the dual roles marked by these two “weapon” categories. Significantly, it is possible to

come up with interpretations of the axe and the arrows in the Hochdorf grave that do not evoke a

warrior role. This is supported by the fact that all of the arrows from Hochdorf, the Glauberg
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T1G1, and Hohmichele Grave VI had been placed point up in their quivers and attempting to use

them in this position would destroy the fletching (Arnold 2010b: 202; Biel 1985b: 84; Bartel et

al. 2002: 159; Riek 1962). Both the inclusion and “non-functional” placement of the arrows mark

them as lifestyle (hunting as elite-only activity), deathstyle (non-functional placement), and life/

deathstyle items (items used in life, placed in the grave, and needed in the afterlife). The axes

from St. Colombe and Hochdorf could be interpreted in a similar way, as symbols of age-and-

status dependent leadership roles open to particular adult individuals who held those offices in

life, were buried with the insignia of that role and would continue in that social position in the

Otherworld.

6.2.2. Daggers and Swords

Proportionately, within the Heuneburg interaction sphere, “weapon graves” appear far less

often than do burials with arm and head ornamentation. This pattern pushes back against

Treherne’s assumption that most males in the past were equipped as warriors in death (see also

Ramsl 2020b). In reality, very few male graves were furnished in this way within the Heuneburg

region. Additionally, the presence of a weapon does not automatically indicate that the person

buried with it was actively involved in warfare. Sievers (1982) argues that the ornate daggers

found in some male burials of Iron Age Europe likely functioned as insignia or indicators of rank

instead of weapons. For example, locally produced sheet gold was used to “inflate the prestige

value” of the decorated dagger and bronze belt plate after the death of the Hochdorf “Prince” -

neither of these items had been gilded previously (Arnold 2011: 160; Biel 2001: 288).

This “material culture as metaphor” interpretive lens finds support in other ethnographic and

historical accounts. For example, even today in the Balkans and areas of the Middle East adult

men continue to wear decorative daggers as part of their traditional costume in ceremonies; in

this context, these daggers indicated leadership roles (see The Metropolitan Museum of Art:

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/32740; Ryan 2019: https://mediakron.bc.edu/
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ottomans/ceremonial-yatagan; Mac Congail 2012: https://balkancelts.wordpress.com/

2012/11/24/curved-sacrificial-daggers/). Recording rites of passage in modern Greek

communities, Campbell (1964, 1992) notes that when young men turn 20 or 21, before they enter

military service, they are expected to grow a moustache and their father or brother will buy them

a “broad-bladed dagger” as a symbol of attaining the status of adult men in the community

(1964: 280). Additionally, Campbell records that historically, young men who had been forced to

leave their home communities (on charges of murder or arson, for example) would form bands of

raiders who “armed themselves with…daggers [which] could be elaborately decorated” as a type

of visual boasting (1992: 138). Campbell cites the historical analogy of the Janissary Corps

during the Ottoman period (1992: 138). These gangs of armed young adult men recall

Wendling’s discussion of Jungmännerbünde and Gaesaten (“spear-bearers”) Wendling 2013:

9-13; Schmeja 1998, in Wendling 2013: 11). Furthermore, each of these examples highlights the

adult age-range in connection with acquiring a decorated dagger. As Ramsl notes in his study of

male identities in La Tène period cemeteries in central Europe, the mortuary evidence suggests

several age-based classes of male identities: boys, armed and un-armed adults, and old men who

sometimes have weapons, and who sometimes do not (2020b: 159). Likewise, for the mortuary

contexts covered in this dissertation, weapons are not found with any sub-adult individuals,

suggesting that some adult individuals had to “age into” the social role(s) indicated by daggers,

spears, and swords.

These decorated daggers appear far more often in the study area than do swords; “sword-

graves” are uncommon in Hallstatt D southwest Germany (Arnold and Murray 2016: 122 in

Krausse et al. 2016). In fact, there are only five definitive examples of swords in the study

sample: the iron short sword in Speckhau Tumulus 17 Grave 1 in Germany, the falcata in the La

Dama de Baza (Tomb 155) cremation burial in Spain, and the iron swords from graves T1G1,

T1G2, and T2G1 from the Glauberg in Germany.
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As noted in Chapter 3, the short sword from SpeckT17G1 features a blade of iron, and a two-

part curved handle made of horn (Arnold and Murray 2016: 122 in Krausse et al. 2016). While

the sword displays some parallels to the falcata of the Iberian Peninsula, its origin remains

unknown (Arnold and Murray 2016: 122 in Krausse et al. 2016). The grave goods inventory of

SpeckT17G1 also included two long, narrow, spear heads, an iron helmet attachment, an iron belt

hook, a small ceramic vessel, and a sheet metal cauldron; the cauldron is the only item of local

manufacture in this burial context (Arnold et al. in press; Arnold and Murray 2016: 122 in

Krausse et al. 2016). In the absence of skeletal material, however, the suggestion that this

individual was a foreign mercenary must remain a hypothesis. Based on the style of the iron belt

hook and sword-helmet combination, SpeckT17G1 likely dates to the early La Tène period,

making it one of the latest graves in date for the Speckhau tumuli (Arnold et al. in press; Arnold

and Murray 2016: 122).

The four weapon and armor sets in the La Dama de Baza cremation burial in Spain mark this

mortuary context as “exceptional” in Iron Age Iberia (Quesada Sanz 2010: 154). The presence of

so many weapons and armor elements in a female burial ignited a scholarly firestorm, but the

hypothesis suggesting the Baza burial was that of an “Amazon warrior” has now been abandoned

(Quesada Sanz 2010: 162; see also Blech 1986: 208; Cuadrado 1987: 3558; Quesada 1989a

30-31). More recently, Iberian archaeologists have proposed other interpretations for the weapon

and armor sets in the Baza burial, including the possibility that these items symbolized the high

social position of the interred person, or the prestige of her family’s lineage, or that a

“gladiatorial” duel was part of the funerary rites (Bendala 2000, 2007 cited in Quesada Sanz

2010: 162-163; see also Blech 1986: 207). Another interpretive possibility is that the weapons

allude to the role of the deceased as leader or protector of the group, has been suggested for the

axes from the Bánov Hoard, St. Colombe, and the axe plus arrows combination in the Hochdorf

burial (Arnold 2010b; Krausse 1999).
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The early La Tène site of the Glauberg in Germany features three tumulus burials containing

iron swords and scabbards - the Glauberg “Prince” in Tumulus 1 Grave 1, Tumulus 1 Grave 2,

and Tumulus 2 Grave 1. According to skeletal and isotopic results, all three of these individuals

were at least 16 years old; while an age range could be established for each of these three burials,

no firm sex estimates could be generated (Knipper et al. 2014: 821) The individual in T1G1 (the

“Prince”) was estimated to have been between 21-28 years old at death, while T1G2 was aged at

30-40, and T2G1 at 16-20 years old (Knipper et al. 2014: 821; see also Wendling 2013). As

mentioned above, the grave of the Glauberg “Prince” also included three iron arrowheads,

suggesting the possibility of some continuity between HallstattD2/D3 and La Tène Awith

respect to the use of this category of material culture as a marker of a particular high-status role

(Arnold 2010b: 202; Bartel et al. 2002: 159; Knipper et al. 2014: 821). The grave goods

inventory of the “Prince” suggests that this individual was in some way different from the other

two. This impression is reinforced by the headdress found in the “Prince’s” grave, which appears

to be similar to the one on the stela found at the base of the mound. The Glauberg mortuary

landscape also includes several other adult male individuals interred in pits, none of which were

buried with weapons (Knipper et al. 2014: 821-822). In fact, at the Glauberg, the number of

unarmed adult men (8) is higher than the number of armed adult men (3). Variability in adult

male lifeways appears to be reflected in this mortuary complex, as Ramsl (2020b) also notes in

his survey of La Tène burials in Central Europe.

6.2.3. Spears

While daggers and swords can be “worn” - that is, suspended - from a belt, spears must be

carried by hand. However, the presence of a spear in the grave does not automatically indicate

that the object was used in battle. Like the decorated daggers, swords, and arrows discussed

above, spears can also represent material culture as metaphor (Carver 2000; Olivier 1999). For

example, the decorated Bronze Age spear associated with Individual 1 from GT H1 could have
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been an heirloom, passed down through generations until it ended up in the grave of this last

owner. Another possible interpretation is that it may have been both an heirloom and a “weaving

spear.” In her dissertation on gender and craft production in Early Anglo-Saxon Kent, England,

Harrington (2002) notes that there are a handful of “weaving swords” with the same type of

pattern-welding as weapon-swords which might suggest “an equivalence of value […] in terms

of time, skill and resources required in the making” (2002: 190). In fact, among the Tamang

people of Nepal, male-associated knives or swords and female-associated weaving beaters are

considered analogous in certain ritual contexts (March 1983, cited in Harrington 2002: 44). As

for weaving-spears, Harrington states that visually, they often bear strong similarity to weapon

spears (2002: 197). There is then some possibility that the Bronze Age spear in GT H1 might

have been re-purposed as a weaving-spear in the Iron Age. Perhaps use-wear analysis combined

with an experimental archaeology project could test this idea in the future. However, this

particular spear is an outlier in terms of its materiality; all the other spears from the primary and

comparative databases are made of iron, and were found in male burials when the skeletal

remains could be sexed.

Ramsl discusses several groupings of armed adult male burials in later La Tène Central

Europe - those with one to three spear heads, those with spear, sword, and shield, and those with

only a sword, and a presumed shield (2020b: 160). According to Ramsl, these groupings could

represent combat classes, with graves containing several spears indicating chariot fighters, and

those with only one spear indicating a member of a phalanx (2020b: 160). However, as

mentioned previously, there is little evidence for pitched battles or large-scale violence in the

immediate Hallstatt D Heuneburg region; hence, Ramsl’s later La Tène “combat classes” idea

has limited applicability to most of the burial contexts covered in the primary database. An

exception may be SpeckT17G1 with its two long spears and short sword, which may date to the

La Tène period (Arnold et al. in press); however, this context also represents the only burial
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containing both sword and spears in the primary database and is an outlier in other ways.

Ramsl’s “combat classes” idea may map onto the three Glauberg “sword + spear” burials

discussed in the last section. The grave goods inventory for Glauberg T2G1 included an iron

sword and scabbard, as well as an iron spear head, but there was no evidence for a shield

(Knipper et al. 2014: 821). Glauberg T1G2, a cremation burial, contained an iron sword and

scabbard, as well as four iron spear heads, while the grave of the “Prince” (T1G1) contained an

iron sword and scabbard, three iron spear heads, a shield, three iron arrowheads, and the remains

of a quiver (Arnold 2010b: 202; Knipper et al. 2014: 821). Arnold notes that the arrowheads in

the “Prince’s” grave are of three different types, which could imply a symbolic reference to the

hunting role (or its symbolic equivalent) of some paramount elite persons, as was also suggested

for Hochdorf (2010: 202). The three Glauberg burials could represent changing combat styles

(cf. Ramsl 2020b: 160) and certainly seem more indicative of the “warrior ethos” referenced by

Treherne than the graves with decorated daggers that characterize Hallstatt D1-D3.

Spears and daggers co-occur five times in the Heuneburg vicinity (SpeckT17G1 is the sixth

context listed in Table 5.3), whereas spears without other weapons appear 15 times. By contrast,

spears appear with daggers/swords four times in the primary database, and without other

weapons seven times. Wendling (2013) notes that young men ages 15-24 are demographically

over-represented in the ethnographic, literary, and archaeological records of various time periods,

including the European Iron Age (see also Arnold 1995, 2004). Gangs of young men may have

been composed of second- or third- born sons apparently deprived of their inheritance (Wendling

2013: 9-13), who served as communal guards, or were hired as “spear-carrying” mercenaries, as

evidenced by the Celtic language-family term, Gaesaten (Schmeja 1998, cited in Wendling 2013:

11; Arnold 1995b: 156-160). On the other hand, this type of comitatus system is more reliably

associated with later Germanic peoples in northern Europe, as represented in Enright’s Lady with

a Mead Cup: Ritual, Prophecy and Lordship in the European Warband from La Tène to the
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Viking Age (2013) and extending these ideas back into the late Bronze and early Iron Ages is yet

another assumption to be tested rather than accepted a priori.

6.2.4. Razors

Razors appear on the extreme end of the Adult Male items in the Mortuary Signatures sliding

scale (see Figure 6.1 above; Arnold 2016: 840-841) thus marking contexts with these items as

burials depicting one type of an adult male identity. As Allen notes “razors…can be used as a

proxy for sex because they appear exclusively in male burials” (Allen 2021: 83; Arnold 2016:

840). Furthermore, razors can arguably be used as a proxy for age as well, since there are several

examples of biologically aged and sexed adult male burials containing razors, such as Graves 51

and 119 from the Magdalenenberg (Oelze et al. 2012: 410-411), and the central chamber of the

Hochdorf tumulus (Biel 1985a; Olivier 1999). Finally, razors do not appear in any sub-adult male

graves.

According to Treherne, toilet implement such as razors are integral elements in the lifestyles

of elite warrior-class males in Western Europe, a trend Treherne argues stretches from the Middle

Bronze Age to at least the Iron Age (1995: 111). These toilet implements were also included in

Treherne’s “male warrior death-style” idea, which was based primarily on literary rather than

archaeological evidence. Weapons and razors seldom co-occur in the sites covered in this

dissertation. As discussed in the Analysis chapter, there were 18 burials containing spears in the

primary database, but only three of those also included a razor (3/18 = 16.67%). By contrast,

daggers and razors never appear in combination, at least within the Heuneburg region. In the

comparative dataset, there were 11 graves which contained spears, and none of them also

included a razor. The only definitive case of a burial featuring both a dagger and a razor is that of

the Hochdorf “Prince.”

This pattern suggests that there were several types of grave good assemblages for adult men

in Iron Age Europe: one symbolized by spears, sometimes with razors, one with just razors, one
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with daggers, and the “outlier” of the Hochdorf “Prince” (see also Ramsl 2020b), which

combined the bow, arrows and quiver with the dagger. It is worth asking to what extent razors

may have been the only biologically “male” (in the sense of the grooming of facial hair, which is

a secondary sexual characteristic that appears at puberty) object in the set of markers at the

extreme end of the maleness spectrum, since all the other categories (with the possible exception

of the arrows) could have marked identities also open to women (if marked using different

material culture items). We also do not know to what extent personal preference and agency

played a role in male facial grooming.

Six burials in the primary database and two in the comparative dataset contained razors but no

weapons (Tables 5.3 and 5.4). Like Ramsl (2020b), we can ask “what social roles did men

without weapons play in Iron Age society?” Allen suggests that “the presence of grooming

equipment like razors…could reflect gender role and gender attribution but may not reflect

gender identity” (2021: 16). On the other hand, unless we are to envision most Iron Age men as

full bearded or unable to grow beards, the relatively small number of razors in the mortuary

record needs to be explained. Razors are found in both modestly outfitted and very wealthy

graves like that of the Hochdorf “Prince”, so status does not appear to have been a factor in their

inclusion in a burial (Arnold 2016: 841; Allen 2021: 26). Since all the burials containing razors

are found in formalized burial contexts, however, this could suggest that a recognized

occupational status (barber?) may be another piece of the puzzle. Does Iron Age iconography

offer any further interpretive clues?

In his survey of Iron Age iconography depicting facial hair, Allen notes that “beards and

moustaches combined are the most common occurrence vs. moustaches alone; even beards alone

appear more often than moustaches alone” (2021: 82). Allen references the famous Hirschlanden

stele and the statues from the Glauberg (the armored “warrior” and a fragmentary head),

although it has been pointed out that the Hirschlanden statue is an anomaly in southwest
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Germany (Armit 2018; Armit and Grant 2008; Frey 2005; Reim 2002a). Scholars date the

Hirschlanden stele to c. 550-500 BCE (Armit and Grant 2008: 409; Frey 2005: 28; Marzoli 2003:

203) and the Glauberg statues to the 5th century BCE. In discussing the Hirschlanden figure,

Aldhouse-Green argues that the statue’s face features a beard and moustache (2004: 68); Allen,

however, follows Armit, Grant, and Zürn in interpreting the schematic facial features of

Hirschlanden as a mask (Allen 2021: 82; Armit and Grant 2008: 412; Zürn 1964: 225; see also

Unruh 1994: 80 for the 7th c. BCE funerary mask from Kleinklein). As noted previously, there is

a dearth of iconography in Hallstatt D southwestern Germany whereas the La Tène period

witnessed an increase in iconography generally, including images depicting facial hair (Allen

2021: 82). In burials, however, grooming sets featuring razors are found throughout both the late

Hallstatt and La Tène periods, although not in very large numbers; they also appear in settlement

contexts (Allen 2021: 82; Dubuis 2018: 241; Scarre 1998: 175; Sievers 1984: 47). For example,

Ramsl discusses two La Tène period burials from the Malé Kosihy site in Slovakia (LT B1 to LT

Figures 6.2. and 6.3.
Left: The Hirschlanden stele. Photo credit: Emily R. Stanton

Right: The Glauberg warrior statue. Photo credit: U. Seitz-Gray in
Chaume and Reinhard (2011: 303).
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B2/4th c. BCE until LT C1, early 2nd century BCE; Bujna 1995a; 1995b; 1998 in Ramsl 2020b:

28), which each included a small knife, or razor (Ramsl 2020b: 28).

Generally, we can classify razors as “personal hygiene tools” used in the trimming of facial

hair, and possibly hairstyles as well. In conjunction with the iconographic record (and the much

later Classical sources like Diodorus Siculus [fl.1st c. BCE]), razors found in graves suggest that

men in Iron Age Europe maintained a variety of facial hair styles. The razor and wooden combs

in the Hochdorf central chamber were placed close to the body of the deceased, near the conical

birchbark hat, stressing a close connection with hair and/or beard care (Olivier 1999: 113, 115).

However, in the Magdalenenberg burials containing razors, these items appear in varying

positions: on either side of the body by the feet, or by the shoulders (see Figure 5.5 in the

Analysis chapter). In contrast to women, men appear to have relied on perishable forms of

identity marking such as hair- and beard styles (Arnold 2016: 836, 841; Burmeister 2000; Rebay-

Salisbury 2016b: 192-195). Treherne supposed that in the absence of mirrors, shaving may have

been a bonding activity between warriors (1995: 126 but see also Jordan 2016). Rebay-Salisbury

adds that while razors are typically classified as personal belongings, they could also be used to

prepare the corpse for burial (2010: 67). Discussing Bronze Age burials in Northern Europe,

Bergerbrant notes that razors do not consistently appear in all male graves across regions,

suggesting differing views on personal hygiene and regional hair/beard style variations (2007:

61, 134). Given these patterns, we may suggest that razors are more likely personal possessions

than they are emblematic items, thus marking them as life/deathstyle objects.

Ethnographic and historical accounts state that razors were included among household tools,

as well as in the traditional tool kit of the community’s “barber-surgeon” (Pavlovic 1973; Kemp

1935). In Serbian communities, “old men wore their hair gathered in a single plait…they shave

each other’s beards before a slava [a day of celebrating the family’s patron saint] and other holy

days using a straight razor” (Pavlovic 1973: 77). According to Kemp, razors historically featured
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in Serbian folk-medicine:

The barber class chiefly dress wounds, extract bullets, let blood, apply leeches, treat for
venereal disease, and draw teeth….Their practice is fairly stereotyped, and hereditary. Most
of them still keep old-fashioned instruments, which have sometimes been in the family for
many generations—a set of bronze cups, a cow’s horn, a circular or square cutting
instrument, a tooth screw, a spring-set wart cutter, some rather rough tweezers, a wire probe,
and the razors used for shaving (1935: 224).

While ethnographies cannot account for all possible iterations of an item’s social significance,

they do demonstrate a range of possibilities. As Allen notes “Whatever their role in life, the

symbolic importance of grooming tools is indicated by their placement in the grave of a loved

one by the [surviving community members]” (2021: 83). In conjunction with the archaeological

record, the ethnographic evidence suggests that razors likely functioned as life/deathstyle items,

but are less likely to have served as an identity marker in a more general sense (apart from

“biological maleness”, i.e., a person who has facial hair that can be shaved).

Once we move outside the Hallstatt D Heuneburg region in both time and space, the meaning

of the Mortuary Signature Items can be assumed to be different in at least some respects (see

Bogatyrev 1937; Jordan 2016). However, razors still appear to be exclusively Adult Male Items,

as demonstrated by the razor in the burial of the Hochdorf “Prince,” and one of the secondary

burials from the Hochdorf tumulus (Olivier 1999; Biel 1985a; see also Ramsl 2020b).

Additionally, since razors appear in both HLN G1 and MLR H3 it is likely that these two

contexts are the burials of adult males, thus demonstrating that the Adult Male Mortuary

Signature idea can apply to at least two contexts outside the immediate Heuneburg area. Testing

this hypothesis further would require a deeper dive into the literature on late Iron Age burials to

determine whether some of the items on the exclusively male end of the burial marker spectrum,

such as razors, retain their masculinizing association over time within the Celtic-speaking world.

Kincade (2014) surveyed the archaeological evidence for constructions of male identity in

Bronze and Iron Age Europe, with a particular focus on razors. She notes that razors appear to be

strictly “male” items, since her study did not reveal any contexts in which a biologically female
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individual was found definitively associated with a razor. The only potential exception is a

Bronze Age cremation burial from Reardnogy More, Co. Tipperary, Ireland, which included a

small bronze “razor-like” object (Kincade 2014: 47, 76, 158; Waddell 1990:134).

The lack of a razor or weapons as well as the symmetrical gold bracelets and other

ambiguous material culture items seem to point even more strongly to the early La Tène burial of

Lavau as the burial of a “high-status woman, and not that of a gender-transformer or a warrior

prince” (Arnold 2020: 305-306; Dubuis 2018; Villenave 2018). In the absence of any obviously

“male” items (apart from a decorative attachment of what has been tentatively interpreted as a

wicker helmet) and several “female” ones, if positioned on the gender spectrum this burial would

be in the purple area to the right of the Indeterminate group of graves (see Figure 6.1).

6.2.5. Monumentalizing a Deathstyle?

The male deathstyle objects in Hochdorf and the Glauberg burials reference the stylized

anthropomorphic stone stelae found in association with them (Glauberg) or nearby (Hochdorf/

Hirschlanden) (Allen 2021; Armit and Grant 2008). At each of these sites, the ornaments

depicted on the statues have analogs in the associated or related burial contexts: the conical hat

on the Hirschlanden statue = the conical birch-bark hat recovered from the Hochdorf central

chamber and the “leaf crown” headdress on the Glauberg statue = the remains of such a

headdress found in the grave of the Glauberg “Prince” (Olivier 1999; Reeves 2015) (Figures 6.3

and 6.4).

Did these statues serve as monumentalized versions of the deathstyle, or were they the

inspiration for the ornament sets recovered from the grave? Zürn (1964) favored the former

interpretation, believing that “warrior who stood in stone upon the mound” actually represented

the individual buried in one of the central graves of the Hirschlanden tumulus (1964: 226, cited

in Armit and Grant 2008: 415). Citing Frey and Marzoli, Armit and Grant note that the

Hirschlanden statue dates to approximately 550-500 BCE, while the looted central chamber
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burial dated to around 600 BCE (Armit and Grant 2008: 409; Frey 2005: 28; Marzoli 2003: 203;

Zürn 1970: 59-60) - the mound may have been in use before the statue was commissioned. At

any rate, the similarities between the Hirschlanden and Glauberg statues and the ornament sets in

the graves are examples of what Rebay-Salisbury (2016) describes as “motif networks” and

Williams (2016: 401- 406) calls “mortuary citations” - where images, iconographic elements,

and artifacts in the grave can all reference each other.

The Hirschlanden and Glauberg statues may also connect to the second and third of Earle’s

“Four F’s” - “fascination, the idea that leadership in early Iron Age society to some extent

required a charismatic personality and the ability to persuade others, also one of the qualities of

faith-based leadership, which has been invoked in interpretations of sculptural representations of

elites” (Arnold 2021: 300; Earle 1997; Hermann 2002; Verger 2003). Within traditional societies,

charismatic elites are often characterized as “ancestors-to-be” (Arnold 2011: 168; Earle 1997:

106; Helms 1998: 5; see also Allen 2021: 19-20). Drawing on Romanian ethnographic data,

Geana states that “the ethnographic record shows that often, in performing commemorative

rituals, people resort to symbolic deeds that integrate temporality, bridging its three components:

past, present and future” (2005: 350). Perceptions of the irreversible passing of time generates

anxiety in social groups. Consequently, people feel the need to “recover” time in some sense, and

thus ancestor figures and ancestor cults become critically important to anchor the community

through time. There is no evidence for the Hallstatt D population of the Heuneburg region

painting pictures of the deceased on materials such as canvas but they likely used other media as

technologies of remembrance. One perishable possibility is wood, which was more easily

worked than the few stone anthropomorphic stelae that have been recovered. Howard Williams

notes that the artifacts interred with the deceased person “helped to reconstitute the dead [in to] a

new ancestral material form” (2001, 2003, 2010, 2003: 126). In other words, deathstyles may

have created euhemerized communal ancestors. The statues at Hirschlanden and the Glauberg
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transfer this idea into a different medium and serve to

further monumentalize these mortuary landscapes.

Monumentalizing a deathstyle is not limited to male

figures alone. At the site of Mount Lassois, a pair of

anthropomorphic statues – one male, one female –were

discovered in the remains of a structure in the Les

Herbues area of the Mont Lassois site (Chaume and

Reinhard 2011: 295). It has been hypothesized that these

sculptures represent members of the local aristocracy,

with the seated female statue likely representing the

“Lady of Vix” herself. This supposition is further

supported by the inclusion of a carved torc on the female

statue that is strikingly similar to the metal torc found in

the famous Vix burial (Chaume and Reinhard 2011: 297)

(Figures 6.4 and 6.5). It is an interesting observation that

two of the few surviving examples of female funerary

sculpture from Iron Age Europe, the La Dama de Baza

and the fragmented “female” sculpture from Mont

Lassois, are both positioned as seated, perhaps

referencing the motif of the enthroned “matron” known

from Greece, Spain, Sicily, and Rhodes (Presedo Velo

1973: 46-52, Plates IX-XII). However, there is a male

seated figure from Les Herbues as well, holding a shield

in front of his knees, so while the “enthroned” idea may

well be correct, at least for areas in closer contact with

Figures 6.4. and 6.5.
Left: Seated female statue

from Mont Lassois.
Reproduced from

Chaume and Reinhard (2011: 298).
Right: Seated male “warrior

holding shield” statue from Mont
Lassois.

Reproduced from
Chaume and Reinhard (2011: 299).
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the Mediterranean, it is not an exclusively female marker (see also Verger 2009).

Let us now turn to exploring the “female side” of lifestyle, deathstyle, and life/deathstyle

objects, specifically focusing on ring ornaments in settlements, ankle rings, HBV ornaments, and

staple-decorated belts.

6.3. Female Lifestyle, Deathstyle, and Life/Deathstyle Objects

6.3.1. Introduction

As demonstrated in the co-occurrence tables presented in the Analysis chapter, ring ornaments

for the arms are common within and outside the Hallstatt D Heuneburg region. Specific types of

ring ornaments are strongly female-associated, especially ankle rings and HBV rings (Arnold

2004: 148-158; Müller-Scheeßel 2013). Both male and female burial assemblages display ring

ornaments for the arms, although the number and placement usually differ, with a symmetrical

distribution for female assemblages and an asymmetrical distribution for male graves.

Symmetrically placed ornaments, especially arm rings, are the most common female mortuary

marker in part because this ornament type and placement includes subadults (Arnold 2016: 847).

However, this pattern does not indicate that only high-status female children were buried in an

archaeologically visible manner; rather, the richly outfitted subadult burials reinforce the idea

that status intersects with age in complex ways in this society (Arnold 2012, 2016, 2020; Arnold

and Hagmann 2014). As Arnold suggests, “subadults buried before puberty may have been

assigned a default social identity that parses as female today because of the limitations of the

traditional binary gender categorization system” (2016: 847). During Bühler’s presentation on

women in the Avar Empire (2020; see Literature Review chapter), de Carvalho provided a salient

caveat in the virtual session chat, as follows:

in adolescents, the ‘gender’ may also not be so marked, appearing with greater fluidity. Even
today, in Western society, this occurs. There are also bio-social markers (menstruation,
deeper voice, facial hair, etc.) that make the individual part of a certain group and that
may not have occurred at the time of death in some of the cases presented (2020; see also
Arnold 2016: 847-848).
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This gender group represents a confluence of intersectional identity elements - age

(prepubescent), status (elite, or at least a recognized social status) and either the lack of a gender

identity, or a “pre-male” gender identity (Arnold 2016: 847; see also Joyce 2008: 83-84; Rebay-

Salisbury 2016a). If skeletal or dental material from these burials still survives, these contexts

could provide opportunities to further test the hypothesis that there was an age-range at which an

individual’s gender identity became socially-recognized, perhaps through the acquisition of

particular ornaments and the donning of particular dress items, such as the practice of

“breeching” boys once they reached a certain age (Arnold 2016; Balzer 1997; Pertlwieser 1987;

Ramssl 2020; Rebay-Salisbury et al. 2022; Sofaer 2000; Sørensen and Rebay-Salisbury 2008).

6.3.2. Ring Ornaments in Burials Associated with Settlements and Hillforts

Müller-Scheeßel (2013) discusses a number of burial contexts associated with settlements

with simple “female” ring ornament assemblages in southern Germany. These burials lack other

items such as belt hooks, belt plates, or fibulae. An example of this type of burial is the so-called

“maid” from the Bettelbühl Tumulus 4 central chamber; her grave good inventory included two

simple bronze arm rings and a bronze spiral ornament near the head (Krausse and Ebinger-Rist

2012; Krausse et al. 2017: 117). Furthermore, ring jewelry is absent from contemporary votive

and offering sites (Müller-Scheeßel 2013: 75-76; see also Jud 2006). Thus, at least for some

individuals, ring ornaments were not removed at death but were considered “body bound” items

worn directly on the skin and thus part of the person (Arnold 2016: 845-846; Lehnert et al. 2014:

195; Müller-Scheeßel 2013: 77; Sørensen 1997, 2010). Male individuals apparently removed

their ring ornaments as they transitioned into adulthood, while some female individuals kept

theirs from adolescence through adulthood (Arnold 2020: 299; Iaia 2007; Lehnert et al. 2014;

Müller-Scheeßel 2013, 77-78; Müller 1994; Sofaer 2000). Apparently not all female individuals

were expected to wear ring ornament on the arms, however, as Speckhau Tumulus 18 Grave 12,

with its ankle rings, fibulae, tweezer set and small ceramic vessels but no arm rings, indicates
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(Arnold et al. in press), although this is a tumulus burial and not a settlement burial.

This pattern of simple ring ornaments in settlement burials also finds expression in the early

La Tène period Glauberg. The Glauberg covers a range of disposal contexts: monumental tumuli,

simple inhumations in ditches, and several burials in conical storage pits (Knipper et al. 2014:

818). The 23 ditch/pit burials feature one example of a torc, five examples of HBV rings, eight

examples of arm rings, and three instances of one arm ring and one HBV ring in combination

(Knipper et al. 2014: 821-822). Pit burial “KL116-2” included a single HBV ring, one arm ring,

and an iron belt hook; according to Knipper et al.’s isotopic and skeletal analysis, this individual

was an adult female; the other burial containing one HBV ring and one arm ornament received

an adult-elderly age estimation, but no sex assessment could be generated (2014: 821-822).

Another pit burial with two bronze arm rings and two HBV rings was determined to be that of a

young individual (Infans II) whereas a pit burial with a single iron arm ring was assessed as an

adult male (Knipper et al. 2014: 821-822). Likewise, pit burials “KL113-4” (bronze torc) and

“KL116-1” (iron fibulae, small bronze finger ring) were determined to be adult-elderly males

(Knipper et al. 2014: 821-822). Crucially, four of the eight pit burials with arm ornaments are

those of adult female individuals, and in each of these instances, there are two arm bronze rings

associated with the deceased (Knipper et al. 2014: 821-822), thus demonstrating that the female

mortuary signature of symmetrically distributed bronze ring ornaments also applies outside of

the Heuneburg vicinity and extends into the La Tène period.

Furthermore, the individuals from the “non-normative” pit burials at the Glauberg exhibited

numerous skeletal markers, such as joint lesions and “clay shoveler’s fractures” of the cervical

vertebrae, indicative of strenuous labor (Knipper et al. 2014: 823). Additionally, multi-isotopic

analyses demonstrated that these individuals consumed a poorer diet - one high in millet and low

in animal protein - compared to that of the Glauberg “Prince;” one sub-adult individual even

showed signs of vitamin C deficiency (Knipper et al. 2014: 818, 823). Knipper et al. hypothesize
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that the individuals from the “non-normative” pit burials may represent a working class of

people, whose hard physical labor aided in the development of the Glauberg’s “princely seat”

and mortuary complex (2014: 832). Even in these sparsely furnished “working class” pit burials,

men were buried with a single ornament, or no ring ornaments at all, whereas adolescent

individuals and adult women retain their ring ornaments.

In other words, status alone was not the only social determinant for ring ornaments appearing

in mortuary contexts; age and gender played a more important part (Arnold 2020: 303). These

examples indicate how ring ornaments, especially for the arms, are inalienable life/deathstyle

objects for subadult individuals, possibly of both sexes as well as adult women, but not typically

for adult men.

6.3.3. Lithic and Amuletic Items

As demonstrated in the Analysis chapter,

ring ornaments in the grave are often

accompanied by lithic and/or amulet like items.

In both the West and East Hallstatt zones, the

graves of women and children contain bead

assemblages which can number in the hundreds

or even thousands (Arnold 1991, 2012; Arnold

and Murray 2016; Egg 2010; Golec et al. 2021; Frie 2010:

45-51, 2017: 19-20; Jordan 2010; Pauli 1975). Beads

display varying materialities: amber, bone, bronze, glass,

and jet/JLM examples are represented in the mortuary

contexts covered by this dissertation. While beads generally

seemed to have functioned as apotropaic items, amber beads specifically appear to have had

“prophylactic value in prehistoric Europe” (Piningre-Plouin 2003: 238, cited in Arnold 2012c:

Figure 6.6. Amber jewelry from
Bettelbühl tumulus 4. Image

credit: https://
balkancelts.wordpress.com/

2018/10/21/the-glory-of-celtic-
europe-the-case-of-the-rich-

burial-of-a-celtic-princess-with-
horse-armour-at-bettelbuhl-

baden-wurttemberg-germany/
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48), especially for women and children (Arnold 1991, 2012; Pauli 1975; see also Whitley 1996)

(Figure 6.6).

By contrast, there are very few instances of lithic and/or amulet-like items appearing in

graves with axes, daggers, spears, or razors, implying that most adult men did not require the

apotropaic qualities of lithic/amuletic items for some reason. The grave of the Hochdorf “Prince”

is the exception that proves the rule, since it accounted for all instances of amulet-like items

appearing with an axe, dagger, and razor in Table 5.6 in the Analysis chapter. The five amber

beads recovered from this burial represent the largest number of such artifacts associated with a

biologically male burial (Biel 1985a; Olivier 1999). By contrast, female graves can contain

hundreds of amber beads, such as the 191 amber beads from a collier-type necklace in Magberg

Grave 97 (Spindler 1976: 44-47, Plates 25-26), the over 350 amber beads recorded in

Hochmichele Grave VI (Arnold 1991a: 303), or the 400+ amber beads from Niedererlbach in

Bavaria (Schier 1998: 511). While the exact meanings of these amulets are lost to time, the

qualities of amber itself may partially explain its importance (Pauli 1975: 154-180, 162 cited in

Arnold 2012c: 53).

According to Ahl, “amber was prized for its perfume, warmth, electrical properties and

ability to preserve life in its resin” and acted as a solar symbol in parts of Baltic Europe (1982:

395). Even in Y Gododdin, a 6th century CE old Welsh poem, amber ornaments are described as

costly (Williams ab Ithel 1852: 11). Because of its exotic and numinous, qualities amber was a

“hot commodity” in the elite-controlled trading networks of the 6th century BCE (Golec et al.

2021: 42-43; see also Palavestra 2009). Access to and control of exotic items like amber acted as

a means for Iron Age elites to both justify and mark their privileged social positions, in life and

in death (Arnold 2011: 168; Earle 1997: 106; Helms 1998: 5). As Arnold notes, “If elites in the

West Hallstatt world were effectively ancestors-to-be, occupying a liminal zone between

supernatural beings and commoners, then exotica served in part as passports to the Otherworld
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when placed in the burial with the deceased, as well as a conduit between this world and the

supernatural one” (2011: 168). The numinous qualities of amber in combination with the

“otherworldly Master of Animals” social role suggested for the Hochdorf “Prince” may partially

explain the presence of amber items in this adult male burial (Arnold 2010b: 204).

One amber bead, or exotic object, by itself in the grave would not be too remarkable.

However, in combination with other special items, these assemblages acquire more significance

(Cooper et al. 2022: 140). For example, at Bilsk/Skorobir 2017, an Iron Age kurgan burial of a

young female individual in the Ukraine featured a “bundle” containing a bronze mirror, dice, and

both locally made and imported vessels (Shramko and Zadnikov 2021: 143-144; on mirrors, see

also Jordan 2016). According to Shramko and Zadnikov, “these objects, compactly folded in one

specific place, represented a priestly set of things intended for carrying out certain rituals” (2021:

144). Ramsl mentions several instances of “specialist” identities in his study of La Tène period

cemeteries in Eastern Europe, including Pottenbrunn Grave 520. The main burial in this context

was a 45-55 year old man who, in addition to a sword, shield, and spear, was buried with

“arrowheads, a grinding- and a mortar stone, three knives, scissors, a scalpel-shaped iron

instrument, and a propeller-shaped bone artefact. Perhaps one could call the man, in line with

ancient sources, a ‘Druid’” (Ramsl 2008, 2020b: 22), although Ramsl notes that this adult male

may have been a craftsperson (2020: 169). Furthermore, Ramsl cites several examples of “antler

tools” in burials of both adult men and women and suggests that perhaps these individuals had

medical or pharmaceutical knowledge (Ramsl 2015, 2020b: 167). Several burials from the

Heuneburg region contain deer antler items, including GT H4NB23 (Kurz and Schiek 2002: 130)

and Hohmichele Grave X (Arnold 1991a: 303; Riek 1962: 102). Ramsl’s comments provide one

interpretive possibility for these objects.

Reasoning by analogy, Brück and Jones posit that such collections of items may have

functioned in similar ways to the “medicine bundles” of the Americas (2018: 244, cited in
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Cooper et al. 2022: 140), as “carefully curated assemblages of powerful, elemental and

mnemonic objects, or substances … that articulated a set of larger personal, community or social

relations” (Pauketat and Alt 2018: 77, cited in Cooper et al. 2022: 140). Additionally, Cooper et

al. challenge the notion of “special items” as mere keepsakes, instead suggesting that these

artifacts accumulated their numinous, powerful, and protective qualities through their association

with a specific person over time, and because of this “indissoluble bond,” these items had to

follow their owner into the grave (Cooper et al. 2022: 140; Giles 2012: 126). In the terminology

developed for this thesis project, such “bundles” would be life/deathstyle items. Several of the

Magdalenenberg burials included amuletic and/or lithic items. Graves with such objects cover a

range of age-categories and sex estimations, from a subadult with no sex determination (Grave

99), to adult and possibly male (Grave 50) to a definitely adult female (Grave 91) (Oelze et al.

2012: 410-411). One explanation for the range of contexts with lithic/amuletic items is that these

individuals died before they could complete a transition from one lifestage or social role to the

next, and thus these items would aid them in their journey to that lifestage/social role in the

afterlife (see Arnold 2011; Helms 1998; Turner and Turner 1978; van Gennep 1960). It is also

important to consider the possibility that the cause of death of the individual might have required

the inclusion of such amuletic material in the burial, protecting not only the deceased during their

journey to the afterlife but potentially the living from any potential negative energy associated

with an abnormal or dangerous death.

6.3.4. Ankle Rings

Proportionately, the Magdalenenberg contains the greatest number of graves with ankle rings

in the primary database with 9/15 (60%; see Table 5.3); there are no definite instances of ankle

rings in the graves from the Hohmichele and only one from the Speckhau tumuli in the same

mound group - SpeckT18G12 (Arnold et al. in press).

In Europe, metal ornamentation for the lower legs and ankles is a pattern that stretches back
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to the Bronze Age, particularly in areas of Scandinavia (Bergerbrant 2007) and through the early

and middle La Tène periods, especially in Eastern Europe. Grömer cites the examples of a Late

Bronze Age female inhumation at Grunfeld, Germany, which contains ankle rings; Grömer also

notes that leg rings occur in pairs in female graves from Lower Austria, Moravia, and Slovakia in

the La Tène period (2016: 311, 370). Wels-Weyrauch (1989) recorded examples of Middle

Bronze Age ankle/leg ornaments that were connected by a chain; Bergerbrant points out how

these items can prompt archaeologists to think about movement, and how these objects interacted

with the human body, even if the actual human remains are missing (2007: 46). As in the case of

the other forms of ornament used in identity marking, the question of whether the items were

worn in the grave as well as in life arises in the case of ankle rings as well. There is no doubt that

they were actually worn in the grave in at least some contexts, based on recent evidence from the

Speckhau mounds. The two bronze ankle rings in SpeckT18G12 revealed traces of leg hair on

the inside, indicating that their owner had likely worn them for some time in life, although one

ring was broken in antiquity and a segment was missing when the body was placed in the grave

(Arnold et al.in press). Perhaps part of the bundle of meanings for Iron Age ankle rings was

intended to parallel the symmetrical distribution of arm rings on both arms and/or HBV

ornaments on either side of the head, as this would create a visually balanced “body map” (see

Grömer and Jørgensen 2018; Sørensen 2010). However, undermining this idea, there are several

examples of graves with only one (surviving) ankle ring, such as Magberg Graves 12, 20, and 33,

GFL NB9, GFL NB24/25, HLN G3, and MLR H9G2 (Spindler 1971, 1972; Zürn 1970).

Ankle rings can also be indicative of the length of a person’s attire; perhaps some garments

were not floor-length, so the ankle ornaments could be viewed (Grömer 2016: 423), although this

might have varied depending on the season and the context. Leggings could have been worn

under skirts in the winter, for example, and the rings could have been put on outside the leg

coverings. It might also be worth reconstructing the rings to determine whether they could have
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been removed in adulthood or whether they, like annular arm ornament, might have been

intended to be an inalienable, body-bound marker of a particular identity. Additionally,

Bergerbrant notes that although many scholars are preoccupied with reconstructing “practical

dress” for the people of the past, we must not ignore the archaeological evidence - “the women in

the higher social strata of the Bronze Age did not seem to worry too much about practicality, as

is apparent from their jewellery [such as the examples of ] pairs of leg-rings united by a chain”

(Bergerbrant 2007: 57; Wels-Weyrauch 1989). This seems especially true for the Hallstatt C

period burial at Mitterkirchen in Austria, as evidenced by the five pairs of ankle rings found in

association with Individual A, which contained an adult female wearing a bronze-studded cloak.

(Figure 6.7). Perhaps the presence of ankle rings in Iron Age high-status female graves is a hold-

over from the Bronze Age. Furthermore, ankle rings appear in Iron Age “paramount” elite burials

like Vix, as well as in less well-outfitted graves like Speckhau Tumulus 18 Grave 12, suggesting

that intersectional identity elements other than status played a role in the placement of ankle

rings in burials. Additionally, Speckhau Tumulus 18 Grave 12 is one of the later burials in the

Speckhau group, with fibulae that do not appear until Hallstatt D2/D3, so perhaps a relatively

archaic form of personal ornament and dress (ankle rings) was retained by some individuals for

Figure 6.7. Context drawing and recreation of the bronze-button decorated cloak from
Mitterkirchen Grave X, Chamber 2. Image credits: Grömer (2016: 391).
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unknown reasons well into the early 5th century BCE. It is worth noting that Speckhau Tumulus

18 Grave 12 also contained no arm ornaments, which certainly would have been present a

generation earlier assuming that this was a female burial.

Borrowing from Sørensen (1997, 2010), Grömer and Jørgensen hypothesize that ankle rings

are “attached objects” which were put on their wearers at an early age, and could not be easily

removed later in life, whereas leg rings are “associated objects” that could be removed as needed

or dictated by social contexts, since these items had larger diameters, at least for the Bronze Age

items cited in Grömer and Jørgensen’s study (2018: 212; see also Lehnert et al. 2014). Thus,

ankle rings could be an indicator of an age-related identity. In this regard, Magdalenenberg

Grave 9 is interesting. Spindler designated this grave as that of a child, based on the remnants of

the dental finds and size of the fragmentary skeletal remains (1971: 91). According to Oelze et

al.’s dental isotope study (2012), the age range for this possibly female individual is “Infants I =

0-5 years;” this information was derived from molar M1 (Oelze et al. 2012: 410). For the grave

good inventory of Magberg 9, Spindler lists three groups of symmetrically distributed bronze

ornaments: one decorated HBV ring to either side of the head, two arm rings per wrist, and one

ankle ring on each ankle; the ankle rings are oval in shape and measure 8.9 x 6.2 cm in diameter

(1971: 91, Plate 23). Additionally, Magberg 9 features a small ceramic vessel and a ceramic

“rattle toy” at the foot of the grave (Spindler 1971: 91, Plate 23). Despite this individual’s

apparently young age, their body map has several of the hallmarks of the adult female mortuary

signature: symmetrically distributed ring ornaments for the head, arms, and ankles.

Rissanen et al. (2011) discuss the burial of a young girl who was interred with the costume

items of an adult female individual from the La Tène period site of Basel-Gasfabrik, Switzerland

(2011: 132). As noted in the Literature Review chapter, this practice prompted Pertlwieser to

propose that the Iron Age “Celts” might have “believed not only in a continuation of life in the

hereafter – as indicated by the abundant finds of food and drink items…but also apparently in a
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‘growing up’ of those who died in childhood” (1987: 30). Furthermore, if the dental material

from Magberg Grave 9 survives in a useable state, dentin and dental pulp could be used to

provide an estimate of the chromosomal sex of this individual (see Rebay-Salisbury et al. 2022;

Zapico and Ubelaker 2013), serving as a test of the hypothesis that there was a bio-social age at

which gender became important enough to be marked in the form of inorganic dress elements

(see also Balzer 1997; Pertlwieser 1987). However, all the Magdalenenberg burials date to a

60–70-year period in Hallstatt D1, and the isotopic signature data from Oelze at al. (2012) is

restricted to the Magdalenenberg, so regionally and temporally specific practices are a possibility

(Arnold 2011:156; Koch 2017a: 40; Spindler 2004).

Additionally, Magberg Grave 9 and SpeckT18G12 share the grave good inclusions of ankle

rings and small ceramic vessels. This combination of grave may mark a specific age-related sub-

category of the female mortuary signature, assuming that Speckhau T18 Grave 12 was also a

young individual. Ethnographic analogy provides additional interpretive possibilities. The

eHRAF World Cultures Database provided found several examples of ankle decorations in other

cultural contexts. It is worth repeating the caveats on using ethnographic analogies from the

Methods chapter here: I do not assume that any of the artifact uses mentioned in the eHRAF

search results necessarily apply to Iron Age Europe; however, the aim of using this database was

to generate as many possible interpretive options as possible. To paraphrase Wylie (1985: 106),

an ethnographic analogy that shares a single attribute in common with the artifact group in

question can serve as the basis for a partial reconstructive argument. The following list of an

eHRAF World Cultures database search for “anklets” and “ankle rings” provides the basis for

such an approach:

Recording ceremonies in Samoa, Buck (1930) noted that anklets of flowers or leaves are

worn during dances and festivities (1930: 630). Holmes (1958) adds that dance costumes for

both “untitled men and unmarried women” included anklets made of leaves and/or brightly
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colored flowers (1958: 8). Anklets also featured in dances in Cambodia, where Brodrick

observed that girls participating in the dances of the royal ballet wore ornaments of gold,

including ankle rings (1948: 20). Among the Maasai of Africa, Spencer noted that leather anklets

of colobus monkey fur were awarded to young men in certain initiation ceremonies (1988: 70,

77). Ray (1991) recorded that a king of the Ganda (Africa) wore “beaded anklets that indicated

his exalted rank above the territorial clan heads” (1991: 106).

Ethnography thus demonstrates a range of potential meanings for ankle ornamentation,

including as special items worn on certain occasions, although the examples include male as well

as female ornament. What is notable is the fact that dances and ceremonies appear to be

especially likely to include the display of leg ornament, which could explain both the range of

age groups and grave good wealth in Iron Age burials containing ankle rings if they were worn

by individuals who had a role as dancers in ritual performances, for example. The social role

indicated by ankle rings might have been assigned, or earned in childhood, as potentially

indicated by the ankle rings in Magberg Grave 9, and might have continue into adulthood, as

evidenced by the ankle rings in the graves of adult women like Bettelbühl (30-40 years old;

Grupe et al. 2015; Krausse et al. 2017) and Vix (30-35 years old; Charles 1954; Langlois 1987).

Like the other ring ornaments discussed above, ankle rings are examples of lifestyle and life/

deathstyle items - as “body-bound” artifacts, they were literally closely connected to their

owners, and likely acquired at a young age (Magberg 9), worn in life (SpeckT18G12) and

followed their owners into the grave.

6.3.5. An Adult Female Mortuary Signature: HBV Ornaments and Staple-decorated Belts

The comparative analysis presented in this thesis demonstrates that in general, burials with

more inorganic items tend to also have better skeletal preservation. Consequently, this means that

individuals with above-average grave wealth are also more likely to be aged and sexed (Oelze et

al. 2012). Most of the richly ornamented burials in the Heuneburg region and at the
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Magdalenenberg burials are those of adult women (Burmeister 2000: 77; Müller 1994: 189). In

particular, the adult female burials with HBV ornaments in combination with SDBs represent a

highly archaeologically visible and visually consistent mortuary signature. The theme of

motherhood looms large in previous interpretations of this pattern. Just as the idea of the male

warrior has dominated interpretations of male burials, so too has the notion that all women in the

past were associated with a handful of social roles: the mother, the priestess, the princess, or the

courtesan. An echo of this notion finds expression in Lenerz-de Wilde’s hypothesis that female

graves could be divided into “married” and “unmarried” women based on the presence or

absence of head ornamentation (1989: 261-264).

As discussed in previous chapters, purpose-built metal ornamentation for different areas of

the body - including belts and head jewelry - appears in central and northern Europe during the

Middle Bronze Age (Bergerbrant 2007; Sørensen 2010: 55; Wels-Weyrauch 1989). According to

Sørensen, these Bronze Age “body maps” are most evident for adult women, versus men or

children (2010: 59). This trend continues into Hallstatt D as evidenced by the staple-decorated

belts and HBV ornaments in high-status adult female graves of the Heuneburg region - these

ornaments were designed to catch the eye and draw attention to the head and waist areas. In

Image and Response in Early Europe, Peter Wells notes seven specific aspects of objects that

shape how viewers perceive them: surface, edges, texture, decoration, glitter, color, and lighting

(2008: 42-46; see also Wobst 1977). When we see a person, our eyes scan the surface of the body

and stop at points that attract attention, particularly if those items are visually complex (see also

Rebay-Salisbury 2016b). Staple-decorated belts, for example, are not only highly visually

complex, they are also shiny surfaces that catch and reflect light. Consequently, these items

“require more viewing time and attention than simple unadorned objects” (Grömer and

Jørgensen 2018: 213). However, not all “female” burials in the Heuneburg interaction sphere

contain staple-decorated belts and HBV ornaments in combination. Instead, there are three main
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groupings of “body maps” - those with HBV ornaments, those with SDBs, and those with both.

As shown schematically in Figures 6.8-6.10 each of these three variants produces a different

“body map” and would have had a different visual impact on the viewer. To explore the potential

meanings of the Adult Female Mortuary Signature, let us literally start at the top and discuss

HBV ornaments.

6.3.6. Veiled Associations? Women and HBV Ornaments

Aldhouse-Green notes that, materially speaking, hair in human societies is special because it

has “an infinite capacity for manipulation and alteration” (2004: 300). Much like clothing,

hairstyles and hair ornaments can make statements about identity and social status. In Classical

Greece, certain hairstyles were associated with particular professions or social statuses. For

example, in iconographic representations, priestesses are usually depicted with “short wavy hair,

arranged either in a roll around the forehead or as a bun at the back of the neck, and always tied

Figures 6.8.-6.10. Schematic representations of
Magdalenenberg Grave 59, 116, and 127. After Spindler

(1973 22-23, Plate 6; 1976: 65, Plate 14; 1976: 80-81,
Plates 80-82).

Magdalenenberg Grave 59

Grave Inventory:
Staple-decorated belt

Magdalenenberg Grave 116

Grave Inventory:
2 HBV rings per side of head

Magdalenenberg Grave 127

Grave Inventory:
12 HBV Rings (5 on Left, 7 on Right),

2 arm rings, staple-decorated belt w/ belt plate
small ceramic vessel,

stone cobble (not pictured; at foot of grave)
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with a narrow tainia” (Kosmopoulou 2007: 297). During the medieval period in Europe, young,

unmarried women could wear their hair loose or unbound whereas “generally,…a married

woman would have covered her head with veils, wimples, cloths, barbettes, hairnets, hats, hoods

or a combination of them” (Gilbert 2020: n.p). In the Iron Age, women adorned their hair and

heads with HBV ornaments such as pins, rings, and spirals. HBV pins and rings have been found

in settlement contexts on the Heuneburg plateau (Schmidt 2013; Sievers 1984). Since most of

these HBV ornaments were found broken in settlement contexts, these were lifestyle objects

rather than items made exclusively for the mortuary sphere (Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Sievers

1984; Schmidt 2013: 162-167; see also Cooper et al. 89-90). Jewelry often presents

archaeologists with an interpretive conundrum. As Castor notes:

[m]uch surviving jewelry resists the normal categorization that archaeologists rely on to
begin analysis of how an object was used in a society. This is one reason why it has been so
easy to marginalize jewelry: we don’t really know how to connect it to other categories of
material culture (2017: 84).

However, items of personal ornament can act as allusions to intersectional aspects of the

deceased’s identity. For example, the number and placement of HBV ornaments present in

Hallstatt D graves could indicate certain hairstyles or cloth head-coverings that correlated with a

person’s place on the age-gender-status spectrum. In an experimental archaeology project,

Grömer (2005, 2014) recreated several possible hairstyles from the Iron Age cemetery at

Hallstatt; most of the hairstyles reconstructed for this project contained at least eight ornaments,

in some combination of pins, rings, and spirals (2005: 124-130). Using the positioning of the

HBV ornaments in the grave as well as depictions of women on East Alpine situla art, Grömer’s

reconstructed hairstyles all involved braids held in place by the pins, rings, and spiral ornaments

(2005: 124-130; see also Reeves 2015: 57). These braids could be located at the back of the head,

on top of the head, or on each side of the head. Additionally, in Grömer’s reconstructions, some

HBV pins were used to hold a cloth head-covering in place, either at the temples or placed in an

arc across the top of the head (Grömer and Kania 2005: 127-130; see also Stephens 2008)
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(Figures 6.11 and 6.12).

To recreate the hairstyles involving veils, Grömer used images of veiled women which

appear on situla art, a metal-working tradition with realistic images embossed and engraved on a

range of bronze items, especially the bucket-shaped vessels known as ‘situlae,’ which have come

to designate the entire…phenomenon” (Perego 2013: 254). Between the 7th and 3rd centuries

BCE, this art style spread out from the North Adriatic basin; approximately 150 examples of

such items have been found in the area between the Po and Danube River valleys (Perego 2013:

254). Rebay-Salisbury notes that “in Situla Art all women - or persons recognizable as such -

wear headscarves” (2016: 181). Frie points out that in all surviving examples of situlae, women

are seldom present but when they are they wear a head-covering regardless of the contexts in

which they appear (2017: 318). Typically, women in situla art are either depicted serving men in

feasting scenes or involved in sex scenes (Frie 2017: 365; Rebay-Salisbury 2016a: 62).

Consequently, “the social position of women in these scenes is less clear” (Frie 2017: 45).

Because of this, Frie suggests that the narratives shown on situlae are focused on elite male

activities, with women in a supportive and possibly more symbolic role (2017: 365). Rebay-

Figure 6.11. and 6.12. Recreated hairstyles from Hallstatt. Image credits: Kern and Grömer
(2014: 75-76; Grömer 2005: 127-130; Lucke and Frey 1962).
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Salisbury adds that perhaps only married women are depicted on situla art, and their veils of

varying lengths could indicate their social status (2016: 181-183).

Arnold and Hagmann discuss two possible interpretations for the practice of veiling adult

women in early Iron Age society:

Does the evidence suggest a Taliban-like society during the late Hallstatt period in which
women (possibly primarily - or only - elite women) were required to cover their heads in
public after a certain age and could be exchanged by male relatives in strategic marriage
alliances with or without their consent? Or is the fact that some burial mounds contain so
many female burials a reflection of a social system characterized by quite complex descent
and residence patterns that might have given some women more autonomy than others?
(2014: 5).

Challenging Western assumptions about the origins of veiling in the Near East, Abu-Lughod

states “[t]he Taliban did not invent the burqa,” (2002: 785; see also Arnold and Hagmann 2014).

In fact, the oldest known document referencing women and head-coverings dates to 13th c. BCE

Assyria; this text notes that the veil was closely connected to social standing and reserved for

noble women (Ahmed 1992: 15). Drawing on Judeo-Christian sources, Biblical scholars Stephen

and Shirley Ricks add that the veiling of women emphasizes holiness, modesty, and purity, and

separation of these qualities from everyday life (2011: 356). Artistic exhibitions, anthropological

approaches, and historical studies have added many more dimensions to the picture.

For example, artist Farniyaz Zaker describes women’s veils as “microcosmic dwelling

places”: “I conceptualize the dress/veil as an extended home, an enclosed place for women, a

walled space of infinite privacy…the concepts of home, of the private, and of the feminine are

separated and constructed not just by materials such as walls and curtains, but also by clothes

(Fraser and Zaker 2015: 119). Feminine privacy need not equate to male dominance. As Abu-

Lughod emphatically states, “veiling itself must not be confused with, or made to stand for, [a]

lack of agency” (2002: 786). Indeed, in many ethnographic cases, women veil their faces only in

certain contexts, they decide when and for whom they need to wear the veil (see Abu-Lughod

2002: 786). Gökariksel argues that since veiling is an “embodied spatial practice,” it influences
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the “experiences of the mobile body/self moving across different [social contexts] governed by

different sets of formal or informal rules, norms, and expectations” (2009: 658). In short, clothes

are actors influencing how we engage with the world. Thus one “universal” thing the veil does is

shape the bodily experiences of women as they move through certain spaces, including life

stages, such as marriage. The belt, arm and leg ornaments that accompany some of the HBV

assemblages would further impact this body sense by constraining posture (bending from the

knees rather than the waist), making noise (clashing bracelets or ankle rings) and requiring

women to adjust arm ornament as they moved about their daily tasks.

In sum, while the form of the veil has stayed fairly consistent throughout history, its meaning

is fluid. Ethnographic studies of women in the Near East, Africa, and Southwest Asia have

demonstrated that in general, the practice of veiling should not be viewed as an either-or

situation i.e., either the veil signals women’s oppression or women’s liberation (see Davary

2009). Instead, the veil is a garment imbued with and imbuing considerable agency, whether it is

a device of “portable seclusion” or used as an identity marker, within particular social contexts.

Based on the analyses presented in the previous chapters, the HBV ornaments of Iron Age

Europe can be considered part of the “dress code” of a certain kind of high-status adult woman

(Arnold 2016; Wiessner 1983; Wels-Weyrauch 1988; Tori 2015; Wendling 2019: 183,189).

However, as exemplified in a study of the funerary portraiture of Roman Palmyra, such images

may not be “true to life portraits of the deceased, but rather represent attempts to advertise proper

appearance” (Heyn 2017: 204). Recall from the Personal Ornaments chapter that there are

several variations of HBV pins, rings, and pendants. Thus, perhaps the HBV ornaments of the

Hallstatt D Heuneburg interaction sphere were elements of this “proper appearance” for some

high-status women in life and in death, while their number, material, and positioning may

represent personal choice (Wiessener 1983; see also O’Shea 1996), or a combination of age,

gender, status and/or social role (Arnold 2020; Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Wendling 2019: 189).
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Temporal and regional variations likely also played a role. Schmidt provides a graph showing

the duration/seriation of HBV pins with spherical and decorated heads - note that five different

types existed contemporaneously during Hallstatt D1 and D2 (Schmidt 2013: 61) (Figure 6.13).

What might be significant about this fact? Citing Gell’s work on the “technology of

enchantment,” Castor suggests that the enchanting, beguiling qualities of decorated metal

jewelry allows “a magical ‘halo-effect’ [to accrue to] the object. This enchantment would extend

to the object’s owner and lend prestige to that individual” (2017: 86). An arc of gleaming metal

hair pins would have created a literal halo-effect that communicated the wearer’s social power

and prestige to all who beheld them (see Wobst 1997). In this case the head ornament with six or

more bronze, gold, amber or jet/JLM pins might have served as an equivalent to the painted and

padded leather headdress on a wire frame recovered from the Glauberg “Prince’s” burial,

signaling a special type of high-status adult female identity. In addition to indicating personal

aesthetic choice, perhaps Hallstatt-period elite women were trying to impress each other with

Figure 6.13. Hallstatt D HBV pin seriation,
modified from Schmidt (2013: 61).
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these different iterations of the hair pins, variations on the same theme. Arguably, these metal

HBV pins and rings, and possibly even a deep red or blue color for clothing, textile belts and

borders as well as cloth head coverings could have served to further differentiate elite from non-

elite women (on the importance of color and dyes in ancient textiles, see LaBerge 2018). Non-

elite women could have been wearing cloth head-coverings, but they likely could not afford the

expensive metal HBV pins and rings, or specially dyed cloth head coverings to accompany them;

organic materials, such as cloth and wood, do not usually survive in the archaeological record.

As Castor suggests:

Since the sense of enchantment affects inexperienced onlookers most powerfully, costly
goods like gold jewelry, which circulated mainly among the elite, could retain that quality for
those who did not regularly encounter such ornaments. Elites, alternatively, would have been
harder to impress because of their intimacy with such exotica” (2017: 87).

Imagine, as a non-elite person, the experience of encountering one of these high-status

women with a halo of shining hair pins embedded in her flowing, brightly colored veil or

elaborate hairstyle. Additionally, these costume elements would make their wearer appear taller

and more visually striking, perhaps even more imposing, while also seeming to widen their

personal space (see Grömer and Jørgensen 2018: 221). What a powerful and “enchanting” sight

to behold…

And through what social processes might these high-status women have acquired their HBV

ornaments? As discussed in the Literature Review chapter, in National Socialist Germany, the

Mutterkreuzkult (Cult of the Mother’s Cross) provided an incentive for mothers to have large

numbers of children (Bendel 2007). Depending on the number of children she bore, “worthy”

mothers were awarded badges of bronze, silver, or gold, and were saluted by the Hitler youth and

received preferential treatment in shops (Bendel 2007: 5-6). By contrast, “unworthy” or childless

women were publicly ridiculed (Bendel 2007: 5-6). Hypotheses foregrounding motherhood and

reproduction loom large in interpretations of the HBV ornaments of the Iron Age. For example,

Teržan’s (1994) and Lenerz-de Wilde’s (1989) hypotheses imply that the number of HBV
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ornaments represent the number of children borne by a woman. However, as Rebay-Salisbury

argues, not all women had (or wanted?) the same reproductive potential (2017: 57, 64; Figure

6.14), which is one possible explanation for the fact that such costumes were clearly not

universally associated with all biologically female individuals, even in the elite category. In

Figure 6.14, note the parallels between the variability in female lifeways and the differing male

identities discussed in section 6.2.5 above (cf. Müller-Scheeßel 2013; Ramsl 2020b).

Sofaer argues that at key points during a person’s life course, objects may signify a transition

from one stage to another (2000). For example, the ring and pin sets in the female burials in the

Speckhau group “were probably acquired incrementally rather than all at one time. This may

have implications for their association with life cycle stages, one possible interpretation of their

symbolic significance” (Arnold and Hagmann 2014: 4). As Sofaer eloquently proposes,

“the accumulation of metal artefacts represents the accumulation of time by the individual”

(2000: 400). This connection rings especially true for women; while men may have more

occupational roles open to them, “women progress through more social personae from birth

through mature adulthood” as a result of the triple changes represented by the onset of menarche,

Figure 6.14. Variability of female lifeways and reproductive potential,
modified from Rebay-Salisbury (2017: 64).
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Death in Childbirth

Successful Childbirth
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the experience of giving birth, possibly multiple times, and the onset of menopause, none of

which have exact male equivalents (Pader 1982 cited in Arnold, 1991: 372). The personal

ornament could be reductive as well as accretional. Numerous studies have highlighted a pattern

from antiquity where older individuals literally age out of a constellation of social categories that

merit their wearing large number of ornaments (O’Shea 1996; Rebay-Salisbury various). For

example, O’Shea observed that at the Bronze Age cemetery of Mokrin (former Yugoslavia), head

ornamentation appears frequently in the graves of adult and mature-aged women, but

infrequently in the graves of older women, a pattern which “may point to an associative character

of the social distinction, rather than to an achieved or ascriptive character, since it apparently is

relinquished by older individuals” (1996: 264).

Citing Durham, Arnold notes “[a]s the means of reproducing and preserving the social group,

the female body may function as the bearer of collective identity” (2012: 227). This might also

mean that after a woman reached menopause, her reproductive capacity is no longer a considered

a key element of her identity. Consequently, while likely still respected, a post-menopausal

woman may have been considered a different type of person, one who no longer merited wearing

large numbers of HBV ornaments. In Classical and Hellenistic Greece, for example, the term

μαῖαι (“maiai”) signified professional midwives and according to Sokrates, the profession was

practiced by “women who had given birth themselves but were no longer of child-bearing age”

(Kosmopoulou 2001: 299). Alternatively, as some modern-day women have jewelry with a

charm for each child (or pet!), perhaps the number of pins and rings for Iron Age women

correlated with the number of feasting events she hosted and/or attended (see Röder 1999, 2014a,

2014b), or with her family’s size or wealth. It is even possible that the most elaborately

ornamented women are all past childbearing age but had all had children, something that

unfortunately cannot be tested given the current state of the preserved skeletal sample. Or,

perhaps, some of the HBV ornaments could be heirlooms, passed down from female kin, or gifts
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from the woman’s relatives in other communities; recall the proposed connections between the

Heuneburg and the Magdalenenberg (Arnold 2005: 22; Koch 2017). For these reasons, and based

on the Analysis presented in the previous chapter, I believe that Lenerz-de Wilde’s idea of HBV

ornaments = “married” and no HBV ornaments = “unmarried” women is too simplistic.

Whatever the true answer is, HBV pins and rings have been recovered from settlement as

well as burial contexts (Arnold 2015; Schmidt 2013; Hansen et al. 2019: 93, 100), which

strongly suggests that “such items were actually worn - and probably needed to be replaced -

during the life-course of the individual” (Arnold various; de Boer 1983). Based on the analysis

presented in this thesis, we can state that the numbers of HBV ornaments found in burials

probably represent the total number of such ornaments that the individual had accumulated over

their lifetime through various social processes. Perhaps, over the individual’s lifetime, the

accumulated HBV ornaments became indissolubly associated with the person who wore them

and thus were placed with the deceased in the grave, even if the person had not worn all of the

ornaments at one time in life (Arnold 2021; Cooper et al. 2022: 140; Giles 2012: 126), like the

50 total HBV ornaments from MLR H10G1 (Schmidt 2013; Zürn 1970). Next, we will consider

the staple-decorated belt assemblages.

6.3.7. Staple-decorated Belts

The combination of belt assemblages and head ornamentation for female graves are part of

an archaeological pattern in Europe which stretches back to at least the Bronze Age (Grömer et al

2013; Sørensen 1997, 2010; Wels-Weyrauch 1989), though Sofaer provides a case study which

demonstrates an association between females and belt assemblages in graves from the Carpathian

Basin dating as early as the Chalcolithic (2000). According to Sofaer’s mortuary research, belt

assemblages are a constant grave good for female individuals in the Carpathian region starting at

around the age of 5 years old (2000: 393). The early date of this practice reinforces the

importance of the waist area of the female body, itself likely a reference to reproductive
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potential, in European prehistoric cultural contexts. It is possible that this goes back even further

in time; the Chalcolithic is simply the earliest period during which objects made of metal would

have been used as items of dress.

As noted on the Mortuary Signatures Sliding Scale graphic, staple-decorated belts are among

the few exclusively Adult Female items. Much like razors for adult male burials, SDBs could

arguably function as a proxy for sex and age (see Allen 2021: 83; Arnold 2016: 840).

Additionally, all the sexable burials with SDBs from the Magdalenenberg were morphologically

adult females (Arnold 2016: 843; Spindler 1977: 106). Since all known SDB examples appear in

formal burial contexts, their inclusion in a grave was likely closely tied to aspects of the age/

gender/status of the deceased. For example, Tori has suggested that the sheet bronze belts in the

adult female graves of the North Alpine zone symbolized their owner’s gender (female), age

(adult) and social role as the head of the domestic unit (2015: 3).

Historical and ethnographic examples of “bridal belts” abound. Observing marriage customs

in Montenegro during the 1920s, Durham noted that new brides were given a “woman’s

belt…(leather set with cornelians [sic] or silver filigree)” and were veiled by the “woman of the

house” (1928). Belts of this type and most jewelry from the Balkans, based on an online exhibit

summary from the British Museum, were generally made of a base metal alloy, usually copper,

though they are always called “silver” (British Museum 2011) (Figure 6.15).

Such a long-enduring association between females and belt assemblages in various cultural

contexts demonstrates that belts are an example of Sørensen’s attached objects category (2010:

56; see also Tori 2015, 2019). This is supported by the fact that many of the SDB assemblages

from the Heuneburg area (and other regions of Iron Age Europe) display evidence of wear and

repair, indicating the “impossibility of the wearer to part with their property, which not only

reflected their social status, but also an important event in their life” (Tori 2015: 4). For example,

Tomedi (in Gruber et al. 2002) discusses a SDB assemblage from Demlfeld/Ampass (Austria)
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that originally measured an impressive 116 cm (45.67 inches) but was later shortened to 94.7 cm

(37.28 inches). Judging by the dimensions of the belt, the authors speculate the wearer must have

been either rather large bodied or pregnant when the belt was first fitted to her (2002: 146).

Similar assessments of body type have been made for the Bettelbühl “Lady,” Speckhau Tumulus

18 Grave 6 and Ins (Röder 2014a, 2014b) (Figure 6.16). In all three of these mortuary contexts,

there appears to have been an association between a relatively corpulent female individual of

mature years and high status as reflected in the quality and quantity of the inorganic grave goods.

Other examples of “well-used” SDBs abound. Several of the assemblages from the

Magdalenenberg and Speckhau tumuli featured belts that had been repaired or were pieced

together from fragments of older belts (Arnold and Murray 2015; Kurz and Schiek 2002;

Spindler 1971: 96, Plate 30; Tori 2015, 2019). One interpretation for some of these “worn out”

belt assemblages is that they may not have been the personal property of the deceased, but rather

Figure 6.15. Balkan bridal belt. Serbian, ca. 1900. From a modest family.
Carnelian cabochons & copper plaques on leather belt. Image credit: Pinterest.

https://ru.pinterest.com/pin/balkan-bridal-belt-serbian-ca-1900-from-a-
modest-family-carnelian-cabochons-copper-plaques-on-leather-be-

-302867143686590470/
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dilapidated belts no longer used by the living

members of the community. Another possibility is

that some SDBs could have been heirlooms,

passed down to female members of a particular

lineage or occupational group, and resized to their

new owners accordingly. These forms of

acquisition could represent the accumulation over

time (Sofaer 2000) of more extensive social

connections (Palavestra 2009) by the deceased

individuals.

The staple-decorated belt from Tumulus 18

Grave 17 of the Speckhau tumulus group has been

interpreted as belonging to a mature woman

(Arnold and Hagmann 2014: 2) based on the

presence of attachment rings that would have

allowed for adjustment over the course of the woman’s life and subsequent weight changes, like

those occurring during pregnancy (Arnold 2016: 844; Arnold and Hagmann 2014: 2). Adjustable

rings appear in at least two SDB graves from the Magdalenenberg and two graves from the

Speckhau tumulus group (Arnold 2016; Arnold and Hagmann 2014).The staple-decorated belt

from Magdalenenberg Grave 120 includes a rectangular sheet bronze belt plate (33.5 cm long)

with a hook at one end, rivets on the opposite end, and four small rings offering an opportunity for

such adjustments.

Arnold and Hagmann have challenged the assumption that these elaborate costume elements

may have been simply placed in the burials at death and were not part of the dress of these women

in life (Banck-Burgess 1999). Based primarily on an example fromAustria, Banck-Burgess has

argued that such belts were placed on top of, or next to, the body at burial, as in the case of

Figure 6.16. An elite Iron Age
woman receiving guests,

inspired by the elite female grave at Ins.
Image credit: Röder (2014b: 6-8).
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Dürrnberg Grave 353, a young woman whose belt assemblage was placed beside her (Banck-

Burgess 1999; Wendling 2019: 183). Out of all the mortuary contexts covered in this project,

there is only one other burial context containing a SDB placed beside the deceased: Magberg

Grave 7 (Spindler 1971: 88-89, Plate 21).

However, Arnold and Hagmann note that in carefully recorded contexts staple-decorated

belts most often display a recurring “V-shaped” appearance in the grave. They posit that post-

mortem bloating of the body would have caused the belt to expand outwards, popping the rings

and belt hook out of place while the back of the belt was held in place by the weight of the body

(Arnold et al. in press; Arnold and Hagmann 2014). This results in a “V-shaped” displacement of

the non-perishable (that is metal) staple-decorated belt elements, in which the belt plate appears

to open like a gate at the weakest point, i.e., the hook end (Figure 6.17). Based on this evidence,

Arnold and Hagmann conclude that in most mortuary contexts, staple-decorated belts were worn

around the body rather than placed on top of the deceased individual (2014: 2). Based on this

evidence as well as indications of wear and repair on the belt plates, such belts and costume

elements were worn in life and were not “only made and worn in death or on special occasions”

(Arnold and Hagmann, 2014: 2; see also Tori 2015 and 2019). Furthermore, at least 13 fragments

of sheet bronze belt plates were recovered in settlement contexts on the Heuneburg plateau

(Sievers 1984: 36-37, Plates 87, 92, 95, 96 and 97), strongly indicating that belt assemblages

were life/deathstyle objects rather than deathstyle objects alone.

There is considerable variation in design, number of staples, and belt plate styles among the

examples of SDBs in the primary database. There may be as many types of SDBs and belt plate

attachments as there are currently known belt assemblages (Arnold 2021: 304; Arnold et al. in

press). Some of the sheet bronze belt plates feature geometric designs, like those seen on the

SDB from Magdalenenberg Grave 78 and many examples from the early Iron Age burials at

Hallstatt in Austria. Interestingly, many of these geometric designs appear analogous to the
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patterns seen on Alb-Hegau type ceramic vessels (see Brosseder 2001/2004; Stegmaier 2015,

2016: 88-90). For the geometric design fields of Alb-Hegau pottery, there seem to be some

“rules” governing the range of patterns and the placement of fields, but the combinations of the

designs are virtually unlimited (see Brosseder 2001). According to Stegmaier, Alb-Hegau pottery

is “technically complex”, and such pottery is usually found in burials or ritual contexts,

suggesting that they were not simply containers, but also served as information media (2015:

122-123). Stegmaier cites the ethnographic analogy of the Shipibo-Conibo peoples of eastern

Peru; in this cultural context, large ceramic vessels used in the consumption of the hallucinogenic

herb ayahuasca are marked with specific geometric designs (Illius 1987: 157f.; Gebhart-Sayer

1987: 266-277, cited in Stegmaier 2015: 123). The point here is that the visual coding of pottery

links to its contexts of use (Stegmaier 2015: 123). Perhaps the designs on belt plates and ceramic

vessels could be drawing from the same repertoire of images, in what Rebay-Salisbury (2016)

refers to as motif networks, and Williams calls “mortuary citations” (2016: 406). The geometric

designs on belt plates, ceramic vessels, and other personal ornaments could potentially all refer

to each other, as interconnected threads in the visual world of Hallstatt D period southwest

Germany (see also Grömer 2017 for textile patterns as visual codes and Wells 2008) (Figures

6.18 and 6.19). The wide range of geometric designs, as well as the variation in the numbers of

belt staples, may indicate an element of personal aesthetic choice was involved for the belt’s

Figure 6.17. CT Scan of the SDB assemblage in Speckhau Tumulus 18 Grave 17
showing broken second ring and V-shaped position of belt elements. Reproduced

from Arnold (2016: 844).
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wearers within the “dress code” of adult women (Arnold 2016; Wiessner 1983; Wels-Weyrauch

1988; Tori 2015; Wendling 2019: 183,189).

According to Koch (2017), the visual worlds referenced by belt plate designs and typologies

may range further afield than Baden-Württemberg. Using artifact typologies, Koch argues that

the grave goods from the Magdalenenberg show evidence for eight contact regions (Koch 2017a:

41-42). Additionally, isotopic analyses of Graves 5, 65, 68, 96, and 101 suggest that these

particular women lived in the eastern areas of the Black Forest early on in their lives (Koch

2017b: 99-100; Oelze et al. 2012). Furthermore, the elaborate imported belt assemblages in these

graves indicate connections with the Eastern Alpine zone, Iberia, Switzerland, and northern Italy

Figures 6.18. and 6.19. Top: reproduction of Alb-Hegau ceramic vessel.
Image credit: https://www.goldgrubenkeramik.de/rekonstruktionen-en/

Bottom: Reproduction of the SDB from Magberg grave 78.
Photo credit: Teuta Opie.
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(Koch 2017b: 99-100; see also Dizdar and Tonc 2018). Although these connections to other

regions could reflect the mobility of someone other than the belt’s owner, they could also

showcase the mobility of the deceased. For example, in discussing differential gendered mobility

patterns in the Iron Age, Arnold hypothesizes that a small number of men travelled long

distances, while larger numbers of women moved shorter distances to marry outside their natal

communities, perhaps to secure marriage alliances (Arnold 2004: 17; see also Connelly 2007;

Frieman 2017; Lee 2015). It also seems likely, geo-politically speaking, that the higher a

woman’s status the farther she may have moved in a strategic marriage alliance, although so far

this has not been tested isotopically. The pattern of “women and elaborate belt assemblages” also

finds expression in the Late Iron Age Carpathian Basin (Dizdar and Tonc 2018). Like Tori (2015:

9, 2019), Dizdar (2016, 2018) hypothesizes that such belts could signify female mobility, where

women married into a certain community, and brought elements of their local costume with them

(see also Reinhold 2003). Discussing the concept of Tracht – “formal” or ritual dress – Reinhold

notes that “female Tracht reflects predominantly local identities” (2003: 29). For example,

Dizdar argues that the “astragal” belts of the Carpathian Basin are

proof of successful contacts and communications networks that were used to receive some
unique items that were an important part in creating the characteristic visual code and
identity of the females who carried them and used them to point up their personality” (2018:
27, italics added).

Perhaps the staple-decorated belts of the Hallstatt D Heuneburg region functioned in a similar

way. Following Arnold’s hypothesis on gendered mobility, and Koch “eight contact zones” idea,

perhaps women traveling to marry into communities like the Heuneburg brought elements of

their local dress with them but were still required to wear the the SDB as items advertising both

“proper appearance” and the identities of the women who wore them.

6.3.8. Posthumous Portraits: Staple-decorated Belts and HBV Ornaments

Having discussed the HBV ornaments and staple-decorated belts separately, let us now

consider their potential meanings in combination and the social roles they may have signaled,
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since the function and meaning of a costume element can change when it is combined with other

items (Bogatyrev 1937, trans. Crum 1971: 41; see also Pader 1982). As noted in previous

sections, “body maps” which draw attention to the head and/or waist seem to be a holdover from

Bronze Age Europe (Bergerbrant 2007; Sørensen 2010: 59; Wels-Weyrauch 1989). Might some

of the meanings of high-status female posthumous portraits also echo social social organizational

principles from the Bronze Age? Using isotopic and mortuary data, Mittnik et al. explored

possible structures of social inequality in Bronze Age Europe. The authors argue for a different

type of social inequality than the typically proposed hierarchies: households with a local higher-

status core family passing on both wealth and status to their descendants; a group of unrelated,

high-status, wealthy and non-local women, and local individuals of low status (Mittnik et al.

2019: 1-2). A similar pattern could be one explanation for the gradients of grave wealth reflected

in the high-status women’s graves of the Heuneburg region since formal costume can allude to

both the horizontal and vertical structures within a community and some adult women may have

been involved in prescribed gendered mobility patterns, such as marriage alliances (Arnold 2004;

Koch 2017; Pope 2021: 11; Reinhold 2003: 29; see also Saripanidi 2020).

In Reinhold’s study of the burials of the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age Koban culture in the

northern Caucasus, women seem to have been vehicles for display if not in life, then at least in

death: “burial costumes represent a very specific ritual expression of a community’s attitude

towards the presentation of its dead members” (Reinhold 2003: 30). In other words, these

posthumous portraits display a constructed appearance created for the deceased by the living

survivors in the community. By analogy, for male burials the “gussying up” of the Hochdorf

burial in death certainly suggests that the mortuary context was a place in which social groups

could compete with one another for dominance (Arnold 2011).

The statues of La Dama de Baza and La Dama de Elche from the Iberian Peninsula, and the

partial statues from Mont Lassois, France, provide examples of literal funerary portraiture. Both
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Iberian sculptures depict women wearing elaborate head-ornamentation, and originally these

statues would have been brightly painted. Presedo Velo draws parallels between the seated Lady

of Baza and other enthroned “matron” statues (including La Dama de Elche) and figurines from

Greece, Spain, Sicily, and Rhodes (1973: 46-52, Plates IX-XII), all of whom feature some type

of head covering and/or ornamentation (Figures 6.20 and 6.21). Interestingly, elaborate belts do

not seem to have played a role in this cultural context.

Along similar lines, Heyn argues that female dress

in funerary iconography from 2nd century CE

Roman Palmyra displays more dynamism than male

costume. Before the 2nd century CE, female funerary

portraits depicted “domestic” attributes, such as spindles

and keys. After roughly 150 CE however,

funerary iconography shifts; women displayed

large amounts of jewelry instead. Heyn argues

“that the shift in iconography indicates a

change in the way prestige was brought to the

family: women act as ‘display cases’ for their

families…[and for their] wealth and trade

connections (2017: 211). For all these

iterations of female funerary iconography

these idealized depictions serve to transfer a

constructed image of the dead into a new

medium that monumentalizes the idea of a

“posthumous portrait.”

Staple-decorated belts and HBV ornaments are the main elements of Hallstatt D posthumous

Figures 6.20. and 6.21.
Top: La Dama de Elche. Bottom: La Dama

de Baza. Image credits: Santiago Lopez-
Pastor; https://www.flickr.com/photos/

100759833@N05.
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portraits of high-status women in the Heuneburg region. The HBV pins and rings are examples

of lifestyle as well as life/deathstyle objects. For female individuals, arm rings were likely

acquired around age 5 or 6 and retained with the HBV ornaments acquired in adolescence into

adulthood. Head coverings may initially have been kept in place with a single pin, with more

added over time, while SDBs could have been commissioned upon stepping into a position or

role, such as the head of a household. This contrasts with their male counterparts, who generally

were divested of their arm ring ornaments as they transitioned into adult age range (cf. Müller-

Scheeßel 2013) but may not have achieved the status or role required to carry weapons until a

certain age or at all. Ankle rings are another example of inalienable objects which indicated a

specific type of female person - perhaps dancers involved in ritual performances, as ethnographic

analogies suggest. The range of numbers, types, and materials of HBV ornaments showcase the

fact that there was a “lexicon” of available and socially acceptable ornaments, with the most

basic combination being two bronze items, usually a single annular ring on each wrist; this

combination may have been required once the individual attained a specific age or social role, in

an example of Wiessner’s “emblematic” style idea (Wiessner 1983). Yet, the “words” (materials,

numbers, and types of HBV ornaments) could be combined in various ways to construct different

“sentences,” perhaps according to the individual’s personal aesthetic choices (Arnold 2020;

Arnold and Hagmann 2014; O’Shea 1996; Tori 2015; Wiessner 1983; Wendling 2019).

Although wearing a SDB may have been required for some adult women, there was

apparently considerable flexibility in the belt’s appearance (Arnold 2021; Arnold and Hagmann

2014; Wiessner 1983). Even more than HBV ornaments, SDBs appear to have been inalienable

life/deathstyle objects, as nearly all known examples of these items are placed around the waist

of the deceased. In fact, of the 66 examples of staple-decorated belts covered in this project, only

two were placed to the side of the deceased individual, rather than worn around the waist: the

folded-up belt assemblage in Dürrnberg Grave 353 in Austria, and the SDB in Magdalenenberg
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Grave 7 (Spindler 1971-1977; Wendling 2019; see also Banck-Burgess 1999). For these two

contexts, the placement of the staple-decorated belts in the grave hints at the “aspirational”

identities which the belt’s owners would eventually attain in the afterlife (Wendling 2019: 183).

In combination, SDBs and HBV ornaments constitute a mortuary signature which displays

conventions of age, gender, role, and status. Recall the strikingly similar visual appearance of the

Magdalenenberg burials with both SDBs and HBV ornaments; all these burials displayed “body

maps” highlighting the head, waist, and arms (see Sørensen 2010: 56; Wels-Weyrauch 1989,

cited in Sørensen 1997: 99). Furthermore, all the firmly aged and sexed burials in that subsample

were determined to be adult females (Arnold 2016; Oelze et al. 2012: 410-411). There are

several European-Eurasian cultural contexts in which women are over-represented in the

archaeological record because of a large amount of metal items in their graves (Trémeaud 2019).

In each of these contexts, women wielded social power in roles connected to trading and/or

feasting, which may provide interpretive analogies for the social roles of the many Hallstatt D

women with SBDs and HBV ornaments.

6.3.8.1. Finances, Favors, and Feasting? Women in Roles of Social Power

Stalsberg explores the connection between grave goods, women, and trading for Varangian

women from Old Russia from the c. 9th to 11th centuries CE. Varangian women are over-

represented in graves because of metal brooches and sets of balance scales and weights, attesting

to some women’s involvement in the trading and crafting spheres (Stalsberg 2001: 69). Although

this weighing equipment is usually regarded as belonging to tradesmen, it is frequently found in

Viking Age adult women’s graves, and occasionally the graves of younger females (Stalsberg

2001: 73). In terms of numbers, female graves with weighing equipment account for between 1/5

to 1/3 of the total number of graves Stalsberg investigated, implying that women were

contributing to the work of the “tradesfamily” (2001: 73-74). Citing later medieval Scandinavian

law and literature, Stalsberg compares the Varangian tradeswomen with the innanstoks - the term
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for the matrons of Scandinavian farms who had a legal right to the keys of the farmstead and

controlled access to the valuables kept inside the house (2001: 75). As Stalsberg states, “in short,

the important point is that there were quite a few women among the Varangians and [the fact

that] they [are] in no way invisible in the archaeological record cannot be explained away”

(2001: 70). Similarly, Gräslund discusses the social position of Iron Age Scandinavian women

based on evidence from graves and rune stones from the 1st millennium CE. Keys in the graves

of Scandinavian women imply that their “world” was mostly indoors and that they did not

participate too much in “official life” (Gräslund 2001: 99). However, these keys “also show a

role transformed into power, as responsibility for the household economy and feasts made

women powerful” (ibid.). Likewise, Chaume cites the Germanic queens of the High Middle

Ages, who wielded considerable power in the ritualized aspects of feasting events in his

discussion of the Vix burial (2007: 55; see also Gräslund 2001: 99; Enright 1988).

In “Lady with a Mead Cup,” Enright investigates the relationship between the Germanic war-

band (comitatus) and the paramount elites whom they served. Enright proposes a triangulated

pattern of interaction with the queen playing a significant, though subordinate, role to the king in

both establishing and maintaining the order and hierarchy among the members of the war-band

(1988: 171). Drawing from Old English sources, especially Beowulf, Enright discusses how the

queen aids in establishing cohesion and unity between the lord and his followers through the

action of passing the mead-cup among the members of the war-band. For example, in Beowulf,

Hrothgar’s queen, Wealhtheow, undertakes the ritual action of passing the mead-cup first to king

Hrothgar, then to the hero Beowulf, and then the other members of the assembled retinue

according to their rank (Enright 1988: 175, 180; compare the scene of Éowyn, shieldmaiden of

Rohan and niece of King Théoden serving mead to first Théoden and then Aragorn in the 2003

extended version film adaptation of J. R.R Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the

King). Enright also notes how the poet is careful to identify Wealhtheow’s noble birth and
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character, as well as her queenly attributes and attire with epithets such as “gold-adorned” and

“ring-adorned” and freodduwebbe, “peace-weaver” a term often applied to women given in

marriage alliances (1988: 175, 189; Enright cites Crepin’s translation of Beowulf). Additionally,

Enright cites how women among the Thuringians, Anglo-Saxons, and Franks (among others)

wore a key or key-like object on their belts as a sign and symbol of both free and married status;

these objects are also found in their graves, showing the right of women to control access to both

the house and its resources (1988: 195). In sum, Wealhtheow is far more than a hostess

dispensing drink.

In fact, Röder (1999, 2014, 2019) posits that the feasting and drinking wares of high-status

female graves of 6th to 4th century BCE France, Switzerland, and southern Germany may indicate

the existence of “Celtic queens” who demonstrated their social power by hosting banquets (see

also Arnold 1999; Fries-Knoblach 2019). A connection between women and alcohol dates back

millennia. As Fries-Knoblach notes,

due to the relatedness of the techniques of baking and brewing, women often participated in
the production, storage, distribution and ritual use of alcohol, sometimes in connection with
female deities and more often so with beer than with wine or mead (2019: 153).

Could some of the “maximally decorated” women of the Heuneburg interaction sphere -

those with both a staple-decorated belt and HBV ornaments as seen in Speckhau Tumulus 18

Grave 6 - have been the “ladies of the feast?” This interpretive possibility recalls the last of

Earle’s “four F’s” - “favors”, connected in this case with feasting, and finds support in the

consistent appearance of feasting and drinking equipment in undisturbed tumulus burials, like the

many small “cup-like” ceramic vessels in the Magdalenenberg burials (Earle 1997 cited in

Arnold 2020: 300). Feasting equipment in Iron Age burials has “been interpreted as part of a

system of reciprocal commensality involving various alcoholic beverages that may have been

part of a larger system of strategic gift-giving (Arnold 1999, 2021: 300; Dietler 1999; Verger

2003). The social role of “lady of the feast” could potentially explain some of the adjustable ring
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settings and evidence for repair/resizing for some of the staple-decorated belt assemblages -

perhaps the belt’s wearers were large-bodied not only because of pregnancy, but also because of

their involvement in brewing and feasting events.

Rebay-Salisbury suggests that only certain social groups in Iron Age Europe may have been

allowed or encouraged to have children, notably those who could afford to maintain their own

household (Rebay-Salisbury 2016a: 60). Our “maximally decorated” women could have

accumulated wealth and prestige through a variety of social means, such as involvement in

trading networks and hosting feasting events. Thus, these “wealthy” leading women may have

been household heads, and following Rebay-Salisbury’s hypothesis, might have borne several

children. Furthermore, Rebay-Salisbury suggests the idea of a “Big Woman” in a leading

position was also a “Big Mama” who bore large numbers of children, although she does note that

this idea requires further research to test its plausibility (2017: 69). Additionally, some of our

“maximally decorated” women may have taken on, or possibly inherited the role of lady of the

feast once they were past child-bearing years. Although not necessarily involved in literal

reproduction, perhaps these older women maintained connections to social reproduction through

the mechanisms of involvement in trading networks and feasting (see Arnold 1999). Motherhood

is not equivalent to child-care alone, but these women may have had a non-biological maternal

role in the community at large and were remembered as such in death.

The final chapter, Conclusions, will revisit the research questions asked in this dissertation,

and summarize the findings of this mortuary research project.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusions

7.1. Recap of Research Questions

To conclude this dissertation, the research questions will be addressed in turn, as follows:

1. Can mortuary data be used to identify and differentiate between multiple female and male
identities in the Hallstatt D Heuneburg interaction sphere?
2. What social roles might be indicated by the mortuary signatures of adult females with
staple-decorated belts and HBV ornaments, and adult men with weapons and/or razors?
3. Of the grave goods found in the high-status tumulus burials of the Hallstatt D Heuneburg
region, which grave goods may be indicative of lifestyles, and which artifacts may reference
deathstyles?

It is worth reiterating that this mortuary analysis project was intended to serve as a starting

point, rather than a final determination, for a larger conversation about the potential social

significance of burial assemblages, with a focus on what have been assumed to be adult women

of relative high status, in the Hallstatt D Heuneburg interaction sphere. The results of this inquiry

have implications for larger anthropological questions about the potential importance of

reproductive status in traditional societies and possible interpretations of the underlying rules

governing ornament in the mortuary sphere compared to the evidence for its variability in all

archaeological contexts. The complex interplay between pre-/proscribed and personal style

choices as well as relational associations (for example, is the woman’s status or that of her

husband reflected in the burial assemblage?) have not been sufficiently addressed in previous

studies, as this analysis has revealed. For example, perhaps women of particular age groups, or

marital/reproductive/ social status had to wear a staple-decorated belt and head covering, but the

patterns of the staples, style and size of the belt plate and possibly even the pattern of the fabric

of the head covering were subject to individual choice (Arnold 2016; Tori 2015; Wiessner 1983;

Wels-Weyrauch 1988; Wendling 2019: 183,189).

7.2. Multiple Male Identities

The available archaeological evidence strongly suggests that there were several age-based

identities open to male individuals, especially adult men, in the Hallstatt D Heuneburg region.
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Some adult men were buried with razors alone, razors in combination with spears, spears in

combination with daggers, nail-paring tools, or no weapons or toiletry items at all. Additionally,

there are no instances of sub-adult male individuals buried with weapons.

In turn, these male mortuary signature variations indicate that martial prowess alone did not

constitute male identity, nor was it the only pathway to power for Iron Age men. According to

Timothy Earle (1997), there are four foundations for leadership systems in traditional societies:

force, fascination, faith, and favors (cited in Arnold 2021: 300; see also Thurston 2010). In

stereotypically androcentric fashion, most interpretations of “dagger men” have focused solely

on “force,” that is socio-political power backed by the threat of violence (Arnold 2021; Earle

1997). This androcentric line of reasoning recalls Kästner’s critique of the asymmetrical

perceptions of artifacts in archaeology - “in the archaeological construction of gender, male (i.e.,

here is the male object) is the primary construction” (1997: 18, 25). As Arnold notes “the daggers

that are found in West Hallstatt elite burials, with Hochdorf as the most obvious example, seem

singularly unsuited to representing coercive force in any except the most symbolic way” (2020:

301). Sievers was one of the first to suggest that the decorated daggers of Hallstatt D should be

viewed as insignia instead of functional weapons (1982: 59). Furthermore, since there are so few

males buried with daggers, these items appear to mark “maleness” in a secondary versus a

primary way (Arnold 2021: 301; Sievers 1982: 59; Sørensen 2000: 132).

As discussed in the previous chapters, there are also several “female” contexts in the larger

European Iron Age study sample containing axes (St. Colombe, Bánov Hoard), a spear (GT H1

Individual 1) and swords (Baza). The only truly exclusively male item seems to be the razor, but

even this is not a constant in male graves (cf. Bergerbrant 2007; Kincade 2014; Pope and Ralston

2011). Razors occur in only a handful of adult male graves both within and outside the

Heuneburg vicinity, and do not feature in sub-adult male burials. Consequently, it appears that

certain men had to age into a lifestage and/or social role in which they acquired a razor.
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Ethnographic analogies from Serbia indicate that the position of community barber could be

hereditary (Kemp 1935: 224), thus there is a possibility that some Iron Age adult men inherited

their razors from other adult male kin. In the absence of evidence for mirrors, early Iron Age

male facial hair grooming practices appear most likely to have involved two individuals rather

than an “autodepilation” process; likewise, the suggestion that barbers may have been a

recognized role in early Iron Age society is the most consistent with the small sample size of

razors in burials. However, it does not preclude the possibility that unsexed burials with razors as

the sole grave good were those of female barbers. Testing known burials with razors and well-

preserved skeletal remains for nuclear DNA or protein signatures to determine biological sex

appears warranted.

Using mortuary data, Ramsl discussed several age-based identities for male individuals,

including “boy identity,” “adult identity” and “old man identity” in La Tène period central

Europe (2020b: 8, 159-160). Additionally, Ramsl points out how adult male identities can be

subdivided into at least two groups of “armed men” and “unarmed men,” noting that in general,

the percentage of “unarmed” male burials is higher than those with weapons for the mortuary

contexts in his study (2020b: 160) (Figure 7.1). A similar pattern appears in the mortuary

contexts analyzed in this dissertation. Weapons may cut across status and role categories, but

they are still exclusively adult items in terms of age-association (Arnold 2020: 299). In fact,

there are few inorganic personal ornament categories which men kept throughout their lives. For

example, male individuals seem to have been socially “stripped” of ring ornaments around age

10 and a relatively small number are endowed with exclusively masculine items that are made of

metal as adults (Müller-Scheeßel 2013: 78; see also Burmeister 2000). However, female

individuals apparently kept their ring ornaments from adolescence onwards (2013: 78). This

partly explains the large number of “indeterminate” burials (i.e., graves without gendered

objects) in the sample and represents another possible avenue for future aDNA and protein
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marker analysis.

From this pattern, Müller-Scheeßel infers that even in death, women retained the social roles

indicated by ring ornaments, while most men did not - the social identities of men may have been

less secure – and possibly less tied to biological sex – than those of women in Late Iron Age

southern Germany (2013: 77-78). Equally likely is that male gender marking was most uniformly

manifested in perishable forms of expression such as hairstyles, clothing, and body modification,

none of which have survived. Clearly, the inalienable qualities of body-bound ring ornaments

evidently applied much more strongly to female burials than to male burials, irrespective of

social status (Arnold 2020: 299; Iaia 2007; Lehnert et al. 2014; Müller-Scheeßel 2013, 77-78;

Müller 1994; Sofaer 2000) (Figure 7.1).

This differential gendered inalienability pattern implies that weapons and razors were both

life and deathstyle items rather than exclusively lifestyle or deathstyle items. The burials of the

Hochdorf “Prince,” Glauberg T1G1, and Hohmichele Grave VI provide the clearest examples of

weapons as deathstyle items: the gilding of the Hochdorf dagger, the non-functional placement

of the arrows, as well as the evidence that the bow and arrow was not used in warfare in this

cultural context, in these three cases were choices made by the survivors who modified and

positioned objects worn/used in life so that they took on a different aspect in the mortuary

Figure 7.1. Multiple male identities in Iron Age Europe
based on Müller-Scheeßel (2013); Ramsl (2020b).

Specialist
combat classes

Boys Adults

Old men w/
personal ornaments

Armed adult men

Specialist identities: ritual specialist; craftsmen;
barber; trader; farmer

Unarmed adult men

"Poor man" identity
graves w/ no grave goods

Male individuals
"stripped" of

symmetrical ring jewelry
and acquire

adult male items
(Müller-Scheeßel 2013)
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context (Arnold 2010b: 202; Biel 1985b: 84; Bartel et al. 2002: 159; Olivier 1999; Riek 1962).

7.3. Multiple Female Identities and Transition to the La Tène period

The available archaeological evidence also suggests that there were certain circumstances in

Iron Age society in which women were able to occupy positions of social significance, whether

as daughters, mothers, or presiders over feasts - “by dint of ability, marriage, birth, or a

combination of all three” (Arnold 1991b: 373, 2012). The mortuary and archaeological records

of the early Iron Age suggest that there might have been matrifocal, or female-authored, social

structures although we do not know the exact social mechanisms involved (Pope 2018, 2021:11;

Pope and Ralston 2011; Trémeaud 2018, 2020). However, as discussed previously, the

posthumous portraits of adult women in the Heuneburg region may allude to some of these social

mechanisms, such as inheritance of wealth and/or status, prescribed mobility, or involvement in

trading networks (Arnold 2004; Koch 2017; Pope 2021: 11; see also Saripanidi 2020). The

posthumous portrait of an adult woman with HBV ornaments and a staple-decorated belt seems

to signal aspects of a gendered ideological construction of “adult femininity par excellence.”

Posthumous portraits are not strictly true to life, but rather idealized depictions. As technologies

of remembrance, mortuary signatures showcase conventions of intersectional identities,

including allusions to the gender, age, status, and role of the deceased (Arnold 2006; Carver

2000; Fowler 2013; Tarlow 1999; Pader 1982; Sørensen 2022; Williams 2003, 2013).

As noted in previous chapters, aspects of the Hallstatt D adult female mortuary signature of a

belt assemblage and head ornamentation may have its roots in the Bronze Age (Sørensen 2010;

Wels-Weyrauch 1989). In fact, Trémeaud draws attention to the high archaeological visibility of

female graves from the Late Bronze Age to the La Tène period in the North-Alpine zone –

female graves dominate from the Late Bronze Age until Hallstatt D (2019: 289; 2021). However,

the hallmarks of the adult female mortuary signature - a staple-decorated belt and HBV

ornaments - fade out as we transition into the La Tène period, together with energy-intensive
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inhumation burials more generally. For example, the grave of the Bettelbühl “Princess” from c.

583 BCE (Krausse et al. 2017) contains a staple-decorated belt and head ornamentation, while

the grave of the Lady of Vix from c. 500-480 BCE (Arnold 1991; Joffroy 1962) has neither of

these objects. Instead, the Vix burial contains a bronze “body ring” of roughly 27cm in diameter

(Joffroy 1962: 4, 43). In turn, this suggests that the presence of a metal belt assemblage in the

burials of certain high-status women may have been considered still important, but the type of

the belt had changed. This is paralleled by the shift from a four-wheeled wagon in late Bronze

Age through late Hallstatt elite burials (Vix still contained such a vehicle while Lavau contained

a chariot, the La Tène equivalent). Consequently, by La Tène A, a metal belt may have continued

to be one of the most salient inorganic ornament categories for some high-status women, whereas

the emphasis on metal head ornaments, which are absent in the Vix grave, had faded out.

Alternatively, metal head ornaments may have been replaced by organic items in this later

period. The transition from staple-decorated belt with a sheet bronze belt plate to other varieties

of belt assemblages might be exemplified by the “belt tassel” from Speckhau T18G7; this item

lacks a belt plate, but still features the bronze staples (Arnold et al. in press). This code-switching

– retaining the category of object while changing the type of object – suggests strongly that a

code existed, which is relevant for future studies of the grammar of dress and ornament in these

societies.

What might it mean that we no longer see the combination of a staple-decorated belt and

HBV ornaments in the La Tène period? If these items signaled aspects of motherhood, then

perhaps some women in the La Tène period had to step into other social roles, where their

connections to motherhood would not be as important. In other words, the socially understood

symbols bundled into a SDB and the HBV ornaments in combination had been phased out by

this later period or were replaced by organic dress elements of body modification. The La Tène

period was characterized by upheaval and increased social mobility, an amplification of practices
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from the preceding Hallstatt era. This period also saw a mass exodus of elite men from the

“Celtic” heartlands, with some perhaps seeking mercenary action in southeastern Europe (Arnold

1995b: 159). Their absence created a power vacuum, and arguably, some high-status women

were poised to fill the vacated positions. In becoming the later Iron Age equivalents of “Rosie the

Riveter”, these women occupied an ambiguous space in society and may have attained the status

of “honorary men” (Arnold 1995b: 159). Consequently, the archaeological pattern of shifting

from the Hallstatt D adult female mortuary signature of femininity par excellence (staple-

decorated belt and HBV ornaments) into a more gender ambiguous set of ornaments begins to

make sense (Arnold 1991), although as Pope and Ralston note, the eclipse of female status in the

more “masculine” La Tène period is never total (2011: 408). These interpretations push Iron Age

archaeology (and archaeology in general) away from the “Woman Problem” and the “Appendage

Syndrome”, in which the women of the past are seen as mere derivatives of men, with little or no

agency of their own (Butler 1990,1993; Fraser 1988: 107) - “it is inconsistent and perverse to say

that, on the one hand, rich male graves indicate the existence of a ranked and patriarchal society,

but that rich female graves are merely indirect reflections of the status of husbands or fathers”

(Rega 1997:229-47 in Whitley 1996: 229).

Similar to the diversity of male lifeways, the available archaeological evidence suggests

multiple age-based female identities in the Hallstatt D Heuneburg region (Figure 7.2). These

include “girl identity” with ankle rings (Magberg 9, SpeckT18G12), and several variants of

“adult identities” - one with simple ring ornaments (Bettelbühl “maid”), one with just a staple-

decorated belt (Magberg 76), and the “maximally decorated” adult females with both HBV

ornaments and staple-decorated belts (Magberg 78, SpeckT18G6). Several of these maximally

decorated adult women appear to have occupied positions of social power, such as the “Lady of

the Feast.” Additionally, a number of these women are rather large-bodied, like Ins,

SpeckT18G6, Magberg 78, and the Bettelbühl “Princess,” as indicated by size of their SDBs;
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combined with bioarchaeological evidence for mature age, this role appears to have been

occupied mainly by older women.

The idea that early Iron Age society was a gerontocracy has been suggested previously (Karl

2005: 192; 198-200) and the analysis presented in this thesis supports this hypothesis. Karl

(2005) summarizes the debate between Eggert (1998, 1991, 1999, 2001) and Krausse (1996,

1999) on the social role held by adult individuals in late Hallstatt communities. Eggert favored

the interpretation of “village elders,” while Krausse has argued for the position of “sacred king,”

specifically in reference to the individual buried in the Hochdorf central chamber. However, Karl

proposes that firmer interpretations of late Hallstatt “princely tombs” should involve models

derived from external ethnographic analogies, instead of only the mortuary evidence from

Hochdorf and similar sites (2005: 194). Specifically, Karl draws on historical analogies from

early medieval “Celtic” law tracts from Wales and Ireland which discuss the relationships

between leaders and communities (2005: 194-195). Adding in evidence from Indo-European

linguistic studies, Karl concludes that while community leaders in northwest and central Europe

may have had a few functions associated with the “sacred king” idea, their social role was much

Figure 7.2. Multiple female identities in Iron Age Europe based on Arnold (2016,
2021); Müller-Scheeßel (2013); Rebay-Salisbury (2016).
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DBG 353, Magberg 7

SDBs and HBV ornamentsGirls
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SpeckT18G6, Bettelbühl "Princess"

Adults

Ankle rings acquired
and kept through life:

Magberg 9, SpeckT18G12

Staple-decorated belts

HBV ornaments
Female indivduals acquire

ring ornaments
(Müller-Scheeßel 2013)
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closer to a “village elder” - the leader of a small community of a few thousand people, with a

patron-client social dynamic (2005: 192; 199-200). The film Hallstatt und das Weiße Gold

referenced this archaeological pattern in having an adult matron act as leader of the community.

7.4. Lifestyle and Deathstyle Objects

In this project, we have discussed the evidence for multiple male and female identities in the

Hallstatt D Heuneburg region. The patterns evident in burials suggest multiple age-based

identities for male and female individuals, implying that age, rather than gender, was a primary

determinant in the social roles available to individuals in this cultural context. For example,

subadult female individuals likely acquired their ankle rings at a young age in association with a

social role open to them at that lifestage; ethnographic analogies suggest a role such as dancers.

By contrast, subadult male individuals appear to have lost their symmetrical ring ornaments as

they aged into adulthood (Müller-Scheeßel 2013), providing an example of the aged and

gendered differences in the inalienability of certain “body bound” artifact types (Arnold 2020:

299; Iaia 2007; Lehnert et al. 2014; Müller-Scheeßel 2013, 77-78; Müller 1994; Sofaer 2000).

This pattern emphasizes the fact that presence/absence data alone are not sufficient to parse the

complicated social relationships which are marked by material culture in the mortuary context.

Adult male burials do have arm ornaments, but these are generally asymmetrically

distributed, appearing on only one side of the body, such as on one wrist, or the above the bicep.

The Hochdorf individual, for example, might have started life with two bronze arm rings, but

these would have been removed and replaced by a single gold arm band at some point during the

life stage. The ornaments in this burial could be body-mapped as follows: gender/age/role:

dagger, bow/arrows/quiver; gender/age: arm ring; gender/age/status/HaD1: gold neck ring;

gender/status: gilded sheet bronze belt plate; age/role/status: bronze cauldron + gold bowl +

other bronze feasting gear; status/role: wagon. Additionally, these examples demonstrate how

certain ornament categories can be life/deathstyle objects for some individuals, but not for
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others; symmetrical ring ornaments, for example, are life/deathstyle objects for male/female

subadult and female adult individuals, but not usually for male adult individuals (Lavau being a

good example of an exception). In fact, there appear to be few - if any - object categories which

men kept throughout their lives. By contrast, once women acquired certain ornaments, especially

a staple-decorated belt, they tended to keep these items, and many SDBs display evidence of

repair and resizing to allow for adjustment over the course of the woman’s life and subsequent

weight changes, like those occurring during pregnancy (Arnold 2016: 844; Arnold and Hagmann

2014: 2).

Most of the object categories covered in this dissertation fall under the life/deathstyle

heading. However, in select cases, some artifacts connect to the lifestyle and/or deathstyle

categories, specifically. For example, the HBV pins and rings found broken in settlement

contexts on the Heuneburg plateau indicate that these were lifestyle objects, rather than items

made exclusively for the mortuary sphere (Arnold and Hagmann 2014; Sievers 1984; Schmidt

2013: 162-167; see also Cooper et al. 89-90). SDBs act as deathstyle items in two very specific

cases - Dürrnberg Grave 353, and Magdalenenberg Grave 7. In both contexts, the SDB was

folded up and placed beside the individual, rather than positioned around the waist as in the case

for all other SDB assemblages covered in this project. This special placement suggests an

“aspirational” identity which the belt’s owners would attain in the afterlife (Spindler 1971-1977;

Wendling 2019; see also Banck-Burgess 1999).

The grave of the Hochdorf “Prince,” Glauberg T1G1, and Hohmichele Grave VI provide the

clearest examples of deathstyle items - the gilding of the Hochdorf dagger, the cloth wall-

hangings in the Hochdorf central chamber, and the non-functional placement of the arrows in all

three of these contexts (Arnold 2010b: 202; Biel 1985b: 84; Bartel et al. 2002: 159; Olivier 1999;

Riek 1962). Additionally, lifestyle and deathstyle objects appear to have been monumentalized in

at least three cases: the stylized anthropomorphic stone stelae at Hirschlanden, the Glauberg, and
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Mont Lassois (Allen 2021; Armit and Grant 2008; Chaume and Reinhard 2011). Given the

similarities between these statues with respect to the representation in the sculptures of salient

gender and status markers like neck rings and weapon, which reflect the grave good assemblages

recovered from nearby burials, these monuments mark the transformation of charismatic elites

into euhemerized communal ancestors, and broadcast their posthumous portraits across these

mortuary landscapes (Arnold 2011: 168; Earle 1997: 106; Helms 1998: 5; see also Allen 2021:

19-20). The following table summarizes the examples of lifestyle and deathstyle items discussed

in this dissertation.

The potential problem with the distinction between life and deathstyles in this interpretation

is that we cannot know how these Iron Age cultures conceptualized the afterlife. Clearly they

viewed the “Otherworld” as in many respects similar to this world, but based on some evidence

(ritual killing of objects being one – cf. the gold fibulae in the Hochdorf grave, among other

Object Category Lifestyle or Deathstyle
Personal Ornaments Life/deathstyle objects for subadults and female individuals
Ring Ornaments Life/deathstyle objects for subadults and female individuals
Ankle Rings Life/deathstyle objects for female individuals

HBV Ornaments Lifestyle objects (settlement finds); deathstyle objects used in
textile wrapping for ceramics (Magberg 78)

SDBs Life/deathstyle objects for female individuals; deathstyle objects
for DBG 353 and Magberg Grave 7

Other Items Life/deathstyle objects

Axes “Masculinizing” life/deathstyle items; may indicate leadership
roles (Hochdorf, St. Colombe)

Arrows Life/deathstyle items; hunting as elite-only activity, non-functional
placement of arrows in Hochdorf, GBG T1G1 and Hohmichele VI

Daggers/Swords Life/deathstyle items for adult male individuals; may indicate
leadership roles (Hochdorf, Baza)

Spears Life/deathstyle items
Razors Life/deathstyle items; personal possessions?
Drinking/Feasting
Equipment Life/deathstyle items (repair/reuse)

Wagons/Chariots Deathstyle item (highly decorated for funerary procession?)

Table 7.1. Summary of lifestyle and deathstyle objects
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examples) the parallel was not exact. This justifies the distinction being made here –life after

death was comparable to life before death but a transition was recognized and marked in the

mortuary context.

7.5. Directions for Future Research

During a recent virtual AGE workshop, Rebay-Salisbury pointed out that archaeologists do

not necessarily need skeletal remains to discuss gender configurations in past societies, since

grave goods are usually more indicative of gendered social structures (2023). However, if

skeletal remains are present, they offer opportunities to investigate the potential overlap between

sex and gender, through osteological studies, aDNA/chromosomal analyses, and dental peptide

analysis (AGE 2023; Arnold 2002; Eisner 1991; Sofaer 2006; Spector and Whelan 1991;

Weglian 2001). Aged and sexed burials and their attendant grave goods provide biologically

based starting points for analyzing gendered patterns in mortuary contexts, an approach that was

utilized in this dissertation.

In previous chapters, it was suggested that surviving skeletal and dental material be re-

analyzed to explore the idea there was an age-range at which an individual’s gender identity

became socially recognized (Arnold 2016; Balzer 1997; Pertlwieser 1987; Ramssl 2020; Rebay-

Salisbury et al. 2022; Sofaer 2000; Sørensen and Rebay-Salisbury 2008). Dental peptide analysis

offers an opportunity to investigate the sex of individuals since there are two chromosomal sex-

specific dental peptides, AMELX (female) and AMELY (male) (AGE 2023; Rebay-Salisbury et

al. 2022: 3). This type of analysis has several advantages: it is minimally destructive, and less

costly than aDNA analysis (Rebay-Salisbury et al. 2022: 3). However, dental peptide analysis

does require that tooth enamel be preserved (AGE 2023; Rebay-Salisbury et al. 2022: 3).

Another avenue for future research is experimental archaeology. The UWM DeathMetal

project aimed to re-create the spears, belt, and sword from SpeckT17G1. This experimental

archaeology/blacksmithing project successfully re-created the belt hook from SpeckT17G1 as
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well as a “prototype” version of one of the long spear heads. Unfortunately, the UWM

DeathMetal project was halted due to the COVID-19 pandemic and has not yet had the

opportunity to resume. Re-enactment groups, such as Teuta Opie, whose photos have been

utilized throughout this dissertation, offer another opportunity for collaborative research into

how personal ornaments interact with the human body, impact a person’s movement, and affect

the senses (see Castor 2017; Bergerbrant 2007; Grömer and Jørgensen 2018; Wells 2008).

Arguments are occasionally made about death assemblage ornament based on presumed

impracticality. For example, a SDB with a wide sheet-bronze belt plate might constrain posture

by restricting bending from the waist, while multiple bracelets on the arms would create metallic

clinking sounds as the individual moved about their daily tasks. To what extent either of these

dress elements would actually have made movement difficult or impossible could be tested by

making and wearing replicas while engaging in activities that included bending, carrying,

cooking, cleaning, childcare etc. Furthermore, metal ornaments are shiny surfaces that catch and

reflect light, a quality often overlooked in our modern world full of artificial light sources

(Grömer and Jørgensen 2018; Heigl 2020; Wells 2008). Experimental archaeology also allows us

to test the weight of artifacts and how this may have impacted their everyday use; Didzar and

Tonc suggested that the “astragal” belts of the Late Iron Age Carpathian Basin were too heavy to

wear as part of everyday dress (2018: 57-58), but experimental archaeology would provide an

opportunity to test this assumption.

The schematic diagrams used in this dissertation provided a way to showcase the visuality of

personal ornament sets, as well as the different combinations of artifacts that signaled a particular

type of person. The mortuary signatures sliding scale (Figure 7.3) offers another way to visualize

these intersectional identity spectra and further communicates how gender in the past did not

operate along a simple male/female binary.

Exploring gender categories in the past “is a complex task – but also one of significance in
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terms of providing fuller insight into what we mean when we state that gender is a ‘social

construct” (Sørensen 2022: 22). Posthumous portraits, or mortuary signatures, depict

conventions of identity in which gender, age and status all play a part. The allusions bundled up

into artifacts - such as daggers or staple-decorated belts - showcase how “material culture as a

system of communication will continue to be instrumental in generating research designs that

allow archaeologists to formulate interpretations of prehistoric societies” (Arnold 1991a: 468).

Posthumous portraits are eulogies for the dead composed of bodies as well as artifacts

(Carver 2000). Although archaeologists may never be able to uncover all the stories an artifact

could tell, we can weave stories around objects to spark discussion on what that item meant or

did within its societal context. Telling stories both with and through artifacts is a key skill for

archaeologists; we are both tellers of tales and re-builders of past worlds. The allusions woven

into the poetry of the grave are more complex than a single line of verse - more complex than

simply referencing the gender of the individual. Age, kinship connections, life-stage, status, and

role in the community are all woven together to create a stanza of verse that tells their life story.

Fragments of this poetry still echo across the centuries in the lifestyle and deathstyle objects

included in the posthumous portraiture of the grave.

Adult FemaleIndeterminateAdult Male

Common Grave Good Categories
Amulet(s), belt plate/hook/ring, bracelets, ceramic vessel(s)
earring(s), fibulae, finger rings, horse trappings, knife,

metal drinking vessel(s), neck ring, pins,
toilet sets (tweezers, nailparers, earspoons), wagon

Ankle rings, symmetrical bracelets,
10+ beads, belt chains,
HBV ornaments, mirror,
spindlewhorl, SDBs

Axe, dagger, helmet,
iron spear(s), razor,

shield, sword, whetstone

Mortuary Signatures

Figure 7.3. Sliding scale of mortuary signatures, based on Arnold (2004:
148-158).
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Appendices

The Appendices provide condensed versions of the databases used in this project. Appendix

A covers the primary database, while Appendix B covers the comparative database.

Appendix A: Primary database

The data summarized in the tables below were drawn from the following list of sources:

Bettelbühl Tumulus 4
Grupe et al. 2015
Krausse et al. 2017
Kurz & Schiek 2002
Kurz and Wahl 2005

Gießübel-Talhau
Kurz and Schiek 2002

Heuneburg Intramural Burial “A70”
Arnold 2016
Dämmer 1974
Erhhardt and Simon 1971
Kurz and Schiek 2002

Hohmichele-Speckhau
Arnold 1991a, 1991b
Arnold et al. in press
Kurz and Schiek 2002
Riek and Hundt 1962
Wahl in Arnold et al. 2023

Magdalenenberg
Arnold 2016
Koch 2017a, 2017b
Kurz and Schiek 2002
Oelze et al. 2012
Spindler 1971-1977, 2004

Note that the site name abbreviations are taken from either the full name of the site, or the
abbreviations used by the excavators/authors in their publications. Generally, the burial labels
read as Site-Mound-Burial, thus SpeckT7G1 is Speckhau Tumulus 17 Grave 1, for example.
Additionally, the table entries in bold refer to the 31 firmly aged and sexed burials which served
as the biologically-based starting point for the Analysis.

Site Name Site
Abbreviation

Bettelbühl
Tumulus Group

BG

Gießübel-Talhau
Mound Group

GT

Heuneburg
Intramural

Burial “A70”

A70

Hohmichele Hohm
Magdalenenberg Magberg

Speckhau
Tumulus 17 and
Tumulus 18

SpeckT17 or
SpeckT18
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

A70 0 3 4 1 Yes
BG “Princess” 0 3 7 1 Yes
BG “Adult” 0 1 2 0 No
BG “Child” 0 2 0 0 No
GT H1 Indv 1 0 0 0 0 No
GT H1 Indv. 2 0 0 0 0 No
GT H1 Indv. 3 0 0 0 0 No
GT H1 NB1 1 0 0 1 No
GT H1 NB2 1 0 1 1 No
GT H1 NB3 1 0 0 0 No
GT H1 NB4 1 4 1 1 Yes
GT H1 NB5 1 0 0 1 No
GT H1 NB6 0 0 2 2 (chain) No
GT H1 NB7 0 0 0 1 (chain) No
GT H1 NB8 0 0 0 0 No
GT H1 NB9 0 0 1 0 No
GT H1 NB10 1 0 0 0 No
GT H1 NB11 0 1 2 1 (chain) No
GT H1 NB12 0 0 0 0 No
GT H1 NB13 0 0 0 0 No

GT H1
NB14/15 0 0 0 0 No

GT H1 NB16 0 0 4 0 No
GT H1 NB17 0 0 0 0 No
GT H1 NB18 0 0 0 0 No
GT H1 NB19 0 0 0 0 No
GT H2 CC 0 0 0 0 No
GT H2 NB 0 0 0 Fragments? No
GT H3 NB1 0 2 0 0 No
GT H3 NB2 0 0 0 0 No
GT H3 NB3 0 0 0 0 No
GT H3 NB4 0 0 0 0 No
GT H3 NB5 0 0 1 1 (chain) No
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
A70 0 0 Yes No No
BG

“Princess” 5 2 Yes Knife No

BG “Adult” 0 0 No No No
BG “Child” 2 0 No No No

GT H1 Indv. 1 0 0 Yes Spear No
GT H1 Indv. 2 0 0 No Dagger No
GT H1 Indv. 3 0 0 Yes No No
GT H1 NB1 0 0 No Axe, dagger, spear No
GT H1 NB2 1 0 Yes Dagger No
GT H1 NB3 1 0 No No No
GT H1 NB4 5 0 No No No

GT H1 NB5 0 0 No Spear (not
surviving) No

GT H1 NB6 5 2 No No No
GT H1 NB7 2 0 No No No
GT H1 NB8 2 0 No No No
GT H1 NB9 0 0 No No No
GT H1 NB10 0 0 Yes No No
GT H1 NB11 1 0 No No No
GT H1 NB12 0 0 No No No
GT H1 NB13 1 0 No Knife No

GT H1
NB14/15 0 0 No No No

GT H1 NB16 3 0 No No No
GT H1 NB17 1 0 No No No
GT H1 NB18 0 1 No No No
GT H1 NB19 0 0 No Spear No
GT H2 CC 0 0 No No No
GT H2 NB 0 0 Yes? Spear/arrow head? No
GT H3 NB1 1 0 No No No
GT H3 NB2 0 0 No Dagger and spear No
GT H3 NB3 0 0 No No No

GT H3 NB4 0 0 No Spear (not
surviving) No

GT H3 NB5 0 0 No No No
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

GT H1-3 0 2 0 0 No
GT H4 CC 0 0 0 1 No
GT H4 NB1 1 0 0 0 No
GT H4 NB2 0 0 0 0 No
GT H4 NB3 0 0 0 0 No
GT H4 NB4 0 0 0 0 No
GT H4 NB5 0 0 0 0 No
GT H4 NB6 0 0 2 1 (chain) No
GT H4 NB7 0 2 2 0 No
GT H4 NB8 0 0 1 0 No
GT H4 NB9 1 0 1 0 No
GT H4 NB10 0 0 2 0 No
GT H4 NB11 0 0 2 0 No
GT H4 NB12 0 0 0 0 No
GT H4 NB13 0 0 0 0 No
GT H4 NB14 0 0 0 0 No
GT H4 NB15 0 0 0 0 No
GT H4 NB16 0 0 1 1 (chain) No
GT H4 NB17 1 0 1 0 No
GT H4 NB18 0 1 3 0 No
GT H4 NB19 1 0 0 0 No
GT H4 NB20 1 0 0 0 No
GT H4 NB21 1 0 1 0 No
GT H4 NB22 0 0 1 0 No
GT H4 NB23 0 0 0 0 No
Hohm. GI 0 0 0 1 No
Hohm. GII 0 0 0 0 No
Hohm, GIII 0 0 0 0 No
Hohm. GIV 0 0 0 0 No
Hohm. GV 0 0 0 0 No
Hohm, GVI 1 0 0 1 No
Hohm. GVII 0 1 2 1 No
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
GT H1-3 0 0 No No No
GT H4 CC 0 0 No No No
GT H4 NB1 0 0 No No No

GT H4 NB2 0 0 No Spears (not
surviving) No

GT H4 NB3 0 1 No No No
GT H4 NB4 0 0 No Spears No
GT H4 NB5 0 2 No No No
GT H4 NB6 1 0 No No No
GT H4 NB7 3 0 No No No
GT H4 NB8 0 0 No No No
GT H4 NB9 2 0 No No No
GT H4 NB10 1 0 No No No
GT H4 NB11 1 0 No No No
GT H4 NB12 2 0 No No No
GT H4 NB13 0 0 No No No
GT H4 NB14 1 0 No Dagger, spears No
GT H4 NB15 1 0 No No No
GT H4 NB16 2 0 No No No
GT H4 NB17 2 0 No No No
GT H4 NB18 2 0 No No No
GT H4 NB19 0 0 No No No
GT H4 NB20 1 0 No No No
GT H4 NB21 2 0 No No No
GT H4 NB22 2 0 No No No
GT H4 NB23 4 0 Yes Spears No
Hohm. GI 0 0 No No No
Hohm. GII 0 0 No No No
Hohm. GIII 0 0 No No No
Hohm. GIV 0 0 No No No
Hohm. GV 0 0 No No No
Hohm. GVI 3 0 Yes Bow, arrows, knife No
Hohm. GVII 0 0 No No No
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

Hohm. GVIII 0 0 0 1 No
Hohm. GIX 0 0 2 0 No
Hohm. GX 0 0 0 0 No
Hohm. GXI 0 2 0 0 No
Hohm. GXII 0 0 0 0 No
Hohm, GXIII 0 0 0 0 No
SpeckT17 CC 0 0 0 1 No
SpeckT17 G1 0 0 0 0 No
SpeckT17 G3 0 0 1 0 No
SpeckT17 G4 0 3 2 1 Yes
SpeckT18 CC 0 0 0 0 No
SpeckT18 G3 0 0 3+ 1 No
SpeckT18 G4 0 0 0 1 No
SpeckT18 G5 0 13 0 1 Yes
SpeckT18 G6 0 22 2 1 Yes
SpeckT18 G7 0 6 2 0 Yes
SpeckT18 G9 0 2 2 1 Yes
SpeckT18 G10 0 0 0 0 No
SpeckT18 G11 0 0 0 0 No
SpeckT18 G12 0 0 0 1 No
Speck T18 G13 1 0 2 0 No
SpeckT18 G14 0 0 0 1 No
SpeckT18 G15 0 0 0 0 No
SpeckT18 G16 0 0 0 1 No
SpeckT18 G17 1 10 0 1 Yes
SpeckT18 G18 0 0 4 0 No
SpeckT18 G19 0 0 0 0 No

Magberg 1 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 2 1 0 7 1 Yes
Magberg 3 0 2 2 1 Yes
Magberg 4 0 0 0 0 No
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
Hohm. GVIII 2 0 No Spears No
Hohm. GIX 0 0 No No No
Hohm. GX 0 0 Yes No No
Hohm. GXI 1 0 No No No
Hohm. GXII 0 0 Yes No No
Hohm. GXIII 2 0 Yes No No
SpeckT17 CC 1 0 No Spears, sword/knife No
SpeckT17 G1 0 0 No Spears, sword No
SpeckT17 G3 3 0 No Dagger, spears No
SpeckT17 G4 1 0 No No No
SpeckT18 CC 1 0 No No Set
SpeckT18 G3 6 0 No No Set
SpeckT18 G4 2 0 No Dagger No
SpeckT18 G5 0 0 Yes No No
SpeckT18 G6 0 0 No No No
SpeckT18 G7 0 0 Yes? No No
SpeckT18 G9 0 0 Yes No No
SpeckT18 G10 2 0 No No No
SpeckT18 G11 3 0 No No No
SpeckT18 G12 3 2 No No Set
SpeckT18 G13 4 0 Yes No No
SpeckT18 G14 2 0 No No No
SpeckT18 G15 2 0 Yes No Razor
SpeckT18 G16 0 0 No No No
SpeckT18 G17 2 0 Yes No No
SpeckT18 G18 3 0 Yes Knife? No
SpeckT18 G19 1 0 No No Set?

Magberg 1 0 0 No No No
Magberg 2 0 0 No No No
Magberg 3 0 0 No No No
Magberg 4 1 0 No No No
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

Magberg 5 1 14 3 1 No
Magberg 6 0 1 8 0 No
Magberg 7 0 0 1 1 Yes
Magberg 8 0 11 2 1 Yes
Magberg 9 0 2 4 0 No
Magberg 10 1 1 4 1 Yes
Magberg 11 0 0 0 1 No
Magberg 12 0 2 0 1 No
Magberg 13 1 10 7 1 No
Magberg 14 0 0 1 1 No
Magberg 15 1 2 2 1 Yes
Magberg 16 0 7 5 1 Yes
Magberg 17 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 18 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 19 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 20 1 4 2 1 Yes
Magberg 21 1 2 2 1 Yes
Magberg 22 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 23A 1 9 8 1 Yes
Magberg 23B 0 1 3 0 No
Magberg 24 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 25 0 1 0 0 No
Magberg 26 0 2 1 0 No
Magberg 27 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 28 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 29 0 11 14 1 No
Magberg 30 0 1 2 0 No
Magberg 31 0 1 0 1 No
Magberg 32 0 1 5 1 Yes
Magberg 33 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 34 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 35 0 0 0 0 No
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
Magberg 5 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 6 0 0 No No No
Magberg 7 0 0 No No No
Magberg 8 4 0 No No No
Magberg 9 0 2 Yes No No
Magberg 10 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 11 0 0 No No No
Magberg 12 0 1 No No No
Magberg 13 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 14 0 0 No No No
Magberg 15 1 0 No No No
Magberg 16 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 17 1 0 No No No
Magberg 18 1 0 No No No
Magberg 19 2 0 No Spears No
Magberg 20 0 1 No No No
Magberg 21 1 0 No No No
Magberg 22 0 0 No No No
Magberg 23A 0 0 No No No
Magberg 23B 0 0 No No No
Magberg 24 2 0 No No No
Magberg 25 0 0 No No No
Magberg 26 0 2 No No No
Magberg 27 0 0 No No No
Magberg 28 0 0 No No No
Magberg 29 0 0 No No No
Magberg 30 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 31 0 0 No No No
Magberg 32 0 0 No No No
Magberg 33 2 1 No No No
Magberg 34 0 0 No No No
Magberg 35 1 0 No No No
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

Magberg 36 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 37 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 38 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 39 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 40 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 41 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 42 1 0 0 0 No
Magberg 43 0 3 4 1 Yes
Magberg 44 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 45 0 2 2 1 No
Magberg 46 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 47 0 5 4 1 Yes
Magberg 48 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 49 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 50 0 1 0 0 No
Magberg 51 0 0 2 0 No
Magberg 52 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 53 0 1 1 1 Yes
Magberg 54 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 55 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 56 0 16 2 1 Yes
Magberg 57 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 58 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 59 0 0 0 1 Yes
Magberg 60 0 0 0 1 No
Magberg 61 0 1 0 0 No
Magberg 62 0 0 0 1 No
Magberg 63 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 64 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 65 0 1 2 1 No
Magberg 66 1 0 2 1 Yes
Magberg 67 0 0 0 0 No
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
Magberg 36 1 0 No No No
Magberg 37 0 0 No No Razor
Magberg 38 4 0 No Spears Np
Magberg 39 2 0 No Dagger No
Magberg 40 0 0 No No No
Magberg 41 0 0 No No No
Magberg 42 2 0 No No No
Magberg 43 1 0 No No No
Magberg 44 0 0 No No Razor
Magberg 45 0 0 No No No
Magberg 46 0 0 No No No
Magberg 47 0 0 No No No
Magberg 48 1 0 No No No
Magberg 49 1 0 No No No
Magberg 50 1 0 Yes No No
Magberg 51 1 0 No Spear Razor
Magberg 52 2 0 No No No
Magberg 53 0 0 No No No
Magberg 54 0 0 Yes Dagger No
Magberg 55 2 0 No No No
Magberg 56 0 2 Yes No No
Magberg 57 2 0 No No No
Magberg 58 1 0 No No No
Magberg 59 0 0 No No No
Magberg 60 0 0 No No No
Magberg 61 0 0 Yes No Razor
Magberg 62 1 0 No Spears Razor
Magberg 63 2 0 No No No
Magberg 64 0 0 No No No
Magberg 65 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 66 0 0 No No No
Magberg 67 0 0 No Dagger No
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

Magberg 68 0 2 4 1 No
Magberg 69 0 2 4 1 Yes
Magberg 70 0 12 26 1 Yes
Magberg 71 1 3 2 1 Yes
Magberg 72 1 12 4 1 Yes
Magberg 73 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 74 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 75 0 0 2 0 No
Magberg 76 0 0 2 1 Yes
Magberg 77 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 78
Upper “79” 0 1 4 1 Yes
Magberg 78

Lower 0 16 4 1 Yes

Magberg 79 1 16 4 1 Yes
Magberg 80 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 81 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 82 0 3 2 0 No
Magberg 83 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 84 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 85 0 3 2 1 Yes
Magberg 86 1 3 4 1 Yes
Magberg 87 0 2 6 0 No
Magberg 88 0 5 7 1 Yes
Magberg 89 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 90 0 0 0 1 No
Magberg 91 0 14 7 1 Yes
Magberg 92 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 93

“Male” 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 93
“Child” 0 2 2 0 No

Magberg 94 1 2 0 0 No
Magberg 95 1 14 4 1 Yes
Magberg 96 0 10 4 1 Yes
Magberg 97 0 11 33 1 Yes
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
Magberg 68 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 69 0 0 No No No
Magberg 70 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 71 0 0 No No No
Magberg 72 0 0 No No No
Magberg 73 0 0 No Spear No
Magberg 74 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 75 0 0 No No No
Magberg 76 0 0 No No No
Magberg 77 0 0 No No No
Magberg 78
Upper “79” 0 0 No No No
Magberg 78

Lower 0 0 No No No

Magberg 79 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 80 2 0 No No Razor
Magberg 81 1 0 No Spear Razor
Magberg 82 1 0 No No Razor
Magberg 83 0 0 Yes No Iron pin?
Magberg 84 0 0 No No No
Magberg 85 0 0 No No No
Magberg 86 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 87 0 0 No No No
Magberg 88 1 0 Yes No No
Magberg 89 0 0 No No No
Magberg 90 0 0 No Dagger, arrowheads No
Magberg 91 2 0 Yes No No
Magberg 92 0 0 No No No
Magberg 93

“Male” 2 0 No Spears No
Magberg 93
“Child” 0 2 No No No

Magberg 94 0 0 No No No
Magberg 95 1 0 No No No
Magberg 96 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 97 1 0 Yes No No
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

Magberg 98 1 2 4 1 Yes
Magberg 99 1 0 2 0 No

Magberg 100
“Male” 0 0 0 0 No

Magberg 100
“Female” 0 8 2 1 No

Magberg 101 1 13 2 0 No
Magberg 102 0 2 3 0 No
Magberg 103 1 3 2 1 Yes
Magberg 104 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 105 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 106 0 0 0 1 No
Magberg 107 0 1 2 1 Yes
Magberg 108 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 109 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 110 0 0 1 1 No
Magberg 111 0 0 0 1 No
Magberg 112 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 113

“North” 0 1 2 0 No
Magberg 113

“South” 0 1 0 0 No

Magberg 114 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 115 1 1 0 1 No
Magberg 116 0 4 0 0 No
Magberg 117 0 1 0 1 No
Magberg 118 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 119 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 120 1 8 5 1 Yes
Magberg 121 0 1 0 0 No
Magberg 122 0 8 8 1 Yes
Magberg 123 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 124 0 0 0 0 No
Magberg 125 1 6 7 0 No
Magberg 126 1 11 2 0 No
Magberg 127 0 12 2 1 Yes
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
Magberg 98 0 0 No No No
Magberg 99 0 2 Yes No No

Magberg 100
“Male” 0 0 No No Iron pin?

Magberg 100
“Female” 0 0 Yes No No

Magberg 101 0 0 No No No
Magberg 102 0 0 No No No
Magberg 103 0 0 No No No
Magberg 104 0 0 No No No
Magberg 105 0 0 No No Nail-parer
Magberg 106 2 1 No No No
Magberg 107 0 0 No No No
Magberg 108 0 0 No No Yes
Magberg 109 0 0 No No No
Magberg 110 1 0 No No No
Magberg 111 0 0 No No No
Magberg 112 1 0 No No No
Magberg 113

“North” 2 0 No No No
Magberg 113

“South” 1 0 No No No

Magberg 114 0 0 No No No
Magberg 115 0 0 No No No
Magberg 116 0 0 No No No
Magberg 117 0 0 No No No
Magberg 118 1 0 No Dagger No
Magberg 119 0 0 No No Razor
Magberg 120 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 121 0 0 No No No
Magberg 122 1 0 Yes No No
Magberg 123 1 0 No No No
Magberg 124 0 0 No No No
Magberg 125 0 0 Yes No No
Magberg 126 0 0 No No No
Magberg 127 0 0 Yes No No
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Appendix B: Comparative database

The data summarized in the tables below were drawn from the following list of sources:

Adiswil-Gunzwil
Bräuning 2009
Metzner-Nebelsick 2009

Baumburg
Kurz & Schiek 2002

Bánov Hoard
Golec et al. 2021

Braüningen-Niederweisen
Klug-Treppe 2001
Löhlein & Bräuning 2012

Bilsk-Skorobir
Shramko 2021
Shramko and Zadnikov 2021

“Bogenacker” Tauberbischofsheim-Dittigheim
Schmidt 2013

Böblingen "Stadtwald Brand”
Schmidt 2013

Dürrnberg Grave 353
Banck-Burgess 1999
Wendling 2019

Erbach-Ringingen
Arnold "Zweischalennadeln" unpublished database

Esslingen-Sirnau Grave 2
Bräuning 2009
Schmidt 2013

“Fohrenstock” Ostrach-Habsthal
Arnold "Zweischalennadeln" unpublished database
Schmidt 2013

Glauberg
Knipper et al. 2013

Grafenbühl bei Asperg
Ehrhardt and Simon 1971
Zürn 1970, 1987
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“Grauholz” Urtenen-Schönbühl
Bräuning 2009
Metzner-Nebelsick 2009
Schmidt 2013

Heuneburg Settlement Areas
Krausse et al. 2016
Schmidt 2013

Hirschlanden
Ehrhardt and Simon 1971
Zürn 1970

Hochdorf
Biel 1981, 1985
Biel, Keefer (eds.) 2021
Hansen 2010
Hummel et al. 2005
Krausse 1996
Olivier 1999

Ins VIII
Bräuning 2009
Metzner-Nebelsick 2009
Röder 2014a, 2014b

“La Dama de Baza”/Tomb 155
Armada and Grau-Mira 2018
Prados 2010, 2016
Quesada-Sanz 2010
Presedo Velo 1973

Lavau
Arnold 2020
Dubuis 2018
Dubuis et al. 2015

Lehenbühl
Kurz and Schiek 2002

Mitterkirchen
Grömer 2016
Metzner-Nebelsick 2009
Pertlwieser 1982, 1987

Mont Lassois Settlement
Schmidt 2013
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Mühlacker
Ehrhardt and Simon 1971
Zürn 1970

“Niedererlbach” Buch am Erlbach
Arnold 2004
Schier 1998

“Pfannenstiel” Malterdingen
Arnold "Zweischalennadeln" unpublished database

Rauher Lehen
Kurz and Schiek 2002

Römerhügel
Zürn 1987

“Saint Colombe-sur-Seine,” Tumulus de la Butte
Bräuning 2009l
Metzner-Nebelsick 2009

“Schloßstrasse 4” Ditzingen-Schöckingen
Arnold "Zweischalennadeln" unpublished database
Schmidt 2013

Tannheim bei Illertal
Geyr von Schweppenburg and Goessler 1910

“Untere Lehr” Tumulus Group
Schmidt 2013

Vix Tumulus
Arnold 1991a, 1991b, 2012b
Charles 1954
Joffroy 1954, 1958, 1962, 1979
Langlois 1987
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Site Name Site Abbreviation
Adiswil-Gunzwil AG

Baumburg Baum
Bánov Hoard BH

Braüningen-Niederwiesen Nied
Bilsk-Skorobir 2017 and 2019 Bilsk 2017 or 2019

“Bogenacker” Tauberbischofsheim-
Dittigheim BNR

Böblingen, “Stadtwald-Brand” BLN
Dürrnberg Grave 353 DBG
Erbach-Ringingen ERN

Esslingen-Sirnau Grave 2 ENS
“Fohrenstock” Ostrach-Habsthal FNK

Glauberg GBG
Grafenbühl bei Asperg GFL

“Grauholz” Urtenen-Schönbühl Grauholz
Heuneburg Settlement Areas HburgSett

Hirschlanden HLN
Hochdorf HDF
Ins VIII Ins

“La Dama de Baza,” Tomb 155 Baza
Lavau Lavau

Lehenbühl Lehen
Mitterkirchen Hügel X Grave 2 MKN HXG2

Mühlacker MLR
“Niedererlbach” Buch am Erlbach NLH

“Pfannenstiel” Malterdingen PSL
Rauer Lehen RaLe
Römerhügel RHL

“Saint Colombe-sur-Seine” Tumulus de
la Butte St.C

“Schloßstrasse 4” Ditzingen-
Schöckingen Sß4

Tannheim bei Illteral TNM
“Untere Lehr” Tumulus Group ULG
Vix Tumulus, Mont Lassois Vix
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

AG 1 0 1 0 No

Baza (statue) Neck-
lace Pendants Finger rings 0 No

Baum 0 0 0 0 No
BH 1 4 2 1 No

Bilsk 2017 0 1 Unknown 1 No
Bilsk 2019 0 1 Unknown Unknown No?

BLN H10G5a 0 1 0 1 Yes
BLN H12G4 1 1 0 0 No
BLN H14G1 0 1 9 1 No
BLN H14G3 0 1 10 1 Yes
BNR G607 0 2 0 0 No
DBG 353 0 24 2 (off body) 1 Yes

ERN 0 5 0 0 No
ENS G2 1 6 5 1 No
FNK 0 8 0 1 No

GBG T1G1 1 3 3 1 No
GBG T1G2 0 0 0 1 No
GBG T1G3 0 0 1 0 No
GBG T1G4 0 0 0 0 No
GBG T2G1 0 0 1 1 No

GBG HU04-1 0 0 0 0 No
GBG HU19-1 0 0 2 0 No
GBG HU28-1 0 0 1 1 No
GBG HU28-2 0 1? 0 0 No
GBG KL111-1 0 0 2 0 No
GBG KL112-1 0 0 0 0 No
GBG KL113-0 0 0 2 1 No
GBG KL113-1 0 0 0 0 No
GBG KL113-2 0 0 0 0 No
GBG KL113-3 0 0 2 0 No
GBG KL113-4 1 0 0 0 No
GBG KL113-5 0 0 0 0 No
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
AG 0 2 Yes No No
Baza 0 0 No 3-4 sets No
Baum 0 0 No 0 No
BH 7 0 Yes Axe No

Bilsk 2017 0 0 Yes Unknown Unknown
Bilsk 2019 0? 0? 0? Unknown Unknown

BLN H10G5a 3 2 Yes No No
BLN H12G4 0 2 No No No
BLN H14G1 0 0 No No No
BLN H14G3 0 0 Yes No No
BNR G607 0 0 Yes No No
DBG 353 6 2 Yes Knife No

ERN 0 0 No No No
ENS G2 2 0 No No No
FNK 2 0 Yes No No

GBG T1G1 3 0 No Sword, spears,
arrows No

GBG T1G2 1 0 No Sword, spears No
GBG T1G3 0 0 No No No
GBG T1G4 0 0 No No No
GBG T2G1 2 0 No Sword, spear No

GBG HU04-1 0 0 No No No
GBG HU19-1 0 0 No No No
GBG HU28-1 0 0 No No No
GBG HU28-2 0 0 No No No
GBG KL111-1 0 0 No No No
GBG KL112-1 0 0 No No No
GBG KL113-0 0 0 No No No
GBG KL113-1 0 0 No No No
GBG KL113-2 0 0 No No No
GBG KL113-3 0 0 No No No
GBG KL113-4 0 0 No No No
GBG KL113-5 0 0 No No No
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

GBG KL113-6 0 1 0 0 No
GBG KL113-7 0 0 0 0 No
GBG KL “114” 0 0 0 0 No
GBG KL115-1 0 2 2 0 No
GBG KL116-1 0 0 0 1 No
GBG KL116-2 0 1 1 1 No
GBG KL 116-3 0 0 0 0 No
GBG KL116-4 0 0 0 0 No
GBG KL116-5 0 1 0 0 No
GBG KL121-1 0 0 0 0 No
GBG KL121-2 0 1 1 0 No

GFL CC 0 1 0 1 No
GFL NB1 0 0 0 0 No
GFL NB2 0 1 0 0 No
GFL NB3 1 0 0 0 No
GFL NB4 0 1 0 0 No
GFL NB5/6 0 0 0 0 No
GFL NB7 0 0 0 0 No
GFL NB8 0 2 0 0 No
GFL NB9 0 0 1 1 No
GFL NB10 0 0 0 0 No
GFL NB11 0 0 2 1 No
GFL NB12 1 0 0 0 No
GFL NB13 0 0 2 1 No

GFL NB14/15 0 0 2 1 No
GFL NB16 0 0 0 0 No

GFL NB17/18 0 1 4 1 No
GFL NB19 0 0 0 0 No
GFL NB20 0 0 0 0 No

GFL NB21/22 0 0 0 0 No
GFL NB23 0 0 0 0 No

GFL NB24/25 2 1 4 1 No
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
GBG KL113-6 0 0 No No No
GBG KL113-7 0 0 No No No

GBG KL
“114” 0 0 No No No

GBG KL115-1 0 0 No No No
GBG KL116-1 0 0 No No No
GBG KL116-2 0 0 No No No
GBG KL 116-3 0 0 No No No
GBG KL116-4 0 0 No No No
GBG KL116-5 0 0 No No No
GBG KL121-1 0 0 No No No
GBG KL121-2 0 0 No No No

GFL CC 1 0 Yes No No
GFL NB1 1 0 No Arrowhead? No
GFL NB2 0 0 No No No
GFL NB3 1 0 Yes No No
GFL NB4 1 0 No No No
GFL NB5/6 1 0 Yes No No
GFL NB7 0 0 No No No
GFL NB8 2 0 No No No
GFL NB9 1 0 No No No
GFL NB10 0 0 No No No
GFL NB11 4 0 No No No
GFL NB12 2 0 No No No
GFL NB13 0 0 No No No

GFL NB14/15 2 0 Yes Stone axe-head No
GFL NB16 0 0 No No No

GFL NB17/18 3 0 No No No
GFL NB19 0 0 No No No
GFL NB20 0 0 No No No

GFL NB21/22 0 0 No No No
GFL NB23 0 0 No No No

GFL NB24/25 5 1 Yes No No
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

GFL NB26/27 0 0 0 0 No
GFL NB28 0 0 0 0 No
GFL NB29 0 0 0 0 No
GFL NB30 0 0 0 0 No
GFL NB31 0 0 0 0 No
GFL NB32 0 0 0 1 No
GFL NB33 0 1? 0 0 No
Grauholz 0 31 2 0 No
HburgSett 0 175 0 0 No
HDF CC 1 0 1 1 No
HDF G2 1 0 0 1 No
HDF G3 0 0 0 0 No
HDF G4 0 0 0 1 No
HLN G1 0 0 0 0 No
HLN G2 0 0 5 1 Yes
HLN G3 0 0 1 0 No
HLN G4A 0 3 2 1 Yes
HLN G4B 0 0 0 0 No
HLN G5 0 0 2 1 Yes
HLN G6 0 2 2 1 Yes
HLN G7 0 1 1 1 Yes
HLN G8 1 0 0 0 No
HLN G9 1 0 0 0 No
HLN G10 0 0 1 0 No
HLN G11 1 6 2 1 Yes
HLN G12 0 0 0 0 No
HLN G13 0 1 + frags. Frags. 1 Yes
HLN G14 0 0 0 0 No
HLN G15 0 0 0 0 No
HLN G16 0 0 0 0 No

Ins VIII Neck-
lace? 17? 7 0 No

Lavau 1 0 3 1 No
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
GFL NB26/27 0 0 No No No
GFL NB28 4 0 No No No
GFL NB29 0 0 No No No
GFL NB30 0 0 No No No
GFL NB31 1 0 No No No
GFL NB32 0 0 No No No
GFL NB33 0 0 No No No
Grauholz 0 0 No No No
HburgSett 0 0 0 0 0

HDF CC 2 0 Yes Axe, dagger, spear,
arrows Razor

HDF G2 2 0 No Spears No
HDF G3 2 0 No No Razor
HDF G4 2 0 No Knife No
HLN G1 2 0 No No Razor
HLN G2 0 0 No No No
HLN G3 0 1 No No No
HLN G4A 2 0 No No No
HLN G4B 0 0 No Spear No
HLN G5 0 0 Yes No No
HLN G6 0 0 No No No
HLN G7 1 0 Yes No No
HLN G8 0 0 No No No
HLN G9 0 0 Yes No No
HLN G10 1 2 No No No
HLN G11 5 2 Yes No No
HLN G12 0 0 No No No
HLN G13 Frags. 2 Yes Spear frags. No
HLN G14 0 0 No No No
HLN G15 0 1? No No No
HLN G16 0 0 No No No
Ins VIII 1 0 Yes No No
Lavau 2 0 Yes Knife? No
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

Lehen 0 0 0 Frags. No
MKN HXG2 0 3 1 0 No
MLR H1G1 1 2 2 1 Yes
MLR H1G3 1 5 0 0 No
MLR H2G1 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H2G2 0 Frags? 0 1 No
MLR H2G3 1 0 0 0 No
MLR H2G4 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H2G5 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H2G6 1 0 2 1 Yes
MLR H3 0 0 0 0 No

MLR H4G1 0 4 0 1 Yes
MLR H4G2 0 2 0 0 No
MLR H4G3 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H4G4 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H4G5 0 0 1 1 No
MLR H4G6 0 0 6 1 Yes
MLR H4G7 0 0 1 0 No
MLR H5G1 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H5G2 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H5G3 1 0 1 0 No
MLR H5G4 1 1 1 0 No
MLR H5G5 0 0 1 0 No
MLR H5G6 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H5G7 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H6 0 0 0 1 No
MLR H7 1 0 0 1 No

MLR H8G1 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H8G2 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H8G3 0 0 0 1 No
MLR H8G4 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H8G5 0 0 0 0 No
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
Lehen 1 0 No Knife frags? No

MKN HXG2 0 16 Yes No No
MLR H1G1 2 2 No No No
MLR H1G3 0 0 No No No
MLR H2G1 0 0 No No No
MLR H2G2 0 0 No No No
MLR H2G3 1 0 No No No
MLR H2G4 1 0 Yes No No
MLR H2G5 1 2 No No No
MLR H2G6 0 0 No No No
MLR H3 0 0 No No Razor

MLR H4G1 2 2 Yes No No
MLR H4G2 2 2 Yes No No
MLR H4G3 0 0 No No No
MLR H4G4 0 0 No No No
MLR H4G5 2 0 No No No
MLR H4G6 0 0 Yes No No
MLR H4G7 1 0 No No No
MLR H5G1 0 0 No No No
MLR H5G2 2 0 No Spear No
MLR H5G3 0 2 Yes? No No
MLR H5G4 0 2 No No No
MLR H5G5 1 0 No No No
MLR H5G6 1 0 No No No
MLR H5G7 0 0 Yes No No
MLR H6 2 0 No No No
MLR H7 0 0 Yes? No No

MLR H8G1 0 0 No No No
MLR H8G2 0 0 Yes No No
MLR H8G3 2 0 No No No
MLR H8G4 1 0 No No No
MLR H8G5 0 0 Yes No No
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

MLR H8G6 0 0 0 1 Yes?
MLR H9G1 0 0 2 1 Yes
MLR H9G2 1 0 2 1 Yes

MLR H9G3&4 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H9G5 0 0 0 1 No
MLR H9H6 1 0 0 0 No
MLR H9G7 0 1 0 0 No
MLR H9G8 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H10G1 1 50 4 1 No
MLR H10G2 0 0 0 0 No
MLR H11G1 1 2 2 1 No
MLR H11G2 0 0 2? 0 No
MLR H12G1 0 0 2 0 No
MLR H12G2 0 0 0 0 No

Nied. 0 4 3 1 Yes
NLH H3 0 0 2 0 No

PSL 0 1 0 0 No
RaLe 0 0 1? 0 No
RHL 1 1 0 0 0 No
RHL 2 0 0 0 0 No
St. C 0 2 2 0 No
Sß4 1 19 9 0 No

TNM G1 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G2 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G3 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G4 0 0 4 0 No
TNM G5 0 2 0 1 No
TNM G6 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G7 1 1 9 1 ?
TNM G8 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G9 0 0 0 0 No

TNM G10a 0 3 2 1 Yes?
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
MLR H8G6 2 0 0 No No
MLR H9G1 8 0 0 No No
MLR H9G2 2 1 0 No No

MLR H9G3&4 2 0 Yes No No
MLR H9G5 1 2 Yes No No
MLR H9H6 0 0 No No No
MLR H9G7 0 0 No No No
MLR H9G8 1 0 No No No
MLR H10G1 3 2 Yes No No
MLR H10G2 0 0 No No No
MLR H11G1 3 2 No No No
MLR H11G2 0 0 No No No
MLR H12G1 0 0 Yes No No
MLR H12G2 0 0 No No No

Nied. 1 0 Yes No No
NLH H3 2 0 Yes No No

PSL 0 0 No No No
RaLe 0 0 Yes No No
RHL 1 0 0 No Dagger No
RHL 2 0 0 Yes Dagger No
St. C 0 0 No Axes No
Sß4 0 1 Yes No No

TNM G1 0 0 No No No
TNM G2 0 0 No No No
TNM G3 0 0 No No No
TNM G4 0 0 No No No
TNM G5 0 0 Yes No No
TNM G6 0 0 No No No
TNM G7 0 0 No Spear No
TNM G8 0 0 No No No
TNM G9 0 0 No No No

TNM G10a 0 0 No No No
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Burial Neck
Rings

HBV
Ornaments

Arm
Ornaments

Belt
Assemblage

Belt
Staples

TNM G10b 0 3 2 1 Yes?
TNM G11 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G12 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G13 0 0 0 1 No
TNM G14 0 0 0 1 No
TNM G15 0 0 3 1 No
TNM G16 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G17 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G18 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G19 0 0 2 0 No
TNM G20a 0 0 6 0 No
TNM G20b 0 0 0 1 No
TNM G21 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G22 0 0 0 0 No
TNM G23 0 0 5 0 No
ULG HAG3 0 7 1 1 Yes
ULG HFG5 0 7 1 0 No
ULG HHG1 0 12 3 1 No
ULG HMG3

CC 0 5 2 1 Yes

ULG HMG7 0 3 2 1 No
ULG HMG8 0 2 2 0 No
ULG HMG11 0 1 1 1 Yes
ULG HNG6 0 5 3 1 Yes
ULG HWG3 0 10 2 0 No

Vix 1 0 8 1 No
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Burial Fibulae Ankle
Rings

Lithic/
Amuletic Weapons Toilet

Implements
TNM G10b 0 0 Yes No No
TNM G11 0 0 No No No
TNM G12 0 0 No No No
TNM G13 0 0 No “Sword” No
TNM G14 0 0 No Dagger, spear No
TNM G15 0 2 Yes No No
TNM G16 0 0 No No No
TNM G17 0 0 No No No
TNM G18 0 0 No No No
TNM G19 0 2 Yes No No
TNM G20a 0 0 Yes No No
TNM G20b 0 0 No Dagger No
TNM G21 0 0 No No No
TNM G22 0 0 No Spear, “sword” No
TNM G23 0 2 No No No
ULG HAG3 0 0 Yes No No
ULG HFG5 2 2 No No No
ULG HHG1 0 0 No No No
ULG HMG3

CC 0 0 No No No

ULG HMG7 0 0 No No No
ULG HMG8 0 0 No No No
ULG HMG11 0 0 No No No
ULG HNG6 1 0 No No No
ULG HWG3 0 0 No No No

Vix 6 2 Yes Knife? No
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